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Introduction 

"The successful trader is the person who can apply the theoretical concepts of the most 
optimal trading technique, for his markets and bring his personal touch in real-time 
exec ution." 

The book is the last of the trilogy, which took a little over three years to complete. With 480 
pages, 690 charts and 33 executable Excel spreadsheets, the third volume is the biggest of 
the three. The author has created and developed Integrated Pitchfork Analysis, in synergy 
with existing state-of-the-art professional trading tools. 

The first volume built the foundation of the technique, and the second and third tomes 
described the integration of the method with the already existing modern trading tools. 

Writing this book has constituted for the author a real continuous teaching challenge, for 
the entire period of writing. His only obsession was to create, construct, test and finally 
propose to the colleague trader, an easy to use professional edge technique, never utilized 
before this pUblication. ' 

During his worldwide seminars and private teachings, he objectively emphasized the 
incommensurable advantages of the Integrated Pitchfork Analysis technique. 

• The author writes from his experience and research. He provides a thorough 
creation, presentation and implementation of the Integrated Pitchfork Analysis. 
Thus, the writer's original concept rooted from more than 75 years of trading 
experience of our masters like Schabacker, Babson, Marchal, Dr Andrews, Elliott, 
Gann and more recently from the works of Timothy Morge, Prof. Pruden, Jenkins 
and Ms. Dawn Smith-Bolton. This technique has a professional trading approach, 
based on knowledge and practice for two decades. Thus, a "trading edge too 
efficient to be ignored" is born! 

• The "Key Points to Remember" section, located at the end of each chapter, has been 
designed to sharpen the comprehension of the just described theory and case 
studies. It provides a quick reference for later 'on-the-desk' revisions, in a-flip-of-a
dime practicality!. 

• The author's experience in medical field taught and warned him, that there is no 
positive outcome of any well accomplished tasks without the heavy load of clinical 
cases practice, once that the knowledge and confidence are at "rendez-vous". Thus, 
he provided an entire real-time trades management chapter, emphasizing the 
trading mechanisms, which can not only shorten the Learning Curve but also 
comfort the trader's confidence. 

As an entrepreneurial person that you probably are, otherwise you wouldn't be reading this 
book right now, you took up the decision to become a profitably consistent trader ... Don't 
wait! ... This book is for you! 

Be warned ... the road to conquer the Learning Curve is long ami thorny ... you'll certainly 
get there if you really wallt it, but you '1/ have to fight teeth and nails! 
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1. The WHYs of this Professional Book! 

This second and third volumes were specifically elaborated for the experienced trader, 
bringing even further and higher the standards of Dr Andrews' technique, founded more 
than three quarters of a century ago. The Integrated Pitchfork Analysis will enhance the 
ergonomics and the profitability of the trades through the use of three mechanisms: 

The improvement of the trading accuracy, 
A greater trade probability leading to a better profitability, 
An independent cross-verification, which exceptionally increases the trade's 
management, his performing confidence and the outcome of the trade. 

Many of these tools did not exist or were not symbiotically and synergistically used 
together, more than a quarter of a century ago. They surely belong nowadays to the arsenal 
of the profitable and consistent professional trader: the inter-market analysis, the multiple 
time frame, the momentum & Fibonacci bar counts, the multiple time frame floor pivots, 
the Elliott waves principle, the Gann tools, the Jenkins circles, the Wolfe Waves or the 
ellipses. 

2. Never Give-Up ... Fight Teeth and Nails! 

As most of us probably know, the trader is an eternal student of the marl{ets. Until the 
efficient and consistent trading levei is attained, the trader will have to tight teeth and nails, 
in his quest for knowledge. It means that you must have the stamina and the energy, as well 
as the sldll for continuous tasks in the process of learning and practice. There is nothing 
out there to be tal{en for granted ... ! There is no free lunch on Wan Street! 

3. Reaching the Advanced Level - Use of Progressive Learning Modules 

The teaching procedures exposed in this trading book, fully obey the epistemology 
principles: the presentation of the advanced Knowledge in a modular manner and the 
practice of it, through the analysis of real-time cases with greater emphasis on Risk and 
1110ney Management concepts. 

4. Reinforce the Risk & Money Management Concept 

After all these tools have been described, the author developed the Risk and A-loney 
Management concept, first theoretically presented with the Three Pawn Technique and then 
applied through the filter of multiple case studies. It unveils numerous professional edges, 
far away from the crowd's reach. Among others, we will mention: the pre-arranged entries, 
the stop loss' parsimonious size, the logical objective targets, the reward/risk ratios, the hidden 
and non-randomly chosen trailing stops, the scale in/out concepts which may increase with at 
least 50% your results, the e.y;its, the nibbling and the single/multiple trading units. 

5. Knowledge & Confidence as Conclusion 

For a trader, two things are primordial: Knowledge and Confidence. 

Knowle(lge explains how the market works, and Confidence is the trader's ability to use it, 
over and over again. The more you use it, the more you will see the market react to your 
proposed strategy. The more you will believe in it, the faster you will become a self-confident 
trader. 

We should never, ever forget that trading with Confidence is the most profitable way 
around! The Knowledge builds the Confidence, and together they will really ensure your 
peace of mind, without any visceral fear nor paralysing pain! 

Copyright 2008-9 by Dr. l\1ircea Dologa - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED - www.pitchforktrader.com 
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The Integrated Pitchfork Analysis advanced concept, described for the first time in these 
books, will not only build the trader's Confidence, but it will also offer a global and unique 
real trading professional edge, to be used by the trader, in his every day practice. 

Dr Mircea Dologa, MD, CT A , 
mircdologa@yahoo.com 

Founder of www.pitchforktrader.com 

February 9th, 2009 
Paris - France 
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Please read below a current disclaimer that the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has 
proposed to be prominently displayed by anyone offering an investment course to the 
public. 

Disclaimer 

The purpose of this material is to provide you with a very powerful trading technique, 
named "Integrated Pitchfork Analysis ", a valuable tool in financial markets. The text, the 
chart examples, or any part of this material are not to be taken as "investment advice". 
They are purely and strictly for educational purposes. Ultimately, you are responsible for 
all of your investment decisions. The data used in this material is believed to be from 
reliable sources but cannot be guaranteed. 

There is no guarantee that this tool will continue to work in the future. "Past performance 
is not indicative offuture results". You should understand that there is considerable risk of 
loss in the stock, futures or options markets. Neither the author, nor anyone else involved 
in the production of this material, will be liable for any loss, damage or liability directly or 
indirectly caused by the usage of this material. 

Copyright 2008-9 by Dr. Mircea Dologa - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED - www.pitchforktrader.com 
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Chapter 1 

Bollinger & Keltner Bands - Pitchfork Synergism 

Most of the astute traders use three main decisive factors in their every day trading: 
trending, resistance/support concept and volatility. We will try to describe in this chapter, the 
latter factor, which is known by most of the traders, though few of them routinely use it. 
Volatility defined as the measure of the degree of price movements, adds a new dimension 
to our trading arsenal, not found in price and volume indicators. They are mostly sharp 
jumps of the market prices accompanied by increased volume. 
In a way, we can say that volatility is the only element that can visually evaluate the market 
fluctuations, in such a manner that the trader can acquire an idea of how active the 
financial instrument is, and what type of trading strategy could be profitably applied. It 
goes without saying that the chart of a very volatile market appears in the eyes of a novice 
as an encrypted chaotic space, which commonly couldn't be of any help in every day 
trading. In spite of this, a deep study of the volatility will reveal well-structured patterns 
that can earn a fortune for the astute traders, even if most of them have already acquired 
the knowledge of volatility analysis and volatility-based strategies. 
Without going into savant calculations and without being exhaustive, we will try to study 
volatility's role in our everyday trading. We will not describe the volatility-related options 
trades but we will deepen the use of the volatility parameters in the field of Integrated 
Pitchfork Analysis. 

1. Bollinger Bands Concept 

Developed by John Bollinger, the Bollinger bands indicator is nothing else but a price/time
dependent channel formed by probability bands split in two halves by a simple moving 
average. The indicator's big advantage over the other bands is its self-adjusting mobility - a 
price-related flexibility. The author of the bands has managed to assemble, in a single 
indicator: the probability, the statistics and the fractals. What better arguments that these 
three factors form the foundation of the market understanding? 
Thus, he associated the price standard deviation (SrD or SD), represented by the bands, 
around a fluctuating 20-period SMA. The standard deviation is defined as the statistical 
dispersion, measuring how wide is the spread among the values in a data set. In our case, 
the market price values. This is represented by a Gauss curve (refer to Figure 4.1), a bell
like chart that normally indicates: 

Many price values are close to the mean value, if the standard deviation is small, 
Many price values are far from the mean value, if the standard deviation is large, 
Many price values are equal, if the standard deviation (sigma) is zero. 

Figure 1.1 

Standard Deviation Confidence Intervals 

- 68.26894% values are in 1 SD area 
- 95.44997% values are in 2 SD area 
- 99.73002% values are in 3 SD area 
- 99.99366% values are in 4 SD area 

99.99994% values are in 5 SD area 
- 99.99999% values are in 6 SD area 

(') 

o 

-o 

Source: Creative Commons Attribution 2.5 
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The confidence intervals represent the estimated value of the percentage of the market 
price data, which is located in the area delineated by the number of the standard 
deviations. The total estimated value is calculated by adding-up the area located at the left 
of the mean axis (-1 STD) with the area situated at its right (+1 STD). 
For Bollinger bands, the 20-simple moving average represents the mean and the bands 
represent the standard deviations. The upper band (+1 STD) and the lower band 
(-1 STD) represent the total estimate of the market price located in the space delineated by 
the two bands (refer to Figure 4.2). The author of the bands strongly suggests the use of 2 
standard deviations so that the total estimate of the market prices situated between the two 
bands is 95.45%. The difference of 4.55% (100%-95.45%) defines the low probability of the 
market prices that could spill over the Bollinger Bands. We strongly advise to use this 
probability event when taking a trade decision, with proper risk and money management. 

1.1 Bollinger Bands Idiosyncrasy 

The word idiosyncrasy is defined as an individualizing characteristic or should I rather say 
a characteristic peculiarity. 

&00.00 

~50.00 

:4110.00 

j/!).OO 

; 11:00 n~oo 15:00 11:00 1'9.1)0 21:00 08:i10 10~O 12!OO U'!OO 1,":00 l1~OO 2O~(t 22~O 

! 06/Z(MJ6 

Figure 1.2 - We can observe, in the above chart that the 2 STDs fully encompass the market prices_ 

The idiosyncrasy couldn't better describe the peculiar qualities of the Bollinger bands; not 
only that but also the fact that they are unique, among other types of bands: 

1.1.1 High-Level Auto-Correlation 
The high-level Auto-Correlation will enable the astute trader to efficiently project the 
market price volatility, in a much more performing manner than the projection of the 
market price. This behavioural trait constitutes the foundation of the Reversion to mean, 
the Persistency and the Squeeze, the other three indispensable features of the Bollinger 
bands, described below. 

1.l.2 Reversion to Mean 
It returns the prices back to the simple moving average (SMA). When they are 
catapulted outside of the bands (4% of the time) or when they just test the bands with a long 
tail, they quickly retrace to the SMA, thus performing what is called the "rubber band" 
effect. For illustration, refer to the RTM-1 & RTM-2 zones at the left side of the Figure 4.2. 
This behavioural trait is a great edge for the astute trader. 

Copyright 2008-9 by Dr. Mircea DOloga - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED - www.pitchforktrader.com 
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1.1.3 Persistency 

The continuation of the already started move defines the persistency. This is particularly 
efficient when a bar breaks out the bands, and closes outside them. This trait will allow the 
market flow to continue more often than not, in the direction of the breaking bar, for at 
least 2 to 4 bars. This behavioural trait is the foundation of the outside-band trending and, 
once again, it represents a great edge, placing the astute trader, well ahead ofthe crowd. 

1.1.4 Sq ueeze 
The volatility takes minimum values when the squeeze occurs, compared to those of the 
near past, thus forming a narrow range. Thus, when the explosive volatile momentum 
starts, the bands wil1 be ready to sharply diverge. 

'Oi:mjjJ;E"''''iMprtCl''''_ 
&lImin • Euro Futures 
FebBtIl-20OS 
Eod 

Copyriglll2008 
by Dr Mircea Dologa 

www,pIt~ktl'llder.tom 

Figure 1.3 - The above chart shows the alternation of 2 squeezes with 3 explosive volatile periods. 

After the maximal value is attained, the bands will surely reverse to mean. Toby Crabel, a 
hedge fund master trader, has efficiently described the narrow range trading process in his 
1990 book, titled "Day Trading with Short Term Price Patterns and Opening Range 
Breakout". He explains in details different types of narrow ranges: NR7 (narrow range of 
the last 7 bars) and NR4 (narrow range of the last 4 bars), which are more often than not, 
followed by a volatility explosion. 

The BB Width is the optimal tool to keep track of the Squeeze and to be combined with 
price and volume indicators. We should avoid the corresponding elements to be arranged 
in the same linear order, giving birth to the multiple colinearity. 
The Squeeze is the quintessence of the Bollinger bands' peculiar traits. It not only signals 
an imminent market price explosion but it will also indicate other features: 

The degree of the narrow range in comparison with the last narrow range event and 
especially how the latter was lived by the market, 
The future market direction is most of the time, not known. However, in our 
experience, by drawing internal trend line and angles within the narrow range, the 
trader can find out with a reasonable probability, the direction of the future market 
explosion. Moreover, the study of Elliott waves on the traded time frame and on the 
upper time frame could give a reasonable hint of the future market direction . . 
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On the contrary, the direction of the market price could be known when the market 
reaches the highest volatility threshold. In that case the market will either enter a 
consolidation zone or will drop, to the opposite Bollinger band. 

Tip - most of the narrow ranges constitute the correction waves (W2 or W4) of the 
primary Elliott waves or their sub-waves. Apply the Fibonacci price ratios and you 
will reasonably project the termination of the future market trend. 

The bands of the narrow range will form a very strong halting pattern, wherever the 
market move. Their role will be either of a resistance or a support, depending on the 
market fluctuations. In spite of this, they won't be as strong as the resistances / 
supports of an old high or an old low. 

1.2 Settings and Bands Optimization 

The settings highly recommended in Bollinger bands (BB) are: 

Upper Band = SMA (20) + 2.0 STD 
Lower Band = SMA (20) - 2.0 STD 

The commonly used period of the simple moving average (SMA) is the 20 bars. The choice 
of a simple MA is important because the same type of moving average has been employed in 
the calculation of the STD. 
In spite of these recommended settings, the daily practice shows that every market has its 
own behaviour. So, there is just one single argument that can establish the most performing 
settings: the most optimal market description by the bands. Otherwise said, the main 
market price dispersion (around 96%) is located within the bands and the remaining 4% 
will be dispersed outside the bands. 
The optimisation of the settings is not an easy task. It not only depends on the type of the 
market, but also on the specific traded time frame. We should take into account the 
interactions of the market prices with the Bolinger bands. A visual inspection will reveal 
the following market moves: 

The prices could tag on the upper/lower bands, 
The prices will frequently walk on the simple moving average, 
The prices will be mostly encompassed by the bands, 
The prices will close outside the bands and continue the ongoing trend. 

In order to evaluate the best optimisation we will take into consideration: 

The nearness of the market prices with regard to the bands; they will ideally tag them, 
The variation of the values of standard deviations and also that of the simple moving 
average. Don't forget that the SMA is part of the SD formula. A new SMA value will 
modify the shape and the slope of the bands even if the SD value remains unchanged. 
The coincidence of the market price tagging the bands with walking the SMA. 
The above three considerations will be done not only in a trending market but also in a 
sideways market. Further more, knowing that the volatility is different for each 
market, each time frame and each day, it is imperious to optimise the bands every 
time a new situation occurs. It's the only way to ensure that the bands will efficiently 
cope with the new market conditions. 

A sustained observance of the Bollinger bands will reveal the optimal setting choice that 
will influence the Bollinger bands to optimally describe the contextual and the local 
markets. This is not an easy task to perform because the trader must use sufficient data of 
the immediate past, to find the optimal setting values. Don't neglect to check every morning 
the optimal compliance of the Bollinger bands with the market flow description; it might 
save your day's profits. 
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1.2.1 Optimising the Bollinger Bands in Trending Markets 

We will try to adapt the settings of the standard deviation and the values of the simple 
moving average, in such a way, that we will obtain a maximum compliance of the Bollinger 
bands with the market price description. We have decided to use the association of the 
following compliant factors: 

The price tagging of the upper/lower bands and the SMA walking, 
The reverse to mean, when the prices will be either halted for a few bars by the 
resistance/support of the SMA or, on the contrary, will only test or pierce the SMA. 

Whatever we optimise, the trending or the sideways markets, the trader will use the 
followings parameters: 

The period of the simple MA commonly used is 20 bars. However, in order to optimise 
it we can use: 

Any Fibonacci or Lucas-related numbers: 7, 11, 13,21, 29,34 or 
One of the harmonic numbers: 5, 15 and 30, so often used by Dawn Bolton Smith, 
the Grande Dame of Australian Technical Analysis, that some also call the Iron 
Lady. 

The values chosen for the standard deviation, besides the common 2.00, are mainly 
based on the Fibonacci ratios: 1.618, 1.786, 1.886, ~, 2.146, 2.236, 2.50, 2.618, 2.786, 
2.886 and 3.00. 

Tip: When the trader uses the dual Bollinger bands trading ~ystem, he/she will add to the 
above BB system, a second one, which uses fixed parameters: SMA (21) and STD (1.00). 

1Smin· German Oax Futures 
Feb 18th· 2008 
Ead 

BB (2.00,20) 

Cop)'rl9ht2C08 
by Or Mlr~. OoIoga 

www.pili:htorklrador.com 

lQO.oo 

Figure 1.4 - The above chart illustrates the Bollinger bands having 2-STD and 20-SMA, the most 
common settings. The compliant factors Ilsed are the already defined band tagging, SMA walking and 
reversion to mean. The above two sets of arrows show: 

The zones a to e, where the prices are not only tagging the bands but they are also spilling over 
the upper band. with a variable intensity. 
The zones A to F, where the prices reverse to mean: testing or walking on the 20-SMA. 

0111' task would be to improve not only the bands tagging by having less nllmerous spills over bllt also 
have more precise reversions to mean, close to the S~fA. 
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Figure 1.5 - The above chart illustrates the Bollinger bands with a modified SMA (21-SMA au lieu de 
20-SMA) but with the same STD value, in relation to the prior chart. The compliant factors remain the 
same. By closely observing the zones A to F, conceming the SMA, we barely noticed any modifications. 
At this point, we are ready to start the bands optimisation, by varying the STD value, with a constant 
SMA valueof21. 

Copyright zoos 
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Figure 1.6 - The above chart shows the Bollinger bands with a modified STV (2.50 instead of 2. 0) hut 
with the same SMA vallie, with regard to the prior chart. The compliant factors remain the same. By 
closely obsen'ing the zones a to e, we noticed the elimination of the a, h, c, d sPills & most of the e's. 
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Figure 1.7 - Tlte above chart illustrates tlte Bollinger bands with a modified STD (2.786 instead of the 
common 2. 0), with tlte same SMA value. The compliant factors remain the same. By closely observing 
the zones a to e, we noticed an efficient optimisation of all zones with a single bar spilling over the 
upper hand, belonging to the e zone. The 21-SMA is also ideally optimised, perfectly harmonized with 
the current STD value of 2.786, a Fibonacci ratio. We will retain this optimisation set-up for trading. 

BB (3.5,21) 

Copyright 2Q08 
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Figure 1.8 - The above chart illustrates the Bollinger bands with a 3.5 STD and a 21-SMA. The 
compliant factors remain the same. By closely observing the hands - zones a to e, we can see that the 
prices dOI/'tfaithfully follow anymore the bands, even if they are 100% encompassed by them. The 3.5 
STD value over-saturated the compliance's needs, and it isn't the best choicefor.nur trading strategies. 
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1.2.2 Optimising the Bollinger Ballds ill Sideways Markets 

This time, we will try to adapt the settings of the STD and SMA for the sideways markets, 
in such a way, that we will obtain a maximum compliance of the Bollinger bands. 

15min • Gennan Oil. Futures 
Feb 11th - 2008 
fad 

. ~:oo 11:00 13:00 15:00 17:00 1$:00 ·21:00 08:00 10:00 12:00 14:00 
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Figure 1.9 - The above chart illustrates the Bollinger bands (BB) with a classic 2.0 STD and 20-SMA. 
The compliant factors remain the same. By closely observing the bands, we can see that the prices 
almost faithfully follow the bands, and they are nearly J 00% encompassed by them. In spite of this 
nearly optimal set-up, there is still room to optimise, due to numerous tails, which spill over the bands. 

15min • G~nnan Oa. Futures 
Feb 11th - 2008 
Ead 

Figure 1.10 - The above chart illustrates the Bollinger bands with a modified 2.5 STD alld a 21-SMA. 
The compliant factors remain the same. By closely observing the ballds, we can see this time, that the 
prices fait/~fully follow the bands, and that they are 100% encompassed by them. For ollr needs, this 
set-lip is flilly optimised and we are ready flOW to start our trading strategies .. 
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2. Trading the Bollinger Bands 

The perception of volatility in the eyes of an inexperienced trader is often understood as a 
confusing phenomenon. John Bollinger has greatly, improved this perception, bringing the 
astute trader, miles ahead of the crowd. 
Shortly put, the expanded volatility begets low volatility and low volatility begets high 
volatility. We have already mentioned that a very volatile market is doomed to reverse to 
mean. On the contrary, the low volatility visually expressed by a narrow range chart 
formation is a premonition of an imminent volatility explosion, but without knowing the 
exact direction. Most of the time, the Fibonacci ratios applied to the height of the trading 
range can measure the size of the market price expansion. 
The previous volatility description hints that the trading of volatile markets bring the 
trader to successfully implement a strategy, well ahead of the events, before the explosion 
takes place ... or should I rather say "Always be ready to expect the unexpected, on whether 
type of market you are trading!" 

2.1 Single Bollinger Bands Trading System 

Whatever you have in mind, the first thing to do is to evaluate visually or with the BB 
Width indicator, the height of the bands. In case of a narrow range, expect a jail-burst like 
expansion, and in case of the already expanded bands, go for a trade, in the contrary 
direction. All this, closely guided by a tight risk and money management technique. 
For the explosion of the NR7 or NR4, draw the corresponding extensions, which go up to 7 
(the most frequent value), 11 or 13 times, the height of the initial trading range or BB width. 
In case of an expanded volatility up-sloping market, apply the Fibonacci ratios to the up
swing that has just terminated and follow the drop of the ensuing market, through the 
different correcting levels: 14.6%, 23.6%, 27.2%, 33.3%, 38.2%, 50% (the most frequent 
bouncing level), 61.8%, 78.6% and 88.6%. If the market drops farther than the 100% level 
of the prior trend, don't hesitate to continue the initial Fibonacci ratio system, using: 
100%, 114.6%, 123.6%, 1.272%, and so on. You will be surprised how well this works, 
more often than not. Every time that the market flow approaches one of the levels, be 
prepared for a bounce on this level, if the acolytes indicators confirm it: the Volume, the 
Stochastics, and the slower but more reliable, the MACD. 
Most of the traders use a single BB system (upper & lower bands associated with a SMA). In 
this case we can trade them following certain well-proven techniques: 

2.1.1 Price Close Outside the Bands 
Go long or short, when the last bar has closed outside the upperllower band. The farther the 
distance between the close and the corresponding band, the more probable the trade is and 
the lower the risk. 

2.1.2 Testing the Bands 
Go long or short, when the last bar has touched with the tip of a long tail the lowerlhigher 
band and started to retrace. Its first target will be the SMA, followed by the opposite band. 
The longer the tail, the more probable the trade is and the lower the risk. The farther the 
touch from the SMA, the more probable the trade is and the lower the risk. 

2.1.3 Piercing the Ballds 
The trader should be warned that the probability of the trade initiated by the pierce is not 
the same as that of testing. The trade performed with a pierce rather than with a test has a 
far lesser probability. The deeper the pierce, the lesser the probability of the trades. 

2.1.4 Trading the Narrow Range 
Be prepared to go long or short in case of a narrow range, already described above. Even if 
the direction of the future market is almost impossible to predict, there are a few nuts-and
bolts for the astute trader, which will increase the probability of a low ~isk trade: 
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2.1.4.1 Role of Volume & Internal Trend Line 

Be prepared to watch for the Volume indicator, on a smaller time frame; a recrudescence 
of a red (down) volume betrays an internal distribution which will certainly manifest with 
an imminent down market. The same could happen with an internal accumulation but in 
the opposite direction. Moreover, if the astute trader can unveil an internal trend line 
having most of the local market flow underneath it, he/she should prepare for a very 
probable down move. The initial trend of the upper time frame is very hard to be 
influenced by a news event. If you could choose, stick with the direction of the higher time 
frame. 

2.1.4.2 Narrow Range Pre-Close Location: Role of the Opening 

If the trading range is pretty large with a height superior to 3 Average True Ranges - A TR 
(13), one can place two pre-arranged orders, where the second order will cover the first 
and vice versa. This can be done, either a few minutes before the close, if we expect an 
opening gap (refer to the chart below - the opening of October 5th

) or later during the day (at 
16:00hrs CET news time). Just before the close of the market, the astute trader can 
concomitantly enter a short trade at 3465 level with a long trade at 3478 level (refer to the 
left side of the chart below). The first level will be the stop loss for the second, and vice versa. 
As you can see below, on October 5t

\ the market opened downwards, and the trader could 
have exited at the opening time or wait for a later exit during the day. And of course the 
3478-stop loss value would have been cancelled and a more appropriate value 
implemented. 

Copyright 2008 
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Figure 1.11 - The above chart illustrates the narrowing Bollinger bands before the close of the 
previous day and also during the day, just before the 16:00hrs CET news time. 
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2.1.4.3 Narrow Range Pre-News Location 

Later during the day (refer to right side of the chart above - at 16:00hrs CET news time) we 
have performed the same technique, as that described above for the opening. Just before 
the 16:00hrs CET news announcement, the trader concomitantly entered a short trade at 
3433 level with a long trade at 3450 level. The first level will be the stop loss for the second, 
and vice versa. As you can see below, the market firstly dropped, it retraced to the 50% 
level of the trading range, and then it fell to terminate the W5. Then, being over-extended it 
entered into a consolidation chart formation. Of course the 3450-stop loss value has been 
cancelled and a more appropriate value implemented. 

2.1.5 Walking the Bands 

It is not a trade signal. The trader needs a confirmation from at least two other price and 
volume-related factors. 

2.1.6 Simple Moving Average 

Pay great attention, not only to the bands but also to the simple MA. The trader should 
know that in the calculations of the standard deviation also enters the SMA value. 
Moreover, one should know that in trading the 50% level or the midpoint level has a 
primordial importance, if one listens to the Gann teachings. Or the SMA is the best "alive" 
tool that fluctuates in rhythm with the market, perfectly harmonized and synchronized 
with the bands. What better edge Sh01ild the trader ask for? Any price manifestations 
related to the SMA has a great contribution to the increase of the trade's probability and to 
the reduction of the risk. Let's summarize some of these behaviours: 

2.1.6.1 Walking the SMA 

It is revealing an extremely narrow market. Expect an explosive move and consider the 
SMA as a very strong resistance/support-blocking factor. Any narrow range under the 
SMA might be transformed into a violent downward movement. Any narrow range above 
the SMA might be transformed into a violent upward jail-burst like expansion. 

2.1.6.2 Pullbacks 

They occur, right on the SMA and are also called the Holy Grail pullbacks. Most often than 
not, they signal a profitable trade if a tight money management technique is used. 

2.1.6.3 Zooming through the SMA 

The zooming through the SMA with volatile bars and huge volume is characteristic for a 
high-powered momentum take-off. This is also a propitious time to enter the trade. Expect a 
re-test to perform an add-on re-entry! 

2.1.6.4 Testing the SMA 

When the bar's big tail is testing the SMA, it is a reasonable reversal signal. Don't confuse 
it with SMA pierce, where the average line is punctured, to a more or lesser degree. This 
move is not in-and-of-itself a trade signal. It simply tells the trader to sit aside, and to take 
his/her time to get the proper entry strategy. 

2.1.7 Japanese candles 
We have briefly mentioned above, the use of the Japanese candles. It will be a great 
advantage for the trader to use those that signal the reversal or the continuation moves. We 
warmly recommend Steve Nison's books. 

2.1.8 Nuts-and-Bolts 

We can never insist enough for getting familiar and using the nuts-and-bolts for our every 
day trades: 
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2.1.8.1 Intra-Bar Volatility - Close Loclltion 

The exact location of a close located in the nearness of the bands or the SMA, gives the 
green light for entering the trade. 

2.1.8.2 Chllrt Formlltions within the Blinds 

• 

The occurrence of chart formations that clearly indicate the next market move - the head- ~ 
and-shoulder, the double lind triple top/bottom, the cup-and-handle and the channels - will 
really enhance the contribution of the bands to the outcome of the trade. 

2.1.8.3 Major & Minor Pitchforks 

The use of pitchforks is not encompassed within the usual trading habits due to its long
time misunderstood and neglected topic. We will see in this chapter, that they not only 
harmoniously associate with the Bollinger bands but they are also indispensable for 
consistent trading. What other tool will signal with an enviable precision and probability, 
the progressive targets of an ongoing trend? The median line, together with its acolytes will 
certainly initiate the trader to mastering not only the targets but also the correct entries, 
re-entries and stop losses. 

2.1.8.4 Multiple Time Frames 

The use of multiple time frames, is seldom advised in association with the Bollinger bands 
trading, in spite of their impact potential on the trade's outcome. Philippe Cahen, is a 
pioneer in this little known area. He is the Head of Technical Analysis for Credit Lyonnais 
Capital Markets in Paris and the author of the 2001 book titled "Dynamic Technical 
Analysis". Among other fascinating topics he describes the usage of two other time frames, 
besides the common traded time frame. 
In our experience, the Futures trader should implement a weekly Cash Index study 
employing the monthly, weekly and daily time frames and a daily pre-open Futures Index 
study using the daily, the 240-min, 60-min or IS-min time frame. 
Keep the conclusions of your weekly study, on your desk, so you can quickly access it to get 
the information related to: the dominant market trend of the traded instruments, a global 
inter-market analysis including not only your traded vehicles but also that of the US 
Dollar, Gold, Euro, the main commodities and the interest rates. 
If your traded time frame is IS-min, then overlay its 21-SMA on the lower time frame, 
which is usually the 5-min - often called the trigger time frame. In this way, you can observe 
on a flip of a dime, the optimal entry, the add-on re-entry and the exit. 

2.1.9 Confirming Indicators 

In spite of their rough reliability, the Bollinger bands signals need the assistance of the 
confirming indicators: 

2.1.9.1 Multicollinearity 

This aspect of the confirming indicators can greatly decrease their functional edge. 
Knowing the indicators' origin will help the trader to avoid the negative aspect of 
multicollinearity. We should never use a set of multiple indicators derived from the same 
source: the close of the price, the volume, the price range or the volatility. The optimal 
choice would be to have one indicator from each source. In order to avoid this negative 
aspect we have chosen to use only three, well separated-source indicators: Stochastics, 
MACD or OSC (5,35) and Volume. 

2.1.9.2 Stochastics (14,3,3) or (8,5,5) f 
It is rather a short-term market price velocity indicator having as an immediate result its ~ 
recent market price sensitivity, which will be greatly enhanced, It is defined as a ~ 

comparison between the current price and the selected period's ratlge. 1 
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2.1.9.3 MACD (12,26,9) or OSC (5,35) 

A price-related indicator, the MACD is a derivate of a dual exponential moving average 
(emu) system. It represents the continuous spread between two moving averages: a faster 
one having the 5-bar ema and a longer one, the 35-bar ema. The smoothing of the MACD 
by a 9-bar exponential moving average will form the signal line. In spite of the lagging 
effect, its use is very valuable due to its stabilized functionality, in opposite with the 
Stochastics' rapid fluctuations. We get great trading signals when both agree, especially 
when they are situated in the overbought/oversold zones. We use the MACD's [OSC(5,35)] 
principal functions: the crossovers, the divergence/convergence and the 
overbought/oversold concept, illustrated by the upper/lower OSC bands. 

2.1.9.4 Volume & Its Moving Average 

The volume and its corresponding moving average are very valuable to ensure the 
imminent character of a breakout or its validity. It's the best way we know to differentiate 
a false from a real breakout. 

T.lI!.: Avoid using the CCI indicator (Commodity Channel Index) with the Bollinger bands 
due to their collinear tendency. 

2.2 Dual Bollinger Bands Trading System 

We have already seen in the previous sub-chapters that the upper and the lower bands can 
serve as targets. Thus, we can say that the best utilization of the single set bands trading 
system is when the prices are considered at the bands' extremes (at or beyond their levels). 
The bands can serve, 

As targets, especially when the prices only test the bands, 
As entries, when the prices close on the outer side of the bands, thus spilling over the 96% 
inside area, 
As re-entries, when the prices close on the outer side of the bands but the trader is already in 
the trade. Thus an add-on trade is performed. 

The question that comes naturally to the trader's mind is "How about a trade whose 
momentum starts inside the bands?» 

1mhl cilan .. Getntan Oax Futur-o-s 
Feb Z2nd .2_ 
Ead 

Doubte 
aa (2.&.21) 

Figure 1.12 - The above chart illustrates the SMA walking creating a three-bar narrow range 
explosive move at 21:291rrs CET. The dual Bollinger bands trading system assists the trader to 
make out of the above chart's explosive movement, a low-risk high-probqbility trade. 
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The above question has even more sense when we know that most of the traders catch the 
trend after more than a third has already developed. Well... The answer is given by 
employing the dual Bollinger bands trading system. 
This system is using an outer BB set with common STD and SMA values (refer to Figure 
4.12), which will be optimised by the trader. An internal BB set will be also drawn, which 
has fixed STD and SMA values, preferably 1.00 and 21, respectively (refer to Figure 4.13). 
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Figure 1.13 - The above chart reiterates the chart of the prior figure. This lime, it shows a fixed 
variable BB set: STD (1.00) & SMA (21). This 2ndBB set will be overlaid on the previous chart BB set. 
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Figure 1.14 - The above chart contains the 2 BB overlays as iJ1 Figures 12 & 13 charts. OJ1e call t 

~ observe the outer BB set with the optimised variables - [STD (2.5,21J and the inner BB set with the ~ 
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The dllal Bollinger bands trading system is the key to unlocking potential of using volatility 
to determine the trend, thus constituting an excellent trading opportunity. As the trader 
observes the signs of the volatility increase, he/she can at the same time efficiently manage 
the entry, the stop loss, the re-entry and the target. 
The system has dual Bollinger bands: the outer BB set and the inner BB set. The former 
have optimised settings and the latter has fixed variables - STD (1.00) and SMA (21). 

2.2.1 Illner Bollinger Bands Role 

The role of the inner BB set is to assist the trader to enter and to exit the trade. The long 
trade example illustrated above (refer to the chart above) is started at 21:29hrs CET when a 
volatile bar broke-up the upper band of the inner BB set- at 6803 level. The entry 
confirmation factor was the presence of the three-bar trading range and the SMA walking. 
After the entry order was executed, the trader immediately performed the stop loss order, 
based on the closest opposite direction support. In our above example that level is the low 
of the three bar trading range, which also coincides with the SMA (21). 
The exit was performed at 21:44hrs CET when the market price not only crossed back the 
upper band of the inner BB set but it also closed below it - at 6853 level. 

2.2.2 Ollter Bollinger Bands Role 

The role of the outer BB set is: 

To visually observe and evaluate the management of the trade, 
To follow up the add-on re-entry processes through the close follow up of the 
pullbacks, the testing, the re-testing and the pierce of the upper/lower bands of the 
inner BB set. 
To closely follow up, not only the local market where the trade is in progress, but also 
the contextual market with its dominant trend. In this way, the trader does not trade 
by mistake any market corrections, which have a limited trading potential. 

2.2.2.1 Add-On Re-Entry - A Frequently Misused Trading Tool 

As most of the astute traders know, the optimal outcome of a trade is not only dependent 
on an excellent management of a single entry and exit, but also on performing multiple add
ons re-entries, which will considerably increase the profit statement. The confirming signals 
of an add-on re-entry during an up-sloping trend will be revealed by: 

The occurrence of the pullbacks all along the up-sloping trend, 
The test and re-test of the upper band of the inner BB set, but which closes above it, 
The test and pierce of the upper band of the inner BB set, but which closes above it, 

It seems that the method's automatism of the entry and exit eliminates any possibility of 
targeting. In spite of this, our experience showed that the projected targets are of a great 
help, especially when their probability is increased by the formation of: 

The clusters, which are multiple horizontal overlapped trend lines formed out of 
various trading tools: Fibonacci ratio support/resistance lines, floor pivots, rectangles' 
boundaries or midlines, extensions of the rectangles, stealthy Gann resistances / 
supports, old highs and lows, old gaps borders located in the immediate past and so 
on. 
The confluences defined by the intersection of horizontal trend lines (already 
mentioned above) with the slant trend lines issued out of median lines of pitchforks, 
channelling' borders and their midlines, orthodox and un-orthodox trend lines, Gann 
angles, fan lines, speed lines and so on. 

It goes without saying that the best probable long trade exit occurs when a cluster or a 
confluence coincides with the market price's move of not only cro~sing back the upper 
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band of the inner BB set but it is also closing below it. In this way we can know, well in 
advance, an eventual level of exiting the market. 

For the reader who is interested to know more about this type of volatility trades, including 
Metastock instructions, please refer to Jacinta Chan's work, a Malaysian Futures Trader 
who published in the March/April 2005 issue of the The Australian Technical Analysts 
Association Journal the article titled "Using Time Series Volatilities to Trade Trends: 
Trading Technique - BBZ". 

3. Bollinger Bands and Elliott Waves Correlation 

3.1 Description 

We have briefly mentioned in the previous sub-chapters that the narrowing range 
coincides, most of the time with the corrective Elliott waves - W2 and W 4. As for the 
impulsive waves, we have noticed that the big BB bubbles, which are characteristic of the 
expanded volatility, signal them. 
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Figure 1.15 - The above chart efficiently illustrates the BBlElliot waves correlation. 
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On can easily observe, in the above figure, that the expanded volatility bubbles correspond 
to the impulsive waves (WI, W2 & W3) and that the narrow ranges correspond to the 
corrective waves (W2 & W4). Bubbles' morphology is typical of an explosive market move, 
which is initiated by the beginning of an impulsive wave, and then terminated by the 
ensuing corrective move. The latter is prolonged well into the narrow band zone, if not, at 
its end. 

The impulsive wave can be terminated: 
Either at the bubble's inception, if the impulsive wave is constituted by only 1 to 3 huge 
volatile bars, like the wave 1, in the above chart (refer to bubble 1), 
Either within the bubble, but before its burst out termination, like wave 5, in the above 
chart (refer to bubble 3), 
Either when the bubble nO 2 bursts out, at its end, like wave 3, in the above chart. 

The narrow ranges are typical of the corrective waves. Their length dictates the degree of 
the explosive move. Most of them start within the bubble of the preceding impulsive wave, 
but they terminate before the next bubble. .. 
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3.2 BB & Wave 3 

Figure 1.16 - The right 
side chart combines the BB, 
the Elliott waves, the major 
and the minor criss cross 
pitch- forks. The wave 3 
quickly developed and 
faithfitlly started walking Oil 

the lIpper Bollinger band. 
Its extended size is 
measured by using 
Fibonacci ratio techniques, 
which are dependent not 
on(v Oil the primary WI 
wave but also on the lower 
degree w]:W3 and w5:W3 
waves. 

Figure 1.17 - The right 
side chart is identical to 
the prior chart but five 
days later. The wave 3 
conti1lues its ascension 
and also its faithful 
walking Oil the upper 
band. The W3=1.886*W1 
level has been attained. 
Even if its development 
seems to be temporarily 
hulted by an old high -
the 4563 level - the 
classic 2.618 Fibonacci 
extension ratio has not 
been reached yet. 

Figure 1.18 - The right 
side chart is identical to 
the prior chart but three 
days later. As anticipated, 
W3 climbed farther ami 
reached the 2.00*WI 
threshold the 4582 
level. The market price 
left the upper band, and 
it is now vigorously 
approaching the median 
line of the ascending 
pitchfork, in the vicinity 
of the 20-SMA. We are 
now probably bound for a 
W4 retrace; the adequate 
set-up is already drawn. 
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3.3 Bollinger Bands Bordering the Impulsive Pattern & Pitchforks Synergy 

Whatever the trader would like to do, he/she shouldn't neglect the importance of this triad: 
BB, Elliot waves and pitchforks. The latter will consolidate trader's decisions based on the 
correlated volatility phenomena of the BB and the waves. The pitchforks have a greater 
potential than the trend lines, because of their Fibonacci relationships among their median 
line and its acolytes (refer to the figure below). Thus, they will delineate, more often than 
not, not only the degree of the expanded volatility but also the timing of the breakout, 
bursting out of the narrowing range. 
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Figure 1.19 - The above chart, identical with the prior chart. optimally illustrated the synergy of the 
EB, Elliott waves and pitchforks. 

If we observe in detail, on the above chart, the interaction of the BB/Elliott waves 
correlation with the pitchforks' synergy we will notice the following: 

The wave 1, which started on the upper median line, terminated exactly on the lower 
median line (LML) of the pitchfork, 
The wave 2, initiated just on the LML jumped right on the median line, and cruised on 
it for several bars, until it finally decided to drop vigorously, 
The wave 3 - had its inception, right on the median line. Its development reached 
within a few bars the WL-1 warning line, 
The wave 4's trading range fluctuated between the WL-l and LML, until it was 
terminated at 146430 level- an old low. 
The wave 5, which was built out of the restored momentum during the W4's narrow
ing range, has dropped through the WL-1 and WL-2, all the way to the lower 350% 
Fibonacci line. Interesting to note that the trespassing of these two warning lines was 
done either through zoom & test (WL-l) or through zoom & re-test (WL-2). 

As always, the termination of an impulsive pattern is followed by either a violent reversal 
or a consolidation. This time, on the above chart, the market has chosen the latter pattern. 
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4. Bollinger Bands and Major & Minor Pitchfork Synergy 
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Figure 1.20 - The right side 
chart combines the BB, Elliott 
waves & major & minor 
pitchforks. We can observe that 
the dominant trend is still down, 
in spite of the substantial 75% 
correction. The 6952 level 
represents the W1 'sold low, 
and also the border line level, 
which will invalidate the present 
Elliott labelling, if it is exceeded 
with more than 17%. We can 
see that the price was precisely 
halted by the confluence of 
WL-2 & the upper median line 
of the minor pitcJ~fork. 
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Figure 1.21 - The right side 
chart continues tile prior chart. 
As anticipated, the price 
continued its up-trending, 
reaching the underneath zone 
of border line. 
Will it trespass it or not? 
If it will, then the current up
slopillg W4 will be re-labelled in 
an impulsive way and will 
probably exceed the 7037 key 
level. If not, the price will 
suddenly drop, all the way to the 
last important low - the 6608 
key level, in the absence of allY 
down-sloping failures. The next 
chart will tell the whole story! 

Figure 1.22 - The right side 
chart shows the after-noon 
period of the prior chart. The 
border lille was pierced but no 
close was performed on the 
other side. 
It seems that the W5 is finally 
011 its way to the 6606 key level. 
For the moment, th~ local 
market flow is immobilized by 
the wl-1 warnillg line of the 
millor pitchfork and also by the 
WL-5 warning line of the major 
pitchfork. We are in a BB 
narrowing range, even if it is 
not optimal. In spite of this, 
expect a volatile market move in 
the near future. 
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Figure 1.23 - The right side 
chart is a continuation of the 
prior chart but two days later. 
The trader can observe that in 
the immediate past, there was 
a BB narrowing range, 
lasting more than 24 hours, 
which performed an e:-cplosive 
move, few hours before 
yesterday's close. After a nice 
up-swing try, the market was 
halted by the trigger line of a 
pitchfork, not visible here. 
Then it started to drop, 
during the closing hour. The 
explosive BB move is now 
almost exhausted. A new 
impulsive pattern was created. 

Figure 1.24 - The right side 
chart shows the after-noon 
period of the prior chart. The 
corrective W 4 has retraced to 
a maximum to the border line 
at 6853 key level. Its 
trespassing will re-Iabel the 
current down-sloping trend. It 
seems that the up-trend 
momentum is exacerbated -
refer to the last 5 volatile up
bars and also to the slope of 
the Stochastics, which not 
only broke up its trigger line 
but it has a slope steeper than 
45°. The BB is currently in a 
range, awaiting all explosion. 

Figure 1.25 - As anticipated, 
the explosive BB move 
occurred and the right side 
chart showed the diverging 
bands of the prior chart, one 
hour later. The 6853 border 
line has been trespassed and 
the Elliot wave count re
labelled. The 6950 key level 
might halt the price, the time 
of a W 4 correc:tion. The 
ultimate target remains the 
last high - the 7022 level. 
Watch for a "bending" of the 
diverting BB, which will show 
the waning of momentum. 
The Stochastics shows an up
right-continuation. 
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5. Bollinger Bands and Opening Breakout TLs 

Fiaure 1.26 - The right side 
b , 

chart shows tomorrow s 
opening set-lip, ready for 
trading, as soon as the market 
will open. 
We have drawn two opening 
breaking out TLs - the upper 
(TL-l) & the lower (TL-2) -
which will enhance the visual 
scene of the trading decisions. 
The three indispensable 
elements are: the triangle 
formed by the two TLs, its 
apex and the H(O) height of 
the trading range. Please note 
the post-bubble narrowing of 
the BB, ready to explode. 

Figure ] .27 - The right side 
chart continues the prior 
chart. As anticipated, the 
explosive move occurred, 
bursting out through the 
opening up-breaking TL-l. It 
c/osedjust outside the BB. 
The Bollinger bands just 
initiated the diverting of the 
two bands, forming the classic 
jiwnel-type pattern, taking 
the shape of a hollow cone. 
Be ready to see the expanded 
move reaching the upper 
border of the jirst extensio1l (~f 
the H(O) rectangle. 

Figure 1.28 - The right side 
chart continues the volatile 
move of the prior chart. 
As anticipated, the market 
flow reached the upper border 
of H(+1) belonging to jirst 
up-extension of the rectangle. 
The TL-2 acted as support 
and resistance, several times. 
The 4953 apex level strongly 
sustained the market, halting 
its feeble down-trend move. In 
spite of its first initiated BB 
opening expansion, the local 
market provoked a temporary 
narrowing, ready to explode 
again, above the SMA. 
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6. Bollinger Bands and RSI Synchronism 
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Figure 1.29 - The above BB & RSI chart shows their efficient synchronism, both having a 60° slope 
with an ensuing reciprocal short trading range period. The local marketflow closed at the 5020.5 level, 
just below the expanded upper Bollinger band with the RSI above the median line, just below the 80% 
line. Tomorrow's opening, could either continue the BB expansion bringing the price to the level of 
last high - 5065 level or, on the contrary drop the price not only to the BB's SMA level, but even 
farther down to the level of the inceptive rectangle - 4952 leveL The latter choice happens only in the 
presence of major fundamental news. 

Figure 1.30 - The above chart continues the prior chart. As anticipated, ill the presence of important 
over-the-week-end fundamental news, the market dropped substantially and the day has its first bar 
opened under the inceptive rectangle, but closed right on its upper border - 4952 level. The RSI closely 
followed and dropped under the 50% zone, even touching the oversold :,one. The BB & RSI correlation 
is not only synchronic but also symbiotically present. 
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7. Bollinger Bands and MACD Synchronism 
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Figure 1.31 - The above chart illustrates the BB and MA CD synchronism. 

35 

A close observation of the above chart identifies the correlation that might exist between 
the Bollinger Bands' expansions/narrowing events and the corresponding MACD domes. 
Studying the above chart, from left to right, we can rapidly see that: 

The MACD's negative dome 1 corresponds to the bubble 1, which represents the 
expanded down-sloping market flow of September 13th, 
The MACD's positive dome 2 corresponds to the narrowing range located between the 
bubble 1 and bubble 2, which represents the September 14th to 15th calmer period, 
The MACD's positive dome 3 corresponds to the first half of bubble 2, which 
represents the expanded up-sloping market flow of September 16t

\ 

The MACD's negative dome 4 corresponds to the exhaustion of the bubble 2, fully 
obeying the reversion to mean - "a rubber band" phenomenon. It represents the 
expanded market flow of September 19th - the first post-gap day and it encompasses 
the chart's reaction to the over-the-week-end fundamental news when the market 
dropped substantially. 

The trader can easily observe that the behaviour of the Bollinger bands goes hand-in-hand 
with that of the MACD. Once again we can say that they are both synchronic and 
symbiotically related. 
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8. Bollinger Bands and Action/Reaction Lines & Rectangles 

Figure 1.32 - The above chart illustrates the interaction among BB, Action/Reaction li!les and the 
H(O) rectangle. 

The price volatility of the above chart has its energy built during the inceptive H(O) 
rectangle - up to the opening market of September 19th. Its upper border breakout on 
September 16th initiates the explosive move, which will only be halted by the Action line, 
next to the outer sliding parallel line (PH-i) - at 5030 key level. The close of the local 
market flow is land marked by the upper border of the third extension of the rectangle and 
the inner PH-2 - at 5020 level. The pre-close breaking-up trend line (TL-i) enhances the 
visual battleground - tomorrow will be another day ... 

9. Narrow Range & Limits of Volatility Calibrations 

The narrowing range serves as the energy restoration space for the next-move, which will 
be more or less volatile. Is there any relationship between the height of the narrow range 
expressed in price range, the bands width and the height of the volatile bubble? We tried to 
answer this question by studying their inter-relationship and we concluded with two 
parameters: the trading range height - [H(O)) and the initial BB weight - [h(O)). 
The relationship between H(O), h(O) and the final volatility's target is more often than not, 
directly related to the Fibonacci and Lucas numbers. Please refer to the table below. 

m Fibn' 27 Cube 
6 NbSix r::]O Luc/!s,,' 

CO Luc4sn- 30 Nil Si>< 

CD Fib n' CEJ Fibn' 

9 144 Number & Square 36 Nil Six & 144 N' & Square 

CEJ Lucasn' 42 Nb Six 

12 NbSix 4S 1/$ Cirela 

@] Fib 1'1' & 1272'10 47 Lucas n' 

~ Lucas n' & Nb Six & 144 N· CEj HALF 

eEl !"ib n' 54 NbSix 

24 Nb Six & 0,236'100 [!D Fib n' 
25 Square 62 0.618'100 

Figure 1.33 - The Fibollacci & Lucas !lumbers used/or calculating the most probable Extensions. 
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Figure 1.34 - The right side 
£lIro Futures chart shows the 
number of extensions of the 
H(O) narrow range rectangle, 
which reached II, a projec
ted Lucas number at 146441 
level. We can observe the 
high-powered force of the 
narrow ballds propulsion, 
which catapulted the market 
price at exactly 1100% of 
their H(O) height. The BB are 
efficiently optimised because 
ill their fall, all the bubble's 
bars are walking 011 the inner 
side of the lower band. 

Figure 1.35 - The right side 
£uro Futures chart is 
identical with the prior chart., 
except that this time, we have 
i11l1strated the Illlmber of 
extensions of the h(O) 
narrowing BB the BB 
width, which reached the 
projected nll1llber 17 at 
146441 level. This number is 
short one unit with regard to 
the Lucas 18 number. 

Figure 1.36 - The right side 
£lIro Futures chart cOlltinues 
the prior chart but 24 hours 
later. This time, the local 
market flow has reached the 
lowest low threshold at 
145746 key level. which 
corresponds to the 24 Ilumber. 
This number is important. ill 
spite of the fact that is neither 
a Fibonacci, nor a Lucas 
Illimber but a mUltiple (~f si'C 
and also a mUltiple of 10 of 
the Fib retracemellt ratio of 
0.236. The last bar touching 
this 2400% extension of the 
"(0) BB width, shows a 
te.xtbook reversal example - a 
huge tail hammer candlestick. 
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10. Chart Patterns and Dual Bollinger Bands System 

Figure 1.37 ~ The right side 
chart combines the dual BB 
system, the Elliott waves and the 
Fibonacci ratios. 
The trader can easily observe 
the role of the double BB bands 
in the formation of the W4 - a 
triangular corrective pattern. 
The market price draws the W 4, 
which is creating a rectangular 
triangle, halted by the 38.2% 
Fibs level ~ at 7096.75 level. 
The neck-bottlillg shape of all 
four BB bands signal to the 
trader an imminent explosion. 

Figure 1.38 - The right side 
chart is identical to the prior 
chart but it has already labelled 
the a-b-c-d-e sub-waves of the 
W4. In case ofa triangular W4, 
the e-wave will terminate the 
pattern ill the apex zone -
around 7090-7108 key levels. 
The dual BB system guides the 
W 4 development, from its 
inception - the lower outer BB -
until the e-wave termination, 
somewhere between the upper 
portions of the outer and inner 
bands. A failed triangular W 4 
willform the c'-wave at 7398. 

Figure 1.39 - The right side 
chart is identical to the prior 
chart, where the «fan lines» 
replaced the Bollinger Bands. 
Most of the professional traders 
consider that after three ''fan 
lines" the trader should expect 
a reversal, more often than not 
or at least a small correction or 
testing. 
In the case of this triangular 
W4, it is very probable that the 
highest ''fall line" will serve as 
a delineating strong resistance 
for the e-wave. We will see 
further its implication with the 
Bollinger bands. 
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Figure 1.40 - The right side 
chart is idelltical to the prior 
chart, but three days later. 
As anticipated, the trader can 
observe that the e-wave seems 
to be terminated, slightly above 
the upper inner BB. 
The breaking down of the b-d 
trend line coincides with that of 
the 21-Sma. The momentum is 
powelful(v propelled by an 
average-size down-gap, towards 
the most probable target - the 
6381 key level, where the whole 
down-slopillg impulsive pattern 
is prone to end, at the level of 
the last low. 

Figure 1.41 - The right side 
chart is identical to the prior 
chart, but more than two weeks 
later. 
In spite of the fact that the e
wave's locatioll has been 
changed, the market flow 
continued its down-sloping 
momentum, almost hitting the 
most probable target - 6406 
level instead of the expected 
6381 key level target. For the 
moment, it seems that the lower 
ollter BB halted the market 
price, 25 Dax points o.ff the 
expected target. The do.ii candle 
appears to confirm the reversal. 

Figure 1.42 - The right side 
chart is identical to the prior 
chart, but nine days later. 
The market flow has e.:\':ceeded 
the classic target - at 6381 key 
level - and it was temporarily 
halted by the lower outer BB, at 
6174 level. 
An attentive study of the dual 
BB behaviour reveals that 
almost since the W5 illceptioll 
at the upper outer BB, the local 
market flow has obedielltly 
fallen through the channel 
down-primed by the lower-illller 
BB and the lower-outer BB. 
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11. Bollinger Bands - Optimal Tool for a Volatile News Trade 

Figure 1.43 - The above chart illustrates the narrowing of Bollinger bands, just before the 16:00hrs 
CET news time. Our decisional landmarks are: the SMA (20) and the 5458.5 resistance level. 
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Figure 1.44 - The above chart is identical to the previous chart, except for the drawn symmetrical 
triangle. Thus, the decision factors will be better visualized: triangle's borders .• 5458.5 level and SMA. 
We call add other tools, but we'll waitfor an eventual volatile bar due to the !leWS release. 
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Figure 1.45 - Tire above chart is identical to the previous chart except for the last bar - a volatile bar. 
As the upper border of the symmetrical triangle was broken up, a BB explosive move is imminent. In 
order to measure its impact, we have drawn the most probable Fibs targets, which will be trade's exit. 
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Figure 1.46 - As anticipated the prior chart's explosive move, signalled well in advance by the 
narrowing bands, has reached the 1.382 Fibs target of tire H - the triangle's height. This is a textbook 
example of walking the bands, and also an efficient proof of optimisation settings .• 
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12. Keltner Bands - The Impulse System 

12.1 Description 

Developed by Chester Keltner, these bands were firstly described in his 1960 book "How to 
make money in stocks". They are envelope-type indicators, which are less known than the 
Bollinger bands. The latter bands measure the volatility of closing prices and the former 
bands measure the intra-day volatility, when the daily bars are used. The variable-width 
Bollinger bands, based on STD and closing prices, measure the dispersion of the data 
points through the values of standard deviation (STD) whatever the size of daily ATRs is. 
The constant-width Keltner bands were initially constructed around a simple moving 
average (lO-Sma), to which it was added and also subtracted the 10-Sma, in order to form 
the channelling. 
The originally described procedure of the Keltner bands was modified in the 1980s, by 
Linda Bradford-Raschke. She used a 20-day exponential moving average, instead of the 
classic 10-Sma, and added or subtracted not the initial 10-Sma, but rather a multiplied 
product: 
- f"ATR (20) 
where f is a multiplier (e.g. : 2.5) and A TR is the average true range calculated over 20 
days. Linda's definition of the trending markets is: 

"If the bar has a close olltside the Keltner bands or trades 50% of its range outside the band, 
with a close in the lIpper half of its trading range, the market should not be traded in a 
counter-trend manner. Stay with the trend and trail a two-bar trailing bar." 

12.2 Trading Strategies 

Chester Keltner used the bands as the spark-ignitor of the trend. He considered the price 
data within the bands as normal fluctuations, while the trespassing of them would mean an 
accelerated behaviour signalling the inception of the minor trend, which can become a 
major trend, through the impulse. The momentum is assumed to continue when the bands 
are penetrated and the price is closing outside them. I.,,' 

The trader should use them as confirming indicator, especially illustrative for trend 
confirmation. In this manner, we can avoid trading against the trend. ! 
The penetration of the upper Keltner band signals a long entry. Enter only after the outside ~ 

~ 
close of the market price bar. The penetration of the lower Keltner band signals a short ~ 

entry. Enter only after the outside close of the market price bar. ~ 
An attentive observation of thousands of Keltner bands charts suggests that: ~ 

~ 
The breakout of the upper/lower Keltner bands represents a momentum trade, when I 
the market price closes outside them. This represents a positive/negative impulse & 

when the upper/lower band is penetrated, respectively. The expanded volatility is ~ ; usually a series of volatile bars forming a steep slope. The Keltner bands impulse bar ; 
~ can be the first signal of the trend's inception. The conservative traders will wait for a t 
~ 

first pullback (aflag or a pennant) before entry. , 
f Be aware that the market price has often an eager behaviour to re-enter the just-

broken-bands, which means an imminent reversal. This is even more plausible when 
they close inside the bands. 
The stop losses are usually settled just beneath the exponential moving average. 
The role of the exponential moving average is not to be neglected. Be aware of its 
trading signals similar to those of the SMA, already described. 
Make sure to define beforehand, your type of trading, in such a way that the bands 
and their exponential moving average are optimally integrated in your trading 
strategy. 
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12.3 Trading Examples: German Dax 30 & Gold daily charts 
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Figure 1.47 - The above chart illustrates the Keltner bands use ill trading the German Dax 30 daily 
chart .. The impulse bar of .Ian. 15th - 2008 has closed outside the lower band, thus starting the major 
trend, ulltil.lan. 23,d - 2008. The trader call also observe that during the quiescent period of .Ian. 2911

• 

to Feb. 2yh - 2008, the market flow has been closely fluctuating between the upper & the lower bands. 
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Figure 1.48 - The above chart illustrates the Keltner bands use in trading the Gold daily chart. The 
impulse bar of Dec. 26'h - 2007 has closed outside the upper band, thus starting the minor trend, IIlltil 
Jail. 14'" - 2008. The trader call also observe that during the quiescent period of Nov. 12th to Dec. 24''' 
- 2007, the market flow has been closely fluctuatillg between the upper and the lower bands. 
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Key Points to Remember: 

• The BOllinger bands indicator's big advantage over the other 
bands is its self-adjusting mobility - a price-related flexibility. 

• The high-level Auto-Correlation is a main Bollinger bands 
behavioural trait, which constitutes the foundation of the 
Reversion to mean, the Persistency and the Squeeze, the other 
three indispensable features. 

• The Squeeze is the quintessence of the Bollinger bands' peculiar 
traits. It not only signals an imminent market price explosion 
but it will also indicate other features: the degree of the 
narrow range in comparison with the last narrow range events 
and especially how was experienced by the market, the future 
market direction is most of the time unknown, except in the I 

>; 
case of the expanded volatility and finally, the bands of the ~ 
narrow range will form a very strong halting pattern, 
wherever the market will move. 

• Don't neglect to evaluate the best bands optimisation, which 
will take into consideration: the nearness of the market prices 
in regard to the bands, the variation of the values of standard 
deviations and also that of the simple moving average and 
finally, the coincidence of the market price tagging the bands 
with walking the SMA. 
The above three considerations will be done not only in a 
trending market but also in a sideways market. 

• Cet familiar with the Dual Bollinger Bands System, which will 
greatly assist the trader to perform low-risk high-probability 
trades based on the opportunity of an inside-the-bands trade. 

• Don't forget that most of the projected targets are based on 
reaching the clusters and confluences. 

• Be aware that the pitchforks have a greater trading potential 
than the trend lines, because of Fibonacci relationships among 
their median line and its acolytes. Thus, they will frequently 
establish, not only the degree of the expanded volatility but 
also the timing of the breakout, bursting out of the narrowing 
range. 

• The expanded volatility bubbles correspond to the impulsive 
waves (W1, W2 & WJ) and the narrow ranges correspond to the 
corrective waves (W2 & W4l. Bubbles' morphology is typical of 
an explosive market move, which is initiated by the beginning 
Of an impulsive wave, and then terminated by the ensuing 
corrective move. The latter is prolonged well into the narrow 
band zone, if not, at its end. 

• Be aware of the existing relationship between the height of 
the narrow range expressed in price range, the bands width 
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and the height of the volatile bubble. For the exact calculations 
use the trading range height- HrO) & the initial BB weight- hrO). 
The relationship between H(Q), h(Q) and the final volatility's 
target is more often than not, directly related to a Fibonacci or 
a Lucas number. 

• Mr Philippe Cahen, the Head of Technical Analysis for Credit 
Lyonnais capital Markets in Paris - France, relates in his 2001 
book that historically, the 96% of the market price dispersion 
occurs within the bands and the remaining 4% will spill over 
the Bollinger bands and will have a 80% probability that the 
trend will continue, on its chosen direction. There is just one 
condition ... You should consider the event only when the 
current bar closes outside the bands. 
This book features interesting visual approach, with studies of 
slopes and shapes of Bollinger bands - I highly recommend it! 
It'S a good companion to John Bollinger book. 

• Don't neglect the use of Keltner bands as the spark-ignitor of 
the trend. The price data within the bands are considered 
normal fluctuations, while the trespassing of them would mean 
an accelerated momentum behaviour, which signals the 
inception of the minor trend that can become a major trend, 
through the impulse. 

• Always be ready to expect the unexpected, on whether type of 
market you are trading! 

• 
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Chapter 2 

Multiple Time Frame Floor Pivots & Mark Fisher Pivots 

For many years Chicago Exchange floor traders have used these pivots, which form a 
ladder-like structure of supports and resistances. Even if their practice has moved to off
floor traders, their optimal trading integration is not always clear for many traders. The 
astute trader uses these tools on multi-level time frames. It's very profitable to apply the 
daily floor pivots, but it's even more advantageous to associate them with the weekly and 
monthly floor pivots. Thus, one can easily see the huge ensuing reward; the formation of 
dual, triple or even quadruple price level clusters that practically halt the market's inertia 
or reverse it. 
When it comes to reveal the merits of the traders that consecrated their work on applying 
the pivots, three names come instantly to our mind: 

John Carter, in his book titled 'Mastering the Trade', where he extensively described 
his method of using the floor pivots, 
Mark Fisher, in his outstanding original research work, a book called 'The Logical 
Trader', where the author shares with the reader his ACD profitable system, 
John Person, in his acclaimed book, titled 'A Complete Guide to Technical Trading 
Tactics' describing not only the pivots but also their synergy with the candlesticks. 

Whatever they do, the professionals can never entirely camouflage their trading intentions. 
Even if they are leading the markets, they always leave footprints in the sand. It doesn't 
take a great leap of logic to unveil their meaning, yet only a tiny portion of non
professionals is aware of it! It is the goal of this chapter to elucidate the mechanism of these 
floor pivots, thus giving the trader a real trading edge over the crowd. 

1. Floor Pivots Concept 

1.1 Description 

The floor pivot construction is simply based on some formula that empirically calculates 
the value of the multiple floor pivots: 

First, the market trading ground is divided in two parts by the main daily pivot; 
named DP, it is the most important daily pivotal value and it is calculated using the 
arithmetic mean of the high, the low and the close of the previous day. 

If the market will open and fluctuate above the DP level, then we can say that we are 
in an up-sloping trend. The opposite happens when the market evolves below the DP 
level. Let's emphasize and say that the upper zone is the preference of the future up
trending fluctuations and the lower zone, will certainly define a down trending 
market. Be aware that this information is known, well ahead of the market opening! 

Second, the upper trading zone is divided in several zones, marked by the Rl, R2, R3, 
R4 and R5. The symbol R reflects the resistance role of the landmark considering that 
the market is climbing from beneath, just above the DP level. The market flow could 
inundate the five sub-upper-zones formed between: DP & Rl, R1 & R2, R2 & R3, R3 
& R4 and R4 & R5. The number of sub-zones can be doubled or quadrupled if we 
divide each of them in 2 or 4 portions, by a half or a quarter delimitating landmark. 
This can happen when the market's volatility is going out of its normal streaming bed. 
There are also very volatile markets that frequently use these multiple pivotal 
landmarks, although we have never seen floor pivots formed above the R5 level. 
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Third, the lower trading zone is divided in several zones, marked by the SI, S2, S3, S4 
and S5. The symbol S reflects the support role of the landmark considering that the 
market is dropping from the DP key level. Thus the market flow might invade the five 
sub-lower-zones formed between: DP & SI, SI & S2, S2 & S3, S3 & S4 and S4 & S5. 
The number of these sub-zones can be doubled or quadrupled if the inter-pivotal 
distance is large ... How large? More than three A TRs ... instead of the usual 2 to 3 
A TR inter-distance. In order to have more precise information about the more exact 
number of these ATRs on your traded markets, the trader should do some daily 
statistics. In that case, we divide more precisely the initial sub-zones in two or in four, 
by a half or a quarter delimitating landmark. This can happen when the market's 
volatility is going out of its normal streaming bed. There are also very volatile 
markets that frequently use these multiple pivotal landmarks. On the other side, we 
have never seen, floor pivots formed below or above R5 the S5 levels, respectively. 
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Figure 2.1 - Tile above pivotal chart wonderfully illustrates the floor pivot development from the first 
6458 half-pivot, under the 6468-DP to all the way up to 6542-R4. The trader can easily see that ifwell 
managed, (l long trade entry at the 6462 would have yielded 78 Dax points, till the final exit 6540 level, 
the equivalem of 1950 euros or $3020, as of today May 6th 

- 2008. And ... all this, with one trading unit. 

The above chart is a realistic textbook example of the floor pivots, but not only of their 
enhancing trading potential but also of their morphology: 

It shows the pivotal trend through the use of the zigzagging technique, 
It illustrates the splitting of the inter-pivotal space in halves by the half delimitating 

landmarks due to its width, larger than 3 ATRs, 
It efficiently prepares the trader for tomorrow's corrective trade. It seems that the 

trend, which started at yesterday's 18:00hrs CET, has reached its highest high (6541), 
being ready for a correction. What better dainty opportunity for the informed trader? .. 
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1.2 Price Pivotal Zones: Main and Sideline Areas 

Now ... In order to fully assimilate pivot meaning, imagine for a moment that you are 
watching a football game, out in the fresh air, at a stadium. Let's consider the latter, as the 
equivalent of the trading arena. 
Most of the time the football players are running on the same areas of the playing ground. 
Very seldom, they run strictly along the sidelines, being very careful not to spillover the ball 
on the off-limit ground. Two questions though ... 

How often do they run along the sides of the border in the off-limit line? 
Well. .. Not very often ... Let's say, less than 30% of the playing time! 
How long do their incursion in these risky grounds last? 
A very short period ... They always return to the main battle ground ... even if it takes 
a lot of dribbling! The better the player the shorter the incursion time! 

Once this is out of the way, let's return to our comparison with the trading arena. 
Like the main playing ground, the main trading pivotal area remains constant over the 
time. It is located between the 82 and R2, with the DP level as the symmetry axis: the north 
side is above and the south, beneath. It is the predilection ground of the floor traders or the 
newcomer trader. The trader can observe that once the extreme R2 & 82 levels attained, 
the market flow swiftly retraces, like a snail in its back-house when it feels a danger! 
Football's player running along the sidelines corresponds to exceeding the 82 or the R2 
levels. It happens seldom, but when it'does, the market has, more often than not, a high
steam momentum behaviour. It is like a mad episode of fury, or euphoria, typical of a short 
lasting but vehement manifestation! The non-floor traders and the 'smart money' traders 
typically induce this kind of market advances: institutional traders, funds and hedge fund 
managers, etc. 

Table 2.1 - The right side bell-curve 
illustrates the separate trading arenas: the 
most common fluctuations occurs in the 
zone between S2 and R2 pivotal landmarks. 
and the least frequent evolving zone is 
located on the peripheral grounds below S2 
and above R2. Whatever you trade, 
remember that the exceptional trades are 
done outside the S2-R2 ;.one. This inner 
area, around the main pivot (DP) represents 
the battling ground of the every day trading 
events. 

Again ... the moves on the peripheral grounds (outside 52 or R2), won't last long, so be 
prepared that the market will go into a sideways or even in a corrective movement. If the 
latter happens, don't hesitate to enter in the opposite direction of the trend, with a tiny stop 
and multiple trading units! 

2. Floor Pivots Across the Time Frames 

2.1 Definition 

As we have seen, the floor pivots are hidden support and resistance lines in the sand that 
constitute a real market mapping. But one question arises ... 
What about the time side of the pivotal concept? 
Well ... the price floor pivots are calculated using the prior day, week or month main values 
like: high, low or close levels. Thus, we can obtain three time-related sets of floor pivots 
describing an overall time-related mapping. 
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When they are individually considered the most important floor pivots having the highest 
influence are the monthly~ followed by the weekly and then by the daily floor pivots. 
As you will see further into the chapter, the single floor pivots can have a very strong 
halting power, but a cluster formed by several time frames is much more efficient. 
We also have to mention the confluences formed by a slant or a curvilinear trend line (like 
a moving average) with the adequate floor pivots or even with the multiple time pivotal 
clusters. Their halting strength is one of the most powerful tools for identifying an 
imminent reversal. 

CAlLY Weekly MONTH!. Y 

I--.:..;H=iQ..:.:ih,------! 6 871,5 
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Table 2.2 - Multiple Time Frame Pivotal Table calculates in Excel the floor pivots across the time. It 
cun project them - several weeks. 

If interested, write to the author to obtain this Excel spreadsheet 

Ie The main purpose of the above pivot table is to identify the multiple time frame clusters 
IP here signalled by the 3 arrows that will have the highest probability to halt a market (i.e. 

6855-6857). As you can observe, the above Excel spreadsheet calculates~ not only the main 
floor pivots but also the mid-pivots (i.e. Mid PIRI 6857.0), very useful in case of a volatile 
market. If interested to get the exact calculations, they are described in detail, in the 
Appendix chapter. 

at 2.2 Compliance with Implementation Rules 

It is vital to define several rules for using the floor pivots: 

es Whenever you fill in manually, the Excel spreadsheet, the values of the high, low and 
ts close, ensure several times that you copied the correct values. This warning seems 

useless but it can happen more often than you think! 
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Whenever you fill in manually the values of the high, low and close, in the Excel 
spreadsheet, ensure that you use the values of the previous period: 

For the daily floor pivots, fill in the daily values at the end-of-the-day, or early in 
pre-opening, 
For the weekly floor pivots, fill in the weekly values at the end of the week, 
preferably during the week-end or early Monday morning, in pre-opening, 
For the monthly floor pivots, fill in the monthly values at the end of the month, 
preferably in pre-opening of the first trading day of the next month, 

If you are an Advanced GET eSignal user you can get the extended ETF file to 11 floor 
pivot sets from the author (refer to Appendix chapter). 

3. Mechanism of Trading the Floor Pivots 

As we have already mentioned the floor pivots are lines in the sand. In order to trade them, 
the trader should take into account several factors: 

Their cardinal location, with regard to the local and contextual markets flows: is the 
current price into an extended market (above/below, R2 and S2, respectively) or is 
located, on the contrary, into the floor traders' territory (between S2 and R2)? 
The highly probable multiple time frame floor pivot clusters (monthly, weekly, daily or 
their halves orland quarters). Remember that the higher the pivotal time frame, the 
stronger its impact on the price. 
The probable cluster between a single time frame floor pivot and other key level trend 
lines, drawn from: an old gap level, an old high/low level, Fibonacci delineating ratio 
levels, stealthy Gann levels, and so on. 
The possible confluence of the pivotal clusters, the slant or/and curvilinear trend lines. 
It is defined as a multiple vectorial forces intersection, which promptly halts most of 
the kinetic market forces. The more numerous the market forces that form the 
confluence, the stronger its halting power. 
The exact location of the current price with regard to the precise location of the floor 
pivot. It will be advisable to also know the size of the volume and of the momentum. 

3.1 Trading Strategies 

Whenever the price market approaches a floor pivot level, consider the following three 
trading possibilities: 

A reversal, which is signalled by the momentum waning with a feeble volume and 
the presence of a reversal bar or patterns. This will induce a test or even a retest of 
the floor pivot level. 
A zooming through exacerbating momentum movement betrayed by the large 
volatile bar associated with a huge volume. As soon as the level is broken, we 

~ 
expect the market to evolve to the next pivot level zone. Even if this alternative ~ ',1 
seems simple we shouldn't neglect the importance of the end-run phenomenon; the 
trader must be aware of the eventual key levels, which could try very hard to 
stumble, to halt or even to reverse the market flow momentum. 
This is a failed or an out busted pattern because it fails to carry out the stored 
energy, which exploded at the moment of the breakout. Don't confuse it with the 
false moves. They are only erratic movements, especially occurring in the no man's 
land territory (unstable & unsecured area) like the apex of a triangle, the 
boundaries of any pattern including gaps, Gann hidden levels and so on! 
A consolidation, right below/above/on the floor pivot, which will signal an energy
restoring rectangle. It represents the intermediary trend pause for restoring its 
energy before it will take off for continuation or ... it will wildly reverse. 
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3.2 Trade and MOlley Management 

As in any trading situations, the management of the floor pivot trade, including the money 
management, takes its full importance in the process of obtaining consistently profitable 
results. Let's briefly describe various trade opportunities: 

Entering the R2-R5 zone trade is characterized by a high steamed-momentum, which 
will eventually wane, as it progressively climbs the pivotal levels. In order to get an 
optimal result, the use of multiple trade units, preferably divisible by three, should 
better perform the trade. In our experience, the highly profitable traders are always 
using the scale in and/or the scale out techniques. We will concentrate here on the 
latter! 

The trade is entered 2-4 ticks above the R2 level, with a stop loss, 2-4 ticks below the 
R2 level. The need for multiple trade units is due to the very probable breakout of 
each future pivotal level (R3, R4 or R5). Two to four ticks, before each pivotal 
trespassing, the trader should exit one third of the entire trade units (scale-out 
technique). We strongly recommend a pre-arranged trade. It is a secured approach 
that will warranty the trade execution, without any post-entry psychological 
interference. Remember ... Whatever you do, greed is always around the corner! 
For instance, the scale-out implies entering the long trade with 3, 6, 9, and 12 ... 
contracts and also requires multiple· exits, until the entire trading unit is exited. If we 
entered with 6 contracts, we'll exit first with 2 contracts at the breakout of the R3 
level, then at the breakout of the R4 we'll exit with the next 2 contracts, and finally at 
the breakout of the RS level, we'll exit with the remaining 2. Reaching the latter level 
will seldom occur. 
The break-even stop loss must be implemented, as soon as possible, when the market 
flow has exceeded the 1.S ATR (Average True Range (14» distance, calculated from 
the entry level. In most cases the timing of this ATR threshold coincides with the 
invading of the mid R2/R3 pivot level, while the market flow is climbing. 
Trailing stop losses (TSL), implemented right after the breakout of the R3 level, have 
their exact locations as it follows: 

TSL nO 1 is located 3 ticks below the mid R2/R3 level, while the market price is 
approaching the R3 pivot zone. 
TSL nO 2 is located 3 ticks below the R3 level, while the market price is 
approaching the mid R3/R4 pivot zone. 
TSL nO 3 is located 3 ticks below the mid R3/R4 level, while the market price is 
approaching the R4 pivot zone. 
TSL n° 4 is located 3 ticks below the R4 level, while the market price is 
approaching the mid R4/RS pivot zone. 
TSL n° S is located 3 ticks below the mid R4/RS level, while the market price is 
approaching the RS pivot zone. 
TSL nO 6 is located 3 ticks below the RS level, while the market price is exceeding 
the RS pivot zone with one ATR distance. 

- Entering the S2-S5 zone trade is characterized by a high steamed-momentum, which 
will eventually wane, as it progressively drops the pivotal levels. In order to get 
optimal results, the use of multiple trade units should better perform the trade. 
The trade is entered 2-4 ticks below the S2 level, with a stop loss, 2-4 ticks above the 
S2 level. The need for multiple trade units is due to the very probable breakout of 
each future pivotal level (S3, S4 or S5). The trader should exit one third of the entire 
trade units (scale-out technique), two to four ticks, before each pivotal trespassing. 
For instance, the scale-out implies entering the short trade with 6 contracts and 
requires multiple exits, until the entire trading unit is exited. • 
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At the breakout of the S3 level, we'll exit with 2 contracts, then at the breakout of the 
S4 we'll exit with the next 2 contracts, and finally at the breakout of the SS level, we'll 
exit with the remaining 2 contracts; the latter will seldom occur. 
The break-even stop loss must be implemented, as soon as possible, when the market 
flow has exceeded the I.S ATR distance [Average True Range (14)], calculated from 
the entry level. In most cases the timing of this ATR threshold coincides with the 
invading of the mid S2/S3 pivot level, while the current market price is dropping. 
Trailing stop losses (TSL), implemented right after the breakout of the S3 level, have 
their exact locations as it follows: 

TSL nO 1 is located 3 ticks above the mid S2/S3 level, while the market price is 
approaching the S3 pivot zone. 
TSL nO 2 is located 3 ticks above the S3 level, while the market price is 
approaching the mid S3/S4 pivot zone. 
TSL nO 3 is located 3 ticks above the mid S3/S4 level, while the market price is 
approaching the S4 pivot zone. 
TSL nO 4 is located 3 ticks above the S4 level, while the market price is 
approaching the mid S4/SS pivot zone. 
TSL nO S is located 3 ticks above the mid S4/SS level, while the market price is 
approaching the SS pivot zone. 
TSL nO 6 is located 3 ticks above the SS level, while the market price is exceeding 
the RS pivot zone with one ATR distance. 

Entering the S2-R2 zone trade is commonly characterized by a feeble to average 
strength momentum. This trade is the appanage of the floor traders. 
The main pivot (DP) plays here an important role because it splits the overall market 
in two regions: 

above DP, meaning that the market flow has turned bullish, 
below DP, meaning that the market flow has turned bearish. 

The trade is entered at the breakout of the pivot line, with a stop loss, just beneath it. 
The usual procedure is to enter the trade with trading units divisible by three, in 
order to efficiently apply the scale out technique. We will see further into the chapter, 
two examples of this type of trades. 

3.3 Tips of the Pivotal Trading Strategies 

Whatever pivotal zones you trade (R2 to R5, S2 to S5 or S2 to R2 and vice versa) keep in 
mind the importance of the height of each of them. Don't perform any trades, if this height 
is below two ATRs value, on that specific operational trading time frame. If in doubt, 
always calculate the Reward/Risk ratio of each trade. It should be at least 2.S. 

Before entering the trade, make sure that here is no end run phenomenon factor that could 
quickly abort your trade. 

Even if some traders might think that trading multiple units may be noxious for your 
trade's health and also for your capital preservation, in the long run this is very rewarding. 

Think for a minute ... If you have the discipline to use tiny bit stop losses, you can go as far 
as 8 losses out of 10, and you are still profitable! On some trading instruments, having a 
very healthy volatility, we can even lose 9 out of 10 trades and still be profitable. As an 
example we can briefly describe our every day money management strategy of the German 
Dax 30, on the IS-min chart: 

A tiny bit stop loss of maximum 10 Dax points (2S0 euros) represents an ATR on the 
IS-min time frame totalising 2000 euros for eight trades. 
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Dax 30 has classically two consistent swing movements a day (morning and after-noon 
after the S&P500 opening), which account for a minimum of 50 points to a maximum 
of 120 points. If we consider a daily swing length average of 85 points, it will be worth 
2152 euros, thus totalling 4250 euros, for only two trades. 
As you can observe, we have on one side a 2000 euros loss for eight trades, and on the 
other side we have 4250 euros gain,for only two trades. 

We conclude that even if we lost 80% of our trades, we are still profitable - we made 2.12 
times more than we lost. And ... all this was calculated with only one trading unit! 

4. Real-Time Examples of Using the Floor Pivots 

4.1 DP to R2 Trading Zone - German Dax-30, Ellro Futures & EuroStO.'OC-50 Charts 

Figure 2.2 - The right side Da.x 
30 chart illustrates the floor 
pivots functional capabilities: a 
halt & pullback at 6608-RI, a 
~ooming through it, a later 
pullback with a few hours 
consolidation at 6636 half floor 
pivot and finally a three hour 
cOllsolidation on the 6664-R2. It 
seems that the market flow has 
just terminated the Elliott W5 
wave, and is ready for the 
"rubber band" effect 
manifested by an imminent 
reversal! 

Figure 2.3 - The right side 
Euro-US Dollar Futures chart 
illustrates the detailed mapping 
of the contextual market flow. 
The volatile characteristic of the 
Euro/$ has enabled us to divide 
the inter-pivotal zones, in halves 
and then in quarters_ 

After a morning to noon 
sideways market, the price has 
broken-oul the 1.56828-DP 
level. climbing the ladder of 
halves- and quarter-pivots, thlls 
reaching the 1.58170-R2 level. 
It seems that a reversal is taking 
off towards the I.574I9-Rl 
level. 
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Figure 2.4 - The above EuroStoxx-50 chart illustrates the floor pivots functional capabilities: a 
zooming through and then pullback at 3276-R1 floor pivot, a steep slope almost straight to the 3287-R2 
floor pivot, which resembles the "broken arrow" syndrome - a trending momentum tHan broken by a 
consolidation. The R2 line plays here a symmetry axis. The consolidation is sort of a common event for 
the noon doldrums. Its outcome will depend on the type of 14:30hrs CET us market news, when the 
release will stimulate 01' 011 the contrary, will halt the up-sloping momentum of the previous impulsive 
pattern, even if it seems that the W5 already attained its full potential. 

4.2 DP to R4 Trading Zone - German Da.'C-30 Charts 

18:Otl 19:110 09:ilt 10:tlO 11:00 11:110 13:00 U:tlO 15:00 16:00 11:00 1ll:O0 19:00 21:00 
10,tt 

Figure 2.5 - The above Dax-50 chart illustrates the floor pivots functional capabilities: a market 
opening just above the 5093-DP, with an immediate pullback ensued by a vel)' strong up-move 
zooming through the 5116-R1, 5130-R2, 5154-R3. It wasfinally halted by the 5167-R4 . • 
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Figure 2.6 - The above Dax 30 chart illustrates the floor pivots functional capabilities: a zooming 
through the 6577.5-DP level and also through 6660-Rl level and multiple testing on 6724.5-R2. The 
6812-R3 level has been finally attained through an up-gap and it seems that the trend's reversal is 
imminent. 
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112 
R3 
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Figure 2.7 - The above Dax 30 chart is a continuation of the previous chart but this time, we have 
also illustrated tlte mUltiple time frame floor pivots: daily, weekly and monthly. The 6855 cluster is 
close to the highest high. The market is hyper-extended, ready for an imminent reversal! . 
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5. Pitchforks & Floor Pivots Synergy - Confluence Unveiling 

Figure 2.8 - A close observation 
of the right side chart will guide 
us towards drawing a pitchfork. 
Why? It is due to the alignment of 
the waves J. and J, ideal segment 
to be assimilated with the median 
line of the "to be" pitchfork! 
Moreover, the presence of the 
down-gap will enhance the 
optimal description of the market 
by the pitchfork. 
Whenever you can, draw a gap 
median line ... It can make your 
day! 

Figure 2.9 - The right side chart 
describes very well the contextual 
market flow. As for the floor 
pivots, we can observe several 
confluences performed with the 
pitchforks that has neatly reversed 
the market: 
-Confluence (i) - intersection of 
S2 }loor pivot and the lower 
median line (LML). 
-Confluence (U) - intersection of 
S3 floor pivot and the warning 
line (WL-l). 
- Confluence (iii) - intersection of 
the S2 floor pivot and the median 
line. An imminent reversal is also 
signalled by the long-tail doji. 

Figure 2.10 - The right side 
chart is a continuation of the 
prior chart, one day later. A new 
adequate floor pivot set was 
calculated. The market }low was 
halted by the SZlupper 50% Fibs 
line confluence nO 1 at 12:00hrs .. 
The sideways bars agglomeration, 
right under the Sl restored the 
market's energy and created a 
vel}' strong up-momentum, which 
catapulted the price all the way up 
to the confluence nO 2, formed by 
the Rl floor pivot and the WL-2. 
A W3 correction is started right 
under the Rl floor pivot along the 
downward upper 250% Fibs Line. 
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Figure 2.11 The above chart shows the synergy occurring between the floor pivots and the 
pitchforks. The market flow propelled by the up-gap's strong momentum has been catapulted, all the 
way up to the conjluence of the lower median line (LML) and R2 level. It seems that the trend's 
momentum is forming an energy-restoring trading range, right on the 6664-R2 floor pivot level. 
Anyway, be prepared for a momentum enhancement with the continuation of the trend. 

" " ... : ....... ",,,", 

MalnWteKlIPiv6!.mll 

0;000 ~5S3.001 
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Figure 2.12 - The above chart is a continuation of the prior chart but a few holtrs later. As 
anticipated the marketjlow continued its trend and it closed right under the weeklyjloor pivot at 6678. 
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6. Bollinger Bands & Floor Pivots - Squeeze & Volatile Markets 
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Figure 2.13 - The above chart illustrates the inter-relationships that occur between the floor pivots 
and the Bollinger bands (2.618,21). The volatility takes minimum values when the squeezes occur (first 
around 7:00 to 8:00hrs CET - just below the quarter pivot - 156656 and second around 14:00hrs CET 
- at the level of daily pivot - 156828. Then, if the explosive volatile momentum starts, the bands will be 
ready to sharply diverge accompanied by a breakout just above the quarter pivot-156656 and daily 
pivot. We can easily observe that the squeeze nO 2 engendered a shoot-up to the R2 ceiling. In its up
sloping track, the trend stumbled, halted or even slightly retraced on almost every floor pivot. The 
above BB settings (2.618,21) efficiently channel the up-sloping energy of the market momentum. 
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Figure 2.14 - The above chart is the same as the prior chart but with a modified BB setting (1.00,21). 
It better visualizes the 8:00hrs out bursting of the 156656 level breakout - a quarter pivot - and of the 
156828 level breakout at 14:40hrs, which is the daily floor pivot (DP) - both PlJinted out by the arrows. 
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Figure 2.15 - The above chart is the same as the prior chart, but we have drawn a dual BB settings 
system [(2.618,21) & (1.00,21)]. This is one of the most optimal charting structures that efficiently 
reveal the pathway of the trending markets. In our above chart, we can easily observe that the 
explosion of the 14:00hrs CET squeeze has been guided to the 15811 0-R2 floor pivot level, through the 
extremely precise narrow chanllelformed by the upper bands of the dual BB system. 
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Figure 2.16 - The above chart is a faithful mirror-like description of the floor pivots & Bollinger 
bands inter-relations: an opening right on the 6837-mid-pivot level with a seven bar trading range 
dancing on iI, a six bar sideways fluctuation on the 6822-S2 pivot level, a double test and zooming 
through the 6808 mid-pivot level, a test and retest with reversal of the 679 5-S3 pivot level, at the W3's 
termination. 
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7. Action & Reaction Lines and Floor Pivots 
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Figure 2.17 - The above chart efficiently describes the inter-related mechanism between the Action & 
Reaction lines and the floor pivots. We observe the use 0/ A&R lines set-up and their Fibonacci ratios, 
around the same Center line. 

In order to take a full trading advantage of their line connivance (refer to the above chart) 
we are in a continuous quest for revealing their confluences, which will divulgate a very 
probable source of market price mechanism, ready to be exploited by the trader: zooming 
through, test and retest with a classic one or two bar reversal or a temporary consolidation 
- the usual kinetic energy source indispensable to the trend's continuation: 

Confluence nO 1 of 4945-Rl floor pivot level and the Center line. 
The market flow, first zoomed through it and then, six bars later, used it as a catapult 
basis to propel the structure of the remaining trend, 

Confluence nO 2 of the 4983-R3 floor pivot level and the 50% Fibonacci Action line. 
The market flow first zoomed through it and then tested and retested it, before it 
continued the up-sloping trend. 

Confluence nO 3 of the 5004-R4 floor pivot level and the Action line. 
The market flow first pierced this confluence and then quickly retraced to form a 
trading range riding on the 4994 half-pivot level. After a two-hour sideways market, 
the market flow decided to climb all the way up to 5020-R5 floor pivot level. 

Confluence nO 4 of the R5-5020 floor pivot and the Center line. 
The market flow was suddenly halted by it, and the "rubber band" phenomenon will 
take over. The correction time of the five pivots-long trend has commenced. 
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8. Elliott Waves and Floor Pivots 

Figure 2.18 - The right side chart 
shows the pre-open preparation of 
the incoming day's market. 
We can observe the pre-open 
trading range, which signals 
already a very probable post
opening high-steam momentum, 
without giving its direction. 
Given the contextual market (not 
illustrated here) we rather plead for 
a down-sloping movement. 
Thus, we have drawn the floor 
pivots under the daily 6880 pivot. 
If the market will open in this zone, 
we will be more cautious with the 
down moveforecast! 

Figure 2.19 - The right side chart 
is the same as the previous chart. 
We have constructed, this time, the 
Elliott waves (EW), in case that the 
market will accept the down-sloping 
scenario. 
It is interesting to observe the inter
action of the floor pivots (whole & 
halves) with the Elliott waves 
projections. 
The nat lire of the downswing might 
be corrective (C-wave=A) or 
impulsive (C-wave becomes WI, 
when is bigger than A-wave). 
For more EW informatioll please 
refer to ollr 2nd volume (Chapter 5). 

Figure 2.20 - The right side chart 
is the same as the previous chart. 
This time, we have constrllcted, the 
Elliott waves projections, using the 
Fibonacci ratio tools, in case that 
the market will accept the down
sloping scenario. 
We can observe that the W3 Fib 
extellsions will form multiple 
clusters with the floor pivots: 
- 6850-cluster (SI & 138% Fibs), 
- 6837-cluster (mid-P & 162% Fibs) 
- 682I-cluster (S2 & 200% Fibs), 
- 6794-cluster (S3 & 262% Fibs). 
With these Fibs values compared to 
SI to S3 floor pivot range levels, we 
can forecast that the future trend 
could be extended as far as S3 level. 
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Figure 2.21 - The right side 
chart continues the previous chart 
in the next day till J3:00hrs CET. 
As anticipated the market dropped 
vigorously and the Elliott waves 
projections have fulfilled most of 
the down sloping scenario's 
targets: 

- 6837-cluster (mid-P & 162% 
Fibs) has opened the market, 
forming a seven bar trading range 
- 6821-cluster (S2 & 200% Fibs) 
has served as a symmetry riding 
axis, during a jive bar period, 
- 6794-cluster (S3 & 262% Fihs) 
has simply halted the W3 wave. 

Figure 2.22 - The right side 
chart continues the previous 
chart, in the next day till 10:45hrs 
CET. As anticipated the market 
has continued to drop. 
The three-day Elliott wave down
sloping pattern was jinally halted 
by a half-pivot at 6773 and is 
preparing now for a correction. 
It is interesting to note that the 
size of W5 reached 1.272*W4 and 
also that its value is O.618*WO-3. 
We are now ready for a filII 
correction of the prior trend, 
which will bring the market 
around 0.618 Fibonacci ratio, 
well above 6820-DP jloor pivot. 

Figure 2.23 - The right side 
chart e.fficiently illustrates the 
termination of the Wl-5 
pattern. One can readily 
observe that the halting 
landmark was constituted by the 
6855-cluster - a multiple time 
frame floor pivot. 
This is a very precious tip, for 
the astute trader, who can now 
enter a short trade, just below 
the highest high, with milch 
more conjidence and more 
units. 
The jirst target of the corrective 
move will probably be the prior 
W 4 near yesterday's R3 pivot. 
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9. Volume Analysis and Floor Pivots 
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63 

Figure 2.24 - The above chart efficiently shows the role of volume analysis with regard to floor pivots 
trading. Jf'e can see four volume zones - marked! to 1 and described by the text below (refer to lower 
volume portion of the chart) . 

The first volume zone (!) consists of a huge volume (max. 7000) - several times bigger than 
the usual volume (1500) - just after the market has reversed one hour after the opening. 
The immediate ascending signs of this prolific volume were the occurrence of volatile bars, 
zooming through the 6660-Rl floor pivot. They were promptly halted a few points under 
the 6724.50-R2 floor pivot. 
The second volume zone (1) corresponds to a more common volume value (2000) frequently 
met at the noon doldrums. The market flow was cruising, more than three hours between 
the channel formed by R2 and mid RlIR2 pivot levels. An attentive visual study will reveal 
a tiny up-sloping mini channel (market mini-eh. on the chart), which signalled the 
continuation of the morning up-trend. 
The third volume zone ill was started at 14:30hrs CET due to the U.S. news release and 
lasted until the market flow pierced the mid R2/R3 floor pivot. Its corresponding maximal 
volume (11800) was higher than that of the first maximal volume zone (refer to Volume MA 
chart). The initial high steamed volume fuelling has propelled the market flow, all the way 
up to 6818-R3 floor pivot, in spite of its weakening, at the mid-R2/R3 floor pivot. 

The fourth volume zone (1) illustrates the waning of the high-steam momentum 
exteriorised by a decreased volume. It started at the mid R2/R3 floor pivot (at the jump of 
the breaking line) and it ended at the 6816-R3 floor pivot. At this point, the volume has 
almost waned! The market is now ready for a correction of the prior trend. 

The above chart volume example is a faithful illustration of trading the floor pivots: huge 
volume and zooming through, sudden or progressive volume waning at the floor pivot 
approach - ready for a reversal and constant or decreasing volume during a consolidation. 
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10. Volume Analysis, Time-of-the-Day and Floor Pivots 

An astute trader would seldom try to perform a trade outside his well-known time-of-the
day schedule. The schedule differs from one trading instrument to another. There is a huge 
increase of the trade's probability when the trader associates the time-of-the-day, the 
volume analysis and the floor pivots. For a typical example, please refer to the chart below. 
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Figure 2.25 - The above chart illustrates the inter-relation, which exists among the volume analysis, 
time-oJ-the-day and the floor pivots. We aren't going to study this example in detail but we will expose 
the main points: the high volumes at the test and retest of the 7151-Rl floor pivot at exactly 14:30Ilr.5 
CET - the U.S. news release and the high volumes at the zoom and test of the 7151-Rl floor pivot at 
exactly 16:301trs CET - one hour after the U.S. market opened. Performing statistics of the three 
parameters correlations will greatly enable the trader to get a strong edge and leave the crowd, well 
behind. 

11. Oscillator - OSC (5,35) and Floor Pivots 

Even if this indicator seems to be common knowledge among the traders, we will say a few 
words about its integrated USe with the floor pivots. 
As most of us know, the OSC (5,35) is a measure of the difference between two moving 
averages. For a detailed study please refer to our second book volume (Chapter 13). 
Being a faithful measure of the momentum, the OSC (5,35) is often used to illustrate the 
momentum condition, even if we know that there is a slight lagging effect. Another use 
would be to reveal the size and the termination level of a swing correction, especially the 
end of the W4, within an impulsive Elliott pattern. 
The mechanisms of the market reactions in the proximity of a floor pivot can be: a zooming 
through, a retrace, a test, a retest or a consolidation. The use of the OSC (5,35) will 
efficiently emphasize these mechanisms, thus revealing them better in the mind of the 
astute trader. A logical question arises. When should we use this tool? 
We use it only as a confirmation tool in case of: the identification of a W4 corrective move, 
the approach of a top or a bottom signalled by a bearish/bullish divergence (more often 
than not) and the continuation of a strong trend by a steep convergence. 
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Figure 2.26 - The above chart illustrates the inter-relations occurring between the OSC (5,35) and the 
floor pivots. One can see that the first dome reached its top, when the market price has almost touched 
the 6724.5-R2 level. The top of the second dome is fully formed when the price touched the 6816-R3 
floor pivot. Even if the top of the third dome is the lowest of the three, it was formed while the market 
flow was riding on the R3 floor pivot. 
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Figure 2.27 - The above chart illustrates the synergy between the floor pivots and the OSC (5,35). We 
can observe that the W4 has retraced 38.2%, piercing the mid Sl1S2 floor pivot at 6834 level. The role 
of the OSC (5,35) is here to confirm the correlation between the W4's 38.2% retrace and the position 
of the retraced dome, on the OSC chart portion. The OSC value forming the last dome has evolved 
from the zero line and is within 0.90 and 1.40 retrace zone, a classic value for the formation of the W 4. 
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12. Stochastics Integrated Use with Floor Pivots 

Figure 2.28 - The right side chart 
efficiently shows the inter-relations 
existing between the floor pivots 
and Stochastics indicator (refer to 
the arrows 1 to 6 on the price 
chart and DP, RI to RJ' on the 
chart's lower indicator portion): 
- point 1: DP zooming & 50% cross, 
- point 2: RI zoomillg & 80% cross, 
- point 3: R2 bounce & OB entry, 
- point 4: R2 testing & OB cruising, 
- point 5: R3 testillg & OB cruising, 
- point 6: R3 testing & 80% testing. 
The market price has now reached 
the 6804-R3 floor pivot level. 

Figure 2.29 - The right side chart 
continues the prior chart illustrated 
two hOllrs later. 
The market price continued its up
sloping momentum, reaching the 
hyper-extended R4 floor level: 
- point 6: R3 testing & 80% testing, 
- point 7: R4 testing & 80% testing. 
So far, the vigorous up-tre1ld has 
not given allY signs of weakness yet. 
The trader must cOllsider the 
market still trending in spite of the 
fact that the market is already 
overbought (OB) for more than 12 
hours. 
Be ready any time, for a reversal! 

Figure 2.30 - The right side chart, 
which is identical with the prior 
chart, efficiently shows the role of 
the clusters formed by the daily, 
weekly & monthly floor pivots. 
If we study them, ill close relation 
with Stochastics, we can readily 
observe that these clusters are real 
landmarks of the marketflow: 
- 6550 monthly pivot, reveals the 
down-sloping failure - the starting 
block of the entire day's lip-trend, 
- 6700 weekly & half daily cluster 
forms an energy-restoring range, 
- 6770 weekly & half dai(v cluster 
forms zoom, test & retest moves, 
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- 6856 weekly & monthl), cluster 
forms the prelude of the trend "alt. . 03J31oW ocm« lourct t~nn"'«lf!l 
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Figu re 2.31 - The right side chart 
continues the prior chart but one 
day later. 
It iIIl1strates ollly two points: 
_ the reversal role of the last weekly 
& monthly 6855 cluster, 
_ the support role of yesterday's 
6804-R3 daily floor pivot. It is 
amazing to observe that even if it 
was calculated for yesterday's 
market, its supporting power has 
remained intact, 24 hours later. The 
floor traders have more than 
remembered the 6804 level. 

Figure 2.32 - The right side chart 
is very' educational because it 
carries several learning ideas, 
expressed by the synchronism of the 
time-oj-the-day with the floor pivot 
approach and with the formation of 
the Stochastics A-B-C-D-E pattem: 
- at II:30hrs, the 7121-DP pivot 
starts not only the trend but also the 
point d. of Stochastics' wedge, 
- at 14:30hrs, the 7I51-Rl pivot 
forms the !l. poillt in OB zone 
- at 15:30hrs, the half 7135 pivot 
forms the {2 point just under 50%, 
- at 16:30hrs, the quarter 7155 pivot 
forms the !2. point, around 70%, 
- at 19:30hrs - 7170-R2 -!l point. 

Figure 2.33 - The right side chart 
is very educational because it 
carries dual learning ideas, 
expressed by the synchronism of the 
floor pivot approach and the 
formatioll of the Stochastics trend 
lines, whatever they are, slant or 
horizontal: 
- tlte market closed at 7268-cluster 
level, pointed out by TL-3 & TL-4, 
just over the monthly pivot. At the 
same time a triple cOl~fluence is 
formed on tlte Stochastics portion of 
the cit art, formed by TL-la, TL-lb 
and tlte 80% Itorizon/alline level. 
- the steep price & Stochastics trend 
lines parallelism incites us to 
believe that this triple confluence 
will contilllle to catapult the price, 
rather titan halt il. 
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Figure 2.34 - The above chart continues the prior chart activity, one day later. As anticipated, the 
market flow has been cataplilted by a strong up-gap, corresponding to the triple confluence seen on the 
above Stochastics and also on the prior price chart. For the moment, the market price is halted by the 
cluster formed by the 7314-R2 daily floor pivot (yesterday's) and the 7313 weekly floor pivot. The TL-
1b, on the Stochastics chart, still holds,just above the old triple confluence between the 80% and 97% 
levels. Will the trend end? There isn't any evidence of the trend being broken down ... yet! 
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Figure 2.35 - The above chart continues the prior chart activity in the day's after-noon. The bearish 
divergence has dramatically inclined, and the Stochastics reached the 50% threshold line bllt the 
market flow is still in a trading range above the half 7381 yesterday's floor pivot. The reversal should 
be imminent, iflhe Stochastics will not bounce on the 50% horizontal trend line. 
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13. Real-Time Cases - Trading with Floor Pivots 

13.1 R1 to R3 Pivotal Zones Trading - German Dax 30 Chart 

As we have learned so far, there are many trading parameters to be considered before 
starting a profitable trade. Without an organized approach, we risk missing out important 
points and the whole strategy will fail. We will list below the main points of the trade: 

1. Spotting the Trade Opportunity - we detect the low-risk high-probability trades, by scanning 
the time frames (15-,30-,60- and seldom 5-min charts). Most of the time we prefer the pre
open analysis, in order to prepare for the first trade of the day. 

2. Find the Optimal Set-Up by looking for unlatching the trading potential of a pre-established 
chart formation that the market flow will faithfully develop. It goes without saying that the 
role of the floor pivots is here primordial, not only in establishing the entry but also in 
managing the entire trade. 

3. Time Frame Alignment - We make sure to trade with the trend; we never buck it! 

4. Three Pawn Technique - Triple order preparation and trade execution - Entry, Stop Loss 
and Targets 

5. Profit & Loss - P/L Statement - Measure of the trade's outcome 

6. Trader's Journal - It is the consistency barometer showing the' Whys' and the 'Bows' of 
your trade's positive or negative aspects. 

Assimilate and practice the above main points and respect their rules. It is one of the ways 
to consistency in trading! 
In the two trade examples that will follow, we will succinctly describe only the steps 1 
through 5. An entire chapter is consecrated to various real-time trades, at the end of the 
book. As for the trading units, we always use a value divisible by three. We found 
throughout time that it really enhances the trading results by using the scale-out technique. 

Figure 2.36 - The above pre-open Dax 30 chart settles the main conditions for the trade: 

Spotting the trade is based on price/indicator up-parallelism, on last swing incomplete impulse 
pattern and also on the three hour after-noon trading range ready to restore the trend's energy, 
Optimal set-up is given by the up-sloping pitchfork and the floor pivots, 
Time frame alignment - we checked the upper time frames - 15- and 60-min are up trending, 
Three-pawn technique - will be defined as soon as the market is opened and the trade entered. 

• 
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Due to its favourable up-trending conditions, we have decided to enter the trade, right at 
the opening, if the gap is up and not so near the 7044-R1 floor pivot. It should be at least a 
15 points distance, so that the market price will have enough room to run. If the market 
allows, the ideal set-up for this trade will be a stop loss one tick below the 7019 mid-pivot, 
at 7018.50 level and the first target, at 7044-Rl floor pivot! 

! r05
0.0

0 

ro.oo ,.. 
~ r 

Figure 2.37 - The above Dax 30 chart is the same as the prior one, but one day later. The market 
performs an lip gap and opens at 7026, which is 18 points away from the Rl. Thus, the trade was 
entered. Now we can calculate the Reward/Risk ratio: 18 points (7044-7026) divided by 7.5 points 
(7026-7018.5) will yield a 2.4 R/R ratio. This number is very close to 2.5 - our acceptable value. 
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Figure 2.38 - The above Dax 30 chart is the same as the prior one, tell minutes later. As anticipated t 
~ the market reached the 7044-Rl floor pivot, thus we exited with one third of our tradillg units, for a 

profit of 18 points (450 euros). We will raise the stop loss to break-even - 7026 entr..v level for the 
remaining hvo thirds of the trading units. Our target nO 2 will be 3 ticks before the 70 72-R2 floor pivot 

f 
.~" 

J 
at 7070.5. 
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Figure 2.39 - The above Dax 30 chart continues the prior chart in the after-noon. As expected the 
market reached our target nO 2 (7070.5) below the 70 72-R2 floor pivot. Thus we exited with the second 
third of our trading units for a pro.fit of 44.5 points (1112 euros), For the remaining one third trading 
units the stop loss is raised to 7057 level, two ticks below the 7058 half-pivot level, Our target nO 3 
(7119.5) is five ticks below the 7122 cluster (7122-R3 daily floor pivot and 7123-weekly floor pivot). 
The huge momentum signalled by the up-riglrt RSI and the volatile bar tells ... There is more to come! 
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Figure 2.40 - Tire above Dax 30 chart continues the prior into the day's close. As expected the market 
reached 0111' target n03 (7119.5) below the 7122-R3 floor pivot cluster. Thus we exited with the last 
third of 011 l' trading IIllitsfor a profit of93.5 pts (2337 euros) - a trade's total of 156 pts (3900 euros). 
It's important to note that we raised tire trailing stops twice: from 7057 to 7071 level (two ticks below 
the 70 72-R2 floor pivot) and thell to 7096 level (two ticks below the 7097 mid-pivot) when the market 
flow exceeded tire 7097 half-pivot and 7109.5 quarter -pivot, respectively, 
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13.2 S1 to S3 Pivotal Zones Trading - German Dax 30 Chart 

As we have learned so far, there are many trading parameters to be considered, before 
starting a profitable trade. Without an organized approach, we risk missing out important 
points and the whole strategy might fail. We will be guided by the same six main points 
previously listed (refer to sub-chapter 13.1). 

DalSmin .. 02007 eS' • inc, 
AX M7-Dr -00.5) Dynamit,O:OG-24:00 

~-............. -

5m1n German Dax Futures 
April19tb • 2007 
07:59hrs CET 

$toch(14,3,3) 

Figure 2.41 - The above pre-open Dax 30 chart settles the main conditions for the trade: 

Spotting the trade is based on price/indicator down-convergence, on last reversal strong dropping 
swing due to the weekly & monthly floor pivot 7358-cluster and also on a probable double 
breakout at the opening: the 7336 weekly & daily floor pivot cluster & the Stochastics trend line 
(TL-02). 

Optimal set-up is given by the predictable multiple breakouts: 7336 level, TL-02 & TL-1 with 
TL-3. 

Time frame alignment - we checked the upper time frames - 15- and 60-min are down trending, 

Three-pawn technique - will be defined as soon as the market is opened and the trade entered. 

Due to its favourable down trending conditions, we have decided to enter the trade with a tiny stop 
loss, right at the opening, in case of a down-gap. 

• 
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Figure 2.42 - The above Dax 30 chart is the same as the prior one, at the next day's opening. The 
market performs a down gap and opens at 7286, which is just below the 7289-SI floor pivot level, 46 
point-distance from the 7240-S2 floor pivot. Thus, the trade was entered with a stop loss at 7290.5 level 
(3 ticks above the 7289-SI floor pivot) and a first target at 724I/evel (two ticks above the 7240-S2 floor 
pivot). Now we are able to calculate the RewardlRisk ratio: 45 points (7286-7241) divided by 4.5 points 
(7290.5-7286) will yield a 10 RlR ratio. This number is well above our acceptable 2.5 value. 
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Figure 2.43 - The above Da.l: 30 chart is the same as the prior one, 55 minutes later. As expected the 
market reached our target nOI (7241) above the 7240-S2 floor pivot cluster. Thus we exited with one 
third of ollr trading units for a profit of 45 points (1125 euros). We changed the trailing stops twice: 
from 7290.5 to 7286 break-even level and then to 7266.5 level (three ticks above the 7265 half-pivot) 
when the market flow exceeded the 7265 half-pivot and 7240-S2 floor pivot, respectively. We are /lOW 

on Ollr way for target nO 2 at 7191- four ticks above the 71 93-S3 floor pivot. • 
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FigUl-e 2.44 - The above Dax 30 chart is the same as the prior one, two hours later. The market failed 
to reach our target n02 (7191) - four ticks above the 7193-S3 floor pivot cluster. It dropped only to 
7196.5 level- only 5.5 points distance from the target nO 2 and thell it reversed. 

Before the reversal, we changed the trailing stops twice: from 7266.5 to 7241.5 level when 
the market flow broke down the 7217 half-pivot level and then to 7218.5 level (three ticks 
above the 7217 half-pivot) when the market completed the one-bar reversal pattern. Thus at 
10:45hrs CET, we were exited with the remaining two thirds of our trading units for a 
profit of 135 points - 3375 euros - 2*25*(7286-7218.5). This makes a total profit of 180 
points (4500 euros). 

14. Mark Fisher Pivots - ACD Method 

We couldn't leave the floor pivot chapter before we'll briefly mention Mark Fisher's 
original and efficient ACD method, which is based on opening range concept, on A, B, C, D 
specific points and on daily pivot range. We will try to succinctly describe this method, and 
we warmly recommend Mark Fisher's highly acclaimed book: "The Logical Trader". 
The working foundation of the ACD method is the opening range concept, which stipulates 
that the daily highs or lows are located 20% of the market time within the opening range 
(OR). Its adequate value is calculated by detecting the high and. the low of the 5 to 30 
minutes period of the first hour of trading. It is important to note this value in the domicile 
market. 

The specific A, B, C and D points are, as it follows: 

Point A defines the trade's entry level (above or below OR) based on the volatility's 
characteristics of each trading instrument. It is a proprietary research variable 
available in Mark Fisher's book and at his website. With time, once you studied your 
trading instrument, this variable can be close to 50% of the opening range. However 
be very careful if the range is too wide or too small. 
The good A is defined when the market trades through it, on its way to continue the 
initial swing. 
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The jailed A is defined when the market tests it, or consolidates on it, less than half of 
the opening range time length. 

_ point B defines the trade's initial stop loss. Most of the time it's the opposite border of 
the opening range. 

_ Point C occurs only after a good A trade was performed. It defines the next trade's 
entry level where the crossover level changed the trend's bias from bullish to bearish 
or vice versa. 
The good and jailed qualifiers and the calculations of point A are the same for the 
point C. One thing though to remember ... even if the value of point C is equal to that 
of point A for the stocks, they don't coincide in commodity trading! 

_ Point D defines the point C trade's initial stop loss. Most of the time it's the opposite 
border of the opening range. 

In order to enhance the outcome of the trading strategies Mark Fisher uses daily pivot 
range as important support and resistance levels. The range's hastily break-through 
characterizes a significant movement having a high-steam momentum. This breaching is 
considered as a catalyst of the trend's momentum. 
If interested in Mark Fisher's pivot calculations, please refer to the Excel spreadsheet in 
Appendix chapter. 
We conclude by saying that all the ingredients for performing a good trade are focussed in 
ACD method! 

Key points to Remember: 

• DO consider the floor pivots as the Footprints in the sand, 
which will greatly assist the trader to map the market ground! 

• Their construction is simply based on some formulas that 
empirically calculate the value of the multiple time frame floor 
pivots. 

• It is amazing to frequently observe that even if the floor pivots 
are calculated for yesterday's market, their support Iresistance 
power has remained intact, 24 hours later. The floor traders 
can more than remember some eventful levels. 

• The single layer floor pivots can have a strong halting power, 
but a cluster formed by the pivots of several time frames is 
even more efficient. 

• Don't neglect the role of the conFluences formed by a 
curvilinear trend line (/ike a moving average> with the adequate 
floor pivots or even with the multiple time pivotal clusters. 
Their halting strength is one of the most powerful tools for 
identifying an imminent reversal. 

• Whenever you fill in manually, the Excel spreadsheet data in 
order to calculate the floor pivot values make sure that you 
have not only copied in the right values but also used them 
from the prior day, week and month values. 

• If it comes to simplify the mechanism of trading the floor 
pivots, the trader should retain: a reversal (fade the pivot), a 
zooming through or a conSOlidation. 
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• The role of volume is vital in interpreting the entry or the exit. 
A faithful volume manifestation when trading the floor pivots 
would be: a huge crescendo volume when the price is zooming 
through, a sudden or progressive volume waning at the floor 
pivot approach - ready for a reversal and a constant or 
decreasing volume during a consolidation. 

• The association of time-of-the-day, volume analysis and floor 
pivots should be studied in detail. Daily statistics is an excellent 
trading tool, which will divulgate the precious timing elements, 
indispensable for consistent trading. 

• Whatever pivotal zones you trade (R2 to R5, 52 to 55 or 52 to R2 
and vice versa) keep in mind the importance of the height of 
each of them. Don't perform any trades, if this height is below 
two ATRs value, on that specific operational trading time 
frame. If in doUbt, always calculate the Reward/Risk ratio of 
each trade, which should be greater than 2.5 value. 

• Whenever the extreme floor pivots are attained (R~ to R5 or 5~ 
to 55) be aware of the "rubber band" effect... a strong snap 
back, which could violently reverse the market or, on the 
contrary, consolidate it. The correlation Stochastics and floor 
pivots will warn the trader for the imminent possible moves: 
crossovers of 50% line, entry or cruising in the 
overbought/oversold zones. The line patterns on the 
Stochastics, including clusters and confluences, are efficiently 
signalling the imminent effect on the price portion of the 
chart. One of the most frequent examples is the up or down 
sloping failure. . 

• Whenever using Elliott wave with floor pivots, make sure that 
you have already drawn the corresponding Fibonacci 
projections or retracements. Most of the time, they definitely 
indicate the terminations of the impulsive or corrective waves. 

• A trader must always be prepared. That's what the 
professionals do. First settles the main conditions for the 
trade, and then perform it, in all tranquillity: 
- Spotting the trade - a pre-trade phase, 

optimal set-up - a pre-trade phase, 
- Time frame alignment - a pre-trade phase 
- Three-pawn technique - will be deFined as soon as the 

trader is ready to enter the trade. 
- Profit & Loss - a post-trade phase 
- Trader's Journal - a post-trade phase - the consistency 

barometer showing the I Whys' and the I Hows' of your trade's 
positive or negative aspects. 
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Chapter 3 

Inceptive Rectangles in Symbiosis with Pitchforks 

Most of the newcomers don't realize that the concept of support (S) and resistance (R) lines 
can also be considered horizontally, in sideways markets, even if the rest of the time the 
lines are slanted. The degree of slope's angle being variable, its role as resistance or 
support, is performed one at a time. They can switch from one role to another, in a "blink 
of a breakout", especially when the breaking bar is closed on "the other side". 

1. Specific Constituent Features of Rectangles 

When the market fluctuates between two horizontal lines, the trapped price will try to 
break out, sooner or later, thus giving birth to the rectangle breakout. 
In order to pinpoint the low risk high probability trades, we have to do our home work; not 
only get familiar with rectangles, but also try to push further the understanding of their 
traits and behaviour. 

1.1 Height 

In our experience, the average height of a tradable rectangle should be around 2 to 4 ATRs 
(Average True Range) for a 5-min German Dax 30 chart and 6 to 8 ATRs for a 5-min S&P 
500 e-mini chart. 
Taking into consideration the trade's management with an efficient money management 
strategy, we can agree on performing a rectangle trade with a height of minimum 3-4 
points for ES contracts, and a minimum of 20 to 25 points, for Dax futures trading, on 5-
min charts. The experience will naturally lead us towards the rectangle's optimal height 
value. This matter will become a simple routine, after the trader has arduously studied his 
markets. 
The height's function is very important, not only for money management considerations 
but also for projecting the rectangle's extensions (in both directions), which can frequently 
signal the trade's targets. 

1.2 Width 

The larger the rectangles the higher the breakout will be through its multiple height 
projections. 
When using Western bars or Japanese candles within a rectangle pattern, make a habit of 
counting the bars; they will be very useful later when fixing the profit-projected targets. 
More than that the trader who uses the point-and-figure chart technique can easily project 
the next move extensions issued out of the initial rectangle. 

1.3 Volume 

During the development of the rectangle, the volume diminishes classically, reaching its 
exploded apogee at the precise moment of the breakout. 

1.4 Locations of Rectangles 

Whatever the height or the width size is, the rectangle's function is essential. Moreover, its 
location in the general market mapping - the contextual market flow - will signal its role: 

Either a large size rectangle located at the start-up or at the end of the trend, thus 
signalling an imminent take-off or a reversal, respectively, 
Or either a tiny size rectangle meddled in the impulsive waves pattern structure 
witnessing a corrective sub-wave pattern, ready to restore the trend's energy. 
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1.5 Throwbacks and Bull Traps 

In case of a failed rectangle breakout we can have either a throwback or a bull trap 
pattern. The former is defined as a price return to the breakout point, within a few bars . 
time. The price will then continue against the breakout's direction until it will be halted by 
the rectangle's low trend line, acting as a support. 
The bull trap is a throwback that reaches the lower trend line but it doesn't bounce on it, 
and it drops farther through the opened breach, into the underneath zone. 

1.6 Failures - Partial Decline & Partial Ascent 

The failures occur when the current strong up/down momentum suddenly wanes followed 
by an imminent reversal. The failures use is optimal when the market is mapped by several 
floor rectangles originating from the inceptive rectangle. 
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Figure 3.1 - The market flow bounce off the pitchfork's median line with a small range rectangle 
formation, greatly pleads in the favour of an imminent down-sloping movement. The last volatile 
down-bar closed at its lowest low level, thus signalling a very probable breakaway gap. Tn case that this 
happens, the market flow will be at the beginning of a strong down-sloping trend. 
If you take advantage of these very little known failures, you'll have a great edge over the crowd. 

1. 7 Pullbacks 

The occurrence of the pullbacks during a rectangle or during its extensions is considered as 
a moment of halting the development of a trend. It also regulates the trend from moving 
hastily, too far, too quickly, in a single move. Out of the market fractals theory, the 
pullbacks constitute a magnificent way of influencing the market flow by the market itself. 
Thus, violent situations can be avoided such as euphoric buying, panic selling or market 
crashes. The first pullback out of the inceptive rectangle, gives the tone for a healthy trend. 
Once detected, integrate the pullback in the context of an eventual large swing, preferably 
at the lower portion of the trend, which has already started, 
Can we identifY the first pullback as the Elliott wave two of the inceptive impulse pattern? If 
the answer is positive, then be prepared to take the long trade at the end of this pullback, 
when (where) the wave three will be born. 
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1.8 Gaps 

When scrutinizing the morphology of the rectangles becomes a routine, the eventual gaps 
will be evident. Once interpreted, they will give a valuable hint to the trader: 

A breakaway gap - located at the beginning of a trend, especially within Elliott wave 
three; its volume is very high with a tall dome of MACD indicator, 
A continuation gap - located at the mid-trend; most of the time, multiplying by two 
the distance till mid-trend, it will project the trend termination, 
An exhaustion gap - located at the end of a trend, especially within the last portion of 
wave five of an impulse pattern; the trend reversal becomes imminent; the divergence 
price / MACD's dome is usually the rule. 
An island reversal - a double gap pattern - is composed of an exhaustion gap associated 
with a breakout gap, the latter occurring in the beginning of the opposite trend. Most 
often than not, it reveals a genuine reversal and a good trading opportunity! 
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Figure 3.2 - A breakaway gap with an immediate rectangle formation is characteristic of energy
huilding energy (EBR-I). An imminent high-momentum movement can ensue, more often than not. 
The EBR-2 restores the trend's kinetic energy dissipated durillg the down-gap. 

2. Observance and Rectangle Drawing 

One can rarely detect the rectangle in its initiating phase. In order to qualify, this pattern 
should have a minimum of 4 touches on both trend lines (two on each). 
It is also accepted as a valid rectangle with only three touches, with the fourth being the 
breakout itself. Keep track of the numbers of bars and the height of each rectangle. 
Experience has shown, that most of the time, a rectangle is rarely detected, in its initial 
stage, unless there occurs a specific pattern: a pullback, a throwback or a breakout. The 
trader's eyes should be specifically trained for these kind of situations .• 
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Figure 3.3 - We found that the best projections are the ones that have a longer duration of the 
inceptive rectangle. One may say that the longer the duration, tlte stronger tlte rectangle's outbreak! 

One can, also draw rectangles, on the IS-min chart or even on the 5-min; keep in mind 
though, that the lower the time frame, the more whipsaws are present with a shorter 
impact, on the projected time length. 

Once we detected the rectangle'sfour touches, we'll draw the two horizontal lines in double 
thickness colour. The 50% Fibonacci trend line, inside the rectangle, will be drawn in a 
single thickness, same colour. It's the equivalent of the median line of Dr Alan Andrews 
median line concept. We named these three lines rectangle, the inceptive or the inception 
rectangle because it will be our "will be" projected denominator, in upstream as well as in 
downstream market mapping. Thus, we have a rectangular pattern resembling Dr Alan 
Andrews' set-up: the median line and the upper/lower median lines. It's like forcing the 
market to reset its moves, from this very precise and defined time and price nest. And sure 
enough, the market will usually respect the projected rectangles, in either direction, more 
often than not The prices could drive farther away from the inceptive rectangle, using a 
100% height cadenced rhythm projection, in a several height-measured movement. Once 
out of steam, the prices will descend the multiple floors rectangle, using the upper, mid and 
lower trend lines of the freshly projected rectangles, reversing in the opposite direction of 
the inceptive rectangle. These projections mimic the warning lines of Dr Alan Andrews' 
median line concept. Mostly, the price halt is accomplished when the originating zone is hit. 

We will concomitantly project, several times, the height of the rectangle, in a different 
trend line colour, upwards and downwards. As the market trespasses from one rectangle to 
its neighbour, we change the colour, kind of marking the freshly acquired trading grounds. 
In this way, the immediate past, the current and the immediate future trading zones are 
properly mapped. 
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3. Functional Role of Rectangles 

The trading of the rectangular patterns is a seldom-treated topic in the financial literature. 
This comes from the poor or even lack of understanding the management of the energy 
exhaustion and acceleration of the market flow phenomena. We firmly believe that this is a 
serious omission because most of the energy-related trades are not only highly profitable 
but also easily identifiable after the trader has sufficiently trained his eyes. 
Talking about market flow kinetic energy, it seems clear that most of the traders are hardly 
familiar with it. The goal of this chapter is not to exhaust this subject but rather to bring 
the indispensable energy-related knowledge to the trader's arsenal - ready to be applied. 

Briefly explained, the compulsive effect of this energy - exhaustion or restore/exacerbation -
is responsible for the continuation of a trend, or on the contrary for its early aborting. Both 
events can be defined by the exact location of the rectangles within a trend and also by the 
market flow activity monitored by the volume, within the rectangle. Thus the accumulation 
(demand in control) and the distribution (supply is predominant) phenomena occur. 
Whenever the former dominates the intra-rectangle activity there is a high probability that 
the pre-rectangle up-sloping trend will continue. Otherwise, with a dominant intra
rectangle distribution activity the ongoing up-sloping trend will be hastily aborted and a 
reversal performed. 

The visual inspection of the local market flow integrated within the contextual market, will 
swiftly signal the exact location of the rectangle within the current trend. If we are in a 
trading range for some time, and the trend's origin is not clear enough, then it will be wise 
to study the higher time frame and locate the exact position of the current market activity. 

4. Inceptive Rectangle Extensions 

We found out that the extensions of the inceptive rectangle can serve not only as a 
catapulting base for the incoming trend but also it can project, more often than not, the 
future targets of the current trend. The most probable number of extensions is directly 
related to Fibonacci and/or Lucas numbers: 3, 5, 7, 11 and 13. 

The task of the trader is not to guess one of these numbers but rather to be ready for: 

A reversal with an adequate trailing stop loss level in case that the current trend is 
terminating and the trader is in the process of performing a trade. In order to 
enhance the probability of locating the reversal level, we should also take into 
consideration the use of bar count for the number of trend's bars, the practice of 
Elliott waves with the Fibonacci tools, the Gann angles and Gann percentages and the 
use of momentum indicators. In case of an abrupt trend slope, the trader can 
successfully use the harmonic moving averages (5-, 10- and 30-period). They signal the 
progressive evolving of the reversal mechanism right after their even stacking. 
A preparation of a trade entry with a tiny stop loss, in case that the trader considers 
the inceptive rectangle as a very probable catapult for the birthing trend. 

The fluctuating volume rhythmizes the trespassing of each rectangle extension border: a 
progressive volume decrease while inside the rectangle extension; a culminating volume 
while the market flow is trying to breakout the upper limits. 
It is preponderant to analyze the type of volume occurring inside the rectangle extension. A 
predominant selling volume over the buying leaves the mark of a distribution process, 
which will be responsible for the next down-sloping movement. 

On the contrary, if the buying volume is leading, it means that the accumulation market 
phenomenon is dominant and that the next movement will be an upper border breakout, 
founding the incoming up-sloping trend. 

• 
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Figure 3.4 - The above chart is already mapped for detailing the movements of the local market flow 
catapulted out of the morning inceptive rectangle. The up-outburst was readily halted and then 
reversed, at exactly 10:00hrs CET. Will the market make a new high? Well ... We'll be all settled at the 
termination of the noon doldrums. 
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Figure 3.5 - The above chart continues the activity of the previolts chart but six hours later. After 
performing two lower highs (around 12:00 and 17:00 hrs CET), the market flow dropped vigorollsly, 
breaking down the TL-1 trend line. It fell all the way down to the 450% rectangle extension at 6901.5 
key level. Like the saying: ''Everything that goes too fast and too far, will eventually return", we 
expect now a correction, unless the market will drop farther to 111 extension. 
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Figure 3.6 - The above chart continues the activity of the previous chart into the close of the day. As 
anticipated, after performing a reversal, at exactly 750% rectangle extension at 6880.5 key level, the 
market flow began its climbing towards the inceptive rectangle zone. 

The 21:00hrs CET reversal, on the prior chart, could have been signalled in advance due to 
the Lucas number 7 rectangle extension and also due to the mirror bars, a splendid and 
very efficient two bar reversal pattern. The TL-c trend line breakout will only confirm the 
reversal's high probability. The TL-a and TL-b will monitor the trend's development. 

5. Discovering Wyckoff 

One can't write a chapter about the rectangles or the trading ranges without briefly 
describing the work of Richard Wyckoff (1872 - 1933). 
He is one of the titans of technical analysis that allowed the nowadays traders to fully enjoy 
the fecund and profitable trading strategies. Even if there are already 100 years since his 
trading apogee, we can certainly affirm that his teachings are more than up-to-date. They 
are certainly worth to belong to nowadays trader's arsenal. 
WyckofPs analysis uses a combination of Western bars charts, point-and-figure charts and 
the so-called wave charts. He is an adept of the top-to-down approach bringing a real astute 
technique into the realm of trading. The wave charts, called also the line charts have been 
developed by Wyckoff to study the behaviour of five leading charts of an index, which will 
signal the strength or the weakness of the markets. 

5.1 Three Fundamental Laws 

All starts with his three fundamental principles: 
Law of Demand and Supply, which represents the brick-and-mortar foundation of the 
markets. The movements are simple: when the demand increases the prices rise, and 
when the supply overwhelms the demand, the down-sloping market flow is underway. 
The use of the price and volume is here primordial through the W~stern bar charts. 
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Law of Cause and Effect rules that the cause induces an effect. Their reciprocal 
strength will be closely related: the more active the cause is, the more reactive the effect 
will proportionally respond. Otherwise said: a change in stimulus will engender a 
fluctuation of the response. Wyckoff quantifies the projected measured effect of the 
cause with the point-and-figure charts. 
Law of Effort versus Result evaluates the dominance of the demand over supply or vice 
versa, through the use of the convergence or divergence between the price and volume 

To our knowledge, no one has ever studied in detail, the accumulation and the distribution 
phenomena as Richard Wyckoff did, 100 years ago. He had exactly known how to evaluate 
the direction and the magnitude of the market breaking out of a trading range. This is done 
through the analysis of price and volume. For those who would like to deepen this 
knowledge I warmly recommend: 

The courses and references from "Stock Market Institute" having a gold mine of 
information on Wyckoff's work, 
Prof. Hank Pruden's highly acclaimed book, entitled "The Three Skills of Top 
Trading". 
And Timothy Ord's excellent book, which underlines the Wyckoff's practical 
volume/price aspects in stock market. The title is more than relevant "The Secret 
Science of Price and Volume". 

We will try below to briefly explain the intra-rectangle market mechanisms (accumulation 
or distribution), which can develop within the contextual market flow. 
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Figure 3.7 - The above chart illustrates the location of the rectangles: either within the trend - re
accumulation and redistribution - or at its e.'Ctremity levels - accumulation and distribution. On this 
chart, we have used the elements already described by Richard Wyckoffill the beginning of 1900s. In 
order to fully benefit from this chart one should concomitantly consider the corresponding volume. 

5.2 Wyckoff's Five Phases - Detailed Inside Rectangle Study 

While Schabacker only classified chart patterns at the top or at the bottom of the bull/bear 
markets, Richard Wyckoff was the first market technician who had the sense of detail and 
thoroughly studied the portion of the markets, which preceded or terminated the big trend 
movements. His predilection area was to closely observe the accumulation and distribution 
phenomena within these proximal and terminal patterns. 
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They yielded, more often than not, a solid argument in favour of an imminent change in 
trend, thus building the foundation of the reversal mechanism. And this really means 
something when we are aware that the sideways market is more difficult to trade than the 
trending markets. 
Whichever way you study the bulls/bears trend process, there are three constituting chart 
portions, closely related to the market volume: 

The first trending portion refers to the left side of the chart below - it simply illustrates 
the termination of the down-sloping trend with the complete exhaustion of the supply. 
This premier phase was named by Wyckoff the Phase A. The first visible steps of the 
down trend's waning are the high volatile bars, mostly with huge volumes, the steep 
descending trend slope, the Preliminary Support - (PS) and the Selling Climax - (sq. 
The smart people money - the professional interests, rapidly absorbs the latter two. 
For the sake of better visualisation of the three chart portions, we have preferred this 
time, the line chart. 
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Figure 3.8 - The above line chart illustrates the three portions of the market COil textual flow. It shows 
a transitional phase in the market bias from a panicky and an allXious down trend to an assiduous up
s/oping trend. In the mean time, the accumulation process is responsible not only for the bias's change 
but also for restoring the markel flow energy. Thus, the formed trading range illllstrates a very prolific 
energy-huilding rectangle. 

The second chart portion refers to the mid-area of the above chart - it efficiently illustrates 
the balance between supply and demand movements. This second phase was named by 
Wyckoff the Phase B. The struggle between the bulls and the bears has just commenced 
and it will be here crucial. The outcome and the way this battle will be fought will have as 
consequence the future direction and the momentum intensity of the next trend; a 
predominance of the accumulation process with average-size up bars and mid to high-value 
volumes (refer to the below chart) will certainly predict an up-sloping trend. On the other 
hand, a dominant distribution process with average-size down bars and mid- or low-value 
volumes (refer to the below chart) will rather plead for a down-sloping trend . . 
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The Automatic Rally (AR) and the Secondary Test (ST) occur in the beginning of this second . 
phase (please refer to the above and below charts). They will both signal the beginning of the 
bulls/bears fight: 

The AR movement occurs, just after the Selling Climax (sq and will try to test the upper 
border of the rectangle. We can see on the below chart that it failed near the target. 

The ST movements test the rectangle's lower border. It is often formed of small bars on light 
volume (refer to the below chart), thus confirming the definitive termination of the down
sloping trend. 

These two movements (AR & Sn really terminate the influence of the past trend, 
unlatching a new trending potential! 
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Figure 3.9 - The above line chart is identical to the previous chart but it shows the volume variation 
within the Wyckoffs A, B, C, D and E phases. The trader can easily see that the down sloping, the 
sideways and the up-sloping portions of the chart have a well-sustained rhythmic cadence: moderate 
volume increase, drastic volume decrease and exaggerated volume increase, respectively. 

The Law of Cause and Effect is perfectly illustrated in Phase B. The market preparation 
during this phase will manufacture the cause, which in turn will induce a measured effect 
during the Phase E. We will repeat here that their reciprocal strength will be closely 
related: the more active the cause is, the more reactive the effect will proportionally respond. 
Wyckoff quantifies the projected measured effect of the cause with the point-and-ftgure 
charts, but it can be also done by using the line and the Western bar charts (refer to the 
abovelbelow chart). We can thus observe that a several hours rectangle market, from 
10:00hrs to 15:00hrs CET, has engendered a strong vectorial momentum force, which has 
propelled the four rectangle extensions above the inceptive rectangle (refer to the above and 
below charts). 
The meandering flow will create inside the Phase B market portion, multiple small rally 
peaks forming a slant upper resistance channel (refer to the above chart) within the trading 
range. Wyckoff named it the Creek. The breakout of this resistance will unlatch wide open 
the ascending road to the breakout of the entire inceptive rectangle. 

• 
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Wyckoff called this the "Jump across the Creek - JAC". If on the contrary the market flow 
beaks through the rectangle's lower border with large volatile bars, big volumes and bars' 
c~ses into their lower quarter, then he named it "Falling through the Ice" . 
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Figure 3.10 - The above chart illustrates the three portions of the market contextual flow closely 
associated with the H(O) to H(+4) rectangle's extensions and the volume's well-sustained rhythmic 
cadence. The springs and the up-thrusts are nothing else but simple tests of the lower/upper borders. 
They are excellent chart formations measuring the degree of the supply and demand, respectively. 

The third chart portion refers to the terminal-area of the last three charts - it shows the role 
of the last three defined Wyckoffs phases - Phase C, D and E. 

Phase C is considered as the testing period in which the market flow creates springs or 
shakeouts. They could test, pierce or even temporarily break the lower borderline. 
Volume will significantly increase and its spikes are often present, signalling a final 
clean up of the remaining supply from the weak holders. It may also induce a false 
breakout in the mind of the inexperienced traders, in spite of a predominance of the 
accumulation process with average-size up bars and mid to high-value volumes (refer 
to the above chart), which will certainly predict an up-sloping trend. In reality this is 
nothing else but the preparatory phase of the next trend. 

Aggressive traders consider this phase as the most adequate trade timing entry. The 
initial stop loss will be snugged behind the opposite border line. Wyckoff traders will 
use the point-and-figure chart to measure the extent of the logical target (s). 

The targets may also be evaluated by using Western bar charts at the 3rd
, st\ 7th or 

11 th rectangle extension levels (refer to the above chart). The break-even stop loss will 
be established when the market flow will penetrate, preferably with high volume, the 
upper border of the first extension. 
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Tip: The trader should always be in quest for a directional trend line drawn within the 
initial rectangle. It can be used as the starting blocks for a very profitable trade entry 
(refer to TL-J trend line, which crosses all the 5 Wyckoffphases - on the above chart). 

Phase D is considered as the transitional period in which the market flow will start to 
be dominated by the demand rather than by the supply pressure. The former will 
gradually impose its market activity on the latter. The above average up bar volume 
will clearly state that the supply forces were exhausted (LPS - Last Point of Support) 
and that the signs of strength (SOS) start to take over the entire market action. 

The more numerous the LPSs and the SOSs, the stronger the weight of evidence that 
the mark-up stage has begun. At the end of this phase the market flow will leave the 
rectangle on its way to extensions' build-up. 
The market fluctuations (refer to the above chart) above the TL-l trend line, the 
presence of the intra-zone bar's big lower tail and the above-the-average up bar 
volume during the Phase D convinced the aggressive traders to consider entering or 
re-entering (add-on) the trade. 

Phase E is visually limpid: the sign-of-strength (SOS) is present, the demand 
completely replaced the supply and the volume is consistently increasing. Once that 
the market flow broke-up the upper borderline, the cautious trader expects always a 
residual pullback, also called the Back-Up (B U) to a Last Point of Support (LPS), except 
in the case of a huge volume. At this level, the conservative traders will perform their 
entries and the aggressive traders will be at their second add-on re-entry. 
At this stage, the trader should carefully manage the trade, whichever chart is using. 

5.3 Every-Day Essential Trading Points 

If we have to conclude Wyckofrs trading concept we will certainly mention Prof. Hank 
Pruden's work, in his highly acclaimed book "The Three Skills of Top Trading". 
Thus, we will retain the following: 

The demand/supply law - the eternal bulls/bears fight illustrating the market 
direction. 

The cause/effect law - the razor-sharp precision tool that will yield the outcome of the 
bulls/bears battle through the accumulation and distributions phenomena. It will have 
as consequence the immediate market direction and the momentum intensity of the 
next trend. 

The effort/result law - the early bird of signalling the trend's bias. This is mostly done 
by detecting the disharmonies or the real divergences between price and volume: the 
high/low price levels, the close level of the terminal bar performing the reversal, the 
volume values related to the size of the bars before, during or just after the reversal. 

Before we close this sub-chapter we would like to mention the excellent glossary written by 
our colleague and Wyckoff trader, Amos Cohen of www.ltg-trading.com. Please refer to 
Appendix portion at the end of the book. 
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Ladder-Like Rectangles Guided by Pitchforks 
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Figure 3.12 - The above daily chart is identical with the prior chart but nine days later. 

We can observe on the above chart that the scene set-up is optimal for the outcome of the 
trade, with one condition: an efficient money management. The extreme volatility 
propelled the market price, in only two bars, all the way to the upper border of the third 
rectangle extension, almost touching it. • 
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At the same time the third warning line (WL-3) level was slightly exceeded. If we count the 
breaking bar at the 273 level as the first volatile bar, the third volatile bar closed at its mid
level. It didn't have enough energy momentum to push even farther up. It was bluntly 
halted by the upper 250% Fibs line, just below the upper border of the H(+2) rectangle. 
The next move dropped the market at the upper median line level of the ascending 
pitchfork, a few ticks away from the upper border of the H( + 1) rectangle. 
This trading example optimally illustrates two indispensable factors responsible for the 
trade outcome: 

The intricacy rectangle's extensions and the pitchfork's acolytes (ML, WL, U-MLH), 
The trading scene set-up's optimised role, as an indispensable factor in the outcome of 
trade management. Let us briefly describe the scene's pertaining stages: 

Spotting the trade is here obvious for the experienced trader. It is a breakout-type 
trade out of H(O) rectangle. 
Entry of the trade with triple trading units - the conservative type and the most 
common among the crowd - is located at the breaking point at 273 level. The most 
conservative entry would be after the zoom-and-retest of the median line (ML) at 
280 level. The aggressive entries are considered at the following levels: the testing 
of the lower border of the H(O) rectangle (point 1), the pullback leaning on the L
MLH (point 2) and the second pullback leaning on the L-MLH (point 3). 
Initial stop loss is snugged a few ticks beneath each entry level. 
Multiple pre-arranged targets are positioned a few ticks ahead of the upper border 
ofthe H(+l), H(+2) and H(+3) rectangles. 
Break-even stop loss is established when the price performed a 1.5 ATR move from 
entry. Then, the trailing stops will take over in their progressive locations, each 
time, being snugged just under the low of the last swing. 

7. Symbiosis Among Pitchforks, Opening Range, Channel Range and Floor Pivots 

i 
~J1lMIl 
1 

6l10.00 

~3to.oo 

Figure 3.13 - The above chart shows the brick-and-mortar basis of the up-trend. The opening range 
[ground zero - OR (0)] constitutes thefollndation on which the marketj10w will build the brick layers 
corresponding to the trend's morphology. This is the main constituting element. Wit/Wilt it, there 
wOllltln't be any trend. The difficulty is to identify it in the process of formation. The OR is located at 
the end of channel range [CR (0)]. 
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-Figure 3.14 .- Th~ right s~de 
hart is identical with the prIOr c . _ 

chart. We have used this time, 
the pitcJzfork (PF) analysis to 
illustrate how the different 
trend construction stages can be 
studied, as they develop. 
We consider the lowest low as 
the PO pivot, and the two 
e.xtreme points of the next 
swing, as the PI and P2 pivots. 
Our main concern is to obtain 
all optimal description of the 
market flow by the lip-sloping 
pitchfork. Thus, we can see that 
the market flow is totally 
encapsulated ill PF main body. 

Figure 3.15 - The right side 
chart is identical to tile prior 
chart but this time we have used 
the Elliott waves technique in 
order to illustrate how the 
different trend construction 
stages can be studied, as they 
develop. 

Figure 3.16 - The right side 
chart magnifies the first 
extensions of the initial opening 
range - OR (O) to OR (+2). At 
the same time we can observe its 
illtricacy with the descending 
channel range - CR (O). In spite 
of the latter's down direction, 
we will see its contribution to 
the de~'elopmel1t of the ongoing 
up-sloping trend, closely 
J(Jllowed up by the extensions of 
the initial opening range. 
The Fibonacci ratio lines, the 
floor pivots and the ascending 
pitchfork will track the up
trend. 
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Figure 3.17 - The above chart individually illustrates the progression of the up-sloping trend closely 
related to the extensions of the opening range - ground zero. So far, the up-trend has been halted by 
the confluence zone of the R3-floor pivot at 6436 level, the 112.5% Fibonacci extension of the prior 
pattern at 6438, a few ticks away from the median line of the ascending pitchfork. The market flow has 
been bluntly stoppedjust at the 11th extension - a Lucas number - of the opening range - OR (0). 
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Figure 3.18 - The above chart separately illustrates the progression of the up-sloping trend closely 
related to the extensions of the channel range - ground zero. 
So far, the trend has re-tested the confluence zone of the R3-floor pivot at 6436 level, the 112.5% 
Fibonacci extension of the prior pattern at 6438, a few ticks away from the ascending pitchfork's 
median line (ML). The market flow has been halted, for a 2nd time just at the 11th extension - a Lucas 
number - of the channel range at zero ground - CR (0). 
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Figure 3.19 - The above chart illustrates the progression of the up-sloping trend closely related to 
both extensions: the opening range (OR) and the channel range (CR). The trader can easily observe 
that the market flow has been brutally halted exactly at the intersection of the upper borders of the 11th 

opening range extension and the 1 fh channel range e.xtension, in the 6436-6438 confluence zone. 
Keep in mind that 11 is a Lucas number! 
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Figure 3.20 - The above chart continue the prior chart but two hours later. It illustrates the fine 
correlation that occurs among the opening range, channel range, pitchfork with its acolytes and the 
floor pivots. Finally, the trend's inflexion point has been performed at the floor halfpivot at 6447, thus 
terminating the Elliott wave 3. The corrective wave 4 has brought the market three OR and CR 
extensions [ower, being promptly halted by the R2-floor-pivot at 6414 key level. • 
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8. Trending and Sideways Markets - Elliot Waves and Ideal Rectangle Correlation 

In order to cover the entire study of trending and non-trending markets, we have chosen here to 
use the Elliott waves and the rectangles. Knowing the rather impulsive character of the 5 waves 
classic Elliott waves pattern, we consider that the high-steamed momentum of the impulsive waves 
can be efficiently measured by the Fibonacci ratios projections, expansions or external retracements 
of the corresponding sub-waves associated with the rectangle' extensions. On the other hand, the 
inception and the termination of the Elliott corrective waves can be faithfully tracked down by the 
accumulation and distribution phenomena already described. Let us apply all this knowledge to the 
practical understanding of the markets. 

Figure 3.21 - The above chart shows the trading scene set-up containing the inception of the wave 3, 
which almost touched in its development the lower border of the 2nd rectangle extellsion. It should at 
least drop farther to the W4 level of the prior impulsive pattern around 6911-zolle level. Theftrst sign 
of TL-2 breakout will ensure the W3's continuation. 

Publiv.ed bv QSiqnal (wy.ow.e~iqtl.!l.-om) 

Figure 3.22 - The above chart continued the prior chart but one hour later. We observe that the W3 
development exceeded the prior impulsive W4's level and easily reached the 5,/• rectangle extension. As 
we already mentioned, be ready for W3 termination around the 5'h

, 1" or the 1/" rectangle extension. 
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Figure 3.23 - The above chart continued the prior chart but one hour later. As anticipated the 
marketflow dropped farther to the 1" extension of the rectangle. 
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Figure 3.24 - The above chart continued tlte prior chart into the day's end with a fine correlation 
that Occurs among the opening range rectangle with its extensions and Elliott waves associated with 
the Fibonacci ratios. The triple 6880 key level clllster that terminated the W3 represents the WI 
expansion (W3=3.125*WI), the alternate price WI projection (W3=2.786*WI) and the 750% 
rectangle's extensioll. Tire W4 retraced 38.2% of W3, closing right under 4th rectangle's extension. 
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Figure 3.25 - The above daily Light Crude Oil Futures chart illustrates the inter-relation that 
occurred in the 125-128 cluster zone among: the upper border of the 2nd rectangle extension [H(+2)), 
the upper ML and the 150% Fibs line and the termination of the wave C equal to 1.382*A and 
2.236*w4: W5:C. 
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Figure 3.26 - The above 5min German Dux Futures chart shows the inter-relationship formed 
between the ascending pitchfork (WL-1 and ML), the opening gap (H(O») and its extensions (refer to 
the 41h extension) and the Elliott W4 wave equal to 0.5*W3. 
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Figure 3.27 - The ahove 5min Dax Futures chart continued the prior chart. The W4 retraced even 
more and it was halted hy the half daily pivot at 6316 key level at exactly the 550% rectangle's 
extension. 
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Figure 3.28 - The ahove 5min German Dax Futures chart is a continuation of the prior chart. The 
W4 is ill a mini-trading range around O.75*W3 level. The W4IWI overlapping borderline wasn't yet 
reached so the current Elliott wave coltnt is still valid. It seems that the local market flow isfailing its 
Climbing just under the ML signalling a veIJ' probable reversal with the inception of W5. If W4 
Continues to retrace behind the 78.6% there is a high probability that the market flow will rise all the 
way to the hegilllling of the present Elliott waves pattern above 6352 key level, thus invalidating the 
present labelling. ~ 
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9. Action & Reaction Lines Set-Up and Opening Gap Rectangles 
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Figure 3.29 - The above hourly Euro/US Dollar Futures chart efficiently illustrates the several 
days relationship occurring between the January 2nd opening gap rectangle [H(O») with its three 
descending extensions [H (+1) to H (+3») and the down-sloping Action & Reaction lines set-up. The 
trader can easily observe that the A&R lines set-up optimally describes not only the market's eight 
days context but also the current market. 
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Figure 3.30 - The above hourly Euro/US Dollar Futures chart is a continuation oj the prior chart 
but two days later. The Elliott W3 wave has been terminated within the 3,d rectangle's extension [H 
(+3») and the W4 termination was short aJew ticks oJthe 2.618 inceptive rectangle's extension (within 
the 2nd

) at 131017 key leveL However, the 2-4 base line breaching will signal that the current Elliott 
wave pattern isn't terminated yet and a modified W4 will emerge towards the WI borderline around 
131900. 
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Figure 3.32 - The above chart is the same as the prior chart. This time, we have prepared the set-up 
of a very probable local market pattern development. The high-steamed momentum emerging from the 
H (0) energy restoring rectangle will probably catapult the market up to its 3rt

', 5th
, 1h or Jih extension. 
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Figure 3.33 - The above chart is a continuation of the prior chart but a few days later. It shows the 
close relationship that could occur among Elliott waves, the Elliott's W4 triangle, the inceptive 
H (0) rectangle associated with its upward extensions and the contcetual up-sloping pitchfork. 
As anticipated the high-energy restored by the inceptive rectangle has propelled the market to 1" 
extension. Will the market climb even higher to rectangle's J i" extension - a ltrong Lucas number? 
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12. Wedge Patterns Imbricate with Rectangles 
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Figure 3.34 - The above chart continued the prior chart but a day later. It shows a trend-wise chart 
formation of an ascending wedge pattern, which usually means an imminent reversal. The market has 
already started its reversal at the 1h rectangle's extension. The very probable down move will be 
strongly influenced by the breakdown of TL-a at the 6516 price zone, the breakdown of the TL-b at 
6452 key level and the breaking out level of the 2-4 base line of the up-sloping Elliott wave pattern . 
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Figure 3.35 - The above chart is a continuation of the prior chart but a few days later. On its way 
down, the market stumbled on TL-a performing a test & retest. Then it was stopped at 6491.5 by the 
TL-b with a huge tail's low reaching the 6452 level. This price zone also represents the confluence of 
the TL-b trend line, the 2-4 base line and the 3rd rectangle'S extension. The price performed here a 
classic reversal pattem. Now, on its way up, probably to a new high, the market tested & retested again 
the TL-a at 6516. 
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Figure 3.36 The above chart is a continuation of the prior chart but one week later. As we 
anticipated the market made a new high at 6656 key level being halted by rectangle's 8''' extension. 
In spite of the last bar's long upper tail, it seems that the local market flow will try to restore its kinetic 
energy before will attempt another steep ascension towards the 3-5 TL trend line, around 6680 key 
level. If this level will be tested & retested, then it will signal a very profitable short trade. 

Figure 3.37 - The above chart continued the prior chart but 3 weeks later. As we have anticipated the 
market's mirror bars of May 2r - 2007 performed a new high at 6680 confluence level formed by the 
thrice tested & retested TL-OI trend line (the old 3-5 TL) and the rectangle's ejl' extension. 
After performing a down gap on TL-02 with multiple retests, the market performed a double bottom at 
the 6538 key level. Then. it tested & retested the TL-b trend line climhing again all the way to 6680 
confluence level formed this time, by TL-02 trend line and 'II! extension. The marlf.et flow closed just 
helow this confluence forming a temporary double top. Will it go even higher or will it reverse ... ? 
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Figure 3.38 - The above chart continues the prior chart a few days later. As anticipated the market 
reversed at 6680 confluence level formed by the multiple tested & retested TL-02 (old 2-4 base line) and 
the rectangle's 9'h e..y.tension. After a new double top occurred, the market flow suddenly dropped 
performing a zoom through the TL-b trend line and multiple breakdowns of the ath through the r d 

rectangle's extensions. Finally, the market flow halted at the 6452 key level - the old level where 
initially the market broke the TL-b line (the horizontal triangle's extended "ac" lower trend line). 
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Figure 3.39 - The above chart continued the prior chart a few days later. The halted market around 
the 06/11 at the 6452 key level, it swiftly reversed. After a bounce on the TL-03 trend line at 6491 level, 
the high momentum catapulted the market flow, all the way to the 1 f" rectangle extension - a strong 
Lucas number - at the 6751.30 level. The market fell short of a few ticks off the TL-02 trend line and 
swiftly reversed from the 1 t h extension to the 51h

, a few ticks away from the TL-03 trend line, at 6562. ,. 
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13. Multiple Time Frames 

Now, let's make it very clear: we can see rectangles all over the place, within different time 
frames or even on our specific operational trading time frame. The key is to create in our 
mind, a systematized mapping-image, which will be the trigger of our trading decisions. 

This concept is like a fractal, forcing us to mentally integrate several modules, dependent 
on each other, in respect to time, price and pattern. One time frame imbricates like the roof 
tiles with the bigger one. One morning rectangle can have an influence on the after-noon 
market or on the next day's market price activity. Even further in time, one rectangle can 
become an impenetrable zone, functioning as a resistance, a support or even both, but one 
at the time. 

As a rule for drawing and studying rectangles, we always use at least three time frames for 
intra day trading: the operational trading time frame (15 - min), the smaller time frame (5-
min) and the bigger time frame (60 - min). The daily time frame is used extensively for pre
open evaluations; its intra day use is limited to a comparison mechanism: the exact location 
of the current day's market price with regard to its open, high & low, and also with regard 
to prior day's limits (high, low and its three-thirds divisions). 

In our experience the hourly chart is the main chart that fairly projects the incoming day's 
activity. The permanent scrutiny of the hourly chart is done by time slices: pre open, first 
hour (including first half an hour), the morning till 10:30 - 11:00, the mid-day doldrums 
and after-noon periods. Its study is a laser precision guidance, for intra day decisions. 
Drawing rectangles on this time frame becomes very useful, because their projections will 
influence not only the current day's market activities, but also the immediate future. 

14. Real-Time Cases - Trading with the Rectangles 

14.1 Immediate Post-Opening Trading - German Dax 30 Chart 

As we have learned so far, there are many trading parameters to be considered before 
starting a profitable trade. Without an organized approach, we risk missing out important 
points and the whole strategy will fail. We will list below the main points of the trade: 

Spotting the Trade Opportunity - we detect the low-risk high-probability trades, by scanning 
the time frames (15-,30-,60- and seldom 5-min charts). Most of the time we prefer the pre

open analysis, in order to prepare for the first trade of the day. 
Find the Optimal Set-Up by looking for unlatching the trading potential of a pre-established 
chart formation that the market flow will faithfully develop. It goes without saying that the 
role of the rectangles is here primordial, not only in establishing the entry but also in 
managing the entire trade. 
Time Frame Alignment - We make sure to go with the trend; we never buck it! 
Three-Pawn Technique - Triple order preparation and trade execution - Entry, Stop Loss 
and Targets. 
Profit & Loss - PIL Statement - Measure of the trade's outcome. 
Trader's Journal - It is the consistency barometer showing the 'Whys' and the 'Hows' of 
your trade's positive or negative aspects. 

Assimilate and practice the above main points and respect their rules. It is one of the ways 
to consistency in trading! 

In the trade example below, we will succinctly describe only the steps 1 through 5. At the 
end of the book, an entire chapter is consecrated to various real-time trades and the points 
1 through 6 will be treated in detail. 
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As for the trading units, we always use a value divisible by three. We found throughout 
time that it really enhances the trading results by using the scale-out technique. 
Due to its favourable down-trending conditions, we have decided to enter a 3 units short 
trade, right after the opening, if the local market flow should perform a rectangle. Be aware 
that especially the morning time-of-the-day plays a major role in timing and synchronizing 
the trade entry. The most optimal entry would be under the upper border, especially if the 
price will test and retest it. 

Dat 30 Futures 
Nov 16·2007 
9:45hrsCET 

H(+1) 
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Figure 3.40 - The above chart prepares the trade set-up, thus settling the trade main conditions. 

Spotting the trade is based on downtrend conditions and formation of the H (0) 
inceptive rectangle. 
Optimal set-up illustrated by the down-sloping steep pitchfork, the price location just 
under upper border of the H(O) rectangle, the morning formation of the third high 
and the 9:45hrs time-of-the-day. 
Time frame alignment - The upper time frames - 15- and 60-min - are down trending, 
Three-Pawn Technique is defined as: Entry - under the low of the previous bar at 7653 
level, Stop Loss - three ticks above the upper border at 7660.5 level (7659.0 + 1.5), two 
successive Pre-Arranged Targets at 7631 (3 ticks before the H(O) rectangle's lower 
border (1.5+7629.5) and 7601.5 level [3 ticks before the H(-l) rectangle's lower 
border (1.5+7600)]. One Dax tick is 0.5 point. 
Now we can calculate the Reward/Risk ratio: 22 points (7653-7631) divided by 7.5 
points (7660.5-7653) will yield a 2.93 RlR ratio. This number is very close to 2.5 - our 
acceptable value. 

Note: The second target at 7601 key level has a high probability to perform as a very strong 
support because it is so near the lowest low of yesterday's market activity at 7600 key level and 
also for being a hundreds number. It can turn the market around, on a flip-of-a-dime. We can 
apply the Exit-and-Reverse trade technique, which means exiting from the current short trade 
and concomitantly entering a long trade, which is a reverse trade. This is not to be confused with 
SAR (Stop-and-Reverse) indicator. The exit and the entry are concomitantly done with only a 
single order by executing a long trade with a double number of contracts with regard to the initial 
short trade. The professional traders consider this opportunity as a very ~high probability trade! 
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Figure 3.41 - The above chart continued the previous chart but 90 minutes later. It shows the two 
pre-arranged targets, which were attained. The trade has been exited as planned with one and two 
trading units, respectively at 7631 and 7601.5 levels. The break even was established at 7644 as soon 
as the market price reached the first target. Thus, the first trading unit made a 22 points profit anti the 
second trading IInit (containing 2 units) performed an even better 103 points profit [2*(7653-7601.5J. 
The total PIL reached 125 Dux points for a value of 3125 ellros (one Dux point is 25 euI'os) the 
equivalent of $4850, dllring a 90 minutes short trade. 

14.2 Trade Flexibility - Exit-and-Reversal German Dax 30 Chart 
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Figure 3.42 - The above chart continued the previolls chart bllt 5 minutes later. It shows the 
anticipated reversal at 7600 key support level. It is a textbook example of Exit-and-Reverse long trade. 
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Figure 3.43 - The above chart continued the previous chart but one hour later. The Exit-and-Reverse 
long trade entered at 7600 key level reached the upper border of the H (0) rectangle. The two 
consecutive pre-arranged targets were established three ticks below the upper border of the H (-1)- and 
H (O)-rectangle at 7628 and 7657.5 key levels, respectively. We can observe that once again, both 
targets have been attained. Another Exit-and-Reverse trade - this time a short one with entry at 7657.5 
- could be here performed with a tiny stop loss at 7660.5 key level. In case that the market will exit liS 

out, we will need other tools like an ascending pitchfork and Stochastics indicator. 

Trigge,Une 

100.00 

12:00 13;00 1~00 15:00 1"00 17:00 

Figure 3.44 - The above chart continued the previous chart but more than two hOllrs later. We have 
added on the chart the Stochastics indicator and the ascending pitchfork with its trigger line. The triple 
top at the 99% Stochastics level associated with the 7688 level confluence formed by pitchfork's LML 
and the upper border of the H (+1) rectangle extension signalled a strong probability of a short trade 
at/under 7683 key level. The two pre-arranged targets are three ticks above the H (0)- and H (-1) upper 
border rectangles extensions' at 7660.5 and 7630 key levels. The eventual breakdown of the trigger line 
- on the chart and the breakdown of the TL-l - Oil the Stochastics chart, will $,iglla/ all add-on elltry. 
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Figure 3.45 - The above chart continued the previous chart but 10 minutes later. As we anticipated, 
the short trade hastily took-off and the chart's last bar closed right on the trigger line at 7665 level. 
The indicator have already penetrated the TL-J. An add-on trade should be immediately executed. 
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Figure 3.46 - The above chart continued the previolls chart but 100 minutes later. One CUll see that 
both pre-arranged targets have beell attained and the trade is exited, while the Stochastics are trying to 
break out of the oversold zone at the 20% level. 
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fpncIlision: 

Knowing that the sideways market is more difficult to trade than the trending market, it 
seems obvious enough that an excellent apprenticeship of rectangles and their extensions 
associated with pitchfork analysis will help the astute trader to be ahead of the crowd. It is 
a real edge, assisting him to improve his/her consistent results. 

Key points to Remember: 

• DO consider scrutinizing for rectangles every time when it 
seems that the market is in sideways movements or even in 
trending. Make sure that this pattern's elements are 
thoroughly analysed: height, width, volume, location (S), etc. 

• AS a rule for drawing and studying rectangles, we always use 
at least three time frames for intra day trading: the 
operational trading time frame (15 - min), the smaller time 
frame (S-min) and the bigger time frame (60 - min). 

• The existence of a rectangle within another rectangle is very 
profitable, if we analyse its characteristics: height, length and 
location with regard to the contextual trend. The trader'S task 
is to evaluate the status of the accumulation or distribution 
phenomena, by utilizing the Wyckoff's technique, in order to 
project the direction of the next move. 

• We found out that the extensions of the inceptive rectangle 
can serve not only as a catapulting base for the incoming trend 
but also it can project, more often than not, the future targets 
of the current trend. The most probable number of extensions 
is directly related to Fibonacci and/or Lucas numbers: 3, 5, 7, 11 
and 13. 

• The fluctuating volume rhythmizes the trespassing of each 
rectangle extension border: a progressive volume decrease 
while inside the rectangle extension; a culminating volume 
while the market flow is trying to breakout the upper limits. 

• Don't ever neglect the saying: "Everything that goes too fast 
and too far, will eventually reverse'. 

• Be aware that the compulsive effect of market's energy -
exhaustion or restore/exacerbation - is responsible for the 
continuation of a trend, or on the contrary for its early 
aborting. 

• We can mention in a few words that Wyckoff's analysis uses a 
combination of western bars charts, point-and-figure charts 
and the so-called wave charts. 

• If we have to characterize, in an abridged manner, the five 
stages of Wyckoff - at the end of a down trend - we would say: 
the termination of the down trend followed by the balance 
between supply and demand movements, ensued by a testing 
periOd with a transitional phase. 
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After these four phases, the market will perform a high
steamed momentum movement where the demand will be 
dominant and the up trend will consistently develop. 

• Try to master the simple principles of Elliott waves without 
going into the labyrinth of the corrective waves. There is an 
ideal correlation between rectangles and Elliott wave patterns. 

• whatever you trade or you do, be aware that the Action & 
Reaction Line set-up could push the limits of the pitchfork 
analysis even further! 

• There is nothing more rewarding for a passionate trader than 
the termination of a horizontal triangle's thrust exactly on the 
7th or 11th extension of an inceptive rectangle located within 
the terminal portion of the wave "e". Thus, always be aware of 
rectangles associated with other patterns! 

• Even if rectangles seem to be very hard to trade, keep in mind 
that a good apprenticeship will relieve the anguish and put YOU 

straight ahead of the most traders ... ! 
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Chapter 4 

Integration of Pitchforks in Profitable Chart Patterns 

Most of the newcomers have their first cut of trading experience with the chart patterns. 
The trading literature describes them well but to our knowledge, none of them integrate 
pitchfork analysis. Two questions arise ... Is this technique worth to be considered? Is the 
integration of pitchfork analysis in trading these chart patterns more profitable? Well ... Let's 
go further into the chapter and try to find some answers, in such a way that the trader will 
be ahead of the crowd! 

1. Characteristics of Various Profitable Chart Patterns 

We have seen in the Elliott waves chapter of our volume 2 that in spite of the great trading 
advantages, it is a very hard task to define the market structure based on chart pattern, 
Fibonacci ratios and time. Further into this book, we will see how Gann considered as one 
of the masters' master of trading, emphasized the opportunities related to confluence of 
time with price - simply put when price meets time. 

Most of the professional traders performed their trades by using one or several confirming 
factors. In trading chart patterns, we have one clear principle .... Don't ever try to trade an 
unclear pattern! We can say even more: Lack of a clear chart pattern is the ultimate no 
action indicator! 

Trading a failed pattern is the inverse correlative principle of the above. It is a very 
profitable trade and it has its advantages ... Firstly, many traders do not see it because they 
do not eyeball it from the pattern's inception ... Then, most of the new traders do not 
consider it in their trading plan; therefore they are not prepared to trade it. It's a stealthy 
trade that really pays-off to the astute trader. The secret is in a close follow-up of the 
pattern development with Fibonacci price and time tools and also with the volume, which 
represents here the fuelling of the trade and is mostly the reversing, or failing signal. 

There are many chart patterns to be considered. Our goal in this chapter is to describe 
those that we believe can be optimally managed. Even if it seems weird, we can say that a 
chart pattern can reward the trader even when it is a failed pattern ... may be even more 
than when it's properly performed. We will see further into the chapter some examples. 

The triangle patterns are a very prolific source of profitable trades. Such a chart pattern is 
considered as having the highest probability to optimally perform when the breakout 
occurs between the 66% and the 75% portion calculated from the inception to the apex 
axis. The outbreak is mostly confirmed by an enhanced volume properly monitored at the 
moment of the breaking bar (+1- one bar), especially if the volume decreased as the chart 
pattern was completed. Make sure to draw several quantifying levels on the volume portion 
of the chart - with regard to its immediate past - so that the evaluation of the volume's 
degree will be quickly and more precisely performed. 

Even if the triangles are mostly considered as a continuation rather than as a reversal 
pattern, the trader should be prepared anyway, for both of them. Analysing several factors 
can do this: 

The context of the market including the preceding portion, especially when this is 
yesterday's pre-close period, 
The location of the pattern within the current operational trend and also 
The pattern's location within the upper time frame. 
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Like we already mentioned, be ready for a failed chart pattern, which can be signalled by: 
a shy and indecisive outbreak containing less-than-average volume associated with an 
aborted momentum, right after the breaking bar. The exact location of the latter bar in 
regard to the inception/apex axis will give away a probable missed outbreak if it's situated 
outside the 66% and 75% zone. 

The diamond formation is a four-sided chart pattern resembling that of two contiguous 
triangles, base to base with two disparate apexes. Very rarely their support /resistance apex 
axes are superposed - forming a single one - due to the fact that these common-base
triangles are seldom identical. In exchange, they often constitute very strong 
support/resistance as single or separate apex axes of the adjacent triangles. The diamond's 
height is considered as a measured segment in the process of projecting its outcome. Even if 
it's considered as a reliable reversal formation we have seen it frequently in a continuation 
formation posture. 

The wedge formation is formed of two converging trend lines. Their direction with regard 
to the dominant trend will signal: 

A reversal if the wedge is in the same direction or, 
A continuation if the wedge is in the opposite direction. 

The astute trader can often project the location of the market's termination within the 
trend by using the Elliott waves and also the volume, as confirming factors. The presence of 
a reversal pattern in the trend termination area will certainly constitute another 
confirming factor. In our experience, the spill-over of the market bars above the upper trend 
line of an up-sloping wedge is frequent. On the contrary, the occurrence of a cut-off 
momentum engendering the market to miss this upper trend line, will characterize an up
sloping failure, which can be optimally exploited by the astute trader. 

The head-and-shoulder formation is a classic chart pattern easily noticed by most of 
traders. It is mostly considered as a reversal pattern with a low volume between the two 
shoulders and the head. The higher volume is observed on the left shoulder and head. The 
outburst of the volume occurs at the breaking bar level out of the neckline. We observed 
that when the neckline is less slanted the pattern is better performed. 
When the market is forming a continuation pattern, the trader may not see any high 
volume between the shoulders and head but rather at the formation of their rallies - the 
ascending portions of the swings. 

A entire chapter is dedicated to the trend lines, in our first volume even if they do not 
constitute by themselves real patterns. In exchange, their role within the trading pattern 
process is obvious. The trader will never study enough the trend line's breakout in order to 
perfectly master it. Their characteristics aren't obvious for the novice trader so that we will 
try to list some of them: 

They delineate a territory or should we say defend it? 
The reliability of their breakout process is strongly dependent on the degree of 
volume (+1- one bar from the breaking bar) and also on the type of bars formation, 
which precedes the outburst and also, which is present in post-breakout period. 
Be aware that even if the market price will strongly penetrate a trend line, nothing 
will stop it to quickly reverse bouncing on it, forming a pullback. It may penetrate it 
back thus returning to the area under the trend line, forming a "throw-back". 
Do not neglect that broken trend line may be successfully used in the future! 
Try to always draw the hidden line of triangle's apex or diamond's apexes, which may 
constitute a very strong support/resistance level. 
Consider the market's location above or below the ascending trend line of a 
wedge. The exact position will make all the difference when defining the trend's 
termination with regard to the occurrence of a market failure or not . .. 
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And finally, one should consider what kind of pattern develops on the chart when the 
price is approaching the trend line. Be also aware of a pattern within pattern like the 
internal trend line of a trading range. 

The fan lines are plain trend lines, mostly studied by set of three, drawn from a single high 
pivot to the three lower pivots, in a down trend and vice versa. Most of the professional 
traders consider that after three fan lines we should expect a reversal, more often than not 
or at least a small correction or testing. 

In the absence of a prominent reversal, be ready for a zooming-through phenomenon, 
which will enhance the strength of the ongoing trend. And don't forget the old adage ... 
An old resistance may become a new support and vice versa. 

The speed lines are possible to be drawn only after the completion of a swing by linking the 
same higher high of a down-trend with the levels of the progressive ratios signalled on the 
vertical line of the down-sloping swing. Edson Gould, an early contributor to the technical 
analysis, firstly performed the drawing ratios. He used Dow's 33%, 50% and 66% ratio 
levels with a later Fibonacci addition of 38.2% and 61.8% ratio levels. We will see further 
into the chapter, some of these examples. 

2. Chart Pattern Tools and Volume as a Fuelling Element 

The above succinct description of our choice of profitable chart patterns couldn't really be 
successfully traded without a full understanding of the volume, which is one of the most 
important factors of the breakout phenomenon. In our teaching experience we have noticed 
that many traders poorly employ the use of the volume tool. Let's us try to emphasize the 
main points from the practical point of view of every-day trading. 

The volume is much better understood if it's studied with regard to market activity of the 
immediate past. It's close observation goes "hand-in-hand" with the study of the 
corresponding market price. One can't have a market continuation movement without a 
consistent fuelling volume. Its waning behaviour will signal a decrease of this process, 
which will be eventually followed by a market -halt and then by a reversal. Even if it might 
seem obvious to some novice traders that the volume decrease will characterize a down 
trend, this is not always true because constant volume could also signal the same process. 
As for the trend and counter-trend volumes, we can say that the former volume tends to be 
higher than the latter. Otherwise said, the trader should closely observe the volume 
behaviour, in order to pinpoint its influence on the price and on the corresponding trend: 

The quantifying volume elements are here primordial: 

The abundance like the principle of high volume at reversals and also at the 
exhaustion gap level, 
The scarcity like that met in a downtrend or a certain low volume degree situation 
compared with the average volume. 
The above elements can be evaluated by studying the immediate past through the 
use of a crisscross mapping on the volume portion of the chart (refer to the charts 
below). 

The qualifying volume elements, so often neglected, are of a great assistance: 

The time-of-the-day, 
The selling or buying climax easily observed, 
The news bursting out at a precise scheduled time 
An unexpected event like a terrorist act, 
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A declining volume during the formation of chart patterns (triangles, rectangles, 
flags and pennants, etc .. . ). This process is often used as a tool test. 
An out bursting volume, a moderate volume or on the contrary, a lack of it at the 
precise moment of the breaking bar trespassing a trend line pertaining to a 
decreasing volume pattern. 
Any increase in volume at the outbreak of a trading range qualifies the 
continuation of the prior movement. 
The occurrence of an abundant volume while completing W3 of Elliott waves, 
followed by a lesser degree volume characterizing WS. This volume behaviour 
fully corroborates the role of volume as a strong qualifying element of a pattern. 

We have implemented in our trading some volume techniques, which are of a great 
assistance: 

Charting the volume as a separate entity from the price will give us a very reliable 
hint of volume variation. It is based on two indicators drawn on the volume portion of 
the chart (refer to Figure 4.1): 

A moving average of the volume - Volume MA (5), which will cover the overall 
variation over a certain period having a setting of S bars - a Fibonacci number. 

A moving average of the volume - Volume MA (1) over I-bar period. Thus, we 
have obtained a moving average, which varies concomitantly with each volume 
bar and price bar. Its advantage is not to calculate any volume variation but to 
ensure the contouring of the volume bars (columns) in such a way that the 
volume behaviour, taken separately or associated with the price bars, is far 
better observed and thus analysed. 

Correlation price/volume by drawing vertical lines on the price and volume charts: 

The vertical lines (refer to Figure 4.1) will delineate not only the overall time 
length of the financial instrument - the daily tradable time cycle - but also its 
most active trading period. We can also find out the schedule of the most 
profitable trades whenever they occur - mornings or afternoons. What better 
tool for revealing the optimal time-of-the-day trading opportunities. 
These vertical lines can also be used for signalling worthwhile correlations 
between price and volume: big volatile bars associated or not with huge volumes, 
big bars associated with a climax period of selling or buying or the formation of 
a narrow range closely associated with accumulation and/or distribution 
phenomena. 

These correlated lines on the price/volume space - closely related among them - will 
engender a mapping of the trading events, which will readily inform the trader, not 
only of the intensity of the event but also of when it occurred. 
Let's go further and try to describe the volume quantifying tools that we are able to 
use. 

Gradation technique - marked horizontal lines - is applied on the volume portion of 
the chart. These simple lines are drawn to evaluate the volume intensity (degree) 
closely related to the occurrence of the price bars (refer to Figure 4.2 & 4.3). 
The drawing technique is simple. We first use Fibonacci ratios to measure the highest 
volume intensity in our trading vicinity. We label them 1 to Slevels. Then we look for 
a correlation between the average height volume and the closest Fibonacci ratio. 
Whichever number level is below this average level is catalogued as having a weaker 
volume and whichever number level is above it is characterized as having a strong 
momentum volume. 
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The advantage of the gradation technique enhances the trade's visual field. In a 
blink of an eye we can evaluate not only the current volume bar but also its 
correlation with the price bar and with the vicinity's volume or price bars. 

Figure 4.1 - The above Crude Oil Futures chart shows the price and also the volume portions of the 
chart. The lower volume portion of the chart illustrates the curve of the Volume MA (5), which signals 
the average variation of the volume comparable with the current period bar volume. The other Volume 
MA (1) role is to greatly enhance the visibility of each bar variation . 
One can readily see the 24 hours cycle - refer to the upper drawn horizontal arrow. The most active 
trading period - market LIO - occurs from 14:00 to 20:30hrs CET with an extreme low at 18:30hrs 
CET and an extreme high at 20:15hrs CET . .The price/volume correlation is here obvious. We can 
observe a selling climax just before I8:30hrs CET quicklyfollowed by a buying climax" one hour later. 
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Figure 4.2 The above chart shows only the volume portion of the chart, of Figure 4.1. The 
gradation technique - marked horizontal lines - is here applied and we can easily see that the average 
volume (level nO 2) coincides with the 38.2% Fibonacci ratio level. When the volume bars are under the 
average level, like level nO 1, the volume is waning. On the contrary, when the volume develops above 
average level, like levels nO 3 & 4, the volume is strengthening. ffit attains 16K (Level nO 5) threshold 
thell the maximum value occurred. This chart illustrates very well the volume variation with regard to 
the average volume. Thus, the trader is able to quantw' the volume's momentum in such a way that he 
will be better positioned to project a move continuation or on the contrary an aborted/consolidated 
movement. H owe~'er, much better information can be obtained if we also compare the voillme degree 
with the price bar variation. 
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Figure 4.3 - The above Crude Oil Futures .chart shows the price and also the volume portions of the 
chart. The correlation volume/price is here obvious. If we combine the information yielded from the 
volume moving averages, the gradation horizontal lines and the vertical lines we realize that a whole 
charting synergy is at work. Without these multiple volume techniques we couldn't have signalled, so 
clearly: the bar volume fluctuation with regard to the volume moving averages and also to the price 
bars, the daily tradable time cycles [ L4 (14:45hrs CET to 20:15hrs CET) and L5 (l5:00hrs CET to 
20: 15hrs CET) 1 and the L4 buying climax or the selling climax of L5 periods. 

Figure 4.4 - The above Crude Oil Futures chart shows the price and also the volume. They also 
emphasize the illustration's visibility of the mUltiple daily tradable time cycles over several days. These 
tradable cycles almost always vary on this Crude Oil Futures chart between 15:00hrs CET and 
20: 15hrs CET - around 5 hours and 15 minutes - out of 24 hours. This will greatly assist the trader to 
schedule all his available trading time, in such a way that he/she will have the leisure of trading 
multiple financial instruments only in an ergonomic time-frame table. 
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After this concise presentation of the necessary tools for trading patterns, let's go further 
and study some examples, which will certainly help to crystallise our chart patterns' 
understanding and put the astute trader well ahead of the crowd. 

3. Symmetrical Triangle 'Out-Busted' Breakout - Thrust and Time-of-the-Day 

.jjj:;~'::~ ... 
. Thrust t tl t+L6~' 

I. .. ~.;..~ .ApexBreaking~ ~ 

:':~Down-ThrU5t tl.' ' .t ,.. , , ..., 
. . .. 100% -i:. ' 

, Copyright 2008 
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Figure 4.5 - The above Ellro-Flltllres chart illllstrates an imminent breakdown below the apex's 
breaking down line at 133200 key level. The triangle'S inception occurred at exactly at 16:00hrs CET
an important time-of-the-day. Even though the imminent move may occllr olltside the triangle, the 
probability of a very high profit is possible becallse this pattern is a "failed pattern" also called "out 
busted pattern" - it failed 3 bars ago to break above the upper trend line of the symmetrical triangle. 

33300 . 

133600 

1'17,55hra 

15,00 16:00 17:00 

Figure 4.6 - The above Euro-Futures chart illustrates the anticipated breakdown below the apex's 
breaking dowllline at 133200 key level. Its high-steamed momentum propelled the market price to the 
200% triangle's thrust. Observe religiollsly the significant time-of-the-day table: 14:30, 16:00, 
17:15 and 17:55hrs. 
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4. Symmetrical Triangle - Up-Thrust Clusters with First Swing Extension 
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Figure 4.7 - The above German Dax 30 Futures chart illustrates an ongoing breakout above the upper 
borderline of the symmetrical triangle. At exactly 13:00hrs CET - an important time-of-tbe-day - the 
outburst of the market price exceed the last high - at 6806.5 key level- and was propelling to the 100% 
thrust limit - h(+J) - at 6866 leveL This type of volatile bar and the outbreak above the last high gives 
a very high probability of an imminent longer up-trending move. The second target would be the daily 
floor pivot - 6913 key level or may be even higher up. 
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Figure 4.8 - The above chart continues the prior one. As anticipated the price not oilly was propelled 
over the 100% thrust level to 150% level but even exceeded the daily floor pivot above 6913 level. We 
have used additional tools to measure the extend of the trend: the ]'1 swing extension - now at 1,886 
ratio - and the two RSI chanllels. The breakout of the ascending channel sig'Jals the reversal. 
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'per Figure 4.9 - The above chart is identical with the prior one. We have applied here the pitchfork tool, 
the which seems to be more adequate for this trade. As the W5 - the fifth Elliott wave - has extended to 

'0% 2.146*W4, instead of the uSllal 1.272*W4, we are now prepared to exit out the trade as soon as the 
ives market price will cross either the daily floor pivot at 6913 level, the pitchfork's median line or both. 

aily 
5. Fan Lines, Gap Extensions and Set-Up Flexibility 
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Figure 4.10 - The above German Dax 30 Futures chart has the particularity to prepare a high 
probability long or short trade due to the three fan lines (fL-1 to TL-3) set-up (refer to the end of the 

'led first sub-chapter). M.ost of the professional traders consider that after three fan lines we should expect 
We a reversal, more often than not or at least a small correction or testing. Considering this set-up 
)86 flexibility, we should expect here either a short movement under the gap's upper border - at 7889 key 

level- or Oil the contrar,V, a long move if the market will breakout the last high - at 7905.5 key level. 
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Figure 4.11 - The above chart continues the prior chart. The common rule of a reversal under tire 
third fan line was replaced with an up-sloping 'Zooming through with retest - a very strong market 
move. For the moment the breaking bar has closed right on tire level of the last high at 7905.5 leveL 
The presence of the two high volatile bars signals a very high probability of the move continuation. 
However, with less than 45 minutes before the close, the trader should expect the profit taking period, 
which commonly occurs at the end of an up trend day or afternoon. 
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Figure 4.12 - The above chart continues the prior chart, on the next morning. As we anticipated the 
taking profit period occurred just before the market close, for only 15 minutes. In spite of this, the 
market flow kept its up-sloping momentum memory - over the closed period - and wildly opened with a 
huge volatile bar, which quickly reached the fifth extension of yesterday's gap. at 7964 level. The 
market flow is now building an energy-restoring rectangle, which will supply the next move's energy. 
Will it be a continuation or a reversal? The trader may not guess the outcome of next market move. His 
task is to prepare it and be ready for a reaction. In ollr case, one should go long if the market exceeds 
the last high at 7964 key level, or on the contrary, go short if the fourth extension at the 7949 key level 
is broken down. And of course, all these actions shollid be performed with a t!"y stop loss. 
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Figure 4.13 - The above chart continued the market activity of the previous chart almost two hours 
later. As we have partly considered, the market flow performed a reversal confirmed by the break down 
of the 4th e.ytensiol1 of.vesterday's gap at 7949 key level. It started to drop like a rock to the confluence 
of the 3rd extension of the same gap, the lower median line of the ascending major pitchfork and the 
upper median line of the recently drawn descending minor pitchfork. The last bar halted right 011 the 
upper border oftoday's up-gap. Will the marketJlow drop further? Will see it in the next illustration! 
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Figure 4.14 - The above chart illustrates the market activity of the previous chart more than two hours 
later. The market flow continued its falling. We replaced the minor descending pitchfork because its 
slope was too steep by all Action & Reaction Lines descending set-up. So far, the market flow is 
cruising along the midline of the channel probably towards the 2"d extensioll of yesterday's up-gap. 
Tire next target will be the 7905.5 key level- one of yesterday's tops. 
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6. Wedge - A Symmetry Approach 
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Figure 4.15 - The above chart illustrates the symmetry that might occur when trading a wedge patterll. 
We have used Fibonacci price ratios to draw the Center line, so that the height of the wedge can be 
quantified and the up/down sloping moves be monitored. We can observe that the upper and lower 
borders were very well tested by the market flow and that presently the market flow is in wedge's upper 
quarter, just above the 75% trending line. We call say that the market is strong and that there is a 
better probability of an up-trend continuation rather than a reversaL 

7. Head-and-Shoulder: Difference between Failed and Confirmed Pattern 

Figure 4.16- The trade set-up on the above chart uses the multiple tops principle whatever they are as 
specific patterns: head-and-shoulders or double, triple or quadruple tops. As far as the market flow will 
not exceed the head's 160000 key level, we will consider this pattern as a head-and-sholllder having 
mUltiple shoulders, even if it's not the most common type. The market flow just tested the neckline at 
152434 key level and is ready for a breakdown. In !ipite of this, be also ready for a last minute pullback. 
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Figure 4.17 - The trade set-up on the above chart continlted the market moves of the previolls chart 
but more than two weeks later. One can easily observe that the market flow hasn'l yet penetrated the 
neckline and tltat on the contrary, it bounced all the way up to the 78.6% of the pattern's height, 
witholtt reaching the last high of 160000 key level. The huge volatile penultimate down bar signals a 
very probable return to the neckline with its probable breakdown. At this stage of patte TIl development 
there is a confusion conceTlling the correct classification: Is it really important? After I asked that •.. 
another question arises, which is even more pertinent. Is it really important if the formation is a 
head-and-shoulder or a multiple tops pattern? Well ... For a practicing trader it isn't because all what 
it matters for him is to trade the pattern. In this case whatever the patteTll classification is, the best 
trade approach will be the same: to short the breakdown of the neckline. 

-

Figure 4.18 - The trade set-up 011 the above chart continued the market moves of the previous chart 
but two months later. We can see tltat the neckline was broken down at 152440 level and that the 
market flow almost reached the logical target of 100% threshold thrllst at 145163 key level. Some of 
the traders will exit at this level with all trading units. But ... Is it wise? Wouldn't it be better to exit 
only with two thirds and trail the remaining one third trading unit? Why? Due to the fact that theftrst 
halting level of the current down trend is e.xceeded - the penultimate low - and that the last two bars 
were not OIl~V mid-sized volatile bars but also bearish. 
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Figure 4.19 - The trade set-up on the above chart continued the market moves of the previous chart 
but 11 days later. As we discussed it was really worth staying in the trade after the neckline breakdown 
with one trading unit with a close trailing stop - usually in this case at the high of the prior bar. After 
the market flow flirted with the 188.6% threshold thrust at 139030, a big volatile reversal bar 
terminated the trade by executing the last trailing stop at the high of the penultimate bar - a doji at 
139980 level. We noted in the trading journal that the pre-arranged target should be exited with only 
two thirds of the trading units, and that the remaining unit is to be terminated by the market when 
execllting the tight trailing stop. 

8. Twin Rectangular Triangles 
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Figure 4.20 - The pre-open trade set-up on the above German Dax 30 Futures chart prepares the 
incoming day. Even if the pre-close trending line is downward we consider both breaking directions 
around 5047 apex key level. The drawn pivots (PO, PO', PI, PI', P2 & P2,) are used for gap median 
line, whichever the gap's direction will be. The H(O) is the height measured §ize of the triangle. 
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Figure 4.21 - The trade set-up on the above chart continued the previous chart illustrating the opening 
period. We can observe that the market flow broke up through the rectangular triangle's hypotenllse. 
Even if there was a mid-size up-gap - 29 pts - the market momentum couldn't exceed the pre-close's 
high at 5076.5 with more than 1.5 points. This is a clear sign of an up-sloping failure and a high 
probability of filling the gap. The slightest sign of apex breakdown at 5047 key level will confirm this 
down-sloping strong momentum. 
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Figure 4.22 - Tlte trade set-up on the above cltart continued tlte previous chart illustrating tlte 
afternoon period. As we can see the market used the apex horizontal trend lines as a support - in the 
morning and midday - but also as a symmetry axis in the afternoon. The twin rectangular triangles 
formed, one after the other, corroborate the probability of a very strong support 5047 line, in spite of 
the short-lived incursioll IInder its level for a little more than one hour. Moreover, in spite of the down
slopillg direction of the PO-Pl-P2 pitchfork the market flow has decided to return above the PI support 
level- a15047. We can say that /lOW ... all is set for an up-trend development of the market flow 
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9. Diamond Reversal Pattern and Pitchfork Interaction 
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Figure 4.23 - The trade set-up on the above chart illustrates the reversing role of the diamond pattem, 
in spite of the very strong 5047 support/resistance generated by the side segment of the preceding series 
of the two rectangular triangles. We have here a twin diamond: an a-b-c-d-e diamond within another 
a-b'-c-d-e diamond. The role of the PO-P1-P2 descending pitchfork is here not oilly to monitor the 
down move but also to closely follow the climbing of the market price on the warning lines out bursting 
from the twin diamond. So far the breaking bar just halted on the first warning line (WL-1). We have 
projected the measured height of the twin triangle - h (+1) - in order to establi~h the first target at 
5076 level. 
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Figure 4.24 - The trade set-up on the above chart continued the previolls chart illustrating the 
afternoon period. As we can see the market flow is catapulted to the diamond's 100% thms! being 
halted at 5076 level. The current volatile market indicates that the morning high of5082.5 level, which 
is also the triangle's H(O) height, could be attained at the descending pitchfork's 350% Fib line. 
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Figure 4.25 - The trade set-up 011 the above chart continued the previous chart illustrating the evening 
session. As we anticipated the market flow reached the 5082.5 key level, which represents the 
confluence oftlte morning high and the 350% Fibonacci price line of the pitchfork. This volatile move 
of more than 45 German Dax 30 Futures points efficiently shows the predictive reversing power of the 
diamond pattern propelled out of the upper median line of the descending PO-PI-P2 pitchfork. 

10. Diamond Continuation Pattern and Pitchfork Interaction 
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Figure 4.26 - The trade set-up Oil the above Euro-Futures chart illustrates the breakout of the market 
flow out of a diamond pattern, right on the upper median line (UML) of the ascending pitchfork. This 
type of diamond pattern efficiently shows that in spite of the common knowledge that it has mostly a 
reversing predictive power, the trader should always expect the unexpected - the diamond continuation 
pattern at the top of the well-advanced trend. 
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11. Dual Role of Diamond Pattern with RSI Indicator and Pitchfork Interaction 
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Figure 4.27 - Tire trade set-up on tire above Dow Jones Industrial Cash Index chart illustrates the 
breakout of tire market flow out of a diamond pattern, right on the lower median line (LML) of the 
ascending pitclrfork. In spite of tire common knowledge that the diamond pattern has mostly a 
reversing predictive power, we can see here its continuation pattern role. The market flow is in the 
making of the wave 5 (W5) of the C wave. The mini-ascending pitclrfork on tire RSI portion of the 
chart faithfully signals the outbreak. 
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Figure 4.28 - The trade set-up on the above chart continues the previolls chart, 5 tlays later. The 
market flow halted on the prolongation of the left upper side of the diamond. The RSI's !oynchrollic 
move associated with the market price halting confirms the chart's current energy-restoring pattern. 
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Figure 4.29 - The trade set-up on the above chart continues the previous chart, one month later. Even 
if the market flow broke up the prolongation of the left upper side of the major diamond to 11320 key 
level, which is the confluence of the 100% up-thrust of the major diamond with the W5=0.75*WO-3 
level and also with the W5=2.146*W1Ievel, the market flow quickly retraced forming a second, milch 
smaller diamond pattem - the minor diamond - laying right Oil the same prolongation of the major 
diamond. 'ViII the minor diamond pattern perform a reversal for the huge trend, even if the major 
couldn't? It is very probable if we carefully study the TL-l trend line on the RSI portion of the chart! 
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Figure 4.30 - The trade set-up on tlte above chart continues the previous chart, one day later. As 
anticipated the minor diamond reversed the huge trend. The market flow burst out under the lower 
mediunline (L-MLH) of the ascending pitchfork testing the 50% Fib /ille of Action & Reaction set-up. 
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12. Diagonal Triangle with Confirming Indicators 
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Figure 4.31 - The trade set-up 011 the above chart shows a diagonal triangle - an "ending triangle"-
containing five "a-b-c-d-e" corrective waves (3-3-3-3-3) frequent in W5 and wave C, in opposite with Fi 
the "leading" triangle (5-3-5-3-5) mostly met in WI and wave A. The trader must be aware that the as 
close monitoring of wave five of W5 - "wave e" - can often .vield profitable trades, especially when .'Ii; 
there is an lip-sloping failllre of "wave e" (in an up-trend). This happens if the terminal market flow el 
will reverse before reaching triangle's IIpper border - the "fall-under" effect of a truncated W5. If it th 
reverses above this borderline, a "throw-over" occurs and the trade is more difficult to be managed. I} 
There is frequently a tight inter-dependence among the W5 '.'I sub-waves guided by the Fibonacci ratios 
having very close values to the Golden Ratio (0.618) separately between impulsive sub-waves 
(c=0.6I8*a & e=0.6I8*c) and corrective sub-waves (d=0.6I8*b). 

Figure 4.32 - The trade set-up on the above chart shows the same diagonal triangle, but this time 
associated with the volume. We can observe that at the start and the end of each sub-wave, tire yolume 
is above the average volume of 10K. Furthermore, we note that the volume values - the fuelling 
elements - are mostly at or above the curve of the moving average (14-period) of the volllme. 
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Figure 4.33 - The trade set-up on the aboM chart shows the same diagonal triangle, but this time 
associated with the OSC (5,35) oscillator. We can observe the double bearish divergence, which is a 
signal that the up-sloping trend could be shortly terminated. The big question is if the marketjlow has 
enough momentum to break-up the median line (ML) of the ascending triangle, thus easily reaching 
the projected 7510 key level where the wave 'f.' = wave '~' (both pertaining to the wave "e'') of 5 of~. 
If this won't happen then we will have an up-sloping failure with a great short trade opportunity. 
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Figure 4.34 - The trade set-up on the above chart shows the same diagonal triangle, but this time 
associated with an RSI indicator. We can see here the advalttage of drawing patterns and waves not 
only 011 the price chart but also on the indicator chart. Being in the final phase of a diagonal triangle, 
we are searching for a tool, which will project de trend's end. The RSI chart just bounced on the 60% 
resistance. Will it drop towards the midpoint support (50%) or will it zoom through it all the way to the 
"a-c-e" resistance line? This will probably be the case if the median line on the chart is broken-up! 
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13. Symmetrical Triangle Out-Breaking Thrust and Inter-Market Analysis 

Figure 4.35 - The trade set-up on the above German Da.:"( 30 Futures chart shows a symmetrical 
triangle, which broke its lower borderline and then retested it. The market flow bounced on the 
confluellce of the exponential moving average (30-ema), the lower 150% Fibonacci line and tlte old 
support at 6763 key level, after it tested it 6 times for thl! day. The volume degree is not significant (not 
shown on the chart) and the current market is located just above the morning gap. Will this confluence 
hold? Well... The answer will be found in the next illustration! 
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Figure 4.36 - The trade set-up on the above chart continues the previous chart two hours later into the 
afternoon. The energy was restored between 16:00hrs CET and 17:00hrs CET - see small values of the 
Average True Range (14) on the indicator portion of the chart - and then the market was catupllfted 
trespassing the median line (ml) of the ascending pitchfork, all the way up to the 127.2% value of the 
triangle's thrust at the hundreds 6001 level. After building five small bars on the median line it closed 
iust on it with a down bar. Is it ready again for another violent move? If the answer is positive that 
could occur with huge volatile bars, due to the just restored energy and vicinity of median line (1Il1)! 
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Figure 4.37 - The trade set-up on the above German Dax 30 Futures chart continues the previolls 
chart, 10 minutes later into the afternoon. The energy restored by the preceding five small bars 
e.xploded the market price with a huge volume - more than three times that of the average's - from 
127.2% to 278.6% value of the triangle's thrust just behind thewarning line (wl-2). The exploding bar 
hesitated at 19:17hrs CET to close around the weekly floor pivot at 6820 key level, butfinally dropped 
further (not seen on this illustration - see next chart). 
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Figure 4.38 - The trade set-up on the above German DlLl: 30 Futures chart continues the previous 
chart 13 minutes later into the afternoon. A second volatile huge bar followed and then the market 
halted right on the latter upper portion under the 275% triangle's thrust at 6842 key level. 
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Figure 4.39 - The snapshot of the above chart was taken at the same time - 19:30hrs CEr - bllt not 
from the prior German Dux 30 Futures chart but rather from the EuroStoxx 50 Futures financial 
instrument. We can see that the inter-market analysis illustrates here a tight correlation between the 
volatility of the two financial instruments. The former had a 275% triangle's thrust and the latter a 
325% vallie of the W5 with regard to Wl. 
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Figure 4.40 - The inter-market volatility of the German DeL'C 30 Futures and EuroStoxx 50 Futures is 
corroborated by the volatility of the S&P 500 - e-mini Futures - illustrated on the ahove chart. This 
snapshot was taken at the same time, as the previous charts, at 19:30hrs CET .• 
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Figure 4.41 - The snapshot of the above German Dax 30 Futures chart was taken at the close of the 
market. The market flow reached an extreme limit of Fibonacci ratio value at 6887 key level 
representing 423.6% of the triangle's thrust. The reversal of this very volatile trend is highly probable 
enhanced by the confluence of the extreme 423.6% thrust liiuit and the warning line (wl-4) of the 
ascending pitchfork. 
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Figure 4.42 - The snapshot of the above German Dux 30 Futures chart was taken at the close of the 
market of the previous chart but on an upper time frame - the daily. We call see that the market closed 
at the high of the bar and that the RSI chart illustrates a very steep curve allure, which just broke up 
an old & strong RSI resistance at 54% level. It seems that tomorrow will be another volatile day. 
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14. Symmetrical Triangle Failed Breakout 
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Figure 4.43- The snapshot of the above chart shows the emergence of a breakout just above the upper 
borderline of the symmetrical triangle and the moving average. We have already drawn the triangle's 
measured move of the height - the h(+ 1) - at 6977.5 key level. The poor volume - not shown on the 
chart - and the occurrence of small bars plead for a failed breakout. We should prepare for a short 
trade, ifand when tlte market flow will break down under the apex's 6942 key leveL 
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Figure 4.44 - The snapshot of the above chart continues the previous chart more than fOllr hours later. 
As we anticipated the breakout failed due to poor up-sloping fuelling. When tile apex was broken down 
at 6942 key level the short trade was entered. The triangle'S down thrust reached the 138.2% value at 
6898 key level. signalling a very strong momentum. In spite of the last bar tiny size - a doji candle -
the consistent down gap, which occurred two bars ago, pleads for a continuation of the down move. 
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'pper Figure 4.45 - The snapshot of the above chart continues the previous chart but thirty minutes later, 
!gle's arollnd 16:30hrs CET. As we anticipated, due to the down gap's presence - just above the 6900 level-
n the the market flow acquired the necessary energy to catapult its price all the way down to the 233% 
.\'hort extension of triangle's thrust - at 6866 key level. It is less probable that the down move will continue 

due to the very strong supports of the main floor pivots, monthly and weekly, at 6880 and 6871 levels 
respectively. Finally the old low lit 6866 key level halted the price and retraced so far, the market flow. 
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Figure 4.46 - The snapshot of the above chart continues the previous chart fllrther more into the 
afternoon around 18:30hrs CET. After the market flo w finally reversed at the 6957-59 confluence zone 
of the triangle's thrust 238.2% extension and the 178.6% extension of the prior pattern, then it climbed 
all the way lIear the daily S1 floor pivot at 6909 level, right under the "ml" of the ascending pitchfork. 
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15. Symmetrical Triangle Thrust and Extreme Daily Floor Pivots (Sl to S4) 
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Figure 4.47 - The above illustration shows the breakdown of a symmetrical triangle where the floor 
pivots play an important role. Even if the outburst is not in the 66%-75% apex axis zone with regard to 
triangle's inception, the huge momentum propelled the market flow to the 61.8% of the h (-1) - the 
down projection of triangle's h(O) height. This trade example is very interesting because it presents a 
particular case of a cluster breakout.. which is supposed to firmly support the market flow. It is 
constituted of triangle's lower TL, the lower median line of the ascending triangle (L-MLH), the daily 
floor pivot at 7001 level and the hundreds number support at 7000 level. The violent take-off of the 
breakout seems to signal a very probable and strong down thrust, at least until the daily S1 floor pivot 
at 6989 level, or even more to 100% limit of the thrust at 6984 key level. 
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Figure 4.48 - The above chart continues the market activity of the prior chart until noon. The market 
flow continued its strong fall through the daily S1 & S2 floor pivots and it finally halted at the 138.2% 
extension of the triangle's thrust at 6976 key level. We should note that the trespassing of the floor 
pivots was done with huge volatile bars illustrating the strong down-sloping m.omentum. 
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Figure 4.49 - The above chart continues the market activity of the prior chart more than 4 hours later. 
The market flow fell under the daily S4 floor pivot at 6957 level reaching the exireme low of 6952.50 
level. This halting zone is the confluence area of the prior week high at 6954 level, of the 261.8% 
extension of triangle's thrust and also of the daily half pivot of S41S5 pivots at 6952 level. The 
momentum of the 16:00hrs CET news reversal - an important time-of-the-day marking - mqnaged to 
propel the market to 6984 key level, thlls performing a very substantial correction of the prior trend. 
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Figure 4.50 - The above chart continues the market activity of the prior chart less than 10 minutes 
later. We have added the gap extension tool, which can closely signal not only the down laddering of 
the trend but also its ladder climbing, which was currently halted at 6992 key level - the second 
extension of the gap. 
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16. Rectangular Triangle Out-Breaking Thrust and Monthly Floor Pivots 
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Figure 4.51 - The above German Dax 30 Futures chart illustrates the role of the monthly floor pivots 
as a strong resistallce orland as a vehement support. Their efficient mapping of the chart's time/price 
space will enable the astute trader to take the right decisions. We can observe that the dowllward 
outbreak of the market flow, through the rectangular triangle's hypotenuse, was so violellt that it 
reached, oilly ill three down volatile bars, the monthly halfpivot at 6551 key level, which coincides with 
the 138.2% extension of triangle's down-thrust at 6552 level - all this in the vicinity of the prior 
month's low. 
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Figure 4.52 - The above chart cOlltinues the market activity of the previous chart through the day's 
end. Once again the 6551-52 cluster zone of the mOllthly floor half pivot represented a very strong 
support for the market flow, in such a way that the market closed just 011 it at 6552 key level. We have 
embedded the RSI chart with two trend lines (TL-a & TL-b), which will immediately sigllal the specifiC 
up or downward market activity. The Jive emas • parallelism may signal an imminent reversal. 
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Figure 4.53 - The above chart continued the activity of the previous chart but one and a half day later. 
After Ihe market flow has been halted right on the monthly S2 floor pivot at 6454 key level it made a 
very brief downward incursion to the 223.6% extension of the rectangular triangle at 6420 key level. 
Then it reversed shooting up all the way under the 100% extension of triangle's thrust at 6600 level. 

17. Dual Symmetrical Triangles and Extreme Daily Floor Pivots (Rl to R4) 
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Figure 4.54 - We have illllstrated in the above chart the dynamics of the ollt-breaking market Jlow 
born witlzill dual symmetrical triangles, which were broken up from the neutral pivot threshold of the 
daily DP floor pivot at 6468 key level. It was then catapulted all the way lip to the daily R4 floor at 
6541 key level (refer to next two charts below). In ollr quest to determine the trend's end, we have used 
not only the triangle's thrust but also the mUltiple trend line 1001. So far the steep slope of tlte market 
flow propelled the price to the half R31R4 floor pivot at 6532 key level, coinciding with the 161.8% 
extension of triangles , thrust. If this higher high at 6532 key level will be exceeded then there is a very 
high probability that a long trade will be more likely. • 
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Figure 4.55 - The above chart is identical to the prior chart. We have only added a new tool - the 
ascending pitchfork - in our search for confluences, which could reverse the actual trend. ~f the 6522-
confluence level constituted by the daily R3 floor pivot, the 138.2% extension of the triangles' thrust 
and the pitchfork's median line, will be attained, then the yielded direction will probably continue for 
at least several bars. Keep in mind that if the market will break upwards, the highest high at 6532 key 
level will be either zoomed through, or tested and upward retested! 
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Figure 4.56 - The above chart continued the market activity of the prior chart, two hOllrs later. As we 
expected the market flow tested and retested upwards the very strong 6532 key level - an old higher 
high - in its way to reaching the daily R4 floor pivot at 6541 key level. After the market flow attained 
the daily R4 floor pivot key level, it quickly reversed - being too extended - and then it retllrned to the 
old resistance, which became support at 6532 key level, closing just 011 it. 
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18. Symmetrical Triangle Out-Breaking Thrust and Gap Extensions 
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Figure 4.57 - The above EuroStoxx 50 Futures chart will try to illustrate a trading set-up that could 
assist the trader to take efficient decisions. Thus, we used, so far, the upperllower border of the 
symmetrical triangle, the morning 10 points IIp-gap's extensions - h(O) to h(+2) - and also the H(O) 
height of the triangle. The triple moving averages - using Fibonacci numbers - were drawn only as 
conjirming factors knowing their lagging effect. 
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Figure 4.58 - The above chart continues the market activity of the previous chart, but 45 minutes 
later. There was afailed down-sloping breakout, within the range of triangle'S apex. Another breakout 
seems to be preparing, but this time it will probably be upwards in the direction of the trend. The 
extensions of triangle's height and of the morning gap are in place waiting for !he market to develop. 
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Figure 4.59 - The above chart continues the market activity of the previous chart, almost 90 minutes 
later. The market has broken up to 50% extension of triangle's thrust, above the 261.8% extension of 
the morning gap and then it swiftly retraced to the apex zone at 4010 key level. We have drawn a TL-a 
trend line parallel to the descending upper borderline of the symmetrical triangle. After its breakout we 
should expect an up-sloping violent move reaching at least the first extension of triangle's thrust 
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Figure 4.60 - The above chart continues the market activity of the previous chart, bllt 10 minutes 
later. As anticipated the TL-a break-up occurred and it reached well above the 100% thrust extension 
until the 178.6% extension threshold at 4037 key level, very close to the 500% extension of the morning 
gap at 4040 key level. Will the vehement move continue? Usually after sitch volatile move there is 
either a sudden correction, or on the contrary, a several bars consolidatio!,! pattern. 
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Figure 4.61 - The above chart continues the market activity of the previous chart, but 45 minutes 
later. The marketflow has climbed all the way to 100% extension of triangle's thrust at 4041 key level, 
forming a cluster with the fifth e;'(tension of the morning gap at 4040 key level. In order 10 more 
eJJicienl(V follow the development of the market flow we used new drawing lools: the height equidistant 
TL-2 & TL-3 parallel trend lines to the TL-l upper border of the symmetrical triangle. When the TL-3 
trend line will be penetrated downwards it is probable that the reversal process began. When the 4032 
key level is broken down we should be able to stop-and reverse ollr trade. 
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Figure 4.62 - The above chart continues the market activity of the previous chart, but 40 minutes 
later. After the market flow reached the 113.6% e.'Ctension of the triangle's thrust it swiftly reversed in 
only one bar reversal pattern. It then broke down the TL-3 trend line and also the 4031 key level. At 
this moment the trader is in for a short trade. We usually don't advise trading the Elliott W4 wave, but 
in this situation we think that is worthwhile due to the W3 Elliott extended wave. In order 10 efficiently 
manage this short trade we need a refracement Fibonacci tool and an OSC (5,35) oscillator. 
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19. Symmetrical Triangle, Bollinger Bands and Action & Reaction Lines Set-Up 
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Figure 4.63 - The above German Dax 30 Futures chart illustrates the set up of an eventual breakout 
of the symmetrical triangle. We have already drawn the HI extension of the initial HO thrust and the 
Bollinger Bands having the settings of (2. 0, 20). 
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Figure 4.64 - The above German Dax 30 Futures chart continues the previolls chart, afew hours later 
into the day's close. The market flow exploded to the 138.2% extension of triangle's thrust jllst above 
the 5543 key level and then retraced under the 100% extension. It is interesting to note the several bars 
"walking on the band" effect, meaning a continuous touch of the market bars with the IIpper Bollinger 
band. Finally around 17:00hrs CET, it decided to correct this volatile move and the market has hidden 
under the 20-MA moving average. The added Action & Reaction Lines tool certainly helps! 
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Figure 4.65 - The above German Dax 30 Futures chart continues the previous chart, one day later. 
After the market flow shut straight up to form a second top at the level of the upper Bollinger band, it 
quickly reversed to the lower band, coinciding with the 61.8% extension of the triangle's thrust, just 
under the 250% Fibonacci line of the Action & Reaction Line set-up. 
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Figure 4.66 - The above German Dax 30 Futures chart continues the previous chart,follr hours later. 
After performing a second lower low at 11:00hrs CET, the marketflow dropped to the cardinal level of 
the apex at 5452 key level, right on the descending Action Line (+1), near the initial breaking point of 
the triangle at 5458 key level. As we have described before this is a critical area because it represents a 
vel)' strong support. The market flow only touched it with a long reversing bar tail. An up-sloping 
movemellt was here initiated, ready to outbreak towards higher targets. 
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Figure 4.67 - The above German Dax 30 Futures chart continues the previous chart, more than two 
hours later. As we anticipated the apex region constituted a vel}' strong and reliable launching basis. 
The market flow was catapulted all the way up to 100% extension of triangle's thrust, under the 350% 
Fibonacci line and also under the upper Bollinger band. The bands started to take a funnel-like shape 
- a hollow cone - signalling a very probable exploding up-sloping movement. 
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Figure 4.68 - The above German Dax 30 Futures chart continues the previous chart, almost three 
hours later. The market flow explodedfrom the 100% triangle's extension to 161.8% zone at 5569 key 
level, between the Action Line (+3) and the 450% Fibonacci line of the A&R Line set-up. The market 
price turned the back on the "walking the upper-balld" formation. A seven small bar trading range 
occurred away from it. 
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Conclusion: As we have seen in this trading chart pattern chapter, there are abundant 
trade opportunities concerning this strategy. We strongly recommend a close follow-up of 
the chart pattern formation from the inception until the breakout - the culminant moment 
0/ lite entry level - in such a way that the astute trader is ready to manage the entire trade 
without neglecting the risk & money management. 

Key points to Remember: 

• Don't ever try to trade an unclear pattern! we can say even 
more: Lack of a clear chart pattern is the ultimate no action 
indicator/ 

• Remember that the triangle pattern is considered as having 
the highest probability to optimally perform when the 
breakout occurs between the 66% and the 75% portion 
calculated from the inception to the apex axis. The outbreak is 
mostly confirmed by an enhanced volume properly monitored 
at, the moment of the breaking bar (+/- one ban, especially if 
the volume decreased as the chart pattern was completed. 
The reliability of the trend breakout process is also strongly 
dependent on the type of bars formation, which precedes the 
outburst and also, which is present in post-breakout period. 

• Even if the diamond pattern is considered as a reliable reversal 
pattern don't neglect to take a continuation role in 
consideration. 

• Even if the head-and-shoulder pattern is considered as a 
reliable reversal pattern don't neglect to take a continuation 
role in consideration. we observed that when the neckline is 
less slanted the pattern is better performed. 

• Don't' forget that the spill-over of the market bars above the 
upper trend line of an up-sloping wedge is frequent. On the 
contrary, the occurrence of a cut-off momentum engendering 
the market to miSS this upper trend line, will characterize an 
up·sloping failure, which can be optimally exploited by the 
astute trader. 

• Try to identify the 'failing breakout' in advance based on the 
following elements: poor volume, the occurrence of small bars, 
which replace the big post-event volatile bars. Make sure to 
map out the breaking out process with thrust'S Fibonacci 
ratios: 0.0, 0.382, 0.50, 0.618 & 1.00. 

• Try to always draw the hidden lines of triangle'S apex or 
diamond's apexes, which may constitute a very strong 
support/resistance level. 

• Be aware that most of the professional traders consider that 
after three fan lines we should expect a reversal, more often 
than not or at least a small correction or testing. 
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• Whatever trading decision you take make sure to firstly check 
the time-of-the-day and the volume with its quantifying and 
qualifying factors. When in doubt, one should study even 
deeper the accompanying volume techniques such as: the 
volume charting with its two moving averages, the correlation 
price/volume and the gradation technique. 
Thus, the trader is able to quantify the volume's momentum in 
such a way that he will be better positioned to project a move 
continuation or on the contrary an aborted / consolidated 
movement. 

• Remember that the tradable cycles will greatly assist the 
trader to schedule all his available trading time, in such a way 
that he/she will have the leisure of trading multiple financial 
instruments only in an ergonomic time-frame table. 

• With less than 45 minutes before the close, the trader should 
expect the Profit Taking period, which commonly occurs at the 
end of an up trend day or afternoon. 

• The trader may not guess the outcome of next market move. 
His task is to prepare for it and be ready for a reaction. 

• Be aware that whenever a wedge occurs one should map it on 
symmetrical basis in such a way that the trader can 
progressively follow the market flow in its developing process· 
refer to figure 4.15. 

• We note in the trading journal that in our experience, the pre· 
arranged target should be exited with only two thirds of the 
trading units and that the remaining unit is to be terminated 
by the market while using a tight trailing stop. 

• Ensure that you don't confuse the two types of diagonal 
triangles: the "ending triangle" - containing five "a-b-c-d-e" 
corrective waves (3-3-3-3-3) frequent in W5 and wave C, in 
opposite with the "leading" triangle (5-3-5-3-5) mostly met in W1 
and wave A. 
Take the full advantage of the last swing termination of the 
"ending triangle" when it occurs a down-sloping failure - the 
'fall-under' effect. 

• One of the lesser-known rules of using multiple moving 
averages is to observe the parallelism of the harmonic type 
(5-, 15- & 30-emaL Their occurrence will plead for an imminent 
reversal, which in this case isn't lagging, as is the case with 
their crossover. 
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Chapter 5 

Fibonacci and Lucas Time Tools 

1;::', m the thermodynamics point of view, the time is one of the variables that stores a finite 
, r:ntity of energy and vibrates at a specific frequency. The question is to precisely define 
, :e amount of this energy along the market flow development and its intricacy with price 

and volume. When the following question arises: "What comes first, the price or the 
volume?" we are ready to affirm that volume precedes the price, but ... we shouldn't 
neglect the fact that both of them engender the same process: the measure of the market 
pressure as a consequence of the emotional factors. This pressure, which is exercised only at 
a certain period, will bring to our attention the importance of the third vital factor in the 
market flow development: the time! If we try to simplify the market process, we will mainly 
explain its behaviour through three "W" parameters: the Why, the Where and the When. 

The Why of the market's movements is straightforward - it occurs through the psychology 
of the market operators, who are mainly the "smart money" people and then the crowd. 
The Where is directly related to the inter-relation of price and volume, with volume 
preceding the price. It will tell us everything about the price space of the chart. 

The When seems to be the most imporfant! It not only indicates the timing of the Why and 
Where but will also launch the trade execution with the ensuing trade management. The 
time space will engender the decision taking and also the tight correlations among the three 
"Ws" already cited market factors. The tools related to time will enable the trader to enter 
or to exit the market at the propitious time, preferably when time meets price, closely 
guided by the trading cycles like the flows and the ebbs of the oceans. 

1. When Time Leads Price Fuelled by Volume 

William D. Gann (1878-1955) - a giant of technical analysis - was the first trader to 
consecrate his work to the time studying. He reached the conclusion that the best trades are 
those initiated where the time meets price. The process of determining where this might 
occur is done through an array of trading tools. We'll list below some of the more efficient 
tools, in our opinion - not necessarily in order: 

Fibonacci and Lucas time tools, 
Short-term and seasonal cycles, 
Gann Square of Nine and its angles, 
and Elliott Wave principle. 

We will describe in this chapter the Fibonacci and Lucas time tools. We have briefly 
described some time-related tools in Chapter 10 of our volume 2 titled "Fibonacci & 
Momentum Bar Counts related to Pitchfork's Pivots". 

The Fibonacci time ratio tools take all their importance when applied within an impulsive 
or a corrective pattern. This is efficiently done if the trader performs at the same moment 
the Fibonacci price ratio, in such a way that we can obtain a time/price cluster, which will 
have a very high probability to reverse the market. 
The Fibonacci time study should be always done in tandem with the price and volume. This 
will save the trader a lot of problems, which could cost him the trading capital. There will 
be many questions answered such us: "How long will this trend continue?", "Is the 
corrective phase of this strong trend terminated?", "Is this corrective pattern a strong 
restoring-energy pattern?", "Will this confluence be a 'time meets price' Cartesian coordinate 
opportunity?", "Is it advisable to buy when the highest high is exceeded or we rather sell?" ... 
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All these questions can be properly answered through the use of the time related tools 
studied further in this chapter: Fibonacci & Lucas ratio & series time tools, Gann Cycles' 
and Elliott wave principle. We have the entire Chapter 11 treating the Gann Square of Nine 
and its angles - see further into this volume! 

We will see below the practical implementation of the Fibonacci ratio bar count, created 
out of the Gann cycles. 

Fibonacci Ratios Bar Count Out of Gann Cycles 

Gann Cycle ~ , 

Fibonacci Ratios 
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120 135 
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2401 270 J 
332 373 
388 437 
628 707 
1017 1144 
1644 1850 

360 ,. 
138 
180 
222 
283 
319 
360 
498 
582 
942 
1525 
2466 

Table 5.1 - The above table describes the Fibonacci Ratios Bar Count out of the Gann Cycles. It will 
project the swing's end. It is applied from a top, in order to project an intermediate low, a bottom, an 
intermediate high or a new top. The same technique can be applied from a bottom to an intermediate 
high, a top, an intermediate low or a bottom. In our experience the most probable count bars will be 
those occurring on the Gann 1800 cycle from the smallest 6fjh bar to the biggest 1233rd numbered bar. 
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Figure 5.1 - The above S&P 500 Cash Index daily chart illustrates the implementation of the 
Fibonacci ratios bar co lint Ollt of Gann cycles. We have applied this technique from the highest high 
on 10111107 and then we have analysed the progressive formation of the eight lower lows. 
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Results - Fibonacci Ratios & Gann Cycles 
S&P 500 Cash Index Daily Chart 

November 18 • 2008 
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N° of bars N° of bar 
frpm Top Count 

of 10/11/07 (calculated) ...... --
32 34 
70 71 
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190 189 
236 236 
252 249 
264 270 
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Bars 
Difference 

- 2 
- 1 
+1 
+1 

0 
+3 
·6 
+6 
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Table 5.2 - The above S&P 500 Cash Index daily chart illustrates the results of applying the 
Fibonacci ratios bar count out of the Gann cycles. The bar count is obtained with regard to the top of 
IO/Il/07. The eight chart lows, projected and obtained, have a very small difference between the real 
occurrence count and the projected Fibonacci count: 0 difference for 1 bar cOllnt, 1 bar difference for 
3 bar COllllts, 2 bars difference for 1 bar CO lint and more than 3 bars difference for 3 bar cOllnts. 

With regard to the top of 10/11/07 we have obtained the following results: 

Formation of the first lower low on 11127107, after 32 bars [34 Gann cycle (90°) bar 
number minus 2 bars, corresponding to 0.382 Fibonacci ratio), 

Formation of the second lower low on 01123108, after 70 bars [71 Gann cycle (90°) bar 
number minus 1 bar, corresponding to 0.382 Fibonacci ratio), 

Formation of the third lower low on 03117108, after 107 bars [106 Gann cycle (120°) 
bar number + 1 bar, corresponding to 0.886 Fibonacci ratio), 

Formation of the fourth lower low on 07115108, after 190 bars [189 Gann cycle (240°) 
bar number + 1 bar, corresponding to 0.786 Fibonacci ratio), 

Formation of the fifth lower low on 09118108, after 236 bars [236 Gann cycle (90°) bar 
number +/- 0 bar, corresponding to 2.618 Fibonacci ratio), 

Formation of the sixth lower low on 10110108, after 252 bars [249 Gann cycle (180°) 
bar number + 3 bars, corresponding to 1.382 Fibonacci ratio), 

Formation of the seventh lower low on 10128108, after 264 bars [270 Gann cycle (270°) 
bar number minus 6 bars, corresponding to 1.0 Fibonacci ratio], 

Formation of the eighth lower low on 11113108, after 276 bars [270 Gann cycle (270°) 
bar number + 6 bars, corresponding to 1.0 Fibonacci ratio). 

£onclusion: The eight chart lows, projected and obtained, have here a very small (lifference 
between the real occurrence count and the projected Fibonacci count: zero difference for one 
bar count (12.5%),1 bar difference for 3 bar counts (37.5%), 2 bars difference for 1 bar count 
(12.5%) and more than 3 bars difference for 3 bar counts (37.5%). 

We conclude by saying that 62.5% of the total of eight lows has an error of 0 to 2 bars in the 
process of projecting the time of the corrections of the previous swing. 
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In spite of the small group of lows the above technique named "Fibonacci Ratios out of the 
Gann cycle" yielded 62.5% positive results. It goes without saying that the size of the loll's . 
group should be enlarged in such a way that the results will become statistically significant. 

There are other techniques that could be applied and which could yield also good results. 
One of them would be applying Lucas series closely related with the Fibonacci Golden Ratio 
section. 
As a mathematician, Francois Edouard Anatole Lucas (1842-1891) was one of the most 
fecund French scholars that greatly contributed to the development of the forecasting 
strategy applied to our every-day trading. His studies of the Fibonacci series brought him 
to the conclusion that they can be developed and came up with another series, governed by 
the same relation but with different start numbers. The common denominator of the two 
series is the Golden Ratio - the ratio that occurred also between two consecutive Lucas . 
numbers. 
The first two Lucas numbers are LO=2 and Ll=l, instead of the Fibonacci's 0 and 1. Thus, 
we obtain the following recurrent formula: 

!Ln=Ln-l + Ln-21 

This formula will give birth to Lucas series: 2, 1,3,4, 7, 11,18,29,47, 76, 123, 199,322 ... 
If we divide each of them by the one, which precedes, we will find the following ratio series 
(see below on left side): 

2/1=2 
3/1=3 
4/3= 1.33333 
7/4= 1.75000 
1117= 1.57142 
18/11= 1.63636 
29/18= 1.61111 
47/29= 1.62068 
76/47= 1.61702 
123176= 1.61842 
199/123= 1.61788 
322/199= 1.61809 

r ............. byOr __ ·_~ 

m J="jb 119- 81 S<i""'" 
6 NIl 51. 84 NbSil( 

m LUCiI1 n" rn Fib"· &~R'" 

m F.,., 90 Nb$\J< & U4Citcte 

9 1441'4_ &5_ ""'i6 Nb S!o 

[ill LIJCa'$~" 100 Square 

11 NIl Six 1ii2 Nbs.. 

BE Fib.' 109 NbSi. 

18 l~ t'I.& Nb Si~ & lAof Nun1w 112 SquanoRQO( 

IJIJ Fib"· 114 Nb.Six 
l4 NbS« 120 NbSj~ 

ZS SqUBl& 121 Squoro 
21 Cube aru L;JCaS n" & Nb 51): &"44 Number 

rn L\I(;M 0." 12$ Cu'" 
30 NbSlo 13 NbSlil 

qp Fib.· 121 SquareR"", 

NO Six & .44 Nt",*"" & S4ullIe 1:12 Nb$i, 

38 Square Root 135 J,'8~ 

42 Nit Six 135 NbS", 

4li IISCioi. IJEl Fibn" &NbSi.:.. 

lill L~"· 150 NbSUt 

.e Nb $I. & Sqo"", Ro« 1S. NbSl< 

"'4i"" SqUlll .. 16t Sq."", ROO! & rib S .. 

[J!J ,$Jf '" NbSrx 
84 NttSl< ,. s_ 

[E] Fibri' 174 Nb S!< 
60 MI/)" 100 Nb$<, 

.2 SQu_R ... 186 NbSht 

84 SqUBI& & Cube 182 NbSla 

'Ts'"" Nt! Sla 186 SqUlt .. 

n N\lSixl144Nwnlle, 19& NbSiJc 

00 luca,n' O!!J lucas n~ 
78 Nbs.. 204 "bSiJc 
7$ sou"'. Root 206 Squo", Ro« 

Table 5.3: Types of Bar Count Numbers from 5 to 206. 

We can observe - above on the left side - that the Lucas ratios share the same 
characteristics as the Fibonacci ratio (detailed study in Chapter 14 of Volume 1), forming the 
same Golden Ratio, even if this is not obtained just from the beginning of the series. 
The Lucas sequence and ratios can be used identically to the Fibonacci's in the process of 
projecting the specific targets in intra-day or otherwise. We have noticed that the best 
results are obtained on the daily charts, because of the lesser amount of noise. However, we 
strongly advise their intra-day use, well backed-up with other confirming tools. 
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T .Ibk (OmpUed hy 0,. Mirua f>ulott- """'.pit('bforktndn'.C'J)nl 

I Ph'olal Bar Count Table I 
Fibonacci Fibonacci Fibonacci Fibonacci lucas Square Square S'I'I.rs Sq\Ia_ Cube. 

Ralios Rallo. Rabo. Numbers NumbtfS Root Root Root of nf 
x 100 J( 1000 n' n' X 100 x 1000 Humbeno Numbers 

.14$ 15 14$ II 7 .382 38 382 • 8 

.236 24 236 8 11 .485 48 485 9 '0 

.382 38 382 13 18 .618 82 818 25 64 
-6'8 62 618 21 29 .786 79 786 36 125 
·786 79 786 34 47 .886 89 886 49 216 
.886 89 886 $5 76 1.120 112 1120 64 343 
1.272 127 1272 89 123 1.'02 127 1272 81 512 
1.818 162 1618 144 199 1.618 162 1618 100 729 
2.618 262 26t8 233 322 2.058 206 2058 121 1000 
4.236 424 4236 'S't7 521 2.&18 262 2618 144 
6.&54 685 6854 610 843 169 

196 

SYMbolIC N .. m~r 144 

I Symllo~ Number Six and ita Multi.pIee I DMIIOrII I.IIIUItipIea 

6 I 66 126 186 246 306 368 426 486 144 I 
12 72 132 192 252 312 372 432 492 
18 78 138 198 258 318 378 438 498 3 216 
24 84 144 204 264 324 384 -444 504 9 268 
30 90 1,60 210 270 330 390 <150 5111 18 324 
36 96 166 216 276 336 396 456 51. 36 360 
42 102 182 222 262 342 402 462 522 72 432 
48 108 168 228 288 348 408 466 628 
54 114 174 234 294 354 414 474 534 
SO 120 1110 240 300 360 420 480 540 

Table 5.4: The above Pivotal Bar Count Table gathers several types of pivotal numbers, including the 
Lucas and Fibonacci series and ratios, ill order to be used for the calculations of allY market targets. 

Conclusion: One of the best strategies in the process of using the time tools is to study them 
through the implementation of clusters. This is done by taking the multiple initiating 
pivots, like an initial top, then a lower high, followed by another one, and so on ... Thus, a 
strong halting time cluster will be efficiently revealed to the entrepreneurial trader. 

2. Fibonacci Time Ratio Lines Associated with Traditional Pitchfork 

;!. ··l· .. t~n.a 
~ma 

15-ema 

Copy.right 1001 
U, 0, Minov~ Duluyot 

~:~~~~::~. 

5-miri'Dax Future1S 

Figure 5.2 - The above German Dax 30 Futures chart shows the almost nakedness of a chart - in spite 
of the 3-emas - ill order to determine the down trend termination. The time tools arell 'I yet at work! 
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Figure 5.3 - We have implemented on the -above German Dax 30 Futures chart a Lucas time tool 
associated with the Fibonacci time ratios. We applied the 76 Lucas bar count from the highest high -
around 16:00hrs CETofyesterday's market- to the first low oftoday's opening, at 8:20hrs CET. 
So far, today at 9:52hrs CET, the development of the W5 reached the 1.236 extension of Lucas number 
(76). In order to apply our favourite strategy - when time meets price - we have also drawn the 
Fibonacci price ratios of W5, with regard to W4 and prior pattern. This could reveal the best cluster 
signalling the concrete price level corresponding to the projected time value. The daily floor pivots are 
also at the time/price "rendez-vous". 

5min DilX Futures 
, '1ii:3011rs. 

~~mau 

5.ema & 15-ema ' 

R1.~'" 

'Copyright MOIl 
by Dr Mir ... lloIop 

'flI'ftW.pitchforkntt.r.com .......... 

Figure 5.4 - The above chart continues the previous chart, but 38 minutes later. The market flow has 
advanced on the time axis at the 133.3% extension of the Lucas 76 number. On tlte price vertical axis 
the marketflow reached the 3586-87 cluster formed by W3=3.50*W2 and ha/fS21S3 floor pivot. 
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Fibonocci Time Axis 

1 Time UlItt = 76 bars -------------_ .. 
5min Ilax futures. 10:3lltU'8 

Figure 5.5 - The above chart is identical to the previous chart. We have added here two new tools: the 
descending pitchfork and the volume. We can observe that the market flow almost touched the median 
line (ml), thlls provoking a down-sloping failure, so favourable to a reversal. The voillme shows the 
pre-reversal selling climax of 10:00hrs CET and now is ready for the correction. 
The time seems to have met the price at the following Cartesian coordinates: 133.3% extension of the 
Lucas 76 number and the 6586-87 price cluster zone. 

3. Intricacy of Fibonacci Time Ratio Lines and Schiff Pitchfork 

r
AX Z5.[JT - DAX.601 Dyn ..... 1<.:.0:00-24'00 

c ... ..v. iQhL 2008; 

I by D. Mi." .... 0.;, ........ 
j WW'W.pltehtor-ktroctCT.com 

UY-/;l1 

Figure 5.6 - The above chart will be studied with the Fibonacci time ratio tool, in order to implement 
the Action and Reaction Time Line set-up, in the process of determining the multiple swings' 
corrections. 
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Figure 5.7 - The ahove chart is identical to the previous chart to which we have applied the Fibonacci 
time tool. We have considered the Fibonacci time axis where the 100% gradation represents the 
distance between the TL-a & TL-b parallel lines, passing through the pitchfork's PO pivot and the 
higher gap pivot. The TL-b also constitutes the Center time a.:"is of the Action & Reaction Line set-up. 
So far, the 1.618 and 2.00 Fib time ratio levels coincide with the chart pivot's projections. The 2.618 
and 3.00 ratios were drawn in advance; they will 01' they won't be "hit" by the market flow ;11 its 
process of bui/ding pivotal highs/lows. The Reaction Time Line nO 1 coincides with the 2.0 Fib ratio. 
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Figure 5.8 - The above chart continues the market activity of the previous chart, about thirty minutes 
later. As it was drawn before the market flow reached it, the 261.8% Fibonacci time line halted the 
market exactly at the 09129 day's dose. Will it continue its volatile up-sloping trend or will it reverse? 
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Figure 5.9 - The above chart continltes the market activity of the previous chart, but three days later. 
The market flow reversed at the time level of the 261.8% Fibonacci Time Line until it reached the 
Reaction Time Line nO 2 - a 300% Fibonacci Time Line. It then shut up to the 425% Fibonacci Time 
Line, where it built a mirror bar pattern ready to correct the entire trend. It is interesting to mention 
how the market price comfortably leaned on the Reaction Time Line nO 3 at 400% Fibonacci Time 
Line and then with the restored energy, performed another swing - probably the terminal one. 

4. Fibonacci Time Ratio Lines Associated with Rectangles and A&R Lines Set-Up 

Copyrigh' 2008 
OYlli-Miri:8. 00I09a 

. WWW..prtchfortdr4tder-.com 

Figure 5.10 - The above trade set-up chart illustrates the market activity closely monitored by time & 
price tools. The former are the slant Fibonacci Time Lines and the latter are the H(O) rectangle with its 
H(+l) & H(-l) extensions. The initiating time pivot was a top - not visible on the left chart side -
pertaining to the TL-O time trend line. One time unit - from 0% to lOO% - contains 24 bars. If we apply 
the Fib time technique we'll get mUltiple time trend lines from 0% to 400% a total of 6 trend lines -
TL-o to TL-4.25. The H(O) initial rectangle with its extensions will contribute to the time/price meeting. 
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Figure 5.11 - The above trade set-up chart continues the market activity of the previous chart, but 
thirty minutes later. One can easily observe that the market flow continued its down-sloping sliding 
along the 400% Fibonacci Time Line (TL-4) reaching the 150% extension of the initial H(O) rectangle, 
at exactly the slant crossing with the TL-4 line. This time/price intersecting level (400% Fibs time level 
& 5255 price level) could be the Cartesian coordinates where "time meets price". lfthat's the case we 
will have an imminent reversal of the long down swing, within a bar or two. 
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Figure 5.12 - The above trade set-up chart continues the market activity of the previolts chart, but one 
hour later. We see that the market really reversed in the 5250-55 price zone only one bar away from the 
400% Fib time level (TL-4). Then it began its ascending phase being halted only by the 500% Fibs 
Time Line (TL-5). After this strong up-swing, it quickly reversed right on TL-5, dropping all the way 
down to H(-2) rectangie extension at the confluence with TL-4. This time/price nO 8 intersecting level 
[(400% Fibs time line (TL-4) & 5241 price level)] can be the place where "time meets price". So far 
we have encountered sitch 9 time/price Cartesian coordinates. It's interesting to note that the 
coordinates nO 3 & 3bis are both belonging to the same down-sloping swing - the start & the end. 
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Figure 5.13 - The above trade set-up chart continues the market activity of the previous chart, but 
thirty minutes later. As we anticipated the "time meets price" at the specified Cartesian time/price 
coordinates [(400% Fibs time line (TL-4) & 5241 price level)] it swiftly reversed, on only one bar 
pattern like a vane, and then it was catapllited by the ensuing up-gap energy to the 600% Fibonacci 
Time Line (TL-06). The last swing set lip is an up-sloping Action and Reaction Line set-up, which 
faithfully gllided the market flow through the channelling of the Center Line and the lower 50% 
Fibonacci line. 

5. Fibonacci Ratio Arcs Associated with Slant & Horizontal Lines 
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Figure 5.14 - The above trade set-up chart illustrates the use of the Fibonacci Arcs as time tool. Their 
intersection with the support lilles, whichever type they are: horizontal, slant or curvilinear - the old 
key or recent levels. They could reveal the Cartesian coordinates where "time meets price". One of 
these locations could be at the confluence of the last bar's tail with the ascending TL-c trend line and 
the 2.876 Fibonacci ratio Arc. The ne.:-ct chart will tell it all! 
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Figure 5.15 - The above trade set-up chart continues the market activity of the prior chart, but thirty 
minutes later. As we have anticipated the "time meets price" at the confluence of TL-c trend line and 
the 2.876 Fibonacci ratio Arc. It was then catapulted by the strong momentum, with a single huge 
volatile bar, to the upper border of the ascending challnel- TL-a - at its 7500 level confluence with the 
3.00 Fibonacci ratio Arc. 
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Figure 5.16 - The above trade set-up chart continues the market activity of the prior chart, bllt twenty 
minutes. After a three-bar pul/back the market flow continued its up-sloping to the higher vallles 
Fibonacci ratio Arcs. It swiftly reached the 3.125 Gann ratio Arc and it started to retrace. The small 
size of the down bar indicates the type of the brief pullback signalling the strong nature of the lIP
sloping momentum. We should expect another confluence at the intersection of 3.166 Gann ratio ArC 
with the highest high at 7521.5 key level. Once confirmed, a short trade at that level will represents a 
low-risk high probability trade with a high winning probability potential. 
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6. Confluences Defined by Fibonacci Ratio Arcs 
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h the Figure 5.17 - The above Euro-Futures chart is only showed to illustrate the five confluences marked 
from 1 to 5. The first four are related to 2.618 Fibonacci ratio Arc - probable time/price Cartesian 
coordinates - and the fifth is related to the intersection of two slant trend lines. Even if they aren't 
immediately "met" by the market flow, they have their importance in case of an imminent reversal. 
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e up- Figure 5.18 - The above Euro-Futures chart snapshot occurred two days later compared with the 
') Arc timing of the previous chart. The lack of patience made the market to quickly reverse thro/lgh a big 
'nts a volatile bar, without intersecting any confluences. In spite of this, confluences nO 1 and nO 2 were able 

to sigllal an up-sloping failure with an imminent reversal - exactly what it happened! 
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Fi 
Figure 5.19 - The ahove Gold Futures snapshot was taken from a 60-min chart, ill order to mOllitor 10 
the market flow development closely related to the confluences occurring alollg the un-orthodox TL-1 co 
trend line. As we can observe, all the Fibonacci ratio Arcs of 1.00, 1.382, 1.786,2.146, 2382 and 2.618 tw 

values intersected the TL-1, thus forming higher highs except for the last lower high at 2.618 ratio re 
level. The market flow halted at exactly the lower median line (LML) of the pitcltfork. pr 
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Figure 5.20 - The above chart continues the prior chart, but 10 days later. Tlte market flow has 
evolved, all the way to 782 key level under the 2.618 Fibonacci ratio Arc where W3 is equal to 
1.50*W1, right under the Center line of the Actioll & Reaction Line set-up. We used tlte OSC (5,35) 
with its progressive fan lines (TL-a, TL-b & TL-c) to closely monitor the treud's ascellsioll, with regard 
to the mUltiple ascending domes. 
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7. Fibonacci Time Ratio Clusters 

Daily Gold Futurts 
Oct2rn1 - 2007 
17:50hrsAM 

Perpetual Contratt 

'5oema(C} 
13.fll1a(Cl 

165 

Figure 5.21 - The above Gold Futures daily chart is prepared for the time tools. We have identified the 
'mitor lowest low & the low of the last swing. We will apply to this chart some time tools and then we will 
TL-1 confirm the trading decisions with other confirming tools. At top, we can observe the crossing of the 

2.618 two moving averages (5- & 13-ema) and also the last volatile down bar, which indicates a strong 
ratio reversing pattern. What could have been used to project this reversing bar timing? There is a high 

probability to perform this projection by using the time cluster out of 'lowest low' and 'last swing low' 
- see below! 

w has 
,tal to 
(5,35) 
'egard 

:om 

lbilyGoldFlllll ... 
OcI1ftd-2007 
11:5OhnoAIII 

C_:lOOII 
by-DrM~ •• Q~~ 
WWW.ptICMori.1rldU.COM 

\ Last Swing low 

Figure 5.22 - The above Gold Futures chart is identical to the previous chart. We have applied here the 
Fibonacci count time tool between the "lowest low" and "last swing low". Then we have projected the 
36 bar time distance, farther to identifY the termination period of the current swing. By the way, we 
should mention that number 36 is very important in numerology. It is a 144 number, a square and also 
a mUltiple of 6. We can see here that this specific number measures here the 'IQw' to 'low' distance. 
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We can conclude on the above time tool that it signalled the huge volatile bar reversal just 
before the 2.0 Fibonacci time ratio, with an error of 2 bars. The secret of this time tool, if 
there is any secret, isn't to guess the exact Fibonacci ratio announcing a reversal, but rather 
to closely scrutinize the trend development through the Fibonacci ratios progression. This 
is done, in such a way that when the low of the previous har is broken down (in up-trend) 
there is a high probability to pronounce a reversal at that specific Fibonacci ratio value. In 
the above case this value level was located between 1.886 and 2.00 Fibonacci time ratios. 

GO iIF· GOLD FUTURES,D) Dynamlc,O:oo.24:00 

Il!-~ 

Oat1\' GOld F'
eet 2mI.2OO7 
17:5OhrsAM 

~IC_ 

18 25 2 t 16 ~ 
JUl 

10 17 24 1 
eet 

Figure 5.23 - The above Gold Futures daily chart is identical to the prior chart. The first drawing 
element was the TL-l ascending trend line. When the market flow was approaching the low thirties 
(30 to 32) bars with regard to the initiating vertical line passing through 'the last swing low', we have 
applied the Fibonacci time count tool using the nearest Fibonacci number, which was 34. The market 
price remained below TL-I trend line and then swiftly reversed at the 33rd bar, one bar off the 34. 

Figure 5.24 - The above Gold Futures chart is identical to the previous chart. III order to establish tire 
trend's termination and the following correction's size, we have added supplemelltary tools: lite 
ascellding pitchfork median line (ML) & the warning line (wi-I) of the Stochastics pitchfork. Tire 
former is used as a correction's target and the latter as a confirming starter ofa 10llger lasting swing. 
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8. Fibonacci & Lucas Time Clusters 

GC /IF. GOlD,DI ~ic,O:oo.24:00 

Daily. GoIdFUlu .... 
May 2 • 2008 
End 

-------------------
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-

Figure 5.25 - The above Gold Futures daily chart is prepared for the time tools. This time we will apply 
not only tile Fibonacci but also the Lucas series. We will try to identifY any time clusters even if the 
initiating bottom was 11 months ago. We have thus applied these ratios from: 06127107 low, 11108107 
higher high and 03117108 highest high. Two time clusters were thus obtained: 05103108 and 05116108. 
The vicinity of the 200-ema and the last reversing bar plead for an imminent reversal. 

2lI 04 11 
Fob 

18 :IS I» 10 17 '" 31 07 I' -

0Gi0U0II· _15"W2 _._f-=WS 
~._1.118'W::1 

OIShGilJ8·W4aWt 

, .... 

-

Figure 5.26 - The above Gold Futures chart is identical to the previolls chart, on which we applied the 
same Fibonacci and Lucas time tools but from nearer initiating pivots. The applied ratios began at 
03117108 highest high and they yielded two time clusters: 05104108 and 05115108. The former is a time 
cluster (same day overlapping) but the latter is rather a time cluster zone because it has one-day bar 
interval. The e.xact ratios are as it follows: W4=0.75*W2 & W4=1.236*w4:W3 (on 05104108) and 
W4=1.618*W2 & W4=W2 (on 05115108 & 05116108). It is worth mentioning that the above time clusters 
are almost identical with those of Figure 5.25 even if they were calculated 011 different initiating pivots. 
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9. Fibonacci and Lucas Counts - Time Delineating of Diagonal Triangle 
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Figure 5.27 - The above Gold Futures 60-min chart illustrates the implementation of the Fibonacci 
and Lucas time tools on a diagonal triangle. We can observe that all of the low/high pivots within this 
ending pattern almost coincide (+/- 1 bar) with those of the ratios already shown in Tables 5.3 & 5.4. 
We have also added the prior pattern correction measured with the Fibonacci price ratios, which 
revealed a "time meets price" Cartesian coordinate of the timing of the wave 'e' (245 bars distance 
from the initiating low) and 819.5 level (0.618 price ratio level). This will emphasize the triangle's end, 
through the wave 'e '. Let's go further and monitor the correction's development - refer to chart below. 

~~.
Ge.mfn Gald Futlires 
Dec14111·2007 
111:50111$ eel 

L l.oool~l) 

CopyfIgtII2IlO8 
---------------------------------------------8n~ by DrMIrtuDoIogI 

_~.<CIII 

" 796.8 

!!2 L_. __ ~_. _____ .~250~:O: 
'.-
\. 

....i7&2 

~~--------------~-------------n8A f 

Figure 5.28 - The above Gold Futures 60-min chart continued the prior chart. The wave 'e' reversal 
was effective and the market flow has already formed the waves "A" and "B" of the ABC correction. 
The wave "A" was timed Ollt exactly on the 27f1h bar, which pertains to a Ganll 270° cycle. The wave 
"c" could be in progress if the price willfall below the 796.8 key level, the termination of wave "A". 
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Figure 5.29 - The above Gold Futures 60-min chart continued the prior chart. There seems to be a 
wave "C" failure because the size of wave "c" is smaller than that of wave "A". The market flow 
reached the 300111 bar count and it seems now to reverse downwards. We are probably bound for 
another sub-wave of the wave "C", but only if the price will fall again under the 792 leveL It is worth 
mentioning that the wave "c" has been halted exactly at the "bo" height size of the diagonal triangle. 

10. Reversal Timed by Fibonacci Time Ratio Lines 

22 2S 5 12 19 26 3 10 17 26 11 7 14 22 26 4 11 I. 26 
Nov Dot 200a Ftb -.......... 

Figure 5.30 - The ahove Gold Futures daily chart uses the Fibonacci time ratio tool in order to project 
the termination of the current up-sloping trend. The initiating bar and the last considered bar of the 
tool was the last W4 bar and the last higher high bar of the ensuing impulsive swing. Most of the 
developing pivots (Iowslhighs) were well monitored, culminating with 2.618 time ratio for the last bar. 
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Figure 5.31 - The above Gold Futures daily chart continues the market activity of the prior chart. We 
observe the occurrence of the first probable reversal bar at the Fibonacci time ratio of 2.618. 
Moreover, it seems that a "time meets price" Cartesian coordinate occurred because of this time ratio 
confluence with the WL-4 of the ascending pitchfork, the Fibonacci price ratio of 0.886 
(W5=O.886*WO-3) and the tenth extension of the rectangle, illustrated 011 the left side of the chart. 

11. Elliott \Vaves with Fibonacci & Lucas Time Tools 

When the subject of Elliott waves is brought up, there will be many questions answered 
such as: "Is this the correct wave labelling?", "Is the version suited for an alternate count 
scenario?", "Will the W3 be extended?", "Is the corrective phase of the ABC terminated?", 
"Is this ABC pattern a classic zigzag?", etc. 
The Fibonacci Time Ratio Table - refer below to Table 5.5 - will describe the time ratios 
used with Elliott waves patterns whatever they are impulsive or corrective. Moreover, if 
properly employed it can reveal the "time meets price" Cartesian coordinates, where not 
only the labelling will be correct but also it will represent the optimal entry/exit locations. 
For this, we also need the implicit complicity of Fibonacci price ratios - see Volume 1 & 2. 

Fibonacci Ratio Time Table of Elliott Waves ------_._--. .. _----------.. 
Note: The ratios are caicUated wi011eg3ld to lime axis and the size of W1 is considered 

as equal to dlgn1; 

IMPULSIVE WA VES 

Wi= 1.0 
W2: (O.38-4.50) • W1 

W3= 1.618 • W1 

W4= (O.sa.o.618)* WI 

W5=1.0·W1 

CORRECTIVE WAVES 

ABC Correction= (O.Sa.o.618)"WO·5 

A=1.0 

B= (O.618.1.25)'A,if regular/irregular Flat 

B= (O.23S.o.SO)'A, if zigzag 5-3·5 

C= A, if no failure 

Table 5.5 - The above table will describe the Fibonacci time ratios llsed in labelling the Elliott waves. 
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Time Tools Applied to Primary and Lower Degree Waves 

ratio Figure 5.32 - The above German Dax 30 Futures chart illustrates the use of time tools on the primary 
0.886 Elliott waves. In order to establish the proper labelling of the waves, we have used the Fibonacci time 

ratios. It appears that tlte W3 and W4 are both extended and that the three strict Elliott rules were 
re~pected: W3 can't be the shortest wave, W2 can't retrace under WO and W 4 can't retrace under WI. 
For more details Oil Fibonacci price ratios, refer to Chapter 5, 6 & 7 of Volume 2. 

rered 
:ount 
ed?", 

'atios 

Fibonacci Time Ratios Applied to Primary Elliott Waves 
t!2l!!. Fill in onlv Ill<! bordered cell •. 

N" Qf 
Wave Sal$ Observations 

Wi [~9<': Wi '" 1,00 

W2 3 W2 .. O.16"W1 

W3 :J,,96' >1 W3 '" S.OS·W1 

W4 24 W4 .. O,25"W3 

A I' \~r;:; I A '" 1,00 

B I 9 I B :: 1,00 "A 

C j' 'Il;;:;'" c '" 0,67 "A 

W5 I 81 I W5 = 4,26"W1 

W5 1:;::%:81 I W5 .. O,&9"WO.3 

W5 I 81 I W5 '" 3,38"W4 

This Excel fila <>an be obtai.ned fl'Ol'rl alllhor at: mjrcdplpgaCilyahoo.cgm 

Table 5.6 - The above table describes the applying of Fibonacci time ratios to primary Elliott waves. 
The above chart provided the data. The methodology is simple: we count the bars al/ocated to each 
Wave and thell we use all Excel spreadsheet to obtain the ratios. Besides showing the extensions of W3 
& W5, the respect of the 3 strict Elliott waves, the correct overall labelling, this table also shows the 
Wave "C" failure ( C=0.67*A, illstead of at least C=1.00*A), which indicates the high steamed
momentum of W3, anxiOllS to develop an extended W5. This is strongly supported by the tiny time-wise 

aves. W2 correctioll, which is only 0.16*WI, instead of the classic 0.38 to 0.50 time rat~os. 
~~--------
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Figure 5.33 - The above German Dax 30 Futures chart illustrates the use of time tools Oil the lower 
degree of Elliott waves pertaining to W3. The methodoloy is identical with that used for primary waves. 
We observe that within this impulsive sub-waves pattern: the w5:W3 is extended to 4.125 time ratio 
(w5:W3=4.125*w4:W3) and that the three strict Elliott rules were respected: w3:W3 can't be the 
shortest wave, w2: W3 can't retrace under wO: W3 and w4: W3 can't retrace under w 1: W3. 

Fibonacci Time Ratios Applied to Lower Degree Elliott Waves 

(w1 J w2, w3, w4 & w5 of W3) 

Note: Fill in only the bordered cells. 

N° of 
Wave Bars Observations 

-----------------
w1:W3 I'" .';IS':> w1:W3 = 1,00 

w2:W3 8 I w2:W3 = 0,44 "'w1:W3 

w3:W3 I i' @(; j w3:W3 = 1,611 "'w1:W3 

w4:W3 8 w4:W3 = 0,276 *w3:W3 

w5:W3 33 w5:W3 = 1,83 *w1:W3 

w5:W3 33 w5:W3 = 0,60 ·wO-3:W3 

w5:W3 33 w5:W3 = 4,125 ·w4:W3 

This Excel file can be obtained from author at: mircdologa@Yahoo.com 

Table 5.7 - The above table describes the applying of Fibonacci time ratios to the lower degree Elliott 
waves. The above chart provided the data. The methodology is simple: we count the bars allocated to 
each wave and thell we lise an Excel spreadsheet to obtain the ratios. Besides showing tlte extensions 
of w5: W3 sub-wave, this table also shows tlte correct overall labelling. 
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11.2 Time Clusters in Primary Elliott Waves 
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Figure 5.34 - The above Euro Futures chart·illustrates the formation of the time cluster, which will 
have a high probability of signalling tlte reversal level. We applied three times the W5 time tools from 
the same initiating pivot (terminatioll of W4) in our quest for the time cluster, which will could 
practically "turn-oj]" the further development of the ongoing W5 wave. We obtained the reversal level 
at the time cluster of February 29th 

- 2008, as itfollows: W5=0.886*WO-3 (-2 bars), W5=4.2S*W1 (+2 
bar!.) and WS=2.618*W4 (-1 bar). Two things to mention: the projecting errors had an increment of 
maximum +1- 2 bars, the bar counts used Fibonacci and also Lucas numbers. 
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Figure 5.35 - The same as before, Euro Futures chart illustrates another formation of the time cluster, 
which will have a high probability of signalling the reversalleve!. We applied, this time,four times the 
W5 time tools from different initiating pivots (WO, W2, W3 & W 4) in our search for the time cluster. As 

r;;l/iott in the previous chart, we obtained the reversal level at the same time cluster of February 29''' - 2008. 
ted /0 The Lucas and other target count numbers were obtained with a minimum increment error of only 1 
!sions bar: 138 bars from WO to W5 (+1- 0 bars), 125 bars from W2 to WS (+1- 0 bars), 67 barsfrom W3 to WS 

(+1 bar) and 48 barsfrom W4 to WS (+1 bar). 
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Figure 5.36 - The above Euro Futures chart is the same as the previous 2 charts. The difference with 
tltem is that it gathers both methodologies on a single chart, for better visibility. 

11.3 "Time Meets Price" Cartesian Coordinates in Elliott Waves 

We can never repeat enough the Gann's time/price principle saying that where the time 
meets price there is a very high probability of a reversal. You'll find below, in the following 
two charts and two tables, a methodology that we have transposed on an Excel spreadsheet. 

, ml 
, , . .(10) ..... - •• _ ......... _ ....... __ ••••• _.-'0. __ .. ... 

I : tr W2=D.B86'WI 
&-----.'~ilX1l--

lOI2!i 1()111 11103 

Figure 5.37 - The above German Dax 30 Futures chart illustrates the method of pointing Ollt tire 
time/price Cartesian coordinates. Time-wise, there are the COlillt bars, which will enable liS to calculate 
the time ratios. Price-wise, we noticed the a/read)' calculated Fibonacci price ratios for each of tit e jil·e 

primary Elliott waves of this impulsive primary wave pattern -from WI to WS. 
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"Time meets Price" Cartesian Coordinates 
of Primary Elliott Waves 
--------------------------, 

(Wi, W2, W3, W4 & W5) 

Cartesian Coordinates 

Fibs Time Ratios Fibs Price Ratios "Time Meets Price" 
-------~--------------------------- ----------~----- (Fib Time R.; Fib Price R.) 

Wi = 1.00 Wi = 1.00 

W2 = 0.16 *Wi W2 = 0.886 *Wi (0.16 ;0.886) 

W3 = 5.05 ·Wi W3 = 2.618 ·W1 (5.05;2.618) 

W4 = 0.25 *W3 W4 = 0.236 *W3 (0.25 ;0.236) 

W5 = 4.26 *W1 W5 = 1.49 *W1 (4.26;1.49) 

W5 = 0.69 ·WO..a W5 = 0.55 *W0..a (0.69 ;0.55) 

W5 = 3.38 *W4 W5 = 2.00 ·W4 (3.38;2.00) 

Prepared by Dr Mircea Oologa - www.pitchforktrader.com 

Table 5.8 - The above table describes the applying of Fibonacci time and price ratios to the primary 
Elliott waves .• in our quest for the "time meets price" Cartesian coordinates. The last column on the 
right side, enumerates each coordillate in theform of "{time ratio; price ratio)" in Sitch a way that the 
astute trader will quickly use it to find profitable trades. 
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,lte Figure 5.38 - The study of the lower degree Elliott waves, on the above German Dux 30 Futures chart 
late illustrates the method of pointing out the time/price Cartesian coordinates. Time-wise, there are the 
five co lint bars, which will enable us to calculate the time ratios. Price-wise, we noticed the already 

calculated Fibonacci price ratios for each of the five lower degree Elliott waves of the primary W3 
wave, pertaining to the WI to W5 impulsive pattern. 
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''Time meets Price" Cartesian Coordinates 
of Lower Degree Elliott Waves 

(w1. w2, w3, w4 & w5 ofW3) 

Fibs Time Ratios Fibs Price Ratios 
----------------

w1:W3 = 1.00 w1:W3 = 1.00 

w2:W3 :: 0.44 "w1:W3 

w3:W3 = 1.611 "w1:W3 

w4:W3 :: 0.276 "w3:W3 

w5:W3 : 1.83 "w1:W3 

w5:W3 = 0.60 ·wO·3:W3 

w2:W3 = 0.618 ·w1:W3 

w3:W3 :: 1.786 "w1:W3 

w4:W3 = 0.50 ·w3:W3 

w5:W3 = 1.00 "w1:W3 

w5:W3 :: 0.433 ·wO·3:W3 

w5:W3 = 1.146 *w4:W3 w5:W3 :: 4.125 ·w4:W3 

Prepared by Dr Mircea Dologa • www.prtehforktrader.com 

Cartesian Coordinates 
"Time Meets Price" """"'--------_ ... _-, 

(Fib Time R; Fib Price R.) 

(0.44 ;0.618) 

(1.611 ;1.786) 

(0.276 ;0.50) 

(1.83 ;1.00) 

(0.60 ;0.433) 

(4.125 ;1.146) 

176 

Table 5.9 - The above table describes the applying of Fibonacci time and price ratios to the lower 
degree Elliott waves, in our quest for the "time meets price" Cartesian coordinates. The last column on 
the right side, enumerates each coordinate in the form of "(time ratio; price ratio)" in such a way that 
the astute trader will quickly use to find profitable trades. The study of this table in parallel witlt the 
preceding one - pertaining to the study of primary Elliott waves - could really enha1lce the 
comprehension and the trade management based on the Gall1l'S successful principle tltat he called 
"time meets price"! 

Key Points to Remember: 

• Be aware that the tools related to time will enable the trader 
to enter or to exit the market at the propitious time, 
preferably when time meets price, closely guided by the 
trading cycles like the flows and the ebbs of the oceans. 
The Fibonacci time study should be always performed in 
tandem with the price and volume. This may save the trader 
many problems, which could cost him, his entire capital. 

• Be informed that the practical implementation of the Fibonacci 
ratio bar count, created out of the Cann cycles, is one of the 
strongest time tools around! 

• Even if the Fibonacci and Lucas series (ratios) are frequentlY 
used together (or not) as time tools, we should know that their 
common denominator is the Colden Ratio - which occurs also 
between two consecutive Lucas numbers. 

• Don't neglect to use the Lucas sequence and ratios identicallY 
to the Fibonacci's in the process of projecting the specifiC 
targets in intra-day or not. We have noticed that the best 
results are obtained on the daily charts, because of the lesser 
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amount of noise. However, we strongly advise their intra-day 
use, well backed-up with other confirming tools. 

• Even if one of the best strategies in the process of using the 
time tools is to study them through the implementation of 
clusters, don't hesitate to take multiple initiating pivots, like 
an initial top, then a lower high, followed by another one, and 
so on ... Thus, a strong halting power time cluster will be 
efficiently revealed to the entrepreneurial trader. 

• The daily floor pivots are also at the time/price "rendez-vous" 
pertaining to the price side of the Cartesian coordinates, 
together with the pitchfork (on price chart or on the 
indicator's chart portion) and the volume. 

• Be aware that the secret of the time tools, if there is any 
secret, isn't to guess the exact Fibonacci ratio announcing a 
reversal, but rather to closely scrutinize the trend 
development through the Fibonacci ratios progression. This is 
done in such a way that when the low of the previous bar is 
broken down (in up-trend) there is a high probability to 
pronounce a reversal at that specific Fibonacci ratio value. 

• Don't neglect the implementation of the Fibonacci and Lucas 
time tools on a diagonal triangle. Most of the low/high pivots 
within this ending pattern coincide (+ /- 1 bar) with those of 
the numbers & ratios already shown in Tables 5.3 & 5.4. we can 
also add the prior pattern correction measured with the 
Fibonacci price ratios, which can reveal a "time meets price" 
Cartesian coordinate of the timing of the wave 'e'. This will 
emphasize the triangle's end, through the wave 'e'. 

• If the time tools are properly employed they can reveal the 
"time meets price' cartesian coordinates, where not only the 
labelling will be correct but also they will represent the optimal 
entry/exit locations. 

• Be aware that the applying of Fibonacci time and price ratios is 
possible on the primary waves and also on the lesser degree 
waves, in our quest for the "time meets price' Cartesian 
coordinates. They take the form of "( time ratio; price ratidJ" in 
such a way that the astute trader will quickly use them to find 
profitable trades. The study of the time ratio tables could 
really enhance the comprehension and the trade management 
based on the Cann's successful principle that he called "time 
meets price"! 
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Chapter 6 

Kinetics and Trading of Various Types of caps 

The mystery of trading the gaps has an anguishing embrace for most of the traders. Only 
the experienced traders have the qualifications to conceive and execute these trades. 
Beginners could only wonder why? Well, the complexity ofthe market flow takes mostly all 
of its importance, right at the "ringing belr' signal. The opening gap will factor in the 
overnight events. If this is properly understood, then the trade becomes obvious. After the 
opening period, the gap occurrence is mostly revealed by the current market development 
within the contextual market. In this case the knowledge of technical analysis is at work. 
When the trader is familiar with the gaps theory, then the practical procedures of trading 
gaps is easily put to work. Money and risk management ensures the safety of the well
initiated trades. 

1. Characteristics and Classification of Gaps 

The definition of the opening gap is obviously due to the visual observation of the market 
interruption in regard to yesterday's close. It is vital to have it correctly defined because 
the gap's height boundaries are used in measuring the location of the logical objective 
targets, thus heavily contributing to the outcome of the trade profit. 

Richard W. Schabacker, one of the technical analysis' giants, has written in his 1932 book 
titled "Technical Analysis and Stock Market" the following: 

"Gap is a stretch of 'open water' between the price ranges 0/ two successive trading days 
as pictorialized on our stock charts. " 

On the charts, the reality of the market flow interruption constrains us to accept the 
definition of the gap, as the price distance located between the close of the last bar 
(yesterday's last bar on the daily charts) and the open of the next period bar (today's opening 
bar). 

However, some traders consider a second definition, when the up-gap's height is taken as 
the difference between the last bar's high and the opening bar's low and vice versa for a 
down-gap. In our opinion, the latter definition doesn't invalidate the former. As we know, 
trading is an assembly of techniques. The consistent trader has the ability to use the right 
tool (s) at the right time. Thus, he or she will consider the gap's definition that is best suited 
for his trading tool and ... in return, the chosen tool will optimally describe the local market 
well carved within the market context. We refer here to the drawing of a gap median line of 
a pitchfork, whose PO-PI-P2 pivots are pertaining to the opening gap pattern. Usually the 
PO pivot is located before the opening gap, at the low of yesterday's pre-close period. The 
PI and P2 pivots can be considered as pertaining to the extreme levels (high & low) of the 
two bars forming the gap. We mostly take PI as the close level of gap's pre-opening bar 
(yesterday's last bar) and P2 as the open level of the gap's opening bar. 
6 

Talking about the opening gap, which will/actor in, the entire activity of the post-market, 
the overnight and the pre-market, we should understand the way the market makers work. 
First of all, they don't work for free they are there to make a living ... a good one! Second, 
the outcome of their task is to get a liquid market. If this is properly understood, then the 
opening trade will really make your day! 
Imagine for a minute that you are the market maker, in an insignificant news pre-market 
morning, with a lot of 'market on open' orders! How would you open the market to assure 
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a good liquidity and at the same time to make a living? Funny enough, you'll have - as a 
trader, this time - the impression of a "deja vu" (already seen) event. It is called the 
"buying weakness" because the market maker will open the market at its lowest possible 
support level. On the contrary, the market maker will open at the highest feasible 
resistance level, when the pre-market activity is prone for a high-steamed momentum. This 
time, the "deja vu" event is called "selling strength". It will partly explain why so 
frequently, the opening gap is quickly filled within the first 45 minutes. This can be even 
more detailed if the trader takes into account the time-of-the-day parameter! 
Trading the gaps passes not only through a full understanding of their characteristics but 
also their classification. It's not the same thing to trade an opening gap, an intra-day gap or 
a gap on the daily or weekly charts. Whatever time frame you use make sure to integrate 
the gap within the context of the dominant trend of the market. The first parameter to take 
into the consideration would be the size of the gap. A recent study of the gap's occurrence 
in the S&P 500 e-mini market (refer to Chris Curran's article in www.esignallearning.com) 
has described the following: 

85% chances of filling the gap, at least half way, if gap's size is between 0 and 1 %, 
78% chances of filling the gap, 90% to 100%, if gap's size is between 0 and 1 %, 
78% chances of filling the gap, at least half way, if gap's size is between 1 and 2 %, 
60% chances offilling the gap, 90% to 100%, ifgap's size is between 1 and 2%. 

Table 6.1 - Probability of Fitling the Gap Table (S&P 500 e-mini market) 

Whenever you are taking the decision to trade a gap, take into consideration its size too. 
Besides it, we should be aware of its location within the dominant trend and also the other 
significant parameters (refer to table below). 

Gap Description Table 

ITl~ofGae I I Location I I Descrielion I I Particularities I 
Common Gap in consolldaUons, represent 10cal ",,~bk>. _pi ..,alplng. 

IJlangl •• & ""' ..... 1. matillrt.....,tIons. oapld filling. 
lnaignlfi""nt volume. 

Breakaway Gap mostly juat after ... p ...... nt stanlng probabla profital:>le na.; 
conaotldatlons bloeksofattand. Ir_ently stays ...,.n; 

stgnals market "0 ........... partially flIIad; .""., .. _. mall1riUg'" m .. ltlpIa gapS; 
IIIg_ volum .. iclamln" 

1111. kind of g,ap. 

Tip: E><pecI volume fi$e dU!ing 
or aIIer bre:~b"', 

Runawa.y Gap within the .... nd marks 1M h.1f of probabla prolltabk> tra<t.; 
(conlint'''//aJl '" trend'. clavelop ..... nt. fnoqu..ntly alays 0_. 
measuring gap) "om_. partlany filled: 

much appreciated for lia 
lorsc:astlng a!IIUIy; 

kosser lIegra of volum .. 
trnIl> tIHt brallAway g,ap. 

rip: Volu_ may decrease II 
lhe breakout is doWnWard. 

ExhaU$tion G"p ju ... before the ..... rk. _ 1nIn"'" probabla profitallloo Ired.; 
trend's termination compl .. Uon. ,,"""'d shortly afta, "",allon 

much appreciated for ils 
foracastlng ability; 
.. uenuate<! volume. 

'TIp : 0Itet> confused with the 

breakaway gaP. if the volume 
Isn't observed, 

R ..... '''''II .. t''nd bar ..... th. prl.". marks a nw.r •• lj: probable profitable trade, 
(dual gap pa1temJ tren.d~a termfnation formed by •• ha"atlon 

and Ih. eu,.,.nl lrend and breakaway 1Flpe. Tip : Often indicates the end of 
,,,,,,,,,tlon. Us. the conceptual an intermediate movement. 

market concept. 

Table 6.2 - Gap Description Table 
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Figure 6.1 - Looking at the above chart will usually give the novice, the anguish of the unknown's 
darkness... He wouldn't know where to start his gaps' analysis. 
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Figure 6.2 - Even if the above chart is the same as the previous chart, the gap labelling has cleared 
the trading scene and completely changed the visual perception of the novice trader. Olle can see 
various gaps described in Table 6.2 and also observe Oil the above chart, the inception of the main 
trend, through the ellergy-building rectangles. The presellce of the 'reversal islalld' pattern is obvious 
at the tllrn of the up-trend. 
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We will conclude this sub-chapter by saying that in spite of their vehement impact, the 
external factors responsible for the gap's inception, will wane and their effects will not 
really last the whole morning. Then the chart related internal factors would take over, 
continuing the ongoing trend, as if nothing has ever happened. Now ... if you carefully 
study the contextual market, you will notice that the charting activity of the gap event and 
its related influence look like an intruding graft. If by any chance, the after-gap chart 
picture is amputated of the graft period, the separated charts put together will almost 
perfectly fit ... the market never leaves any loose ends! 

2. Mechanism of Breakaway Gap 

r~"t""'" 
bJDr_l><>IOIIO 
_-Pillcnlo,ttrldo,-,:o"" 

O!}/11 00!11 00113 00116 00.'11 OOt1S 

Figure 6.3 - The above 'double-level energy-building rectangle' can be responsible for the inception 
of a strong trelld. Even if the rectangle creation by the market flow may take several days, it frequently 
occurs in yesterday's pre-close or on the morning of the ongoing trend. Be aware to draw on the same 
chart the overlapping visual field of the two adjacent days. 
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'lain Figure 6.4 - Tile above 'single-level ellergy-building rectallgle' is responsible not only for the 
ious breakaway dOWIl gap's illception, but also for the strong downtrend. The PO-P]-P2 pitchfork using a 

30% slope gap mediallline, optimally describes this pattern. 
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900&.00 

Figure 6.5 - The above 'dual gap' pattern on the Nikkei 225 Cash Index daily chart is formed of an 
exhaustion and also a breakaway gap, which characterizes the 'reversal island' pattern (refer to the 
Table 6.2). The initiating energy of this gap pattern was so strong that it broke not only the TL-I trend 
line and the median line (MI.) but also the shorter moving average and it finally landed on the clusler 
formed by the longer moving average and the lower Fibonacci 50% ratio line. The RSI pattern closely 
corroborates the continuation of the down-sloping move. 

--~ 

I 

Figure 6.6 - The above chart continues the market activity of the previous chari, but three days later. 
Not on(l-' did the initial breakaway gap continued its strong down-sloping momentum but also tlte 
highly energi:;ed market performed a runaway gap. Its midpoint level has a milch appreciated 
forecasting ability (refer to Table 6.2 and also to Chapter 13 of Volume 1). 
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3. Opening Gap 

Trading the opening gap is directly correlated not only to the size of the gap and pre
market volume (for stocks) but also to the amount of energy stored in pre-markets during 
the pre-open events period (especially for Futures). This gives the trader the chance to 
analyse and actualise the events of the "teens of hours" of silent period and thus be in 
synchrony with the first bars of the opening market. 

3.1 "Oops!" Trade Set-Up 

Larry Williams - a well-known trader and teacher, who greatly contributed to the 
development of technical analysis, described one of the most profitable opening gap 
techniques. His "Oops!" technique is set-up when the market opens outside of the previous 
day trading range. In case of a down-gap, usually less than 1 % size, a long trade is set at 
the low of the last bar of the pre-close period, ready to be executed when and if the market 
flow will return upwards. The lower opening level will serve as an initial stop loss, but only 
if the trader's money management strategy will allow to risk this amount. Otherwise the 
trader will have to raise the stop loss limit upward to 61.8% of the Fibonacci ratio level of 
the gap. This pattern is even more profitable if the direction of fIlling the gap coincides 
with the dominant trend's direction. 
In case of an up-gap, usually less than 1 % size, a short trade is set at the high of the last bar 
of the pre-close period, ready to be executed when and if the market flow will return 

of an downwards. The higher opening level will serve as an initial stop loss, but only if the 
o the trader's money management strategy will allow to risk this amount. Otherwise the trader 
trend will have to raise the stop loss limit downward to 61.8% of the Fibonacci ratio level of the 
'lister gap. 
'ose/y Before we illustrate an example, the trader should be aware that the filling of the gap might 

not occur immediately, and that patience is necessary, sometimes until the day's end or 
even 2 or 3 days. Once again, this will depend on the gap's size, its location within the 
dominant trend and also on any specific peculiarities. 
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Figure 6.7 - The above chart illustrates and 'Oops!' trade set-up. On the 11110/08, the German Dax 30 
Futures opened at 5089 level, thus performing a 1.4% size gap (<;lightly over 1% - refer to Table 6.1). 
Thus, we can say that the probability offilling the gap is satisfactory. The market flow remained above 
the upper gap border for 8 hours and 30 minutes (17 bars of 30-min each), finally filling the gap 

later. within two bars. Late into the afternoon the trader entered the short trade at 5016 level (gap's lower 
o the level) with a stop loss located at 5075. If the risk of 59 Da..'\: points is too big (1475 euros) then the 
:iated trader can lower the stop loss to gap's 61.8% Fibonacci ratio - applied upward - at 5052 level, thlls 

diminishing it to 36 Dux points, the equivalent of900 ellros. 
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3.2 Opening Gap and Bollinger Bands 
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Figure 6.8 - The above chart is identical with the previous chart, which studies this time. a volatility 
approach o/trading the same opening gap. 

We observe that the opening bar of November 10th (refer to above chart) was halted right on 
the upper Bollinger band without piercing or penetrating it. It is more of a test rather than 
anything else. Usually in such situations, the market price would retrace and fill the gap, at 
least partially. This really happened 19 bars later in the afternoon, around 17:30hrs CET, 
when the price trespassed the 21-moving average pertaining to the bands and started to 
drop, 'walking down' on the lower border of the bands, at 4907.5 key level- the last low of 
the prior trend. One day later the market price repeated the same kind of behaviour and 
dropped to 4763.5 key level- the penultimate low of the prior trend. It is worth mentioning 
that the occurrence of TL-1 trend line signalled a very probable down move. I let the 
reader to conclude and see, which of these two strategies - 'Oofs!' or volatility set-up - is 
most adapted to his/her own style of trading! 

3.3 Opening Gap, TICK and PREM Indicators 

This opening gap trade is specific for the e-minis (ES) of S&P 500 market. It is based on the 
correlation occurring among the market price, the TICK and the PREM indicators. 
The TICK is nothing else but the NYSE broader cumulative TICK, measuring the 
difference between the numbers of stocks that are in an uptick and those being in 
downtick. A positive outcome will favour a long entry on the ES and vice versa. 
The PREM (premium), which is plotted, is the difference between the lead values of S&P 
500 Futures and its Cash equivalent. If the latter is leading we call the difference the 
discount. It is commonly accepted to buy the premium and sell the discount. As we knoW 
they are always in connivance, with the Futures mostly leading the cash market. Both 
indexes are trying to reach an equilibrium, which is measured by the fair value. 
The strategy is based on the principle that an up-gap is filled when the three factors - price, 
TICK and PREM - are in harmony, meaning a sensible opening market weakness, which 
will enhance reaching the maximum level at the 100% gap filling or farther down. 
A down-gap will be filled in an opposite situation: a sensible opening market strength, 
which will enhance reaching the maximum level at the 100% gap filling or farther upward. 
We should emphasize that these conditions do not necessarily occur right at the opening 
period. It may take several hours and rarely one or two days. 
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Figure 6.9 - The above chart illustrates a trade set-up using the TICK and PREM as confirming 
indicators. On the 11110108, at O:OOhrs CET, the S&P 500 e-mini Futures (ES) opened at 941 level and 
performed a 0.5% size gap (0 to 1% gap category - refer to Table 6.1). Thus, we can say that the 
probability of gap fillillg is 85%. The market flow remailled above the upper gap border for most of the 
day, starting the gap filling only at 16:30hrs CET. The short trade was entered at 16:45hrs on 936 pre
arranged key level with an initial stop loss at 941 key level. Whell the market slightly retraced at 
17:30hrs we re-entered with a first add-Oil 011 936 key level. The second pullback occurred at 20:00hrs 
alld a second add-on were performed at 925.75 key level. Every time we've entered or re-entered tile 
short trade (2 add-on'!) we check the confirmatiolls of the TICK alld PERM indicators. Othenvise we 
wouldn't have performed the trade! 

Figure 6.10 - The right side chart 
shows the TICK indicator, which 
confirmed every time, the short entry 
and the other two re-entries (add-ons). 

Figure 6.11 - The right side chart shows 
the PREM indicator, which confirmed 
every time, the short entry alld the other 
two re-entries (add-on.,,). We can see the 
extreme 2 values at the opening bar at 
O:OO"rs CET and also at the opening 
day session of the S&P 500 market at 
15:30"1'5 CET (9:30hrs US ET). 
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4. Multiple Gap Trend 

Figure 6.12 - The above chart shows an example of major & mill or pitchforks, which optimally 
describe not only the contextual market but also the local market. We firstly observed on the 
descending trend, a breakaway gap of 36 Dax points followed by a runaway gap of 56 Da.x: points. The 
forecasting capability of the latter gap could project the end of the P2-P3 swing from the middle point 
(5059.5 level) of the runaway gap to 4991.5 key level. 
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Figure 6.13 - The chart above continues the prior chart. The market price almost reached ,!Ie 
projected 4991.5 key level. The trader mllst have the patience for tlze final target to be attained. 
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Figure 6.14 - The above chart continued the market activity oJthe previous chart. The projected target 
of 4991.5 key level has been reached and the market jlow halted right on it. This is a very illustrative 
example oj the forecasting ability oj the runaway gap, also called the continuation gap. In order to 
establish the termination oj the current downtrend one should apply the Fibonacci price (and time) 
ratio tools not only to PO-PI swing but also to the previous trend, starting at 4851.5 key level. 

5. Filling the Down-Gap Synergized by Double Trending Failure 

6141 

6739 

6726 

2fI:30 
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Figure 6.15 - The above German Dux 30 Futures chart illustrates a 13 points up-gap. The marketjlow 
is IIJling to reach yesterday's high at 6747 level. III case oj a Jai/ure we can pleadJor afilling. 
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Figure 6.16 - The above German Dax 30 Futures chart continues the market activity of the previous 
chart, but 30 minutes later. The market flow is only 3 points away from yesterday's high. So far the 
descending slope of the TL-I trend line pleads rather for a down-sloping failure. Tfthis is the case, the 
trader should be prepared to enter a short multi-contract trade at 6737 key level with a small 4 points 
stop loss, just above the upper border of the gap at 6741 key level. There are three favourite projected 
targets: the first on the lower border of the gap at 6726 level, the second at the main weekly pivot at 
6722 level and the third at yesterday's pre-close low at 6717 key level. 
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Figure 6.17 - The above German Dax 30 Futures chart continues the market activity of the prel'iolls 
chart, but 50 minutes later. The momentum of the down-sloping failure propelled the market flow to 
the level of the first projected target at 6726 key level - the lower gap's border. Once the TL-c trend 
line has been penetrated, the downtrending should continue. The channel of the RSI suggests also a 
continuation of the current trend. The question is hoJV far it will go. 
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Figure 6.18 - The above German Dax 30 Futures chart continues the market activity of the previous 
chart, but 6 minutes later. The marketflow trespassed the lower gap's border but the small last bar and 
the waning of the volume indicates a possible reversaL The last trailing stop is at 6726 key level. At that 
level the trader should be ready for a Stop-and-Reverse (SAR) trade with a snagged stop loss just under 
the mainfloor weekly pivot at 6722 key level. 
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Figure 6.19 - The above German Dax 30 Futures chart continues the market activity of the previous 
chari, but 20 minutes later. As anticipated, the market flow reversed and is presently halted exactly at 
the mid-gap at 6732 key level. The tiny reversal hook just under the 50% line, on the RSI chari, pleads 
in favour of a reversal. 
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Figure 6.20 - The above German Dax 30 Futures chart continues the market activity of the previous 
chart, but 3 minutes later. It seems that the market price re-entered tlte descending channel and is now 

ready for the continuation of the down-sloping trend. The reversal of the RSI chart corroborates this 
scenario. Once again, the first, the second and the third projected targets will be the same, respective(v: 
6726,6722 and 6717 key levels. 

6. Partial Filling of Down-Gap, Half & Full Floor Pivots and Stochastics 
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Figure 6.21 - The above German Dax 30 Futures chart is set-up for an opening breakout. In the 
absence of any important old lows/highs key levels, the floor daily pivots and also the upper/lower pre
open breaking lines, were drawn. The Stochastics chart pleads for a break-up opening move, abort 
yesterday's close at 7390 key level. 
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Figure 6.22 - The above German Dax 30 Futures chart continues the market activity of the previous 
chart, but 25 minutes later. As anticipated the market flow opened downwards, but it quickly retraced 
into the symmetrical triangle. This is a sign of ill decision rather than of an up-sloping strength. The 
trader should be patient amI wait for a second breakdown, but this time under 7376 key level or a 
break-up above the 7390 key level. The RSI chart still persists in pleading for a down breakout. 

Figure 6.23 - The above German Dax 30 Futures chart continues the market activity of the previous 
chart, but 45 minutes later. The market flow chose a breakdown only halted by the daily half pivot at 
7364 key level. The immediate target should be the 7358-60 cluster zone formed by the weekly and 
monthly pivots. A second target is projected to the daily Sl pivot at 7347. The RSI chart certainly 
corroborates tile continuation of the down-sloping trend. 
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Figure 6.24 - The above German Da.'C 30 Futures chart continues the market activity of the previous 
chart, but one hour later. The market flow continued its initial strong down-sloping momentum until it 
reached the 100% extension of the triangle at 7331 level, close to the weekly pivot at 7336 key level. 
This also coincides with the 300% extension of the gap at 7334 level. The RSI optimally signalled tile 
reversal, which swiftly occurred and the reversing impulse took over the down-sloping momentum. 
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Figure 6.25 - The above German Dax 30 Futures chart continues the market activity of the prel'ious 
chart, bitt three hours later, in the middle of the day's doldrums. The corrective swing of the previous 
trend first halted and then reversed on the 3rd fan line. Afost of the traders consider that after three fall 
lines we should expect a reversal, more often thall 1I0t or at least a small correctioll or testing. 
A1oreover, the marketsjlow tested and retested, from underneath, the TL-a fine, readyfor a reversal. 
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Figure 6.26 - The above German Dax 30 Futures chart continltes the market activity of the previous 
chart, but one hOllr later, at the end of the day's doldrums. As anticipated, the market flow swiftly 
broke down the TL-a trend line and then it performed a one bar pllllback on the weekly pivot at 7336 
key level, ending lip between the 5tll and 6111 extension of the morning gap. The small reversal on the 
RST chart - in the oversold zone - doesn't plead for a continuation but rather for a reversal. 
We conclude here by saying that in !>pite of the first hOllr indecision, the market price extended so 
milch that it almost reached the sixth extension of the morning gap. 

7. Partial Filling of Down-Gap and Gap's Extension 
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Figure 6.27 - The above German Dax 30 Futures chart illustrates a down-gap opening with the first 
gap closing right IInder the Fibonacci 38.2% ratio. The Elliott waves labelling helps liS to see the 
down-gap move as a correction of previous trend. ThIlS, we expect a continuation of the down 
Correction, rather than gap's filling. We are prepared to enter short just under the 6621 level 
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Figure 6.28 - The above German Dax 30 Futures chart continues the market activity of the prior 
chart, but 12 minutes later. We can observe that the impulsive correction is in progress and that the 
market is building its W4 wave. Its upper limit is WI's level around 6641 level, just below the gap's 
upper border. The reversal pattern, illustrated by the last two bars, may signal the W 4 termination and 
the beginning of W5 wave of the impulsive correction, probably the wave A of an ABC pattern. 
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Figure 6.29 - The above German Da.'( 30 Futures chart continues the market activity of the prior 
chart, but 35 minutes later. The prior trend correction is still progressing and the ff'4 wave is finishing 
to build a rectangular triangle. The break down of its base at 6617 key level, will engender the 
cOlltinuation of the W5 start-up, already initiated within the rectangular triangle. The first target runs 
to at least 6611 key level. We consider that shorting at this level will be a very' profitable trade. 
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Figure 6.30 - The above German Dux 30 Futures chart continued the market activity of the prior 
chart, but 30 minutes later. The down-sloping trend greatly developed cruising along the descending 
channel, until it reached gap's measured 100% height. A new Elliott wave labelling was done, so that 
the current impulsive W3 wave is more adapted to the marketflow's new development. 
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Figure 6.31 - The above German Dux 30 Futures chart continued the market activity of the prior 
chart, but 20 minutes later. The down-sloping trend greatly developed cruising along the descending 
channel, until it was finally halted at the gap's measured 123.6% height at 6590 key level. The Action 
and Reaction Line set-up optimally embedded the development of the down-sloping impulsive pattern, 

riOT which reached so far the TL-a trend line, representing the Action Line. If the strong up-sloping W4 
ling momentum will propel the market flow to trespass the 6619 key level (the termination of WI, also 
the named W4/Wl overlapping line), then we'll have to re-label the current downwards-impulsive pattern. 

'llIlS If not, the trader should be ready either for a complex W4 structure forming a sideways market or, on 
the contralY, for a sudden and abrupt downwards W5 development. 
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Figure 6.32 - The above German Dux 30 Futures chart continued the market activity of the prior 
chart, butfour hours later. The market/low trespassed the W41W1 overlapping line at 6619 key level 
and thus the impulsive pattern labelling was invalidated. The market flow is currently drifting along a 
sideways market, well described by the descending pitchfork. The trigger line just halted the up-slopillg 
development preparing the market for a very probable downward movement. 

8. Un-Filled Down-Gap, Elliott Waves and Gap's Extensions 
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Figure 6.33 - One can easily see, 011 tlte above chart that the down-gap pertains to the correctil'e 
pattern of the prior day's W3 wave. Qua11lifying the size of tlds correction needs several tools: the 
Fibonaci price ratios, the morning gap's extensions and the 3 harmollic moving averages. They are 
needed ill our quest for a multi-level cluster capable of W4 halting. The W4m'j overlapping limit was 
marked at 7464.5 level. Its trespassing will invalidate the current Elliott wave labelling. 
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Figure 6.34 - The above chart continued the market activity of the previous chart, but 3 hours later. 
The W4 retracement reached the 66.66% ratio at 7462 level, 2.5 points below the W4IWloveriapping 
Iille, thu ... invalidating the current impllisive pattern. The cluster of 7464.5-7462 zone formed by the 4th 
extension of the mornillg gap, the 66.66% W4 retrace level alld the W4IWI overlappillg limit, plays 
here all importallt support role, which could be pelletrated agaill. 
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Figure 6.35 - The above chart continued the market activity of the previous chart, but two hours later. 
The TL-OJ trend line, Ollr upward delineating resistallce bortler, seems to be pelletrated by the market 
flow ill its way to terminate W4 of the corrective pattern. Once agaill the trespassillg of the new W4IWI 
overlapping line at 7480 key level, which coillcides with the Ih e'Ctellsioll of the morning gap and all 
old high of the prior trend, will invalidate the current Elliott wave labellillg. 
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Figure 6.36 - The above chart cOlltinued the market activity of the previolls chart, but two hours later. 
Once again the W4IWI overlapping line was trespassed and the Elliott wave labelling invalidated. The 
market fTow started to progressively climb the ladder of morning gap's extensions, from the 6'11 to the 
2nd

, opposite to the morning's direction. The fan lines 011 the volume portio11 of the chart assist the 
trader to closely mOllitor the lip-sloping trelld advance. 
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Figure 6.37 - The above chart cOlltillued the market activity of the previolls chart, but three hOllrs 
later. The high-steamed momentum propelled the market fTow not only through the width (~r the 
morning gap but also two extensions farther, reaching the upper 350% Fibonacci line ~f the initia/ IIP
sloping pitchfork at the 7562 key level. It then swiftly reversed, returning within the gap. One call sec 
here the importance of the gap's extensions in studying the market, strictly correlated with the degree 
ojfuelling volume closely monitored by its jan lilles. 
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9. Partially Filled Down-Gap, Channelling, Gap Rectangles and Volume Fan Lines 
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Figure 6.38 - The above chart illustrates the huge 81.5 points Dax up-gap, well embedded within the 
up-sloping channel bordered by TL-Ol and TL-03. It reached the 8th extension of an old gap at 7605 
key level. {n spite of the filling process, which has already began; there is a low probability of being 
filled, given its huge size - over 1%. We are expecting a retracement between 38.2% and 61.8% around 
7560 key level, yesterday's afternoon high. 
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Figure 6.39 - The above chart contillued the market activity of the prior chart, but 45 minutes later. 
We chose some more adequate tools for this mlllti-gap trend: the ascending pitchfork, the descending 
trend lines (TL-O 1 to TL-04) alld the volume witlt its dual origin fall lines. Yesterday's gap extensions 
replaced those of all older gap. The retraced price almost reached yesterday's high at 7560 level. 
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Figure 6.40 - The above chart continued the market activity of the prior chart, but two hours and 
forty-five millutes later. The retracement occurred as we allticipated between 38.2% and 50% levels, 
around 7560 key level alld then the market flow cOlltinued its initial ascending trend direction. The 
high-steamed momentum propelled the price above the upper border of the morning gap and the lh 
extension of yesterday's gap. In spite of this vigorous move, the volume didn't exacerbate being within 
the limit of the lowest volume TL-Olb fan tine. 
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Figure 6.41 - The above chart cOlltinued the market activity of the prior chart, but one hour alld 
forty~five minutes later. The cluster formed by the 7th extellsion o.{yesterday's gap, the WL-03 warning 
line and the 50% extension of morning's gap stops the market flow. Judging from the fact tllal 
morning's gap is a continuation gap, its forecasting characteristics signal a strong continuatioll of tile 
current trend (refer to jilrther gap forecasting details in Chapter J 3, Volume J). 
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Figure 6.42 - The above chart continued the market activity of the prior chart, but two hours and 
fifteen minutes later. The market flow progressed tremendously to a highest high at 7708.5 key level, 
almost reaching the 1 t h e.ytension of yesterday , s gap, the 125% extension (-1.25 ratio at 7706 level) of 
morning's gap and the 550% Fibonacci price ratio line of the ascending pitchfork. The volume fan 
lines indicate that the volume has cOl1sistently diminished and that an imminent top is probable. 
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Figure 6.43 - The above chart continued the market activity of the prior chart, but two hours and 
thirty minutes later, into the day's close. The top seems to be reached because the volume is very poor, 
well behind the lowest volume TL-04 fan line. A huge volatile bar was just performed and the price 
tries to break down the lower border of the topping rectangle, in his way to reverse the market. 
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Figure 6.44 - The above chart concludes the trading scene of a multi-gaps trend illustrating the 
synergy of the most adequate tools: the morning's gap extensions, the ascending pitchfork, the 
counter-trend trend lines, which considered in pairs will occur as counter-trending parallelograms, 
and the short moving average. 

Conclusion: 

It is important to reveal the reasons for choosing the ,right trading tools, which are the most optimal 
for trading the multiple gaps trend (see above chart): 

The extensions of the morning gap are here very helpful because they not only perform the 
projecting of the top, but also the initiating level of the reversal. In the above chart, the top 
neared the immediate zone above the upper border of the first extension around 7700 key 
level and then it re-entered the rectangle in opposite direction, in its way to reversal. The 
upper border served here as a symmetry axis. 
The ascending pitchfork played a vital role because its upper median line (UML) halted the 
trend's top, right after the market price performed its outburst from the gap's first extension 
rectangle. Moreover, the pitchfork's median lines may serve as target levels (first the median 
line, then the lower median line, followed by the warning lines and the trigger line) for the 
descending market. 
The counter-trend trend lines, which considered in pairs, will occur as counter-trending 
parallelograms. They revel the counter-trending aspect, which is so often neglected by the 
novice trader. It constantly reminds that trading the trend is the best approach and that the 
trader should never buck the trend! Moreover, the number of these patterns will detail the 
trend's morphology, and signal the nearing and the termination of the top. The usage of 
Elliott waves will emphasize them, label them and better assist the trader in visualisation 
process of the corrective waves. 
The short exponential moving average (5-ema) plays its classic role of illustrating the trend 
progression. The deeper the trend's slope, the shorter the moving average will be. The choice 
of its period is crucial because ideally it must serve as a continuous curvilinear support. Even 
if the trend's PO-P3 slope is 45° and that of the last P2-P3 swing is 30°, the chosen period does 
here an optimal job. 
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10. Gap Related to Multiple Time Frame Floor Pivots 
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Figure 6.45 - The above German Da.;r; 30 Futures 5-min chart prepared the trading set-up for 
tomorrow's market activity. We have already drawn the most adequate trading tools: the ascending 
pitchfork identifYing the trend, the multiple time frame floor pivots laying out the main supports and 
resistances and the ascending wedge on the Stochastics chart. We note the strong up-trend and the 
entry of the Stochastics in the overbought zone. 
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Figure 6.46 - The above chart continues the previous chart and illustrates the first 60 minutes of the 
opening. The marketflow gapped up, being halted by the R1 pivot at 7291 key level just on the upper 
median line of the ascending pitchfork. The indicator is at the upper TL-1a borderline of the wedge. 
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Figure 6.47 - The above chart continues the previous chart, but forty minutes later. The market flow 
continued its up-sloping trend well above the 34-e.'Cponential movillg average, which is a strong sign of 
strength. The indicator is still ill the overbought zone, ready to break down the TL-Ia lower borderline 
of the wedge. Asfor now, it seems that the trend will contillue, at the same pace. 
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Figure 6.48 - The above chart continues the previous chart, but forty-five minutes later. The market 
flow climbed even higher reaching the 7309 level, almost touching the pivotal cluster zone of weekly 
pivot (7313) and daily R2 pivot (7314). It currently leans on the second extension of the morning gap at 
7302 key level. It is very illteresting to illustrate the Old Gap Technique with its Fibonacci ratio 
median lines, which can clearly pinpoint the upper limits of the market, right IIOW at its 78.6% 
Fibonacci ratio median line. The presence of the minor pitchfork engenders probable confluences. Be 
also aware of the 7325 confluence level transposed from the daily chart - a very powerfUl resistance! 
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Figure 6.49 - The above chart continues the previous chart, but four hours later. The market flow 
reached the transposed daily confluence at 7325 key level in vicinity of the 350% extension of the 
morning gap. The Old Gap Technique shows that the price was halted at the 50% Fibonacci ratio 
median line, at the 7326.5 key level, the highest high, so far. The last two tiny bars located just on the 
daily confluence line and the location of the Stochastics chart, right IInder the ascending TL-lc trend 
line, plead for an imminent, very probable reversal. 

11. Real-Time Gap: Trade Management with Money & Risk Management 
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Figure 6.50 - The above chart illustrates the 14.5 points gap filling set-up. We have chosen the most 
adequate tools: the ascending pitchfork, the floor pivots (quarter, mid & DP daily pivot), the 
Stoc/lastics exiting the oversold zone, the highest high level and the 21-exponential moving average. 
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Figure 6.51 - The above chart continues the market activity of the prior chart, but 55 minutes later. 
The pre-arranged long entry at 7219.5 level was quickly executed with a test and retest procedure at the 
median line (ML) at 9:50hrs. The stop loss is at 7217.5 level and the first target is at 7229.5 level,just 
one tick below the mid-pivot. The market flow already filled 78.6% of the gap. The Stochastics climbed 
straight into the overbought zone at the left of TL-l trend line. For the Risk & Money Management 
procedures, we use the Three-Pawn Technique (refer below to Table 6.3). 
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Figure 6.52 - The above chart continues the market activity of the prior chart, bllt 15 minutes later. 
The market flow filled the gap, and we moved the stop loss to break-even level (7219.5). The breakout 
of the TL-l trend line on Stochastics chart can be either a market price reversal or a simple pul/back. 
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Figure 6.53 - The above chart continues the market activity of the prior chart, but 30 minutes later. 
The market flow is now performing a sideways move just above the 61.8% Fibonacci ratio at 7222 key 
level. The breakout of the TL-J trend line on Stochastics chart can be either a market price reversal or 
a simple pullback. The type of pattern is not yet elucidated. There is always possible, either a bounce on 
the 50% Stochastics level thus enhancing the pullback scenario, or on the contrary, a drop under the 
40% line, which will definitely confirm the reversal. We mention also the downward trespassing of the 
moving average [6-DMA+4(L)], which also has its importance. 
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Figure 6.54 - The above chart continues the market activity of the prior chart, but 90 minutes later. 
The market flow zoomed through the target nO J (7229.5) and halted at the pivotal cluster formed by 
the quarter pivot & the first gap extension. We exited one contract (2 still remained) and moved the 
stop loss to trail nO J (7236). The price will climb further due to overbought Stochastics, above TL-3. 
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Figure 6.55 - The above chart continues the market activity of the prior chart, but 75 minutes later. 
The market flow zoomed through the already mentioned pivotal cluster (7242) and halted currently at 
14:02hrs CET just above it. We moved the stop loss higher to trail nO 2 (7242) and we prepared for a 
SAR (stop-and-reverse) short trade due to the eagerness of the Stochastics to break down its TL-3 trend 
line. We also believe that it is wise to practice the ''Expect the unexpected" principle and expect 
negative news at 14:15hrs CET. lfa SAR short trade is performed at trail nO 2 (7242 key level), it will 
be executed with a total of four contracts (2 contracts to exit the prior long trade and other 2, to 
enter a new short trade). 
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Figure 6.56 - As anticipated the market flow dropped strongly and the SAR short trade entry was 
performed at 7242 key level at 15:35hrs CET. We have now fully exited the long trade with all three 
contracts (1+ 2) and we are now short with two trading units. The management of the second trade 
(short trade entry at 7242 level) is briefly described below. The trade management with risk & mOlley 
management are treated in Table 6.4. 

A tiny stop loss at the high of the last bar above 21-ema at 7246 level, after entry's short order, 
A single pre-arranged target at the DP daily pivot at 7206 key level, 
A break-even stop, as soon as the market advances 1.5 ATR (14) move - 9 points, 
And two 'add-on re-entry' trades, at 7231 & 7215 key levels. 
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Please find below the table corresponding to the Three-Pawn Technique, already explained 
in Chapter 19 of Volume 1 and also at the end ofthis third volume. 

Table 6.3 - Three-Pawll Technique 
Table: 
LONG Trade -1 Target & 2 Trails 
with Risk & Money Management 

Table 6.4 - Three-Pawn Technique 
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with Risk & Money Management 
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Key Points to Remember: 

• The kinematics of filling a gap represent a crucial factor in the 
process of Trading Learning. It could become a real edge in the 
trader's life, if he/she will practice enough its mechanism, by 
analysing hundreds/thousands of gap filling charts. Most of the 
traders are lead to the conclusion that: "The smaller the gap is, 
the swifter and more complete the gap filling will be". 

• Be aware that trading the opening gap is directly correlated 
not only with the size of the gap and the pre-market volume 
but also with the amount of energy stored in the markets 
during the pre-open events period. 

• In spite of the gaps' vehement impact, the causal factors 
responsible for the gap's inception will wane and their effects 
will not really last the whole morning. Then the chart related 
internal factors would take over, continuing the ongoing 
trend, as if nothing has ever happened. 

• Be aware of the « buying weakness» when the market maker 
will open the market at its lowest possible support level. On 
the contrary, when "selling strength" the market maker will 
open at the highest feasible resistance level, when the pre· 
market activity is prone for a high-steamed momentum. It will 
partly explain why so frequently, the opening gap is quickly 
filled within the first 4S minutes. 

• The complete array of the gap's characteristics include its: 
closure, size, numerous presence/absence within the trend, 
volume during the first bar and aftermath and degree of 
acceleration. 

• Recall in a few words, the identification footprint of each type 
of gap: common (change signal, breaking away (strong trend 
signal, continuation (ensures momentum's inertia and 
exhaustion (termination & reversal possible signalJ. 
Be aware that a gap can always introduce another one or 
several others. 

• The knowledge comprehension of gaps and the mastering of all 
four types of gaps are considered by the professional traders 
as one of the most hard to acquire, but resulting in a very 
profitable edge. 

• Not only the initial breakaway gap can continue its strong 
momentum but also the highly energized market can 
frequently perform a runaway gap. Its midpoint level has a 
much appreciated forecasting ability (refer to Table 6.2 and 
also to Chapter 13 of Volume 1), 
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• Don't neglect that the trader doesn't need teens of methods to 
be profitable. concerning the opening gap we give the priority 
to: "Oops" trade set-up. opening gap & Bollinger Bands set-up. 
and opening gap set-up monitored by the $TICK and $PREM 
indicators. 

• Be aware that we frequently use the fan lines of the volume in 
closely monitoring the opening period and also for the further 
development of the trend. Together with price, the volume is 
the first and the most concrete factor in evaluating the trend's 
continuation or its abrupt termination. 

• whatever you do. don't forget about using the gap's 
extensions in our quest for clusters. 

• The trading scene of a multi-gaps trend must use synergistic 
tools. which are the most adequate for trading the trend, as 
much as possible: the morning's gap extensions. the ascending 
pitchfork, the counter-trend trend lines. which considered in 
pairs will occur as counter-trending parallelograms, and the 
short moving average~ 

• Entering the opening gap trading without using a solid "risk & 
money management technique" would bring the trade's 
outcome very close to a fiasco. The use of the "Three Pawns 
Technique" will certainly relieve the trader from the trade's 
stress, especially when the "automatic trade mode" is used! 

• Make sure that you fill in the "Three-Pawn Technique" table. 
every time you are considering a trade. Thus, not only will your 
trade will be more secure and profitable, but also YOU'll have 
the necessary data for the Trader Journal (refer to tables 6.3 & 
6.4>-

• Even if these techniques are very well performed, there will be 
no efficient trading results. unless the trader takes into 
conSideration the territory ahead of the gap, in such a way 
that the key levels are systematically catalogued. Thus. the risk 
of the end run is fully avoided, and the market flow will 
develop according to its full trending potential. 

• Be prepared for the transformation of a traditional median 
line. into a gap median line, as soon as the day's gap is 
unlatched. 

• Do not neglect to consider any other gap median line 
construction utilising the old highs or lows of yesterday's 
morning. after-noon, or even if they are a few days old. 

• The gap is and remains an anguishing mystery in the mind of 
most traders. So once again ... you better be prepared, For the 
unexpected! 
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Chapter 7 Be 
trig 
tra( 

Horizontal Ellipses: An Original Trading Tool revi 
por 

For many years the ellipse patterns were unknown to the traders, until 1983 when RObert for 
Fisher - a great teacher and trader of www.fibotrader.com - has presented a series of As 
seminars that introduced the PHI-ellipse (Golden ratio) concept, based on an oval pattern em! 
built through a length/width Fibonacci ratios relation. togl 
We have tried to develop in this chapter other types of ellipses, born-out-of-a-circle, which 
are not dependent on the PHI Golden ratios. 2. 

1. Ellipses and Market Flow Description 

The ellipses are chart patterns that embed the market flow. Most of the born-out-of-a. 
circle ellipses presented here are horizontal and they have the same functional principles as 
the slant-oriented ellipses. Like pitchforks, they are time/price tools, which can improve the 
visualisation, thus the market flow analysis, whether the bias is trending or sideways. 
Moreover, both tools are dynamically related to the market, being in constant movement. 

Figure 7.1 - The above drawing illustrates the similitude that might occur between the pitchfork and 
its corre~ponding ellipse. The mUltiple arrows represent the market zigzag swings. 

There are many similarities between the PO-PI-P2-P3 pitchfork and the ABC pattern
related ellipse: 

Both are built on the pivots of a three-wave pattern. It is important to mention that only the 
first three pivots are indispensable (PO, PI & P2) for the ellipse drawing, 
Both represent the time/price relation, which dynamically evolve within the Cartesian space, 
Both follow the market flow direction, even if their slopes are different and they rarely 
overlap, 
The confluences between the pitchfork's median line (and its acolytes) and the ellipse's 
circumference, may form very strong reversal levels or on the contrary, can create various 
price bars continuation phenomena (zooming, piercing and test and retest) phenomena, 
There is a perfect mapping of the ellipse's body by the constituents of the pitchfork: median 
line, upperlIower median lines and the 50% Fibonacci ratio lines. They will ideally help to 
visualize the price outburst from the ellipse, thus better preparing the trade. 
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Be patient until a trend will continue developing inside the ellipse. A short trade will be 
triggered as soon as the market flow will breakdown off the ellipse. On the contrary, a long 
trade is signalled, if the down-sloping market reaches the lower ellipse's portion and it 
reverses the trend. This trade is entered when the price outbreaks the ellipse's upper 
portion. These counter-trend techniques are efficient for slant ellipses, but not necessarily 
for horizontal ellipses. We will see further in the chapter some examples. 

As for the necessary numbers of ellipses, we can draw either a single big-sized ellipse, 
embedding the whole contextual market, or multiple small-sized ellipses, which put 
together, will visualize in detail the slightest move in the process of market development. 

2. Morphology and Dynamics of Ellipses 

Figure 7.2 - The above drawing il/ustrates a horizontal multi-ellipse set-up drawn out of a circle. We 
consider H as the ellipse's height and L as its length (or width). We will see further that their 
Fibonacci ratios will create PHI-ellipses. 

Figure 7.3 - The above drawing illllstrates the same horizontal multi-ellipse set-lip, drawn out of a 
circle. The Hand L are already drawn and also the division of the Cartesian space in four regions, 
which we call quadrants. Each is identified in regard to the center of the ellipse. This spatial 
orientation is vital because we may draw an ellipse in advance of the market activity and then all the 
quadrants will be used instead of the common upper right and lower right quadrants. 
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Figure 7.4 - The right side 
chart shows the right half
ellipse having two 45° angles. 
This market slope angle is one 
of the most frequently met, 
born out of the right side of 
the ellipse. 
It goes without saying that 
this direction is where the 
time meets price most often. 
The same angle, taken in 
symmetry above the ellipse's 
horizontal axis is valid for a 
trend originating in the lower 
left quadrant. 

Figure 7.5 The right side 
chart shows the ellipse's right 
side with the upper quadrant 
having the Gann angles and the 
lower quadrant a 45° angle. 
The purpose of this illustration 
is to show that a 45° angle is not 
necessarily the same as the Ixl ' 
Gann angle, even if it seems 
inevitably required. The 
difference depends on the scale 
of the chart, which can vary 
from one software to another. 
There are a few good programs 
around and they really make 
the difference in trading! 

Figure 7.6 The right side 
chart shows a 1.236 ratio PHI
ellipse. We can see that the 
market flow tested four times its 
horizontal axis and it finally 
decided, right out of the pattern, 
to climb a 45° angle. In order to 
closely follow the market we 
should have drawn an adjacent 
PHI-ellipse - to the right - in 
such a way that the outburst 
zone is completely covered. 
As for the PHI-ellipse ratios we 
frequently count: 1.236, 1.272, 
1.382,1.618,2.0,2.618 & 4.236. 
VeIJ'seldom we met the higher 
values: 6.857, 11.090, 17.944 
and 29.034. 

I' 
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3. Multiple Concentric Ellipses as a Way of Unveiling the Price Behavior 

..-
Figure 7.7 - The right side chart 
showS concentric ellipses, issued 
out of a circle. We can observe 
that they progressively embed the 
top rectangle. It's worth 
mentioning that after the outbllrst 
of the market flow from the 
originating rectangle (0% to 
100% zone), it took three 
extensions to create the top 
rectangle, halted at 7776 level. 
We calt marvellously see, how 
faithfully the concentric ellipses 
closely track the rectangle pattern 
development. It is a milch better 
visualisation! 

Figure 7.8 - The right side chart 
continues the prior, but two hours 
later. The volume and its 14-ma 
plunged and the last two down 
bars plead for a down move, 
probably out of the rectangle. 
We can observe here that the 
mUltiple ellipses played the role of 
a ladder for the market flow. So 
far, the market price stayed with ill 
the first four ellipses (110 1 to 4). 
The reversal, out of the top 
rectangle, will be signalled when 
the market flow will progressively 
break the circumference of ellipse 
n04 and then the 7706 key level. 

/ 
~/ ! 

4. Ellipses: Another Manner of Measuring the Breaking-Down Thrust 

Figure 7.9 - The right side chart 
shows a symmetrical triangle 
ready to break down until the 
100% to 127.2% of the thrust. 
In Elliott terms it is the w5: W5 
development. We will explain 
further the precise projection of 
the triangle'S thrust, by the use of 
ellipses. For that we'll use the 
ellipses drawn out of a circle but 
not in the direction of circle 
retrace to give multiple ellipses, 
hilt rather from multiple ellipses 
extend to a filII circle, where the 
height (H) equals the length (L). ~-- .... - - ..... 
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Figure 7.10 The right side 
chart illustrates the ellipsoidal 
mapping of the current market 
forming the symmetrical triangle 
- see above chart - ready to drop. 
We drew an ellipse out of a circle, 
which encloses the current 
market. The 45° opposite angles 
are known to eventually guide the 
market for a predominant down 
development. 
In order to draw the nO I ellipse 
we used three landmarks: the 
lower right arc, which was just 
tested 6 times, the last bar and the 
coincident close & open of 180° 
volatile bars (top of the ellipse). 

Figure 7.11 - The right side chart 
continues the prior, but one hour 
later. We have also drawn the nO 
2 ellipse using the three labelled 
landmarks. We will try to 
progressively draw the bigger 
ellipses, in such a way that we will 
reach the drawing of a full circle. 
The last two huge volatile bars 
plead for a continuation of the 
downtrend. 

Figure 7.12 - The right side chart 
continues the prior, but three 
hOllrs later. We have also drawn 
the nO 3 ellipse, which not only 
coincides with a circle (H-height 
& L-length are equal with the 
radius) but, which will efficiently 
embed the current market flow. 
Moreover, we can say that the 
circle has a halting power, 
because the market flow has been 
currently stopped at its lower right 
arc and that the bars are getting 
progressively smaller. 
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Figure 7.13 - The right side chart 
continues the prior, but twenty 
minutes later. It illustrates the lise 
of the projected W5 Elliott wave, 
;11 comparison with the lise of the 
ellipses. 
We can see that the market flow 
halted exactly at the 1.0 Fibonacci 
price ratio and thus coincides 
with the circle's radius, born out 
of the progressive ellipses. 
We don't claim the superiority of 
the ellipses over the Fibonacci 
price ratios but we certainly 
advice the use due to their 
time/price ratios relation, which 
the Fibonacci price ratios alone 
don " have. 

,,"Mf!!l!!!!r'lli __ ¥1'iW§ --.. Il< __ ---!ii. 1_ 1lII0I 

5. Energy-Restored Trending Ellipses by an Inceptive Circumscribed Ellipse 

Figure 7.14 - The right side chart 
shows the necessary trade set-up 
for an imminent break down. 
We have circumscribed all ellipse 
within a rectangle, in order to 
sigllal an early breakout: firstly 
out of the ellipse having the lower 
right arc already broken down by 
the huge down volatile bar and 
then the location of close bar, 
which halted just on the right side 
of the circumscribing rectangle. 
The 64 bars long (L) circum
scribed ellipse has stored a 
tremendous amoullt of energy 
ready to explode downwards. 

Figure 7.15 - The right side chart 
continues the prior chart, but the 
next day at the opening bar. 
As we can observe the high 
amount of stored-energy has 
e'(ploded and catapulted the 
opening bar lower titan the last 
low - seven days ago, on 09/29. 
The huge size of the gap, togetlter 
with the breakdown of the last low 
level, pleads in favour of tlte 
dowll-sloping trend continuation. 
We are tempted to use the ellipse's 
extensions laid on the vertical 
axis (H) in order to detect the 
terminatioll of the current trend. 
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Figure 7.16 - The right side chart 
continues the prior chart, but a 
day later, into the opening bar. 
As planned we have vertically 
drawn the nO 2 ellipse using: the 
volatile bar downwards oriented 
(landmark nO 1) and the last bar. 
The center of this ellipse has bem 
placed at the lower portion of the 
down-gap. 
We are expecting a fluctuating 
market flow well localized within 
the n03 ellipse's lower left & 
right quadrant (refer to chart 
below), in order to continue its 
down-sloping trend. 

Figure 7.17 - The right side chart 
continues the prior chart, but a 
day later, around 14:00hrs CET. 
A second vertically drawn ellipse 
(nO 3) was placed, right next to 
the prior (nO 2) at the same 
horizontal axis level. 
We observe that the market flow 
dropped under the nO 3 ellipse. It 
just made a mirror bar pattern. 
The descending axis of the last 
two ellipses signal a vel)' plausible 
down trend continuation. In such 
situation, it's much better to align 
the axis of ellipses with that of the 
down-sloping trend. 

Figure 7.18 - The right side chart 
continues the prior chart, but a 
day later, into the close. 
We have modified the chart set-up 
by trend aligning of the ellipses' 
centers. The day just closed within 
the last ellipse (nO 5) at the low of 
the last descending bar. 
The descending channel formed 
by the three trend lines (TL-1, TL-
2 and Center line) resembles the 
Action and Reaction Line set-up, 
without being one. 
The strong down-sloping trend 
formed of very strong momentum 
swi1lgs plead for conti1luation of 
the trend targeted towards TL-2. 
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Figure 7.19 - The right side chart continues the prior chart, but a day later, into the first two opening 
bars. As anticipated the market flow continued its down-sloping momentum and halted right on the 
lower border of the aligned ellipses channel formed by TL-2 trend line. In spite of the big down-gap, 
the huge doji bar (an indecision bar) signals a very probable reversal, having as first target the Center 
Lille and as second target the upper border (TL-I) of the aligned ellipses channel. 
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FigUl"e 7.20 - The right side chart continues the prior chart, the same day, but illlo the close. After a 
Whole day sideways movement, the market flow finally decided to retrace and halted into the Center 
Line of the channel. The close of the last bar above its midlevel pleads in favour of the retrace 
continuation. However, a lot of precaution is necessary because the Center Line is a very solid 
resistance, necessitating a lot of breaking-up energy, in order to be trespassed. If a breakout occurs, it 
will certainly be either zooming through the 'ceiling' or a big to consistent sized up-gap. 
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Figure 7.21 - The right side chart continues the prior chart, but two days later into the opening bar. 
The market flow gapped up, as anticipated and climbed straight up the entire day. Moreover, this 
tremendously strong up-sloping trend continued, right from the opening of the following day. At this 
sustained pace, there is a big probability that the up-trend will continue having as first target the 
Center Line (+1) of the upper extended channel. 
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Figure 7.22 - The right side chart continued the prior cha,.t, into the day's end. The market flow 
reached the Center Line (+1) of the upper extended channel and then it retraced, testing the upper 
portion of the nO 9 ellipse. As one can see, we have drawn multiple identical ellipses, forming not on~f 
a real mapping of the cOllte."'tual market bllt also a very close set of channel t,.end !illes, which is also 
able to closely track tire current - most recent market. 
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6. Ellipses and Pitchforks: Unveiling the Profitable Trades 

Figure 7.23 - The right side chart 
shows two ellipses: a major and a 
minor one. They were drawn to 
illustrate the synergy, which may 
occur between pitchforks and 
ellipses. 
There can be born a sort of 
connivance not only between the 
two ellipses bllt also among them 
and an· eventual pitchfork. The 
main purpose of this set-up is to 
reveal the occurrence of clusters 
and confluences, which can 
constitute very strong reversal 
levels. This association of tools will 
better visualize the contextual and 
the current market flows. 

Figure 7.24 - The right side chart is 
identical to the prior, but a few 
hours later, into the day's close. 
We have drawn a descending 
pitchfork and we have added a 
partial superposed ellipse (nO 2) on 
tile minor nO 1 ellipse. 
This set-up immediately revealed 
several charting elements, indis
pensable for the decision taking: the 
median line was tested numerous 
times, the horizontal axis of the 
minor ellipses serves as a symmetry 
ax,is for the trading range and the 
UML bluntly halted the market. 

Figure 7.25 - The right side chart is 
identical to the prior, having the 
third minor ellipse (nO 3), as tile 
only difference. 
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We try to illustrate that the minor 
ellipses - which closely follow the 
current market - should always be 
ahead of the market flow, oriented 
towards the most probable future 
move. The adding of nO 3 ellipses 
prepares the market mapping in 
case of an up-trend bursting out of 
the bottom trading range. In spite of 
this ergonomic set-lip, there is 
another missing minor ellipse, in 
case of a rectangle's continuatioll. 
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Figure 7.26 - The right side chart is 
identical to the prior. We have 
found a remedy for the missing 
ellipse. Thus, we have drawn the 
nO 4 ellipse, which will assist the 
trader, in case of a rectangle 
downwards continuation. 
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We closely observed the last two 
closing bars: an up bar having a 
huge up-tail, well balanced by the 
second bar (and last) which has a 
down-tail. We would say that they 
try to compensate, neutralize 
reciprocally. On an upper time 
frame, like the 30-minute, they will 
appear as a doji bar (an indecision) 
having two big tails. 

~-----------------
Figure 7.27 - The right side chart is 
identical to the prior, but with some 
decisive improvements. 
We have added a fifth minor ellipse 
(nO 5), just in case that the market 
flow will continue horizontally. The 
drawing of the pitchfork's trigger 
line is very important, in case of a 
sudden breakout. Even if the 
market flow will have to firstly 
trespass the upwards situated nO 3 
ellipse. the presence of the trigger 
line may revel a test and retest, just 
on it, and then the trader will be 
glad to perform an 'add-on' re
entry. Anyway, the set-up is not 
only efficient but also aesthetic! 

Figure 7.28 - The right side chart is 
identical to the prior, but one day 
later, into the morning's market 
activity. 
The huge up-gap incited us to 
change the ellipses' set-up. Thus, 
we have deleted the over/apped 
minor ellipses but we have drawn a 
new set of three adjacent ones. As 
we have anticipated the trigger line 
plays here an important role, as a 
reversal causal factor. The same is 
true about the left & lower side 
half-axis of the nO 3 ellipse. There is 
a perfect symbiosis among the 
former and the latter elements. 
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Figure 7.29 - The above chart is identical to the prior, later into the afternoon's market activity, at 
18:05hrs CET. The trigger line played again an important role as a balancing axis. It assisted the 
market flow to test & retest its line, then test 4 times the right-half axis of nO 3 ellipse, before starting 
to climb just under the 45° angle line. The market's high-steamed momentum catapult-ed the price 
above this steep line angle, just outside the n04 ellipse. The immediate trespassing (or not) will be the 
test for a further up-sloping continuation. 

7. Trading with Internal Angles of a Single Ellipse 

E 

10107 10/08 10/08 10110 

Figure 7.30 - The advantage of studying the inner angles within a single ellipse is to reveal the 
behaviour of the most current market (local market) and be ready for a trade decision. We have drawn 
above, the adequate set-up for managing a short trade entered at 931 key level. 
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Figure 7.31 - The above chart continues the market activity of the prior, but six hours later. The 
entered short trade at 931 key level was temporarily jeopardized by a snap-back of the market flow. 
We observe that the RI radius pertaining to the highest JOo angle unit has bluntly stopped the market 
at 936.3 level- the ideal location for an initial stop loss. Moreover, the last bar's big upper tail, incites 
us to re-enter (an add-on trade) at the horizontal level of the ellipse (R2 radius at 926 key level). 
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Figure 7.32 - The above chart continues the market activity of the prior, bllt five hOllrs later. The 
entered short trade at 931 level with an add-on at 926 level has positively progressed. It was current(}' 
halted at the R3 radius level of the lower 10% angle lI11it formed by R2 and R3 radii. The further 
market development will choose between a zoom through or a test and retest. Next chart will tel/! 
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Figure 7.33 - The above chart continlles th'e market activity of the prior, but three hours later. This 
example illustrates that the market flow seems to advance by a multiple of 10° angle units - kind of 
grasshopper leaping, Firstly it leaped backwards, formed the _10° angle unit, bordered by R2 and RI 
radii. The latter radius created the line of the initial stop loss resistance. It then progressively hopped to 
form another 10° angle - the first positive 10° angle unit - constituted by the R2 and R3 radii. It finally 
zoomed through the R3 radius only to be halted by the confluence of the R4 radius of the second +10° 
angle unit and the ellipse's lower right arc. Will it move further to the confluence of R5 radius 
prolongation of the third +10° angle unit and the market flow? If that will be the case, this projected 
confluence will be located at the junction of the two arcs pertaining to the ellipse's lower right 90° arc: 
first the 60° arc and then the 30° arc (from left to right). 

II 

Figure 7.34 - The above chart continues the market activity of the prior, but two hours later. The 
market flow dropped further and was halted by ollr anticipated confluence, while testing it. The trader 
should be flOW ready for either a vel)' probable retest with trend cOlltinuation o~ for an abmpt reversal. 
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8. Trading with Internal Angles of Multiple Ellipses 

Figure 7.35 - The right side chart 
will try to describe the advantages 
of using the inner angle lines of 
multiple ellipses. 
The purpose is to find confluences 
and trend lines that are able to 
reveal the reversal levels. In the 
above chart we have drawn the TL-
45° trend line linking the centers of 
ellipses nO 3 & nO 5. For now, its 
immediate task will be to signal the 
termination of the current market's 
up-sloping trend, within the nO 5 
ellipse's upper left quadrant. 

FigUl'e 7.36 - The right side chart 
continues the market activity of the 
prior chart, but one day later at 
20:28hrs CET. We observed that the 
TL-45° (tib-45° new label) trend 
line was during the last 2 days 
marvellously respected. The market 
,flow climbed all the way lip to the 
upper border of nO 5 ellipse, it 
formed a nice two bars reversal 
pattern and thell it tested & retested 
the TL-45° trend lille, before it 
heavily dropped illto nO 6 ellipse. 
The two shorter trend lilles (tic-45° 
& tid-45°) had the hard task of 
signallillg a continllatioll of the 
down-sloping trend. 

Figure 7.37 - The right side chart 
continues the market activity of the 
prior chart, later on, into the close. 
The market flow close exactly on 
the lower vertical line of nO 6 
ellipse. 
The tid-45° trend line and the lower 
right quadrant, inside the nO 6 
ellipse, will assist the trader into 
projecting the next market move, 
whatever that will be up/ down, 
inside! outside the ellipse's 
rectangle. 
The context of the market pleads for 
a developing top rectangle, which 
will sooner or later be broken down, 
towards the upper portions of nO 3 
ellipse. 
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Figure 7.38 - The right side chart 
continues the market activity of the 
prior chart, but one day later, at 
14:04hrs CET. As we anticipated the 
market flow evolved into the nO 6 
ellipse's lower right quadrant, 
prepared to continue its descent . 
The tic-trend line, will enable the 
trader to maintain, the statlls of a 
descending market or not. 
As we mentioned ill the above chart's 
legelld, the conte.xt of the market 
pleads for a top rectangle, whose 
development is almost terminated, 
which will sooner or later be broken 
down, towards the lower zones 
pertaining to nO 2 & nO 3 ellipses. 

Figure 7.39 - The right side chart 
continues the market activity of the 
prior chart, but thirty minutes later, at 
14:31hrs CET. 
Once again, the anticipation was 
correct and the market flow broke 
down the tic-trend line and penetrated 
into the zone of the [ower ellipse. 
We can say now, that due to the 
restored energy during the formation 
of the top rectangle. the market flow 
is bound for a solid down-sloping 
trend. We are prepared to follow it 
through the lower zones at the same 
horizontal levels as tlte lower nO 2 & 3 
ellipses, already drawn. 

Figure 7.40 - The right side chart 
continues the market activity of the 
prior chart, but one day later, at 
12:23hrs CET. As anticipated, the 
down-sloping trend continued, and 
invaded the lower ellipses' zones (nO 7 
& 8). The old tic-trend line served as a 
s.vmmetry axis for the duration of the 
descent. The newly drawn tid-trend 
line may guide the trader for an 
eventual corrective move of entire 
descending trend. 
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Figure 7.41 - The right side 
chart shows the trade layout 
based on ellipse's Cartesian 
internal angles drawn from 
the highest high on 03117108 
at 10349 key level. We expect 
the market flow to stumble on 
most of the angle lines: 20°, 
30°, 45°, 60°, 75° and 80°. 
We are only interested in a 
trade outside the ellipse. Our 
entry is triggered only when 
the market flow will 
breakdown the ellipse's lower 
right arc through a well-built 
set-up entry. 

Figure 7.42 - The right side 
chart continues the market 
activity of the prior chart, but 
six months later. We can see 
that the trade set-up was 
thoroughly "worked" by the 
market flow because every 
pivot tested the six proposed 
angle lines, the last being on 
07115108, which signalled an 
up-failure. The short trade 
will be imminently triggered if 
there will be a test & retest of 
the arc. Then we will use as 
confluences and targets the 
progressive prolongations of 
each of the six angle lines. 

Figure 7.43 - The right side 
chart continues the market 
activity of the prior chart, but 
13 days later. The short trade 
was triggered due to the test 
and the double retest of the 
arc. We are bound now for 
lower lows, dropping to the 
pre-arranged (or not) targets. 
The targets may be the price 
levels of the old lows (like 776 
key level) or the confluences 
of the market flow with the 
prolongations of the internal 
angles of the lower portion of 
the ellipse. 
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Figure 7.44 - The above chart is identical to the prior, but enlarged. We kept the ellipse's internal 
angles bllt we deleted the ellipse for better visualisation. We saw on the prior chart that on the 08115108 
(here the last bar) the market flow has been halted by an old low at 776 key level and also by the 50% 
angle; here only the angle visualized. The main question is whatever the market flow will continue its 
fall or, on the contrary, there will be a reversal on this angle. Moreover, we would like to find out if the 
prolongations of the ellipse's internal angles will or won't participate at the termination of this strong 
down-sloping trend. Let's enlarge even more the chart and go further toward recent days! 

07115108 -------------
!)ally Gold F.ut\u1I$ 

Pee S -2008 
11:5l11lrs eel 

-------...w 

Figure 7.45 - The above chart contillued the market activity of the prior chart, but almost four months 
later. We call see that the prior chart's 08115108 low was exceeded and the market flow performed 
another two lower lows on 09111108 and 10124108, both of them aligned on the Soo angle line. 
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Figure 7.46- The above chart illustrates the angles of the prior chart, bllt this time it was also added the havl 
angles of the previous trend in order to have a global view of not only the ellipse's internal angles but prot 
also their confluences with the key levels. recti 

-------~lcl,-t_His marvelous for a maxk_ettechnicianto admire-the-intricacy thatmightoccur-hetweenu 

the Cartesian angles and the key levels. Moreov,er, we observe on the above chart, the 
almost perfect symmetry of the ascending and the descending trends. The 50° angle (half of 
the 100 value) can be found on both sides. On the left - the up-sloping tendency - it has 
only two pivots and it links the mid high of 11107/07 with the highest high of 03/17/08. On 
the right - the down-sloping correction - this angle line joins multiple pivots, it traverses 
the market flow and at the same time it delineates the lowest low - so far - on 10/24/08. The 
45° plays a role only on the up side, as the 80° angle does, on the downside. 
We can observe that the down-sloping phase lasted 157 bars and the up-sloping phase 
lasted only 149 bars. The time difference is 5.09%, and the price difference coincides 
(5.09%). The latter correspond to the last correction level of 681 key level with regard to 
departure level of the ascending trend at 646.4 key level. Its is curious to notice that over a 
period of 14 months - from 08/16/07 to 10/24/08 - the market flow not only built a high, 
almost right in the middle of this interval (short of 4 bars from the median line) but it also 
managed to perform an almost 100% correction - 95% value, to be exact. 

Conclusion: The outcome of this ellipse's internal angles study is to detect in advance the 
eventual confluence zones where the time/price slant trend lines will not only intersect the 
price horizontal lines but they will halt the market flow to perform a reversal or, if not, at least 
a minimal correction. Whatever happens, the trader will have a trade with an optimal initial 
stop loss - mostly a tiny one. The procedure that we would like to emphasize here is to have an 
angle set-up prepared before the market flow will develop (refer to Figure 7.41), in such a way 
that the most frequent angles (30°, 45°, 50° and 60°) will be drawn, waiting for the best -
trading opportunity. 
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10. Overlapping Ellipses: Closing In on the Current Market 

Figure 7.47 - The above chart continues the market activity of the prior, but thirty minutes later. The 
purpose of this illustration is to show the dynamic use of overlapping ellipses, as the market flow 
progressively develops. It seems that the lower ellipse (nO 2) has been swiftly trespassed, due to the 
strong down-sloping momentum. The descending channel formed by TL-a, TL-b & TL-c trend lines 
have a 60° slope, ready to halt at its lower TL-c border, the strong dropping trend. A confluence is 
probable at the intersection of the dropping market flow with the lower border of the circumscribing 
rectangle of the lower nO 2 ellipse. The trader should be prepared for a SAR trade (stop-and-reverse). 

eOmin Gold Futures 
Oct 10. 2004 
Eed 

¢~~*", .. ,.. 
10/03 10106 

Figure 7.48 - The above chart continues the market activity of the prior, but two hours later, into the 
day's close. As anticipated, the announced confluence was created (see above chart's legend) and the 
market flow bounced on the lower border of the circumscribing rectangle of the lower ellipse (nO 2). 
The SAR trade is in effect! 
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Figure 7.49 - The above chart continues the market activity of the prior, but one day later. The market 
flow continued its trending, thus breaking up the TL-a trend line and forming at the same time a look· 
alike reversal pattern at 05:00hrs CET. If it re-enters the descending channel we are ready for a short 
trade with a tiny initial stop loss, having the first target the rectangle's lower border, at 830 key level. 

6Gmin Gold Futurel 
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Figure 7.50 - The above chart cOlltilllteS the market activity of the prior, bllt two days later. The market 
flow reversed, as anticipated and then it developed a very strong down trend. We added, to the nO 2 
ellipse, an adjacent ellipse (nO 3) and then we closely followed the market flow in its left lower 
quadrant. The 830 key level, has been tested several times and it seems to be a very,' strong support. Its 
breakdown might incite the trader to perform a short trade. 
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Multiple Ellipses: Following the Contextual and Current Market 
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Figure 7.51 - We will try to study in this sub-chapter thefol/ow-up of the marketflow by focusing on 
mapping the contextual and also the current market through the use of mUltiple ellipses. We have 
coined ill the above chart, a first ellipse (100 pts high and 22 bars wide). We drew also the next two 
circumscribing rectangles for the hypothetical circumscribed constant ellipses - same height & width -
yet to come. Keep in mind that we follow the further market development with these kinds of ellipses! 
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Figure 7.52 - The above chart cOlltilllteS the market activity of the prior chart, but one day later at 
11 :OOhrs CET. We observe that the second ellipse is already circumscribed ill the rectangle alld that 
the market flow developed so fast that it catapulted the price to the upper half of 110 2 ellipse. 
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Figure 7.53 - The above chart continues the market activity of the prior chart, but one day later at 
09:00hrs CET. We observe that the third ellipse was already circumscribed in the rectangle and that 
the market flow developed downwards from the frontier zone of the last two ellipses (nO 2 & 3). So far 
every vertical overlapping zone among the three ellipses was labelled as a reversal pattern. Their height 
and width remained the same: 100 pts and 22 bars, respectively. 
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Figure 7.54 - The above chart continues the market activity of the prior chart, but one day later at 
07:00hrs CET. We observed that the fourth ellipse was already circumscribed in the pre-drawn 
rectangle and that the market flow developed upwards from tlte sideways frontier zone of the last ()I'O 

ellipses (nO 3 & 4). So far, every vertical over/apping zone among the fOllr ellipses was labelled as a 
reversal pattern. The break lip of the descending channel upper border showed the market's liP 
sloping potential until the 931 key level. 
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Figure 7.55 - The above chart continues the market activity of the prior chart, into the day's end at 
the close time. We observe that the fifth ellipse was downward penetrated through its left vertical side, 
straight to the old 829 support level, at the confluence with the lower border (TL-3) of the descending 
channel. It then reversed upwards, through a classic two bar pattern. The Fibonacci bar count was 
here really efficient because the reversal bar coincides with 100 cOllnted bars from the zero origin (0) 
ofthefirst ellipse, on sixth of October. 
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Figure 7.56 - The above chart continues the market activity of the prior chart, one day later at 
09:25hrs CET. We observe that the sixth ellipse is in place and that for the sixth time the adjacent zone 
between two concomitant ellipses represents a reversal pattern, the latest occurring between the nOS 
and the nO 6 ellipses, on their frontier vertical line at exactly 110 bars countedfrom the origin (0). 
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Figure 7.57 - The above chart continues the market activity of the prior chart, one day later at 
19:05hrs CET. We observe that the market flow did not penetrate the sixth and the seventh ellipses. In 
exchange, it fluctuated downwards along the mid-TL trend line of the descending channel, between the 
two old lows - the 858 & 822.5 key levels. It seems that the market flow decided to continue its down
sloping trend. That will occur when the last two old supports (829 & 822.5 levels) will be broken down. 

12. Real-Time Ellipse Trade 

Figure 7.58 - The above chart illustrates an ellipse short trade example of daily Gold (Con/ex) 
Futures chart based on several initiating factors: the top location of the ellipse, the down-sloping 
failure signal/ed by the descending TL-1 trend line and the eight times tested arc of the lower right 
portion of the PHI-ellipse (LIH ratio is 0.618). We applied the Three-Pawn Technique ill automatiC 
mode (refer further to Table 7.1). The test and retest of the lower right arc wil/ initiate the short trade. 
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Figure 7.59 - The above chart continues the market activity of the prior, but two days later. As we 
expected, the market flow tested and then retested the ellipse's arc and thus, the trade was initiated with 
the Three-Pawn Technique used in automatic mode: short entry at 918 level, initial stop loss at 933 
level alUi two pre-arranged targets at 850 and 776 key levels, respectively. Their selection criteria are 
based on the fact that they are both old lows levels, very susceptible to interact with the market flow. 
For the risk and money management please refer further to Table 7.1. 

U2128OSU~2802~"~~01U212S~ft 
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Figure 7.60 - The ahove chart continues the market activity of the prior, but 16 days later. We can 
observe that the trade developed as we have anticipated. As we planned, we have been exited with two 
contracts at the first target level (850) and then with the remaining contract, at the second target level 
(776). Again,for the P&L statement, refer to Table 7.1. In spite of the excellent results there is always 
place for improvements; we should have performed at least one add-on re-entry, at the low of the 
penultimate bar and also we should have let loose another trading unit (or several), in case of a 776 
key level (the second old low) breakdown. 
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Table 7.1 Three-Pawn Technique Table: SHORT Gold (Comex) Trade - 2 Targets, Risk & 
Money Management. 

Key points to Remember: 

• Think that like pitchforks, the' ellipses are time/price tools, 
which can improve the chart visualisation, thus the market flow 
analysis, whatever the bias is trending or sideways. The former 
will ideally signal the price outburst from the ellipse, thUs 
preparing the trade entry. 

• Be aware that a sort of connivance may occur not only with 
multiple ellipses but also among them and an eventual pitchfork. 
The main purpose of this set-up is to reveal the occurrence of 
clusters and confluences, which can constitute very strong 
reversal levels. Moreover, both tools are dynamically related to 
the market, being in constant sync with the movements. 

• Remember that in case of slant ellipses, a trade is alwaYS 
performed in counter-trend. The horizontal ellipses may be 
traded in both directions. 

• Be aware of the frequent, PHI-ellipse ratios: 1.236, 1.272, 1.382, 
1.618, 2.0, 2.618 & 4.236. They depend on the type and on the 
volatility of the trade market. very seldom we met the higher 
values: 6.857, 11.090, 17.944 and 29.034. They are rather 
characteristic of high volatile markets. 
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• Don't neglect to study the behaviour of the market well in 
advance of performing a trade, by using the multiple concentric 
ellipses. 

• Even if it doesn't seem obvious, the ellipses may be successfully 
used as another way Of measuring the limit of the breakout 
thrust. 

• Whenever you'll be in doubt as for the direction of a breakout 
from a top or bottom rectangle, just use the ellipsoidal market 
mapping. 
we don't claim the superiority of the ellipses over the Fibonacci 
price ratios but we certainly advice the use due to their 
time/price ratios relation, which the Fibonacci price ratios alone 
don't have. 

• The descending/ascending axis of the multiple ellipses signals a 
very plausible trend continuation. In such situation, a more 
efficient trading decision is taken if the trader will align ellipses' 
axis with that of the sloping trend. 

• Remember that the purpose of this ellipse's internal angles 
study is to detect in advance the eventual confluence zones 
where the time/price slant trend lines will not only intersect the 
price horizontal lines but they will halt the market flow to 

Risk & perform a reversal or, if not, at least a minimal correction. 
whatever happens, the trader will have a trade with an optimal 
initial stop loss - mostly a tiny one. 

• Even if we consider the floor pivots as the price Footprints in 
the sand, we may say that the ellipse's internal Cartesian angles 
are at least as efficient. They carry the time/price vibrations, 

tools, which will greatly assist the trader to firstly map the market 
flow ground, and secondly to perform a much better trade! 

Irmer • Don't neglect the ellipses' internal angles procedure, which we 
thus would like to emphasize here! The trader should acquire the 

necessary daily routine to perform an angle set-up, which will be 
with prepared well in advance for every traded vehicle (refer to 

Ifork. Figure 7.41), The most frequent angles (30°, 45°, 50° and 60°) 
ce of will be drawn, waiting for the best trading opportunity. 
trong • Be aware that the market flow seems to frequently advance by 
ed to a multiple of 10°, 25°, 30° or 50° angle units - kind of 

grasshopper leaping. Firstly, it may leap backwards and then 
iwayS progressively hop to form the constant angle array. It takes 
IY be time to acquire this routine, but with enough practice, it will 

come! 
.382, • Be aware that the ellipse'S internal angles are still valid outside 
11 the the ellipse, even weeks or months later. 
gher • Don't ever neglect to practice the SAR (stop-and-reverse) trade, 
ather especially when trading a long trend, which will shortly be 

terminated. prepare the trade in advance, and be ready for 
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doubling the trading units: one for exiting & another for reo 
entering the market, in the opposite direction. 

• Even if we already mentioned the use of multiple ellipses here 
J 

try to routinely practice them in the process of mapping the 
contextual & most current markets. It will give the trader a far 
better visualisation of the global situation. 

• Be aware that the Three-Pawn Technique will relieve the trader 
not only from the stress of managing a trade but also from the 
peculiar exercise of risk & money management. Don't hesitate to 
implement it every time before you enter a trade. 
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Chapter 8 

Pitchforks through the Multiple Time Frames 

We couldn't speak about multiple time frame concept, without first mentioning the 
fractals. The former are a practical application of the latter. Fractals are the stem of our 
lives. They are the missing fundamental links with which the nature crafted everything. 
And most of all, there are not any crowd tribulations that are not governed by the fractals. 
Going deeper in their understanding, the fractals also constitute the entities of the financial 
markets. 

1. Rediscovering the Multiple Time Frames Concept 

If you carefully examine any three consecutive time frames guided by a constant ratio, like 
for instance the 5 minutes, 15 minutes and 45 minutes (constant ratio = 3) time frames and 
at the same time, we put them one under the other, to better visualize them, one can readily 
see their fractal traits: the higher time frame movement, embeds the middle time frame 
moves, and the lower time frame swings play here the role of a fundamental entity. 

A physical illustration will be a set of Russian dolls, which perfectly describes this 
phenomenon: a bigger doll contains a smaller one, and the latter contains an even smaller 
one. This repetitive containing process may continue to infinity. 

To see a time frame as a portion of another time frame is not an easy task. It requires, 
imagination, creativity and training. But it is not impossible to accomplish it. We have done 
a descriptive comparative study between the multiple time frames and various satellite 
altitude snapshots - a sort of analogy observation. This is presented in great detail in 
Chapter 18 of our Volume 1. 

No market is an island. There isn't any financial market around that trades on a single 
time frame. In spite of this, the trading practice of most of the investors or traders is using 
only a single time frame chart. When you think about the complexity and difficulty of 
understanding the fractals, it seems a rather logical outcome to utilize multiple time 
frames. This being said, can you imagine the wealth of decisive information that can be 
extracted from the three sets of charts: the major, the operational and the minor time 
frames. The first will present the context of the market over a longer period of time, the 
second will be the trading scene chart and the third will just assist the trader to pinpoint 
the parameters of the entry, re-entry and exits. 

Thus, an educated intra-day trader will perform, once a weekend, the top-down multiple 
time frames analysis. This will greatly assist him/her for because the day's operational time 
frame (15- or 60-min time frame) is just a 'loaf' of a bigger time frame, which represents the 
global market context. The latter has a dominant trend, constituted by smaller fractal 
entities. For an optimal observation of this phenomenon, the Elliott waves would be the 
ideal trading instruments. 

We express our deepest admiration and gratitude to Robert Krausz, a well-know trader 
and prolific teacher, who has consecrated a great deal of his work studying the multiple 
time frames. He participated at the development of the technical analysis through the 
presentation, implementation and trading of this fractal process so well applied in financial 
markets. 

His merit is that he not only grasped and thoroughly understood the fractal concept in 
financial markets, but also he knew, as a trader, how to apply it in practice. His generous 
personality incited him to share the trading findings with his colleague traders. 
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This remind me of the charting knowledge conceived by Richard Schabacker in the low 
1930s, which he generously shared in his two marvellous technical books, mucb 
appreciated even nowadays. 

* Multiple TIME FRAMES (TF) 

Major 

(Upper fme Frame) 

1 Organized Chaotic Structure 

2 Own Fractal Structure 

3 D1ustrates the 
Market Context 

4 Dommtes the Operational & 
Minor TF • from functional & 

charting point of view 

5 Imposes its vibrations to 
lower TF: energy-restored 

rectangle$, resistances, supports 

6 Imposes its dominant trend to 
IowerTF 

Operational 

(Intermediate Time Frame) 

Seemingly Organized 
Chaotic Structure 

Own Fractal Structure 
integrated In Major TF 

Serves as Trading 
Scene 

Dommled by Major TF 

Respects vibrations of 

higher TF: energy-restored 
rec:tangle$, resistances, supports 

Trades the impulsive sub-waves 
of upper TF 

Minor 

(LolVer Time Frame) 

Apparent Chaotic Disorder 

Own Fractal Structure 
integrated in Operational TF 

Pinpoints the Entry & Exit 

Dominated by upper TF 

Respects vibrations of 

higher TF: energy-restored 
rectangles, resistances, SfJPPOIts 

Scrutinltes the probable revelSals 
of operational TF 

* Inspire!! & Modified from Robert Krausz teachings 

Table 8.1 - Characteristics of MUltiple Time Frames. 

The above table should guide us throughout the process of multiple time frames. As for the 
trading rules, we can summarize even further saying that the multiple time frames are 
mainly used for: 

Trend analysis, especially detecting the dominant trend, 
Revealing the turning points, 
And setting the logical price objectives. 

We will pursue here our efforts to deepen this mUltiple time frame concept and present 
real-time cases, in such a manner that the fundamental theory, may help to evolve the more 
complex knowledge into a very understandable presentation. We will see further: 

The use of the trading elements, related to time frames and also 
The best tools, which if correctly applied will simplify the trading and will assist the 
trader to detect the low-risk high-probability trades. 
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2. Correlation of Multiple Time Frames with Pitchforks and RSI 

i~~ 
!.Jt1±J "cUw:'f~N,l(t!lJ ~'P.: .",.~'t a-ut~'-I.II .;.er 

tt };] 2 9 ,~ ~ 5 12 S X 5 12 19 
Nell ,..... Mill 

Figure 6.1 - The above chart uses the highest time frame, studied in this particular trade set-up. 
Even if we usually llse the daily, 60min and 5min time frame charts, we will illustrate here the daily, 
120mil1, 60mill and 5min time frames. We often use also the 240min and 120m;n time frames, to get a 
smoother transposition of the daily activity into the 60min operational time frame. As for the above 
chart, it is clear that we are in a strong up-trend confirmed by the huge volatile bar, the steep market 
slope and the steep RSI slope. There will be, at least a few up-trending bars to continue the move! As 
conclusion we should say that only the long trades are allowed on the operational time frame. 

Pr'.or {·1 i uv. Hl!!n ,. m8 

34-<m!a {C.L.H} A ~..-:;~=------...",----'l-:......r'---
100~, 1_~_~:'l""''''OJlI 

Figure 6.2 - The above chart is a snapshot of the 120min time frame at the same period as the above 
daily chart. The up-trend continuation is also confirmed on this time frame by the penultimate huge 
volatile price bar with the market close above it, the breakout of the prior week high at 6828 key level 
and the crossover of the moving averages. As for the RSI portion of the chart, several elements vouch 
for a very probable up trend continuation: the steep slope, the bounce on the median line and the entry 
ill the overbought zone. 
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Figure 6.3 - The above chart is a snapshot of the 60min operational time frame, same period as the 
above daily and 120min charts. The up-trend continuation is also confirmed on this time frame by the 
penultimate huge volatile price bar with the market close above it, the breakout of the prior week high 
at 6828 level and also the breakout of the daily floor pivot at 6848 level. It is probable that the strong 
up-sloping momentum was built while the market flow advanced in a crawling type movement - weak 
slope & small bars. It tested the median line of the ascending pitchfork numerous times. As for the 
RSI behaviour, the same elements as on prior chart confirm the up-trend continuation. 

~.(Jl ~O:A:l~·~-=i~~"~~~Q~~~~~OJ~"~~~~~~" 

copJIIgIItMl ~-.-.-... U)il~jlf 
l1jDrMlmllOOlO!Jll ~.ilijMflt;l1 

~.tOIII Jf.J:4 ........ - --W3=4,2~Wt 

Publish.e~ by e5i~MI(www.esi9ML(om) .• 

Figure 6.4 - The above chart is a snapshot of the 5min timeframe, especially used for entry & exit, at 
the same period as the above daily, 12 Om in and 60min charts. The up-trend continuatioll is also 
confirmed on this time frame by the hyperextension of the W3, which reached the 4.236*WI threshold 
at 6888 key level. The next target might be the 6.85 Fibonacci ratio of WI at 6964 key level. 
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MUliple Time Frame Comparison 
German Dax Futures. Man;h 21 « 2007. Eod 

Copyright 2008 by Dr Mirc.a 00100. & www.pitchfOrktrade •• com 

r:-'n~ta~rm-ed"'I:-""'ta-:T:::F:-{~1~1 Intarmediata TF (2) Minor TF MajorTF 
daily 120min 60ml" SInh> 

Trend Dominant 
CWQV-o 

1 Bleakout Gap 
6 bar llend only 

C".272"A 
last High 

just exceeded 

Revltt$31 Not yet 
Poiflts Volatile laal ba r 

Targets 

Indicators 

lut bar closed 
at his high 

6999 
(C;1.61S·A) 

7000 
(hurn:lreda n") 

7120 
(fasth'llhl 

RSI steep .'ope 
abo". 50% 

EMAil are Flat 

le ...... 'Dogroe 
W3wove 

1 Bleeltout Gap 
34 bar trend 

W3s 1.886"W1 
Last High 

Just exceeded 
Daily floor pivot 

JUIOt exceedacl 

Not yet 
Volatile penultimate 

bar 
last ba,clo_ 

athia high 

RSJ steep slape 
Just ~ached 

overbought ;tone 
EMAs cros .... ver 

Lessor Dog....., 
W3woy-c 

1 Bleakout Gap 
60 b",rtrend 

W3=1.61l6"W1 

La"tHigh 
J .. st exceeded 

Dally floor pivot 
j .... t exceeded 

Noty .. t 
Volatile pe·nu/tlmate 

bar 
laet bar c/oHd 

"this high 

RSI ateep alope 
Just reached 

o" .. rbougM zone 
EMAIl 61iubtlv up 

LIt" .... r Degree 
W!lWOVq 

76 bartrencl 
W3 .... 236"W1 

Probable 
cor/eclio" 

Divergent EMAIl 

~; Thbl OOMpat'llan .. tudy~" a tow nY ~~mty l.~trritt.U:.I"!ItHI~tttattbeealr)'shouktbil 
~ aft..- th. c::_cmo.,. ot1~ tn .... d~~" .avw on tb1t 5cJdn minor time hllm. d'Mrt \!min). 

Table 8.2 - Multiple Time Frame Comparison ofp rio r four time frames charts. 

3. Last Swing Integration across Multiple Time Frames 
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Figure 6.5 - The above chart is a snapshot of the German Dax Futures weekly chart. We will explain 
this time the study of the last swing, across the multiple time frames. We can see on the above chart, 
the steep slope and also the last bar, which closed at the highest high at 7642 key level. So far, the 
Fibonacci ratio extensions (C of A, C of B & C of a) did not signal any reliable clusters. The first target 
will probably be at 8252 key level where C=1.618*A. The next probable reversal co lint bar of C wave 
will be 13, coming up in four weeks. This entire set-up pleads only for a low-risk long trade. 
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Figure 6.6 - The above chart is a snapshot of the daily time frame at the same period as the prior 
weekly chart. The up-trend continuation is also confirmed on this time frame by the trend steepness, 
the last huge volatile bar closing at its highest high at 7642 key level, the old high breakout at 7559.5 
level and the bounce of the RSIon the 60% line. The 7688 cluster and the 7711 level confluellce imply 
that the orthodox TL might halt the market flow, either for a reversal or just a simple pullback. 

Soll'.': eSlgoal.com 

Figure 6.7 - The above chart is a snapshot of the 120min time frame at the same period as the above 
weekly and daily chart. The up-trend continuation is also confirmed on this time frame by the trend 
steepness, the old high breakout at 7578 level, the breakaway gap and the steep slope of the RSI, along 
the ascending channel, which just reached the 75% line, above its midline. It seems that the up trend 
may continue along the ascending channel formed by the TL-a & TL-b trend lines, evell if for the 
moment the market flow reached its highest high (7642) just IInder the TL-a trend line. 
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Figure 6.8 - The above chart is a snapshot of the 60min time frame at the same period as the above 
weekly, daily chart and 120min chart. The 1!P-trend continuation is again confirmed on this time frame 
by the trend steepness, along the double ascending channels formed by TL-a & TL-b and TL-01 & TL-
02, respectively and the steep slope of the RSI, above the TL-03 trend line, deep into the overbought 
zone at 99% level. The market flow is far above from the two moving averages (21- & 50-ema) and also 
from the lxl Gann angle line, which pleads in favour of the up trend continuation. 

Conclusion: The presentation of these four time frames charts pleads in favour of a low-risk high
probability long trade. It also indicates that the entry should be performed following the market 
flow behaviour on the Smin time frame: either wait for a correction or, on the contrary, enter if 
there is a double zooming of TL-a and 7660 key level - the fourth extension of the initiating 
rectangle. 

4. Multiple Pitchforks Evolvement through Multiple Time Frames 

: cociylight 2008 

.. , ......... _.-:_ ........ :~ ... ~ ... ~ .. ~. ~.~ .. ~~.~~!~.~ ... " 
: www.pitchfo'-k,lrader~com 

1985 1986 1987 1988 1'8'9 1990 lM1 l"39Z 1933 19'94 1995 1996 1!l-" 1998 1m 2600 2001 ioo2 2ft) 2004 2005 2006 2017 
. ","':. . . .... ~b'(6Sig~(~~,~ 

Figure 6.9 - The above chart draws dual pitchfork set: the major and the minor pitchforks. One can 
observe that the latter (anchor at 9000 level) optimally describes the last swing of market. Let's 
enlarge the W5 portion and see how the multiple time frame pitchforks can better assist the trader. 
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Figure 6.10 - As previollsly announced we have enlarged the prior dual pitchfork month(v set-up: the 
major and the minor pitchforks. One can observe that the latter (anchored at 9000 level) optimally 
describes the last swing of market flow. For the moment, the confluence of the major pitchfork's 
median line and the upper 50% Fibonnacci line of the minor pitchfork has halted the market. On the 
next weekly chart we will draw for a better visualization another pitchfork (pO, pI & p2 pivots), 
describing the last three swings of W5, closer to the market flow, with pO at I0200 level. 
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Figure 6.11 - The above weekly chart illustrates the same time period as the above mOlltMy c/tarL 
The announced pO-pI-p2 mini-pitchfork was drawn. We see that the market is on top of the IIpper 
channel right IInder the higher mini-median line (h-mmlh), read.,v to explode. The strength of the last 
volatile bar pleads for a fllrther up trend move, with next target around 13000 thousands /lumber. 
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Figure 6.12 - The above weekly chart coins in the prior chart on which we have superposed the 
major pitchfork having the ML median line, over the mini-pitchfork, having the mml median line. In 
this way we have immediately revealed the 12769 key level confluence formed by the two median lines 
of the two pitchforks. This could reveal a halting break for the partially exhausted trend (for the 
outcome of this trading scenario, please refer further to Figure 6.15) • 
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Figure 6.13 - The above daily snapshot chart was taken at the same time period with the prior 
monthly and weekly charts. We have adapted a new pitchfork having the PO anchor at 12284 level. Its 
main body continues the thrust, out of the underneath diamond formation. The steep OSC (5,35) 
divergence signals a very probable reversal, thus terminating the WS. 
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Figure 6.14 The above 240m;n chart snapshot was taken at the same time period with the prior 
monthly, weekly and daily charts. On this lower time frame we are in the search for confluences. For 
that, we have drawn two sets of channels having different level pivots, one containing the other, and at 
the same time, we prolonged the warning lines of the old pitchfork (not visible here). Even if the WL-
11 warning line just halted the market flow, there might be a bounce on it, thus continuing the W5 
development to the PH-1 sliding line, or may be until the upper border of the outer channel. 
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Figure 6.15 - The above weekly chart continues the market activity of the previous chart, but mort 
than a month later. As anticipated, the 12769 key level confluence did its role, first halting and thell 
correcting the market flow until the 12000 level confluence formed by the lower 50% Fibonacci line 0/ 
the mini-pitchfork and the lower 25% Fibonacci line pertaining to the major pitchfork. The mini-range 
formed at this confluence restored the trend's energy, in such a way that the market flow was 
catapulted above the median li11e (ML) of the major pitchfork. Givell its strong momelltum, we 
expected the market to reach Ilot only the 12965, which it did but also the 13386 level confluences. 
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5. Multiple Time Frames, Pitchforks, Diamond Pattern and Elliott Waves Channels 
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Figure 6.16 - We will illustrate this time, the W5 development of Dow Jones Industrial Index across 
multiple time frames. Every time, we will choose the most adequate tools. On the above monthly chart 
we drew a double pitchfork structure, the minor pitchfork having the 9000 key level anchor. The 
Fibonacci price ratios show that the W5 equals 1.272*W4, which represents a classic ratio value. It 
seems that the time for termination has come. 
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Figure 6.17 - The above weekly chart shows the market activity of the previous monthly chart, at the 
same period. In order to get closer to the market flow and also to get prominent confluences we have 
replaced the minor pitchfork with a new one, having an anchor at 10200 key level. The major pitchfork 
is the same as that Oil the monthly chart. We note that its median line has just been broken. 
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Figure 6.18 - The above daily chart shows the market activity of the previous monthly and weekly 
charts, at the same period. In order to get closer to the market flow and also to get prominent clusters 
and/or confluences we drew a pitchfork, having an anchor at 12350 key level, just on the right lower 
border of the diamond pattern. We see that its warning lines, from WL-04 to WL-07, have efficiently 
guided the market flow, so far. For now, the breakout of the 12796 old key level, pleads for the 
attainment of the 13166-confluence level. As usual, remember the halting power of the apex . 
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Figure 6.19 - The above 240min chart shows the market activity of the previous monthly, weekly and 
daily charts, at the same period. We would like to emphasize the use of this lower time frame (240min) 
in the process of illustrating the previous days' impact at a more understandable scale of the fractal 
phenomena. Otherwise said, the trader sees better what's inside day's market activity. In order to get a 
closer monitoring of the current breakout, we have drawn progressive parallel lines to the 2-4 trelld 
line and follow the development of Fibonacci price ratios projections of W5. 
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Figure 6.20 - The above I20min chart shows the market activity of the previous monthly, weekly, daily 
and 240min charts, at the same period. We would like to emphasize the use of this lower time frame 
(120min) in the process of W5 's probable termination. For that we used not only the strong projections 
of the Elliott waves channelling (WO-4 trend line, 2-4 base line, W3-5 trend line and parallel WO-4 
tremiline), but also the Fibonacci ratios ofW5 and that of the prior pattern correction. 

6. Multiple Time Frames, Confluences, Pitchforks and Fibonacci Price Lines 
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Figure 6.21 - We will illustrate this time, the W5 development oJDow Jones Industrial Index of the 
prior charts, across time frames, but one month later. On the above monthly chart we are searching, 
again for clusters and confluences by using the 10200 level anchor pitchfork and the Fibonacci price 
ratios of tire ascending channel. Wefoltlld two confluences: at 13711 and 13805 key levels. 
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Figure 6.22 - The above daily chart shows the activity of the previous weekly charts at the same 
period. We study the same W5 development, on a lower time fractal, using this time a major and a 
minor pitchfork, the latter anchored at 11900 key leveL It seems that the market flow just tested an 
retested the upper median line (U-MLH) of the major pitchfork climbing at the 13650-60 confluence 
zone,formed by the warning line (wl-Ol) of the minor pitchfork and the IIpper Bollinger balld. 
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Figure 6.23 - The above 240min chart shows the market activity of the previous weekly and daily 
charts at the same period. We study the W3 lesser degree wave development on a lower time frame 
using this time the Elliott channels: 0-2 trend line and WI parallel trend line. We llsed also the 
outer/inner parallel trend lines (PH-01 & PH-02). The termination of W3 is calculated through the 
w1:W3 lesser degree wave (W3=2.000*wl:W3) projected from the end ofw2:W3 at 12427 key lel·el. 
The RSI, which efficiently signalled the W3 start-up, did not reach yet the overbought zone (is noW at 
70%), meaning that W3 call still develop and reach the 2.618*WI value at 13920 key level. 
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Figure 6.24 - The above 120min chart shows the market activity of the previous weekly, daily and 
240min time frame charts at the same period. We study here the W3 lesser degree wave development on 
a lower time frame also using the Elliott channels: 0.2 trend line, WI parallel trend line and their 
Fibonacci extensions. The RSI pitchfork guides us for determining the W3 termination. For the 
moment, the RSI did not reach the overbought zone, meaning that the market flow is not ready yet for 
a reversal. 

7. Multiple Time Frames, Fibonacci Slant Lines, Pitchforks and Rectangles 
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Figure 6.25 - The sub-chapter describes the lise of Fibonacci ratio slant lines technique. It is 
initiated on the above monthly time frame (the biggest time frame), through the use of an 
ascending channel. We observe that W3 is equal to 4.00*W1 at 1522.75 key level, close to the 
highest high at J 552.87 key level. The Fibonacci 4.236*W1 level is also nearing at J 565.00 level. 
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Figure 6.26 - The above chart is identical to the prior, but this time, on the weekly time frame. 
We observe that the monthly ascending channel was magnified, so we can get a better grasp of the 
Fibonacci slant lines concept and that the market flow just broke up the 200% upper border 
channel. In our quest for confluences we drew three additional trend lines: orthodox TL-Ol and 
unorthodox TL-OJ & TL-02. Thus, 1550 key level confluelJce is signalled, two points away from the 
highest high at 1552.87 key leveL 

Source: eSignaJ,com 

Figure 6.27 - The above chart is identical to the prior, but this time, 011 the daily time frame. One 
can see that we switched to an ascending pitchfork pattern with its acolytes slant trend lines (ML, 
L-MLH, WL-02 to WL-04), so we could get a better understanding of the trend's termination. We 
enhanced our search for trend's termination by employing the extensions of the initiating 
rectangle (nO 0) and the Action & Reaction Line set-up on the RSI portion of the chart. Most of the 
charting elements plead for a trend continuation. 
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Figure 6.28 - The above chart is identical to the prior, but nine trading days later. The market 
flow reached the fifth extension of the initiating rectangle, where is halted by the pitchfork's 
warning line (WL-02J. The Elliott W3 wave just exceeded the 1. 618 Fibonacci ratio common value, 
reaching the 1. 75*W1 threshold at 1540 key level. Most of the time, when the 1.618 ratio value is 
surpassed the trend's potential can reach the 2.618 ratio value. 

8. Synergy of Fibonacci Arcs, Fan & Speed Lines across Multiple Time Frames 
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Figure 6.29 - The sub-chapter describes the lise of fan & speed lines related to Fib ratio arcs 
across the mUltiple time frames. The above weekly chart fan lines are linking the 9896 high level, 
with the three consecutive lower highs at 9194, 9220 and 9363 levels. Following the accepted rule, 
the market flow reaching the third fan line will probably reverse in the 9000-8500 zone. 
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Figure 6.30 - The above chart describes the use of the speed lines related to Fib ratio arcs. This 
weekly chart speed lines are linking the 9896 high level, with the five consecutive lower levels 
issued out of the intersections of the 10/24/08 vertical line and the Fibonacci price ratios applied to 
the last down swing. We can readily see that the speed lines are not onlyfaithflll(v tested & retested 
by the market flow, but that they also serve as logical price objectives. 

Figure 6.31 - This chart describes the use of fan lines related to Fib ratios arcs, but this time on 
a lower time frame. The above daily chart fan lines are linking the 9896 high level, with the three 
consecutive lower highs at 9194, 9220 and 9363 levels. The same pivots as those on the weekly 
chart (refer above to weekly chart) occurred, but with the advantage of a better visualisation and a 
more detailed test & retest of the Fibonacci ratio arcs. Following the accepted rille, after the 
temporarily halt at 8353 key level, the market can continue and probably reach the third fall /ille. 
At this stage, a high probability reversal can occur in the 9000-8500 "one. 
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Figure 6.32 - This chart describes the use of the speed lines related to Fib ratio arcs, bllt this time 
on a lower time frame. The above daily chart speed lines are linking this time, the lower 9361 high 
h~el - not the higher 9896 high level - with the s;'" cOllsecutive lower levels issued out of the Fibs 
intersections with the 12105108 vertical line, IIOt with 10124108 verticailine, as on the weekly chart. 
The Fibonacci price ratios were applied, as before, to the last down swing. We can see that the 
speed lines measure the development of the current swing and that that market flow not only 
faithflllly tested & retested them, but that they also served as logical price objectives. 
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Figure 6.33 - The above daily chart synthesizes the utilisation of all three tools: the Fibonacci 
ratios arcs, speed lines and fan lines. They are very powerful tools to signal the probable reversals 
or on the contrary, the breakout of a strong confluence: the overlapping of the fan & speed lines 
passing through the 9361 high level and also the intersection of the 0.886 Fibonacci price ratio 
and the confluence of both lines at the 0.618 ratio level, which stopped the marketflow. 
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The speed and the fan lines potentiated by the Fibonacci ratio arcs, across the mUltiple time 
frames, are very reliable tools, which is determinant in our quest of finding low-risk high~ 
probability trades. If the procedure is correctly applied, first their drawing on higher time 
frame (preferably on weekly), and then on the lower time frame, we can efficiently detect 
the best entries or exits. 

Conclusion: 

The multiple time frame concepts offer a real enviable edge in nowadays highly competitive 
trading environment. If we have to synthesize the various elements of this concept, we 
would probably write the following: 

- Use the 60-min or IS-min operational charts for intra-day trading, 
~ Always trade in the direction of the overall higher time frame trend - preferably the 

weekly and daily - otherwise do not take the trade! .' 
- If already in, and the market flow of the lower time fram~, i; again aligned with that 

of the higher time frame, do not hesitate to 'add on' another trading unit 
- Be aware of the resistances/supports levels of all time frames, ahead of the market 

price and you will not be the victim of the end run event! 

Key Points to Remember: 

• DO not neglect the wealth of decisive information that can be 
extracted from the three sets of charts: the major, the 
operational and the minor time frames. The first will present 
the context of the market over a longer period of time, the 
second will be the trading scene chart and the third will just 
assist the trader to pinpOint the parameters of the entry, reo 
entry and exits. 

• The study of the multiple time frames is primordial for trend 
analYSis, especially detecting the dominant trend, revealing the 
reversal pivots, and for setting the logical price objectives. 

• One should take as an intra-day trading routine the 
"peregrinations" of the upper time frame's last swing acrosS 
the operational and lower time frames. In this way, we will 
understand the trend development and enter the trade at the 
propitious time. 

• Before entering a trade on the operational time frame, check 
the lower time frame and enter at the end of a pullback. 

• Whenever you are close to an apex, whatever the source is a 
triangle or a diamond pattern, remember its halting power. 

• We would like to emphasize the use of the 240min time frame 
in the process of illustrating the previous days' impact. 
Otherwise said, the trader sees better what's inside daY'S 
market activity. 
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• Don't neglect the role of the Fibonacci ratio slant technique, in 
the process of evaluating the dominant trend across multiple 
time frames; start with a channel on the upper time frame, 
then draw the projections of its corresponding Fibonacci slant 
lines, as you reached the operational time frame. 

• Try to understand and practice as a daily routine the synergy 
occurring among Fibonacci ratio arcs, fan and slant lines. They 
are reliable tools for signalling not only the trend's 
continuation or not, but also for protecting the trader for an 
impulsive entry, with a disastrous stop loss. 

• Learn to implement and practice as a daily routine, at least 
three time frames, with the operational one, in the middle. 

• use the pitchfork's median lines of the upper time frames as 
trading guides for the operational time frame. They have a far 
better strength than the local ones. 

• Remember that the best reversal pivots are the confluences 
formed by the various multiple time frame trend lines. Their 
intricacies reflect the best guarantor of the high probability 
reversal confluences. 

• Be in a continuous search for the dominant trend. It always 
comes from upper time frames, but not necessarily the nearest 
one. 

• DO not believe that you have to stay with the same operational 
time frame every day. The trader should try their feasibility 
every pre-open and opening periods and select the one that is 
the most fitted short-term time frame: eO-min, 30-min or 15-
min. 
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Chapter 9 

wolf Waves as an Intra-Day Tool 

We have seen so far how the geometry plays a vital role in trading through the use of the 
channels, angle lines, orthodox and unorthodox trend lines. An experienced trader would 
probably affirm to 'never anticipate' ... but I would rather say that there are ways to 
anticipate and to obtain profitable trading results, with a strict methodology, well backed 
by a risk & money management technique. 

This sub-chapter is all about anticipating a trade entry, a re-entry level (addyl.on) and an 
exit or multiple exits ... all this developed in a strict planned scenario, reselJlbling that of 
committing a near perfect trade! ' 

Let's first learn about the foundation bricks, which are nothing more than reacting to the 
market's action - not the other way around! 

Sir Isaac Newton (1642-1727) described among other physics laws, the Action and Reaction 
Principle in his main book Principia (1687). His analytical power reached the conclusion 
that "For every Action there is an equal and opposite Reaction". For a detailed description 
please refer to Chapter 11 of Volume 1. 

The Action and Reaction phases will imply an Equilibrium stage, illustrated by a balance 
zone constituted of numerous accumulation and distribution patterns, which is capable to 
induce, not only the vitality of the swift, measured movements but also the direction of the 
future momentum forces. It is the ideal location where the market exhaustion will 
regenerate through the restoration of the market flow's energy. Before the market flow will 
be catapulted, due to a high-steam energy-restored momentum, it will progressively drift in 
a sideways range, following a strict cyclical pattern. 

Bill Wolfe of www.wolfewave.com. a dedicated trader and teacher, has discovered this 
natural vibrating pace in financial markets. He takes advantage of them through the waves 
of supply and demand of the market prices,' which are called 'wolvewaves' (WW). 
Whatever the market flow direction is, the WW set-up is formed by five waves labelled 1 to 
5 pivots, which are followed by a high steamed-momentum movement delineated by the 
target line. 

11. General Description 

We will describe now in detail the composition rules of a WW set-up. We must underline, 
that they aren't to be confused with the Elliott waves, which are based on impulsive and 
corrective wave patterns. 

Talking about balance zone, we should understand that the WWl to WW4 pivots are to be 
determined before any trade is signalled (refer to the two charts below). As the zone name 
stipulates, the market flow is commonly here balanced, in a quiescent area - mostly 
sideways. It is preparing for an out-of-balance WW5 movement, which in turn, at its 
termination key level, will create the trade opportunity delineated by the WWI-4 target 
line. After that, the quiescent market status will return. 

If we think for a minute, the 'wolfewaves' set-up should be advantaged if its beginning is 
located within a sideways market rather than a trending pattern. This trade's precursor 
sideways movement formed by WW1, WW2, WW3 and WW 4 pivots, will efficiently build
up the restored-energy of a very volatile trade, thus profitable, having Significant 
projecting capabilities. 
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1.1 Wolfe Waves: A Balanced Charting Pattern 

We will try to show underneath, the birthing nest of a 'wolvewaves' set-up formed by an 
equilibrium zone - the balanced sideways move, containing four waves (labelled 1 to 4) -
followed by a single out-oj-balance volatile move (wave 5) and then the final return-to
balance single volatile movement (the trade itselj). Even if the sideways market flow of the 
below charts does not strictly occur on a single-story formation, but rather on a two-story 
rectangle pattern formed by the initiating rectangle and its first lower extension, the trader 
can visualize and understand the WW formation nest. 
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Figures 9.1 and 9.2 - The above charts are considered together in order to illustrate the inception 
of the 'wolfewave' set lip development from a balanced sideways market zone (left chart) to a an out
of-balance swing status (right chart), which signals the geared trade opportunity to the target line. 

The above left side chart shows the inceptive nest of the 'wolfwaves' set-up. We can observe 
that the WWl-4 target line and WWl-3-5 axis have been drawn and that they traverse not 
only the initiating rectangle but also its lower extension. The upper and the lower borders 
of both rectangles are faithfully tested by the market flow. There is an occurrence of a 
quiescent double-story sideways market, ready to perform either an imminent out-of
balance down swing to the WWl-3-5 axis, or on the contrary, an up swing breaking the 
WWl-4 target line, towards the higher levels. 

The above right side chart shows that the market flow has chosen the continuation of the 
'wolfwaves' set-up through the down-sloping development of the WW5 pivot and that the 
WWl-3-5 axis has been reached. The previous balanced quiescent market flow has been 
disturbed becoming an out-of-balance market ready to reverse towards the WWl-4 target 
line. If that will be the case, the equilibrium will be again accomplished and the market 
flow will return to a new balance status. 

As we mentioned above, the 'wolfewaves' set-up is formed by waves of supply and demand 
market price phenomena. Whatever the market flow direction is, the WW set-up is formed 
by five waves labelled 1 to 5. 
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Figures 9.3 - The above drawings show the composition of the 'wolwewaves' set-up formed each 
time, by a double V shaped-letter, displaced one in relation to the other: Vz & Vl for ascending 
swing and inverted VI & Vl for descending swing. 
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Figures 9.4 and 9.5 - The above two drawings illustrate the 'wolwewaves' set-up composition of an 
ascending (left side) set-up and also a descending (right side) set-up formed each time, by a double V 
letter, slightly displaced, one in relation to the other: Vz & Vl for ascending swing and inverted Vl & 

Vl for descending swing. The WWI-3 -5 axis has been drawn, in order to give the trader the feeling of 
orientation with regard to the whole pattern. 

5 2 

2 5 

Figures 9.6 and 9.7 - The above two drawings illustrate the 'wolwewaves' set-up composition of an 
ascending (left side) set-up and also a descending (right side) set-up identical to the prior drawings, bllt 
this time, they have two additional junctional elements: the WWl-4 target line and the traded swing 
exteriorised by downwards and upwards arrows, corresponding to the short and long trades. 
respectively. We can note that the set-ups have a reversal role around the WWl-3-5 a.xis. 
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The first thought that comes to trader's mind when trying to learn this methodology, is to 
know how and where to start. It all depends in what phase the market flow is fluctuating. If 
we have to synthesize in a few paragraphs, the best approach, we will gather the following: 

In the birthing stage, we look for he WW2 point, which must be a significant pivot 
because, is the initialising factor of the set-up. It should preferably be a major pivot, 
well individualized from the market flow. 
At the end of the balance phase - WWl to W4 pattern is terminated - look for the 
angle formed by the WWl-3 and WWl-4 trend lines. The larger the angle, the bigger 
the WW5 swing will be, and ... even bigger and more profitable the trade's outcome 
will become. 
At the end of the WWl to WW5 pattern - out-of-balance phase - the trader is ready 
to perform the pre-arranged trade, in order to correct not only the previous swing but 
also the prior trend. Once again, here we realize that this set-up is qualified as a 
reversal pattern. At this stage of the market flow development, it is obvious that 
technically we will trade the last swing of a wedge formation having the 2 and 5 points 
as the extreme pivots. Not only this set-up resembles a falling or a rising wedge but 
also a diagonal triangle. 

Moreover, the almost perfect alignment of the WWl, WW3 and WW5 pivots (refer to 
Figure 9.4) will immediately remind us of the "Three Little Indians" chart pattern 
described by Linda Bradford-Raschke as the three symmetrical peaks after a several 
days rally - a classic example of buying climax at the end of a strong up-sloping trend. 

Now at the final return-to-balance phase, the inception of the volatile swing departing 
from the WWl-3-5 axis will impersonate the trade itself. We know that all the 
preliminary trading conditions are satisfied and also pre-arranged; performing the 
trade seems to be just a piece-of-cake. For the trader this represents a real gold mine. 
Not only the entry level is signalled at the end of WW5 but also the logical price 
objective is already efficiently projected, well determined by the WWl-4 target line! 
And all these, well in advance, before even the crowd is thinking of taking a trade. 

1.2 Fine Basic "Tune-Up" 

Before entering the trade, a basic 'fine tune-up' procedure should be implemented: 

All the weight of the trade outcome is on the qualitative formation of WW5 level, 
which should be closely observed, before entering the trade. As we know, the making 
of the WWl-3-5 axis will signal the trade entry. But a good question arises here ... 
What if the market flow does not halt exactly on this axis? Well, in that case the price 
might be either above or below this axis. If the halt is located above, considering that 
WW5 just terminated its down-sloping, then we have a down-sloping failure, which 
will signal a very probable up-move, with a high-steam momentum. 

On the contrary,~if the halt pattern is a false breakout, under this axis exteriorised 
through a huge spike or a hammer* candle, then we will wait its return over the axis. 
The most important element in entry decision taking is the confirmation of a strong 
return. The trade decision is thus fully enhanced if the return occurs within a 'round' 
number level- hundreds or thousands - or an old key level. 

of an *The hammer is an important bottoming pattern, the equivalent of the hanging man as a topping 
s, but pattern. They both have a small body impelled by a twice-the-body-size tail located under the body for 
~wing the hammer and above the body for the hanging man. 
eades, 
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Even if we have the pre-arranged entry and target, we don't have any idea of the 
trade's itinerary in its way to the target line. In this case, what we usually do is to 
draw a very probable trajectory impersonated by a parallel line to the WW3-4 trend 
line. Then, we closely follow the market flow's development guided by the already 
drawn Fibonacci price ratios where zero percentage level is the WW5 entry level and 
the 100% exit level is the confluence of the WWI-4 trend line with WW3-4 parallel 
trend line. In order to approach as much as possible to the realm of the trade 
development we have replaced the straight down trajectory with a down-sloping 
Elliott wave pattern constituted by impulsive and corrective waves. It is advisable to 
check for intricacy between 'wolvewaves' (WW) and Elliott waves (WOl, W02, W03 , 
W04 & W05): WOl reaching WWllevel, W02 retracing to WW3 level, W03 almost 
attaining the WWl-4 target line, W04 bouncing back I to the WW 4 level and finally 
W05 reaching its terminal destination (figure below). 

Copyright 2008 by Dr Mlrcea Dologa 
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2 

5 

WW1-4 Target 
Trend Line 

WVV3-4 Parallel 
Trend Line 

WolfeWaves = 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5 
Elliott Waves = 1 g ~ ~ & ~ 

Figures 9.8 - The above drawings illustrate the 'would-be' itinerary of the short trade to be entered at 
WW5 pivot and to be exited at the WWl-4 target line limit. We have drawn the WW3-4 parallel line in 
order to get a probable trend line for the short trade trajectory. This parallel line will be of a vaillable 
use in the process of closely monitoring the trade: the Elliott waves labelling, the locations of any 
eventual re-entries ('add-ons') and the probable termination level of the trade's swing by the use of 
Elliott wave projections (W5 ofWl, W5 ofWO-3 & W5 ofW4). Moreover, the confluence oftlte WWI· 
4 target line, the WW3-4 parallel trend line and the Fibonacci price ratio cluster of tlte W5, can 
strongly influence the trade olltcome. 

Check for a volume increase at the entry level for a long trade or for a volume 
stagnation for a short trade, 
Look for a massive divergence between the market price and the indicator, preferably 
the RSI, 
If you carefully scrutinize the market flow, you'll find multiple set-ups, but only one is 
dominant and the most profitable! 
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When you are searching for the dominant set-up, don't use, at first any other tools, 
until the set-up becomes obvious. After that, the trader can always, sort of 'tune-up' 
his entry, re-entry and targeting, employing other tools. 

Sub-Chapter's Conclusion: 

After you train your eyes by carefully scrutinize the market flow, you'll swiftly find the 
dominant 'wolfwaves' set-up, which is also the most profitable! Thus, the WW practitioners 
will acquire a great edge over the crowd! 
We will see later into the chapter, that there are a lot of efficient integrated tools that 
increase even more the trade's probability and its management. And like any other 
trade .... If you think that a 'wolvewaves' set-up is suspicious, don't trade it! There is always 
another trade! 

1.3 Bullish WW Set-Up Restricted Rules 

Projected Target 

4---7~ 

5 

Bullish ww Set·Up Rules: 

1. Point 3 lower than Point 1 
2. Point 4 lower than Point 2 
3. Entry after Point 5 reversed 
4. Oraw Target line linking Point 1 & 4 

CopYtl9ht 2008 by Dr Mire .. Oologa 
www.pII~hforldrld.r.com 

Figure 9.9 - The above illustration shows on the upper drawing the restricted rules of the bullish 
'wolvewaves' set-up representing a reversal of the previous trend. The lower drawing is identical to the 
upper, but it also shows the estimated price of arrival (EPA) and the estimated time of arrival (ETA) 
levels; they are bom out of the confluences of WWl-4 target line, WW2-4 trend line, WWl-3-5 axis 
and the volatile price swing out of the WW5 pivot. 
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1.4 Bearish WW Set-Up Restricted Rules 

5 
...... ...... 

s: 
......... ;,r 

""--. ~ 

4 --"7t:J? ~ 
~ 
Target 

Bearish WW Set-Up Rules 

1. Point 3 higher than Point 1 
2. Point 4 higher than Point 2 
3. Entry after Point 5 reversed & 

Stop Loss 
4. Draw Target Line linking Point 1 & 4 

Copyrtght 200t by Dr _ 001011. 
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Figure 9.10 - The above drawing illustrate the restricted rules of the bearish 'wolvewaves' set-lip 
representing a reversal of the previous trelUJ. An attentive observation will reveal that the Jf'2-4 trend 
line and WWl-3-5 axis are converging. 

12. Projecting the Termination of Swings 

12.1 Up-Sloping Swing Projection 

0&'16 otII7 0$'18 

Figures 9.11 - The above chart illustrates the long trade potential of the bullish WW set-up to be 
performed from the 1136.25 key level at 18:00hrs CET on 09/18/08. In order to fine 'tune-up' this 
opportunity, it would be a good idea to closely monitor the up-sloping development towards the WWI-4 
target line. 
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01115 

Figures 9.12 - The above chart is idelltical to the previous but it has been drawn on it an internal 
unorthodox trend line. We observe numerous tests and retests of the market flow, labelled points A, B, 
C and D, warranting the volatile move of the long trade issued from the WW5 pivot. The market flow 
will probably stumble on - or zoom through - this multiple tested trend line, thus giving the trader a 
very efficient opportunity for re-entering the market, for a more profitable outcome. This unorthodox 
lille is all excellent tool for monitoring the up-sloping market development to WWl-4 target line. 

OWlf 

Figures 9.13 - The above chart is identical to the previous but one day later. As we anticipated, the 
internal unorthodox trend line served as strong landmark because the market flow had to zoom 
through to exceed it at lIB7 key level. The high-steam momentum catapulted the market flow straight 
to the WWl-4 target line at 1291.25 key level. Once this attained, the market price seems to retrace, 
either for a small pullback or for a correction of the previous swing. At this stage the conservative 
trading instructions are very clear ... Don't take any trades past the WWl-4 target line. In spite of 
this, the aggressive traders will also try to trade past the target line, by employing integrated tools. 
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Figures 9.14 - Even if the WW trade is already performed inian optimal way, we will show on the 
above chart an aggressive trading approach post-WW trade. After exiting the WW trade the aggressive 
trader has noticed three elements in favour of this second trade: a probable bounce on the horizontal 
support line passing through the WW4 at 1226.00 key level, especially if accompallied by a test and 
retest of the WWl-4 and the presence of the TL-Ol, which could serve as target line. Thus, the pre
arranged entry was performed at 1226.00 key level, with an 'add-on' at 1292.00 key level. The tiny stop 
loss was snugged three ticks under the entry level. 

2.1 Down-Sloping Swing Projection 
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Figures 9.15 - The above chart illustrates the short trade potential of the bearish WW set-lip. The 
median line is all excellent tool for monitoring the down-sloping market to WWl-4 target line. 
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Figures 9.16 & 17 - The above hvo charts illustrate the long trade potential of the bearish WW set
up. The left side chart illustrates the defi!Jition of the WW set-up. Even if it might look as a WWl to 4 
trending pattern, the balanced structure will be revealed if we draw a horizontal line through WWl 
pivot and also through the middle of the W2-3 swing. This midline will become the symmetry axis of 
this balanced structure: WW2 pivot with regard to WW3 pivot, and the first hvo small bars preceding 
WW2 with regard to the first hvo small bars post-WW3 pivot. 
The right side chart is a textbook example of the WW5 being only touched and then retraced, already 
on its way to perform the short trade. It reminds me of the hit-and-run event or a bite-of-a-snake 
process. 

Figure 9.18 - The right side chart continued 
the prior chart, bllt one hOllr later. After the 
market flow hastily tested the WWI-3-5 axis 
thus starting the trade at 1291 key level, it 
I'igorollsly dropped towards the WWI-4 target 
line exiting the trade at 1237 key level. 
An aggressive trader will trade even further 
down, if a test & retest, from underneath occurs, 
taking progressively as targets the WW4, the 
WWl and WW2 horizontal support lines. 
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13. Wolf Wave Trading Synergy with Trend Lines and Pitchforks 

" Copyright 2aoS 1-106,00 
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Figure 9.19 The above chart illustrates the long trade of the bullish WW set-up that was just 
performed. A hindsight ana~ysis will reveal some interesting elements: a dual WW3 labelling (3a & 3b), 
showing that WW3b is the most functional, even if both obeyed to the restricted rules; a textbook 
testing ofWWl-3b-5 wds and an excessive last-swing volatility exceeding the WJVl-4 target line. 
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Figure 9.20 - The above chart is identical to the prior. For the purpose of finding Ollt the final target 
of the WW trade - past the WWl-4, we have drawn an orthodox trend line (TL-l) and Mo unorthodox 
trend lines (TL-2 & TL-3). Looking in hindsight, these three trend lines formed the 1106 key level 
conjluence; therefore an aggressive trader could have performed a profitable post-WW set-lip trade. A 
question arises here ... What about using additional trend lines like the ML of a pitchfork? 
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Figure 9.21 - The above chart is identical to the prior on which we have drawn an uscending 
pitchfork. Thus, we get some indispensable elements for re-entering a trade, but in the opposite 
direction. The up-sloping failllre, under the upper median line (U-MLH) of the ascending pitchfork 
with its reversal pattern, strongly recommend a short trade, which could be jeopardized by the strong 
confluence formed by the pitchfork's median line (ML) and the WWI-4 old target line. 

14. Failed Wolf Waves Set-Up 

Figure 9.22 - The right side chart has a WW trade 
set-up ready to explode towards the WWl-4 target 
line. We have applied the restricted rules and we 
have also calculated tlte projected price and time 
targets. Everything on this chart is prone to further 
develop the WW long trade scenario, except the 
efficient role of the WW2-4 trend line acting as a 
strong resistance, which already halted the market 
flow progre.5sion, in spite of the last upside bar. 
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Figure 9.23 - The above chart is identical to the previous, but six hours later. It seems that the market 
flow has just performed an up-sloping failure, being now almost ready to drop under the WWl-3-5 axis 
(1200.75 key level) towards lower targets. 
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Figure 9.24 - The above chart is identical to the previous, but one hOllr later, Ajier test & retest ojtlre 
WW2-4 trend line the market flow continued its fall. We can say now that the bullish wrv set-up failed. 
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Figure 9.25 - The above chart is illustrating a dual WW set-up. The first WW set-up (the larger), 
formed by the 1, J., 1., .1 & ~ pivots has failed. In spite of this, an astute WW practitioner could tum 
this disadvantage into a gold mine. He would have observed a second - smaller - WW set-up labeled 1, 
2, 3, 4 & 5, built on the failed swing of the previous WW set-lip. We can currently see that the market 
flow is IInder the WWl-3-5 axis of the traded WW set-up (the smaller). As soon as the market price 
retums above this axis, a long trade is highly advisable. 
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Figure 9.26 - The above chart continued the previous, but one day later, into the opening. As 
anticipated, the market flow retumed over the WWl-3-5 axis of the smaller WW set-up and the long 
entry order was executed within the opening bar at 5690 key level. The confluence of the smaller 
WWl-4 target line and the larger WW1-J.-~ axis will probably exit the current long trade at 5932 level. 
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Figure 9.27 - The above chart continued the previous, but nine hours and 10 minutes later. As 
anticipated, the market flow reached the WW1-4 target line of the smaller set-up and lite trade was 
exited at the pre-arranged 5932 key level. 

15. Re-Adjusted Wolf Waves Set-Up 
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Figure 9.28 and 29 - The above two charts illustrate the same WW trade set-up at an intervalofforty
eight hOllrs. The left side chart shows a long trade ready to be performed at the 1186.75 entry le~'el 
located on the WW1-3-5 axis with a stop loss equal to at least one ATR(14) - Average True Range of 
8.5 points. The common ATR multiplier is 1.5 to 2.5. We chose a stop loss level at 1178.25 level, on~r 
one A TR away. We know that it is close to the market action bllt we prefer 10 I'e-enter if needed! 
The right side chart continues the prior, bllt two days later. We observe that the market flow slight(1' 
regressed to 1180.00 before it took off to the pre-arranged 1221.50 key level of the WWl-4 targe/line 
and exited. The price came close to only 1. 75 points from our stop loss level. 
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Figure 9.30 - The above chart is identical to the previous. We will illustrate this time the opportunity of 
performing an 'add-on' in the middle of the trade (refer to WW5' pivot), when the market flow 
regressed to 1180.00 level, only 1.75 points away from the 1178.25 stop loss leveL The weight of this re
entry is based on timing. The astute trader will set-up a pre-arranged re-entry at the moment of a test & 
retest of the entry support line at 1186.75 key level. The re-entry's stop loss remains the same as that of 
the entry. We have drawn the WW5' pivot - competing with the WW5 pivot - only to show the presence 
of a down-sloping failure starting off at 1180.00 key level, which greatly enhances the trade's outcome! 

16. Pattern within Pattern 
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Figure 9.31 - The above and the next three charts describe the use ofa pattern within a pattern, in 
Our case a large WW set-lip nO 1 enclosing a smaller WW set-up nO 2. We observe that the first set-up is 
ready for a short trade to be entered under the 6277 key level. The WWI-3-5 stop loss around 6302 key 
level plainly justifies the 25 poillls distance for a 127 pts profit potential, around 6150 key level. 
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Figure 9.32 - The right side 
chart illustrates both WW set
ups. We observe that the 
target line of the smaller set
lip (WW1-2-3-4-5) is close to 
the vicinity of the entry, thlls 
having a smaller profit 
potential. The larger set-up 
(WW-I-~-~-1-~ has a milch 
bigger trading potential. 
We will study both set-ups in 
order to get a better global 
trade management view with 
the use of 'add-oIlS'. 

Figure 9.33 - The right side 
chart shows only the larger 
set-up. We can see that the 
WWI-1. target line is drawn 
through the close of the WW1. 
pivot rather than through the 
tip of its spike. At the target 
line's distal end is a textbook 
example of the 'touching kiss' 
pattern, so valuable in 
entering the next non-WW 
trade at the 6100 reversal 
level. We also observe that the 
drawing of the median line 
greatly assisted the trader 
with 'add-oIlS '. 

Figure 9.34 - The right side 
chart shows this time both 
WW set-ups. The advantage 
of using a 'pattern within a 
pattern' is that it can reveal 
additional key levels, which 
could better guide the trader, 
either in the process of 
performing an 'add-on' or 
rather ill executillg a reversal 
at the terminal end of the 
target lines of one or both set
ups. We observe that the price 
drop ended at 6117 level well 
deliniated by WW1-4 target 
tine of smaller ww set-up. 
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17 _ Wolf Waves Guided by Fibonacci Price Ratios 
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Figure 9.35 - The above chart illustrates a bearish WW set-lip. It is common knowledge that we can 
confirm it through the use of Fibonacci price ratio projections. The frequently used ratios are 1.272 
and 1.618 of W3 and W5 with regard to the swing of the previous pullback, respectively. We have 
applied in the above chart the Fibonacci price ratios to WW3 and WW5 with regard to WW2 and 
obtained WW3=1.382*W2 and WW5=1.382*W2, respectively. 
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Figure 9.36 - The above chart continued the market activity of the previolls chart, but one day later, 
in the afternoon. Tile price of the bearish WW set-lip reached the WW1-4 target line and the trade was 
exited at 61 00 key level. If we analyze in hindsight the post-WW5 swing - the traded swing - we can see 
that the marketflow did a first halt at 100% WW2 threshold level at 6204 key level (close to the median 
line support of 6219.5 key level) and then it dropped to 200% WW2 level at 6106 level, only six points 
away from the trade '05 exit at 6100 key level- a 'round' number. 
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Figure 9.37 - The above chart is identical to the previolls chart. We applied this time the Fibonacci 
price ratios not only with regard to WW2 wave, but also with regard to Elliott C-wave pertaining to the 
ABC corrective pattern. Thus, we observed that the post-WW5 swing started to wane its down-sloping 
momentum around 6128 key level where C=I.6I8*A and then its completely reversed at 6100 'round' 
level, where C=1.886*A. The 200% WW2 extension was only 6 pts away at 6106 level. It is obvious 
here that the quest for the clusters issued from the Fibonacci ratios is ve~v useful. 

18. Fine Tuning in Trading Wolf Waves 

18.1 Searching for an E11d-Run Phenomenon 
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Figure 9.38 - The above chart illustrates a bearish WW set-lip ready to explode. Before we execute the 
short trade entry order at 14144, it is highly advisable to check for the 'end-run' phenomenon - the 
probable obstacles, which jeopardize the trade outcome: 13509-14, 13195, 13080 and 12160 key levels. 
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8.2 Trade Management of 'Wolf Waves' Set-Up 

Apparently, there is no much to say about the simplicity of the trade management of the 
'wolfwaves' set-up, after the trade has been entered. The exit being pre-arranged, we will 
only have to be patient and wait for the market flow to intersect the WWI-4 target line 
and collect the funds. But.. .several questions arise: 

How close should I set the initial stop loss? 
When should I move to the break-even stop loss? On what criteria? 
Should I use a trailing stop? What trailing technique is the most optimal? 
Will it be a good idea to practice 'add-ons' with this methodology? 
How do I detect any support/resistance trend lines that couldjeopardize the trade? 
What should I do if the market flow passes through the WWl-4 target line with the 
speed ofafreight train? 
What if a test and retest move is performed just on the WWl-4 target line? 

We will try to answer most of these questions in this sub-chapter. We consider 
bellow an example of a bearish set-up, which is vice versa for a bullish set-up. 

First, is the problem of establishing an indispensable initial stop loss. The exact location 
depends on the WWS pivot position in regard to the WI-3-S trend line: 

If the pivot is just on the line we will probably use a stop loss, one ATR (14) distance 
above it. Some traders go up to 2.5 ATRs. We prefer the shorter option with a re
entry, if needed. It will cost us less, in spite of multiple brokerage fees. In case of a 
current inside bar, right under the trend line, enclosed by a volatile bar, the stop loss 
distance from its close to the trend line might be unaffordable for the trader. In that 
case, we can establish the initial stop loss location within the volatile bar at the 
61.8% Fibonacci ratio level of its size (refer to the figure below). 
If the pivot is above the line, then we'll wait for a 'clean' return and establish the 
stop loss as above. In other words, we wait until the reversal pattern ends with a 
complete price return under the WWI-3-S axis. The astute trader is aware that 
frequently, there is a buying climax mood, with huge volume, before the reversal 
pattern period has ended. Once that the reversal pattern is cleared and terminated, 
we should carefully observe the waning of the volume, while the market flow drops 
under the WWI-3-S axis. At this moment the return is qualified as a credible return 
and we can enter the trade with an initial stop loss, a few ticks above the line. If this 
distance is too big because of an under-the-line volatile bar then we can establish the 
initial stop loss location within the volatile bar at the 61.8% Fibonacci ratio level of 
its size (refer to the figure below). 
If the pivot is below the line, then we must act very fast because the market flow is in 
a down-sloping failure and it might drop like a stone, before the trader had a chance 
to enter the trade or to establish the initial stop loss. In this case the stop loss can be 
snugged three ticks above the last high. 

The duration of keeping the initial stop loss before it is transformed into a break-even stop 
loss is usually one ATR (14) time length. Again, some traders would go up to 2.5 ATRs. 
The money management of the 'wolfwaves' set-up trade is dependent on the experience of 
the trader. I advise, a complete pre-arranged technique during the apprenticeship period. 
It will give the novice trader a sentiment of reassurance and tranquility that we all need so 
badly. It is also a marvelous manner to cure the 'trigger-shy' syndrome. It means that after 
the entry is performed we will pre-arrange the target, once that the initial stop loss has 
been established! And then the novice trader should move as quickly as possible to break 
even stop loss. After this has been successfully accomplished, let it run to the exit ... You are 
in, for a free ride ... so rare in Wall Street environment! 
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The establishment of a trailing stop loss is the appanage - kind of a rightful endowment - of 
the astute trader. The quest for the most optimal trailing locations goes 'hand-in-hand' 
with the search for the best 'add-on' locations. The easiest and the most visible to find 
would be at the previous bar's high or at the prior rally' bar high during a down trend 
(and vice versa for an up trend). The constraint is not to exceed one ATR (14) distance' , 
otherwise you are liable to leave the money on the table for the market! Then, there are 
also trailing stop losses and 'add-on' locations harder to be detected, which are in a way 
'hidden' from the public, because of their 'hard-to-grasp' learning mechanism. We will 
describe in details further these hidden levels: the Gann Main Levels, the Square of Gann 
levels, the extensions of the first bar and the Fibonacci price ratio tools. 
We would be enchanted, free of any problems if we'll know what is lying ahead of us. This 
is exactly what happens with the trader after he entered the trade. He/she isn't always 
aware that there are frequent support/resistance levels, which are not obvious to be seen or 
detected and that we don't even think of. This is called the 'end-run' phenomenon. In order 
to take a long/short trade decision, whatever the methodology is used, the trader must 
carefully study the market fields located ahead and behind the current market flow. He/she 
must be aware of the probable key levels, which could try very hard to stumble, to halt or 
even to reverse the market flow propelled by the initial strong momentum. 
Always be on the watch for a dearth or an abundance of these key levels in order to avoid 
the 'end-run' phenomenon, which will certainly "bug in" uninvited and will immediately 
take over. This occurs when the breaking out high-powered momentum hits an 'ahead-of
the-market' strong resistance on its up-trending development. 
As we already mentioned, there shouldn't be any trade performed past the WWl-4 target 
line. Anyway, this isn't for the novice traders. It's like trading an opening gap, without 
preparation! Why ... ? It's due to the astute trader's qualified skills, which will enable him 
to use advanced integrated tools. We will give some examples, later in this chapter. 
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Figure 9.39 - The above chart illustrates a bearish WW set-up ready to explode. Before we execute tile 
short trade entry order at 14144, it is highly advisable to establish an initial stop loss within the last 
volatile bar enclosing the inner bar by using the Fibonacci price ratios: 38.2%, 50% or the 61.8% 
threshold levels. If he/she wants to get closer to the market action, the lise of the dai(v ATR(14) wOllld 
be the most appropriate: 1 to 2.5 ATR(14)s distance from the entry level to the stop loss location. 
Actually a daily A TR(14) value of this contract has an average of 5 points. 
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8.3 Pinpointing the Most Probable Price Target 

8.3.1 Galln Main Levels 

Gann Main Levels 
Fill in the bordered cells 

Crude Oil Futures 
Continuous Contract 

Contract High 

Contract Low 

G1 

G2 

G3 

106,5 

73,6 

126,9 

36,8 
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Table 9.1 - This table calculates the Gann Main Levels, indispensable for drawing the 'hidden' Gann 
levels, so valuable in detecting the market key levels capable of halting a strong down-sloping market. 

Together with the Square of Nine, the Gann Main Levels represent two milestones 
techniques of Gann methodology. You'll be amazed how accurately they work, whatever 
the time frame would be. 
We will consecrate the entire Chapter 11 to the Gann techniques. For the moment, we'll 
take as example, the chart of the above figure. 
The calculations of the Gann Main Levels need two parameters: the high and the low of the 
contract or of the cash index or of any other securities. The values are fed into an Excel 
spreadsheet and thus, the four 'G' values are obtained. We should mention that the Gl to 
G4 Gann levels are very valuable as support levels when the market is dropping in a strong 
manner. Even if some traders believe in their usefulness only in strong down trends, our 
experience showed their irreplaceable role, also as a solid resistance, when the market flow 
will recuperate from the market drop. 

An attentive observation of the WWl-4 target line on the above chart shows that it is 
pointed towards the 115 key level. Almost the same key level value is revealed, well ahead 
ofthe exit by calculating the Gann Main Levels impersonated by 116.7 G4 level value (refer 
to the arrow on the above table). 

In order to ensure this support level information, we will search further with other Gann 
tools for a probable cluster that will match the 115 -117 key level zone. 

Now that we have the two extreme values of the price cluster (115 & 116.7 key levels) we'll 
go even deeper into the practice of Gann's methodology by using the Square of Nine. 
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8.3.2 Gann Square of Nine 

The second milestone technique of the Gann 
methodology seems to be even more esoteric. 
It needs only one parameter: the last high for a 
down-sloping trend and vice versa. 
The Square of Nine is organized by cycles, from 
0° to 360° constituting the first down circle, in 
our down sloping trend (refer to the above 
chart). A whole panoply of cycles will follow at 
an interval of 360°: the second cycle down from 
360° to 720°, the third cycle down from 720° to 
1080°, and so on. Inside a cycle there are specific 
landmark degrees corresponding to quarters and 
halves: 90°, 120°, 180°,270° and 360°. 
If we scrutinize the right side table, we observe 
that 115 key level is very close to the 270° location 
of the first down cycle at 113.1 key level. This is 
another level of confirmation that the down trend 
will probably terminate around the 115 key level 
cluster zone. 
We should add here that even if the market 
trend is not bluntly halted by this 115 key level 
cluster that is not really dramatic for the trade's 
outcome. In the absence of a bounce on this 
cluster, there could certainly occur other 
trading scenarios, which are very profitable if 
properly managed: zooming through, test and 
retest from underneath and piercing. Each of 
these alternatives can be used in its own way 
by the astute trader. 

Highest 

High I ··· .. 147,31 

"1st Dovvn 
11.25" 

142,8 

141,3 
139.8 

138,3 
136,8 

135,4 
101.25" 133.9 
112.5· 
123.75" 
135 0 

146.25" 
157.5· 

168.75" 125, 

124,0 
122,6 

121,2 

119,9 

118,5 
117.1 

~ 115.8 <_., 11 

~113.1 
111,8 
110,5 

109,2 

107,9 
106,6 

105,3 

Table 9.2 - The above right side table calculates the Ganll Square of Nine key levels, indispensable 
for drawing the 'hidden' Gann levels. There is a high probability of finding the halting support levels 
of the downtrend. 

8.3.3 A TR and First Bar Extensions 

We will pursue our efforts in deepening our search for increasing the number of layers of 
the 115-117 key level cluster. This time we won't use a Gann tool but rather a combination 
of Fibonacci price ratio projections not only of the ATR (13) - an Average True Range 
calculated on a 13-bar interval, but also ofthe first huge volatile bar. We chose this time 13 
as the period (a Fibonacci number), instead of the usual 14, which is the half of the lunar 28 
days cycle. In order to apply the Fibonacci price ratio extensions, we first calculate froID 
the chart the ATR (13), which is equal to 4.1 points. Then, we compute the height of the 
first bar, by subtracting the low level number from the high level number, thus obtaining 
5.8 points. We may now start (refer to table below) with: 

the ATR (13) downward extensions, calculated each time from the lower third of the 
previous bar: 139.3,137.1,134.4 ... 115.3 (bar nO 11 - a Lucas number), and so on. 
the first bar downward extensions, calculated each time from the lower third of the 
previous bar: 136, 130, 124, 118, 112 (bar nO 5 - a Fibonacci number) and so on. 
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Table 9.3 - This right side table calculates the Fibonacci price ratio extensions of the ATR(13) and 
also of the first bar. There is a high probability o.ffinding the halting support levels of down trend. 

8.3.4 Conclusive Price Target Remarks 

1 

2 

3 
4 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Tools Employed 

Gaon Main Levels 

Gann Square of Nine 

ATR Price Projection 

First Bar Extension 

Tools Employed 

Gann Main Levels 

Gann Square of Nine 

ATR Price Projection 

First Bar Extension 

Results 
Description----W~-ObTaiiied 

G4at116.7 Preceding Entry 

270' at 113,1 Preceding Entry 

Bar n° 11 at 115.3 Preceding Entry 

Extension nO 5 Preceding Entry 
at 112 

Results 
CaTcuTiiied--Reaii.e-;~i-i:jiii.-% 

116.7 115 1.5% 

113.1 115 .1.7",4 

115,3 115 0.3°/. 

112 115 -2.6% 

Remarks 

These levels are useful only when 
market is in down trend 
This leve! is one of the 4 most important 
degree levels; 0·, 90· and 180· 

Number 11 is a Lucas number 

115 level is located at midpoint of 
4th & 5th extension 

Remarks 

Projected level is Slightly above real level 

Pr(ljected levet is. slightly below real level 

Projected level is almost equal to real level 

Projected level is slightly below real level 

Table 9.4 & 9.5 - The upper table synthesizes the results from our quest for the cluster's layers and 
the lower table focuses on the calclliated results of the fOllr layer 112-116.7 cluster, including the 
percentage difference among them. The ergonomics of the tools is here not ollly obvious, but also 
reliable. 
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8.3.5 Fibonacci Price Ratio Tool 
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Figure 9.40 - The above chart illustrates a bearish WW set-up ready to explode. Before we execute the 
short trade entry we have prepared the trading scene and we have also projected the Fibonacci price 
ratios levels, which are indi~pensable to closely follow the downtrelld's development. We will give a 
particular attention when market flow reaches, not only to the main Fibonacci ratio levels like 38.2% 
at 134.94 level, 50% at 131.14 level and 61.8% at 127.33 level, but also to other key levels able to form 
clusters with them, e.xpressed by old key levels like: 135.09, 135.14,131.95,130.80 and 121.60. 
Please refer to Figure 9.42 for this trade's outcome! 

8.3.6 Reaching the Projected Price Target 
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Figure 9.41 - The above chart is identical to the previous but olle day later. The trade'sfirst bar is a 
huge volatile bar, which almost touched the WW set-up 's median line at 135.14 key level and thell it 
retraced in its lower quarter. It seems that the down-sloping momentum is strong ellough to continue. 
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Figure 9.42 - The above chart is identical to the previous, but eighteen days later, at the trade's exit. 
We can observe the lise of the Fibonacci price ratios, which really signaled in advance the strategic 
landmark zones where the astute trader could have performed re-entries ('add-oDs') and also optimal 
trailing stop losses: 13494-500, 13080-13114, 12733 and 12160 key levels. 

8.4 Pinpointing the Most Probable Time Target 

8.4.1 Fibonacci Bar Count 
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Figure 9.43 - The above and the next charts will describe the lise of the time tools, indispensable for 
the arsenal of the WW trades. These methods drastically increase the trade outcome. In spite of this, 
few of the traders are familial' with them. On the above chart we employed the Fibonacci Bar COllnt 
technique, which revealed that at exactly 20 bars (one bar short of the 21 Fibonacci number) from the 
last high, the pre-arranged trade was exited 011 the WW1-4 target line at 11500 key level on 08/08/08. 
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8.4.2 Momentum Bar Count 
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Figure 9.44 - The above chart is identical to previous, but this time we have applied the Momentum 
Bar Count technique. We have cOllnted only the momentum (lower) bars -with regard to the previous 
bars- instead of counting all the occurring bars. We found that exactly at 13 bars (a Fib nO) from tlte 
last high, the market exited the pre-arranged trade on WWI -4 target line at 11500 level on 08108108. 

8.4.3 Fibonacci Bar Count Expansion 
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Figure 9.45 - The above chart is identical to the previous, but ten days later. Over the WJr set-up, we 
applied, the Fibonacci Bar Count expansions, taking as 0 and 100% pivots the chart's lowest low altd 
its highest high, respectively. It is interesting to mention that the lowlhigh cycle is 50 bars wide, half 0/ 
the 100 rOllnd nllmber .. 1Woreover, the 1.618 Fib ratio occurred 011 the last bar - the mirror bar pattern. 
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8.4.4 Confluences: Wolf Waves, Fibonacci Arcs and Bar Count Expansions 
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Figure 9.46 In order to enhance the accuracy of the WW target, we applied on the last chart, over 
the WW set-up, the Fibonacci Ratio Arcs, taking as the center labeled !!. the start-up of tire Fibonacci 
COltllt and as 1 the length of the first ascending swing. Thus, we obtained the swing !!. to L equal to 
the circle's radius. Thefirst extension of this circle formed a strong confluence with the WW1-4 target 
line and the 1.382 Fibonacci time ratio at exactly 11500 level on 08108108, our exit timing. 

Figure 9.47 - The above chart is identical to the prior, but 33 days later. We observe, in hindsight, the 
efficient role of Fibonacci Time Ratio Bar COUllt technique in revealing almost all of the higher highs 
and lower lows. 
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8.4.5 Fibonacci Ratios of Circle Radii Angles 
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Figure 9.48 - In order to further enhance the accuracy of the WW target, we have drawn on the prior 
chart, over the WW set-up, the Cartesian 2]0 angle formed by WW1 [one R(O) radius1 & WWS [hvo 

R(O) radii] converging in the origin of Q pivot - the circle's center. A double mUltiple of this 21 0 angle 
- the 420 angle - will have the angle's Q- Q borderline halt the WW set-up trade at IIS00-exit level. 

8.4.6 Gann Time Wheel 

3150 2710612008 2610612008 25106l2QQet 2410612008 2110612008 
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.. ." ..... ' . 1110912008 10/0912008 09/0912008 08/09J2008 1 07/09/2008 
1110812008 13/0912008 0611012008 ;:05l~nt2Q081 04/1012008 

1210812008 1410912008 

90° 

1610812008 1810912008 1311012008 
17/0812008 19/09/2008 8.: 2110912008 
18/0BI2008 ~8· 2010812008 2110812008 

OI9ff1OOB 1110712008 12107/2008 13107/2008 
2250 

2410512008 25/0512008 26105/2008 27/05/2008 30/05/2008 

Table 9.6 - The above table illustrates the role of the Gann Square of IVine - employed this time as a 
timing tool - which efficiently indicates the 08108108 (refer to the arrow above) as a highly probable 
exit time for the WW set-up trade, enthusiastically started almost a month ago on 07111108. A detailed 
use of this time Gann tool is described ill Chapter 11. 
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8.4.7 Conclusive Time Target Remarks 

Results 
n° Tools Employed D;;~riPUO~---~h;~()btai~d Remarks 

1 Fibonacci Bar Count 21 Planned & Drawn Progressive Approach during trade. 
(08/09/08 ) Before Entry Watch for 8. 11. 13, 18.21. 29&34bans. 

2 Momentum Bar Count 13 Planned & Drawn Procedure same as above. 
(08/08/08 ) Before Entry Watch for a cluster WIth n' 1. 

3 Fibonacci Ratio 1.382 Planned & Drawn Progressive Approach during trade. 
Bar Count Expansion (08107/08) Before Entry Watch for 1.146.1.236.1.38,1.62 & 2.0 

Check for a cluster with n' 1 & 2 

4 Confluences: 1.382 Planned & Drawn Progressive Approach during trade, 
Fib Arcs & n' 3 (OBlO7/08) Bafof8 Entry Check for a Confluence of Fib Arcs and 

n' 3 progre&&ive ratiOG upright trend fines. 

5 Fibonacci Ratios 2.0 Planned & Drawn Progressive Approach during trade. 
of Circle Radii Angles (2 J( 21') Before Entry Check for a Fibs ratios e.pansion of 

WWOl 1/INoI1 an91$ in I/INoIOI 1/INoI5 angle. 
Watch for 1,362. 1.50. 1.618 2.00 and 
2.618 ratios. 

6 Confluences: 1.00& 0.786 Planned & Drawn Progressive Approach during trade. 
WW, Bar Count & Arcs 1.382 (08108) Before Entry Check for Confluences of the 3 factors. 

7 Gann Time Wheel 31S' Planned & Drawn Progressive Approach during trade. 
( 08/081(8) Before Entry Check for a multHayer time cluster 

of n01 to 6. The August 8th. 2006 fallS 
off the 315' ~On:t(nal Cross" diagonal 

8 Confluences: n01,2&3 PI_nlled & Drawn Progressive Approach during trade. 
Multiple Wolf Waves & (OBlO$108 ) Before Entry Check for a multi-layer time confluences 

Elliott Waves intersection of EW projected swing endS 
and I/INoI trend Unes. 
Check af$!) for confluences at the inter-
section of EW projected time vertical lines 
and I/INoI trene! lines. 

Table 9.7 - The above table synthesizes the results obtained by applying the time tools, in our search 
for obtaining the most probable exit time of the ongoing 'wolvewaves' set-up trade (refer to preceding 
chart). The merit of these tools is that they are not only able to signal the valuable information well 
before the trade is terminated bllt also at the most, at the moment of taking the entering decision. 

19. Confluence Quest: Wolf Waves and Elliott Waves 

COPY'iQht ~OOB 
by Or Mire"," 00109'1 
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Wolf Waves (WW) Set.IJp n° 1: 

1£~1.~ 

9 
6 

Figure 9.49 In order to reveal and eventually emphasize any probable resemblances, links or 
synergies that might exist between the WW set-up and the Elliott waves, we have concomitantly drawn 
them on the above chart. A profound study will immediately unveil: some well-qualified pivots are 
used by both patterns, the WW~ coincides with W5 Elliott wave, the nesting WW bed (WW!-~-J-lJ 
pertains to a sideways Elliott structure conceived to restore the trend's energy and so on. The WW 
trade '.'I olltcome coincides with the term illation of W3 Elliott wave, forming the confluence zone nO I. 
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Figure 9.50 - The above chart is identical to the previous but twenty-six trading days later. We are 
studying now the same Elliott waves pattern but with two WW set-ups - instead of only one, as on the 
prior chart - in our search for any resemblances of the patterns. Among minor but common points, we 
noticed also the formation of three confluence zones: the first serving as target for WW set nO 1 & 
rebound springboard for W4, the second serving as targetfor WW set nO 2 & energy-restoring two-har 
pattern for the half-developed W5 & the third served as an intersection zone for hoth WW target lines. 

fC1..1F - LJOOT caUD!! 011.0) DYlllom~O:~'OO 

wwSet-Upn·,:_1Il,~.1.&~ 
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4500 
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Figure 9.51 - The above chart is identical to the previous chart. We are studying the same Elliott 
waves pattern but this time, with three WW set-ups - instead of only two, as on the prior chart - il1 0111' 

search for any pattern resemblances. Among minor but common points, the confluence :;one nO 1 is 
vigorously shown here by the intersection of the two WW target lines of set-lip nO 1 & 3. The advantage 
of this third set-up is that it clear(v shows the W3 trade starting blocks at the beginning of wave 'iii' of 
w3:W5. 
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Figure 9.52 - The above chart is identical to the next one, with each of them having drawn either an 
Elliott wave pattern (as above) or a WW set-up (as below). The Elliott structure was efficiently labeled, 
revealing that the W5 Elliott wave formed a descending wedge halting the market flow just on its W3-5 
borderline, already tested four times. It is highly probable, that the market flow will imminently bOllnce 
on it towards higher targets: wedge's upper border, pitchfork's UML, W4 resistance level at 11850 key 
level or the trigger line of the descending pitchfork. 
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Figure 9.53 - As we announced on the legend of the previous figure, we have illustrated on this chart 
only a WW set-up. The trader observes that the lower border of the wedge above the WWI-3 axis halted 
the market flow, thus signaling a down-sloping failure implying a strong imminent up-sloping 
momentum towards the WWI-4 target line at 1200 key level. The difference with the prior Elliott wave 
figure is that this down-sloping failure is not seen with regard to WWI-3 axis but rather to pitchfork's 
median line (ML). Whatever failure landmark is compared with, the outcome remains highly volatile! 
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20. Difference between Wolf Waves and Channeling 
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Figure 9.54 - One question persists in trader's mind. Can 'wolfewaves' occur within channels? 
To our knowledge WW set-ups do not form in channels. most of the time. We observe Oil the above 
chart's channel that the WW restricted rules are scrupulously respected: pivot 3 is lower thall pivot 1, 
pivot 4 is lower than pivot 2, entry could be done just above the WWI -3-5 axis and WWI -4 target line is 
drawll alld probably attainable. In this specific situatioll we employ a single diagnosis test: the absence 
or the presence of the convergence between the WWl-3-5 axis and the WW2-4 trend line. If they aren't 
convergent then we drop the trade. Now, don't take me wrong ... ! This is a consen!ative approach! For 
an astute trader, the aggressive approaches are his daily 'bread-and-butter' trades. In that case, the 
experience will always have the last word! 

Key Points to Remember: 

• Bill Wolfe discovered this natural vibrating rhythm in the 
financial markets taking the shape of supply & demand waves 
of the market prices, which are called 'wolvewave~ (WW). 
Whatever the market flow direction is, the WW set-up is 
formed by five waves labelled 1 to 5 pivots, which are followed 
by a high steamed-momentum movement delineated by the 
target line. 

• Keep in mind that the birthing nest of a 'wolvewaves' set-up is 
formed by an equilibrium zone - the balanced sideways move, 
containing the four waves (labelled 1 to 4) - followed bY a 
single out-of-balance volatile move (wave 5) and then the final 
return-to-balance single volatile movement (the trade itself). 

• Be aware of the following mnemonics: the layout of the 
'wolwewaves' set-up is formed each time, by a double v letter, 
displaced one in relation to the other: V1 & V2 for ascending 
swing and inverted V1 & V2 for descending swing. 
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• Don't neglect the importance of the 'fine tune-up' of the trade 
management when the market flow reached the WW1-3-S axis: 
the attentive study if the WWS pivot location with regard to 
the WW1-3-S axis (above, below or just on itJ, the volume status 
at the trade's entry moment and the occurrence or the 
absence of a massive divergence between the price and the 
indicator. We prefer to employ the term 'WW1-3-S axis', instead 
of 'WW1-3-S trend line' in order to emphasize the axis that can 
be formed by the WWs pivot, located either above, below or 
just on this line. 

• Try to practice as a trading routine, the mapping of the post
WWs area, in such a way that the 'end run' phenomenon is 
avoided. Draw a median line through the WW angle, which will 
greatly assist the trader in the development of the trade. 

• Don't hesitate to draw two WW1-3-S axes in case of a dual WW3 
or WWS pivots. Take into consideration only the ww set-up 
that signals a down-sloping failure, in case of a long trade and 
vice versa, for an up-sloping failure (Refer to Figure 9.20). 

• Always expect a WW failure. In that case, the astute trader can 
take full advantage if the market flow shows a strong oPPosite 
momentum. 

• Be aware that the drawing of a small WW set-up within a larger 
WW set-up (pattern within pattern) is very beneficial for the 
astute trader because it better guides him/her in the process 
of performing either an 'add-on' or rather in executing a 
reversal at the terminal end of the target lines of one or of 
both set-ups. 

• AS a novice trader never take any trades past the WW1-4 target 
line. 

• we will never emphasize enough the importance of the 'end 
run' phenomenon, which can drastically affect the outcome of 
your trade. In order to take a long/short trade decision, 
whatever the methodology is used, the trader must carefully 
study the market fields located ahead and behind the current 
market flow. He/she must be aware of the probable key levels, 
which could try very hard to stumble, to halt or even to 
reverse the market flow propelled by the initial strong 
momentum. 
Always be on the watch for a dearth or an abundance of these 
key levels in order to avoid the 'end-run' phenomenon, which 
will certainly "bug in' uninvited and will immediately take over. 
This occurs when the breakout high-powered momentum hits a 
strong resistance on its up-trending development. 

• Remember that there is an entire array of tools that ca be 
successfully used to calculate the price cluster in order to 
pinpoint the projected target on, or around the WW1-4 target 
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line; their ergonomics is very simple by employing Excel 
spreadsheets for Cann Main Levels, Cann Square of Nine, ATR & 
First bar extensions. 

• Remember that there is a different array of time tools that ca 
be successfully used to calculate the time cluster in order to 
pinpoint the projected time target on or around the WW1-4 
target line; their ergonomics is very simple by employing Excel 
spreadsheets or simple charting techniques for Fibonacci & 
Momentum Bar Counts and their expansions, Fibonacci Ratio 
Arcs, internal angles of WW set-up, multiple confluences with 
various trend lines & Elliott Waves and the Cann Time Wheel 

• Don't be confused with a profitable 'look-alike' WW set-up out 
of a channel. We frequently see a WW up-channeled set-up that 
scrupulously obey to the WW restricted rules: pivot 3 is lower 
than pivot 1, pivot 4 is lower than pivot 2, entry could be done 
just above the WW1-3-S axis and WW1-4 target line is drawn 
and probably attainable. In this specific situation we employ a 
single diagnosis test: the absence or the presence of the 
convergence between the WW1-3-S axis and the WW2-4 trend 
line. If they aren't convergent then we drop the trade. NOW, 

don't take me wrong .. .! This is a conservative approach! For an 
astute trader, the aggressive approaches are his daily 'bread
and-butter' trades. In that case, the experience will always 
have the last word! 
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Chapter 10 

Intra-Day Jenkins Tools 

Michael S. Jenkins is one of the professional traders that pushed the limits of geometry well 
behind the expectations of any astute trader. He fully realized the role of geometry in his 
quest for low-risk high-probability trades. After publishing three books (in 1992, 1994 & 
2004) and a complete forecasting course in 2001 (refer to Bibliography) the reader of these 
works can immediately realize that the author not only carried very far away the ideas of 
W.D. Gann but he also adapted their arid aspects for the everyday trading practice. 

We will try to explain in this chapter the intra-day Jenkins tools, which are less treated in 
his works. We strongly recommend reading the works of Michael S. Jenkins, the master 
trader and teacher, who picks up where W. D. Gann left off in his breakthrough studies of 
time and price analysis. 

1. Geometric Characteristics 

Even if these tools were firstly inspired by the Gann's ideas, Mr Jenkins' huge amount of 
work finished by adjusting them to the nowadays state-of-the-art standards. When a 
reader starts to study these techniques, he/she is surprised by the wealth of geometric 
figures, even if everything seems to start with the simplest geometric entity - a straight 
trend line. Going deeper into the understanding of this breakthrough studies, we eagerly 
found out about: 

The difference between a Cartesian angle and a Gann angle, 
The evolutionary development of any security with regard to its square root 
increment levels of its highs and lows, 
The projection of the highs and lows through the use of angles, arcs and roots, 
The measured moves - the very first thing to observe when studying a chart because it 
not only tells you where the current market is within the swing, but also what its 
potential will be and, 
The search for the 3-Yt week cycle turning point, which can really make your work 
worthwhile! 

These are just a few of the elements that Michael S. Jenkins consecrated several decades of 
his trading life. 

In our humble approach of the works of the great professional, we will try to describe some 
of his techniques that we've used for more than ten years, without the purpose of trying to 
be exhaustive. 

If we want to summarize in a few words Michael S. Jenkins' work, in concordance with our 
area of predilection, we will list: angles, arcs, circles, Gann Boxes and Jenkins True Trend 
Lines (JTTLs). We have extensively used all ofthese but even more the latter - JTTL. 

Besides the geometric figures, some other elements enlightened our minds and enriched our 
trading arsenal. First of it is the volume, which the author names as one of the most 
important considerations of the trader, in spite of the scarce information in trading 
literature. He accurately specified that a crystal clear positive volume is very rare, except 
for the time when an almost positive volume pulls up a strong up trend. When the top is 
reached, in spite of the green positive volume indication, some selling has already begun, 
even if the volume still remains positive. 
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Another topic that we enjoyed was the measured move. The author specifies that in case of 
a trend, this entity move can develop several times and might coincide with the trend's 
termination level. We completely agree with this technique, which we apply for years for 
the thrusts of a breaking triangle and diamond patterns. Moreover, we associated the Use 
of rectangles and their extensions, in order to sort of calibrate the termination of a trend , 
which can go as far as seven or even eleven number of extensions - both Lucas numbers. 

2. Angle Tools 

2.1 45° Geometric Angle 

Figure 10.1 - The angles are the tools that take into consideration the entire time/price space. When 
drawn they have some landmarks: either their slope or the pattern of the time-measured segment with 
regard to the price measured segment. The slope pertains to the Cartesian angles and the pattern forms 
the Gann angles. It is always a good idea to confirm the angle's validity with other tools - like 
rectangles & extensions (refer to the above chart) - that would together form confluences, which are 
strong landmarks able to signal the trend's reversal. 

____ 8.000 (473.""") 

Figure 10.2 - The illustrative breakout of the upper border of the initiating rectangle already showed 
on the previous chart, is extensively continued on this daily chart, but 23 days later. We observe that 
the market flow reached the 5.0 upper extension of the initial rectangle at the 421.85 key level alld is 
110W ready to reverse. Three questions immediately arise ... Could all allgle better reveal this top? Could 
there be another tool that will signal this top? Would they perform together a strol1g confluence? 
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chart is identical to the prior and we 
have drawn on it, a 45° angle. One 
can easily observe that the market 
flow faithfully tested it within the 
initiating rectangle and also that the 
penultimate down bar and its 
predecessor have also tested it before 
the market reversed. There is another 
tool that will signal the top of this 
daily chart called Gann Square of 
Nine, also described in sub-chapter 
2.3. The next question will be ... How 
can the 45° angle be used, in such a 
way that it could even better assist the 
trader? The answer consists in saying 
that any parallel line to this angle side 
carries the same halting message. 

W'WW~hduM!lll 

Figure 10.4 - The right side chart is 
identical to the prior bllt it has drawn 
on it, two additional parallel trend 
lines to the 45° angle. The upper 45° -
TL delineates the upper overflow of 
the market price, and the lower 45°_ 
TL controls the higher highs within 
the trending process. The latter trend 
line serves as an excellent delineator 
for entering a short trade, just after 
reversal with a high probability 'add
on' trade j list IInder the 4.0 extension 
of the initiating rectangle at 370.56 
key level. Looking in hindsight, we 
can now say that a three-set 45° 
angle lines can be routinely drawn, at 
the origin of a probable trend. 

Figure 10.5 The right side daily 
chart is identical to the prior but it 
has drawn 011 it, two additional 
parallel trend lines to the 45° angle. 
The LLL 45° - TL delineates the 
downwards overflow of the market 
price and the lower LL 45°- TL 
controls the higher lows within the 
up-trending process. Looking even 
better in hindsight, we call now say 
that a multiple-set 45° angles can be 
routinely drawn, at the start of a 
probable trend, not only at its origin, 
but also at its breakout of the 
inceptive rectangle. The 45° angle 
remains one of my favourite tools, 
due to its grand precision. 
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2.2 120° Geometric Angle 

Figure 10.6 - The right side 
60-min chart will emphasize 
the thirds-angle use, on the 
Cartesian time/price 3600 

angle space. When the trader 
is able to reveal a 30 0 down
sloping trend, with regard to 
C1 horizontal diameter, then 
he should apply the 1200 

geometric angle set-up. Be 
patient until the trend will 
reverse and then draw a 
three-thirds circle having the 
center at the reversal level. 
The practice of the mirroring 
technique shows that there is 
a high probability that the up
trending market will closely 
follow the TL-l trend line. 

Figure 10.7 - The right side 
60-min chart is identical to 
the previous, but ten hours 
later. As we have anticipated 
the market flow follows 
upwards the TL-I trend line. 
The division of the circle in 
three parts has real(v paid off, 
and thus we can now better 
react to the markets moves. 
We are aware of two 'would 
be' events: either the breakout 
down of the 6030 support line 
or of the upper right arc. 

Figure 10.8 - The right side 
60-min chart is identical to 
the previous, but three days 
later. As we mentioned the 
market flow first tested three 
times the 6030 support line 
and finally decided to break 
up tire right upper are, just 
under the TL-1 line at 6430 
level. This trend line seems to 
play Irere a strollg role ill 
halting the market flow. 
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Figure 10.9 - The above 60-min chart is identical to the previous, but more than seventeen hours 
later. As we thought, the TL-l trend line was solid enough to resist the market upwards penetration. 
The market flow is now fluctuating inside the broadening formation of TL-l trend line and the 6030 
support line. As we exceeded the initially drawn circle, we are now readyfor another circular pattern. 

CL f/F - LIGHT CRUD l.GO) Dynam1<:.D:OO-U;OO ,/--_. __ ..... ---...::. 

GOmin • Ugh! Crude 011 Futures 
Noy 11.2008 
07:40hrs CEr 

1,0 

11107 11110 

Copynght2008 
byD!' MJrcu. OoIoga 

www.~r.eom 

11/11 

~oo 

Figure 10.10 - The above 60-mill chart is identical to the previous, bllt one day later. In order to 
better grasp the market context we have added two circles with C(-l) and C(+l) centers. Thus, we can 
See that after the down-sloping channel having as midline the 120° C(-l)-Cl segment, the market flow 
flattened andjustformed the horizontal channel having the CI-C(l+) segment as midline. The current 
market flow is' now ready to evolve within the upper right quadrant arc of last circle, delineated by the 
240° angle and the 6030 support trend line. We note, how the lise of the 120° angle and its mUltiples, 
together with the same-size circles could follow in a very detailed manner the market fluctuations. 
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Figure 10.11 - The above 60-min chart is identical to the prior. We only deleted for a moment, the 
circles' circumferences, to better visualize not only their centers but also the inner angles. 

2.3 Gann Square of Nine Cyclic Degree 

Gann Square of Nine Angles 

This Excel Fne can be obtained from author 

Up-S/oping Trend 

~: Fill in ONLY the Lowest Low cell. 

Prepared by Dr Mircea Dologa • www.pitchforktrader.com 

Table 10.1 - Gann Square of Nine levels. 
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Figure 10.12 - We have plotted on the above daily chart the Gann levels issued out of the Square of 
Nine. They were obtained from the Excel spreadsheets, starting off with a single pivot value: the 
lowest low at 164.8 key level. Even if we'll describe in detail this Gann tools in the next chapter, we can 
say here that we calculated so far, four up-trending cycles labelled 0° to 360°, 360° to 720°, 720° to 
1080° and 1080° to 1440°. We quickly observed that the marketjIow has progressively advanced almost 
touching the upper border of the Gann's fourth cycle and thus, an up-sloping failllre was born! 

2.4 Geometric Mirror Angles 

WUldy. Ugh! c.- Oil FUIIIIK 
July 111 - 2IlOl 
foci 

P02-700 

Tl.o1a ---Tl.olb 
1~ 

-
~ _ .... ~ ..... -...... 
~ 

............... 
--

Figure 10.13 - Taking a look at the above weekly chart, the trader can easily see the angle formed by 
the TL-01a & TL-01b trend lines, which was divided in two parts by the bisector 1. The angle mostly 
encompasses the chart portion situated between the higher highs and the higher lows. This angle set
up is ideal for trading the down-sloping correction because it reveals not only the entry but also the re
entry levels, while the market flow is reversing. With patience, we will further see the positive outcome 
of this technique. 
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Figure 10.14 - The right side 
weekly chart is identical to the 
previous. This time we 
pursued our efforts to reveal a 
very probable symmetry of the 
market flow, through the use 
of mirror angles also called 
symmetrical angles. 

a:1FUGiifiJli1lij{OiL"Tii'i"~'.'-··-········-··-················-·-···--...•.... - ................................... -... - .... "-"i1iil 

Thus, we took the TL-Olb (0° 
origin) as the symmetry axis 
of the TL-Ola trend line and 
obtained the -15° down angle 
bordered by TL-Olc. 
We will expect the market 
flow to react when it meets the 
trend lines pertaining to the 
+ 15° and -15° angle set-ups. 

Figure 10.15 - The right side 
weekly chart is identical to the 
prior, but seven weeks later. 
The market flow has already 
interacted with our ascending 
symmetrical angle set-up, in 
its down-sloping correction of 
the prior up trend: tested & 
zoomed through the bisector 1 
and then it was suddenly 
halted by the TL-Olb line -
the symmetry axis of TL-Ola 
and TL-Olc trend lines. 
The high momentum and the 
symmetrical angle set-up 
validate a high probability of 
the down trend continuation. 

Figure 10.16 - The right side 
weekly chart is identical to the 
prior, but nine weeks later. 
After the market flow has 
again tested the TL-Olb trend 
line, it dropped like a stone, 
through the bisector 2. It was 
finally halted, as we expected, 
at the TL-Olc trend line of the 
symmetrical -15° angle and 
the TL-OId (_20° angle) trend 
line. 
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Figure 10.17 - The above weekly chart is 'identical to the prior chart, but with a drawn descending 
channel. We can observe additional information: the market flow reached not only the TL-Old trend 
line (already seen in the previous chart) but also the 0.886 Fibonacci ratio price at 615.4 key level of 
the prior swing retracement. The cruising down of the last four bars, in the lower half of the 
descending channel, clearly signals the continuation of the downtrend. 

~.$125 
Weekly -light Crude Oil FUlures 
Nov8·2008 
12:151115 CET 

-.-
Figure 10.18 - The above chart is identic",l to the prior chart, bllt with a drawn Fibonacci ratio arc 
set-lip. We can observe additional information: the halt of the market flow at the 4.8125 Fibonacci 
ratio arc in 615-625 key level cluster zone and the layout of the Lucas bar count technique, presently 
situatedjllst one bar off the 18 Lllcas number, measuring the distance in bars,from the highest high to 
the last bar of the current market. 
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Figure 10.19 - The above weekly chart is identical to the prior chart, but seven weeks later. Olle call 
easily see that the last low at 5053 key level is exceeded and that we have drawn further symmetrical 
angles under the 5053 support line. The next target seems to be the 2000 key level, which can be 
attained in about 5 weeks. The Lucas bar count is now at the 2lh bar within the 29 Lucas number 
projection. 

3. Arcs and Demi-Circles 

Jr' ,1"llI 
------~ .. -~ .. ~--"!I C1--...---.""----.. -~-~ 
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Octu ·2608 
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1_ 10110 lf1113 1011& 1000J 

Figure 10.20 - The above 60-min chart illustrates the use of the arcs and demi-circles. The best 
technique is to select in the immediate past a swing, serving as the radius of the projected arc or demi
circle and then have the patience to wait for the market intersection with it. The quality and the type of 
intersection could: test & retest and then bounce, pierce, test and retest from the opposite direction or 
zoom through it. 
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60min stoP 500 - E$ Futures 
Oct 16 -2008 
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Figure 10.21 - The above 60-min chart is identical to the previous chart, on which we have drawn the 
lower highs corresponding to the current down trend. For better visibility we have marked, on the right 
quadrant, the three RO radii. In this way we have delineated not only the internal angles among them 
but also the potential key kevels: 1067, 933, 900, 865 and 637. 
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Figure 10.22 - The above 60-min chart contillues the market activity of the previous chart, but one 
day later, into the day's close time. We can readily observe that the market flow has first zoomed 
through the arc around 90000 key level, then it retraced, leaving a long up tail as a remainder. Its 
high-steamed momentum made it to retest the arc before it was catapulted towards higher highs, in the 
process of developing the Elliott C-wave pertaining to the ABC corrective pattern. When the market 
flolV attained the C=0.50*A threshold at 98044 key level, it decided to drop. Will it be an up-sloping 
failure causing a re-labelling of the current Elliott structure or will it be just another local correction 
in the process of building another zigzag within the C-wave? In order to better understand we'll need 
some integrated tools! 
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Figure 10.23 - The above 60-min chart is identical to the previOlls, but on which we have added 
another demi-circle adjacent to the old one (same radii). We have also projected the probable C-wave 
development using not only the Fibonacci price ratios applied to the C=l.OO*A relation but also the 
Fibonacci ratios applied to both demi-circles. Thus, the intersection of these slant, curvilinear and 
horizontal trend lines gave us four probable C-wave versions: the first C, a failed C-wave delineated by 
the confluence of the 0.50 Fibonacci price ratio al 98044 key level; the second C', also a failed C-wave 
truncated at the confluence of the 0.786 Fib price ratio and the 1.618 Fibonacci ratio arc at 104605 
key level; the third C", a common size C-wave, at the confluence of the 2.00 Fibonacci ratio arc and 
the upper portion of the second demi-circle at J 08700 key level and ... the fourth C' ", the C-wave equal 
to the A-wave - C=J.OO*A - delineated by the radius of the upper portion of the second demi-circle and 
the horizontal resistance at 109514 key level. 

r-'~: 10/10 10113 ,OlIO 10116 10/16 

Figure 10.24 - The above 60-min chart is identical to the previous, but on which we have added an 
ascending pitchfork. Its median line & acolytes trend lines could interfere in the process of C-wave 
development, thus contributing to a better visualisation. We see thaI for now, the C-wave confluences 
are improved! 
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4. Circles 
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Main Gann Levels 

Dow Jones Industrial 
Cishlndex 

- ... , 

Contract High 141$8,0 
======== 

Ccmtract Low 570.0 ====== 
G1 7099,0 

G2 7384,0 

G3 3549,5 

G4 3Sn,O 

""byOr_~ 

309 

Figure 10.25 & Table 10.2 - The above daily chart illustrates an example of using the circle, as a trading 
/001, drawn out of a first down swing, which coincides in length with the preceding up swing, hoth heing 
equal to the RO radius of the C1 circle. We have also drawn a descending channel based on the slope of the 
Center Line, initiated by an internal angle of the circle. The rectangle imbricates with the circle, as the 
overlapped tiles on a roof and is drawn from the Cl circle center with a 252 trading days (one year) 
horizontal time-sized side. Knowing the importance of the Gann Main Levels, we have considered the 
rectangle's vertical price-sized side as equal to C1 (14198 key level) to G1 (7099 key level) distance (refer to 
the upper right side table). We chose G1 rather thim the nearer G2 (7384 key level) because of the Gann's 
scripts, which emphasize the importance of the G1 main level with regards to the G2 main level. Thus, we 
have settled - one year in advance - the 'would be' trajectory of the Dow Jones Industrial Cash Index for the 
next 252 trading days! 
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Figure 1 0.26 - The above daily chart is identical to the previous, hut one trading year later (252 days + 5 
iays). We observe that on JOl10108 - 252 trading days from the 10111107 start-up date - the market flow 
"'"de a big spike and reversed, maybe only temporarily, on tlte 7882 terminal key level. Neither the 7384 G2 
key level, nor the 7099 G1 key level, was attained, so far and tlte remaining distance is 498 & 783 points, 
respectively. 
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Figure 10.27 - The above daily chart is identical to the previous on which we have drawn two 
additional circles. Even if the market flow cruising along the descending channel it is not completely 
covered by the three circles, we can see that the last bar stopped just on the channel's median line 
around the 8900 key level. The additional circles have the same RO radius. All the Cl to C3 circle 
centers are aligned on the Center Line. We will try to draw a fourth circle, on the chart below, which 
can be either individualized - as the preceding three - or overlapped with the last C3 circle. 
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Figure 10.28 - The above daily chart is identical to the previous, but we have drawn an additional 
circle. Now, the market flow is completely covered by the four-circle array. We note that the 
penultimate bar halted exactly on the arc of the lower right quadrant of the C4 circle, which overlaps 
on the right half of the C3 circle. The 252 trading days time-cycle period is over, and allother Olle is in 
progress. We call now, study again another trading year period and draw the most optimal circle, 
which will best describe, not only the conte.xtual alld the current markets but also the future market. 
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5. Circles and Gann Box 
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Figure 10.29 - The above 60-min chart illl,lstrates an example of the development of the current 
market flow - also named the local market flow [or the last swing (s)] - within the context of the 
market, also called the contextual market or the global market. The local market flow evolves here 
within the upper right quadrant of the C2 circle, which will be embedded into the Gann Box, for a 
higher follow-up precision. Even if we 'II describe the Gann Box usage, further in detail in the next 
chapter, we'l/ briefly explain the main functional principles. The Gann IxI angle line, which is the 
diagonal of the Gann Box serves as the demarcation line of the local market flow's momentum 
strength. Above iI, we are prone for a trend strength and below for a trend weakness. The price 
development is dependent on the halting power of the slant, vertical, horizontal and curvilinear trend 
lines. They are all met here, as it jollows: the horizontal lines (6030 support line & the four horizontal 
Gann Box price resistance lines labeled I to 4), the vertical lines (the four Gann Box time resistance 
lilles labeled I to 4). the slant lines formed by the TL-a trelld line & the five Ganll angle lines (lx4 to 
4xI,from left to right) and the curvilinear resistallce trend line of the upper right arc of the C2 circle. 
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Figure 10.30 - The above chart continues the prior alld shows that the Gann IxI angle line just 
halted the local market flow. All the Ganll Box lines will serve here as market development landmarks. 
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Figure 10.31 - The above 60-min chart continues the prior, but three hours and twenty minutes later. 
It seems that the local marketflow is ready to bounce on the Gann IxI angle line towards lower levels. 
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Figure 10.32 - The above 60-min chart continues the prior, bllt almost six hours later. It seems t/tat 
the local market flow bounced on the Gann Ixl angle line only to be cruising upwards along the Galin 
4xl angle line. As you can see, the local market flow is not yet ready to influence the dOWIl-S/opillg 
direction of the contextual market flow. 
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Figure 10.33 - The above 60-min chart continues the prior, but into the day's close time. After the 
local market flow tested several times the 6030 support trend line, it seems that it is now ready for 
higher levels. 
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Figure 10.34 - The above 60-min chart continues the prior, but one trading day later, over the week
el1d, into the late morning. After the local market flow performed a gap, just above the Gann 4xl 
angle line, it seems that it is now ready to break out the arc of the upper right quadrant. If the market 
flow willjllmp and retest the Gann 2xl angle line then we might be boundfor an lip swing that might 
catapult the price as high as the IxI angle line or even higher. Otherwise, we might just test the 2xl 
angle line and then reverse to 6030 support line. 
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Figure 10.35 - The above 60-min chart continues the prior, but almost seven hours later. After the 
local market flow tested several times the 2xI angle line, it chose to vigorous(v drop all the way to 6030 
support line. The last bar seems now to reverse. Another circle is needed to properly follow the local 
market flow. 
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Figure 10.36 - The above 60-min chart continues the prior, but one day later, into tile early morning. 
We have drawn an additional circle in order to cover the entire contextual market. After the /ocal 
market flow plllled back to the Ix2 angle line with a huge up tail and three dojis, it dropped again to 
the 6030 support line. The small bars leaning on this support line is premonitory of an imminent price 
explosion hilt ... On which direction? Well... The 13-tested 6030-s11pport line pleads for a strong 
bounce towards higher highs bllt the 'Don't trade against the trend' rule imposes a downtrend 
COlltillllation! 
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Figure 10.37 - The above 60-min chart continues the prior, but two days later, into the early morning. 
We have drawn an additional Gann Box in order to cover the entire down-sloping contextual market. 
After the local market flow fell under the 6030 key support level, it went into a hventy-bar trading 
range and then it dropped again between the 2x1 and lx1 angle lines, remaining above the latter. The 
last bar just arrived to the circle's arc ready for a probable reversal. 

6. Jenkins True Trend Lines - JTTL 

Michael S. Jenkins' last book (2004) named "The Secret Science of the Stock Market" really 
deserves its well-chosen name and it also entirely illuminates the trader's mind. 
If we'll have to say which of the Jenkins tools are the most useful, we wouldn't hesitate to 
say 'all of them'. On the contrary, if the question is 'Which of them do you use mostly?' ... 
We would readily answer that's the JTTL tool. It took us a while until we have learnt how 
to use the Jenkins True Trend Lines in intra-day because they were not treated in detail in 
the book. 
Mr. Jenkins states that" ... trading is a game of strategy and just buying or selling everyday is 
only a 50150 bet. If you wait for a time cycle or a "square out" then the odds can be 80% in 
your favor ... " 

6.1 Description and Characteristics 

The JTTL is defined as the trend line, which connects an extreme pivot (lowest low in up 
trend or highest high in down trend) to its 'squared out' terminal pivot. The distance 
between them is equal to the constant period of a 3600 time-cycle. The 'square out' level is 
calculated through the Gann Square of Nine tool and the constant time cycle period can be 
either a one-year cycle (365 calendar days or 252 trading days) or a specific shorter time 
period: a quarter, a month, a week or a day (intra-day trading only). 

Taking the above principle to the intra-day trading scene, preferably the 60-min time 
frame chart, we reached the following conclusions: 

The horizontal axis - the time axis - contains multiple constant time cycles, each 
having either a complete 24 hours period, or a smaller trading time period. 
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We prefer the latter period version: 8 hours and 30 minutes on the Xetra trading 
platform of the Frankfurt Stock Exchange in Germany, 14 hours on Eurex 
Derivatives Exchange also in Frankfurt and 390 minutes on the US markets 
opened from 9:30am to 4:00pm. For Gold Comex and Nymex Crude Oil Futures We 
use a 24 hour period. An attentive observation of the trading time frame chart from 
open to close will reveal the precise intra-day time cycle period. We have met two 
constraints: either the cycle is too short for the scene width or the cycle period is too 
large. For the former situation we use multiple JTTLs with their prolongations to 
cover the entire trading scene width (refer to Figures 10.41 & 10.42) and for the 
latter situation we divided the time cycle period in Fibonacci time ratios (0.382, 0.50 
and 0.618), in order to use the shorter period sub-cycles (refer to Figure 10.55 to 
10.57). 

Now that we have the time interval of the JTTL, the slope is indispensable in order 
to draw the trend line. All we need is the starting pivot (lowest low in up trend or 
highest high in down trend) and the terminal pivot. Their linking will reveal the 
specified JTTL. 

The market flow interval on the vertical axis - the price axis - is calculated from the 
lowest low in up trend (JTTL's start-off pivot) to the high level of the 360° price
cycle (terminal pivot) calculated with the Gann Square of Nine tool. The down trend 
calculations start at the highest high and follow the same procedure. 

The 0° to 360° price levels represent the first price-cycle. Its terminal pivot is 
calculated in up trend with the following formula: [sqrt (lowest low)+61,o,2, where 
'sqrt' means the square root of the lowest low. The increment 6 is allocated to a full 
cycle. For a half price cycle (0° to 180°) we used the increment 1 and for a double 
price cycle, up to 720° (2x3600), we used the increment ~ (2+2). For a down trend the 
terminal pivot is calculated with the following formula: [sqrt (highest high)-61"2, 
where 'sqrt' means the square root of the highest high. We have fed all these values 
into an Excel spreadsheet, which is available from the author (see Table below and 
also Appendix Chapter). 

The size-related problems of the time-cyCle, also occurring for the price cycle but 
this time on the vertical line of the trading scene. The height of the price-cycle 
appears to be either too short, thus we are forced to use Fibonacci price ratio sub
cycles or if it's too large, we'll have to use an array of multiple price-cycles (refer to 
Figure 10.43). 

Multiple Jenkins True Trend Lines Study· Square of Nine 

~wn:Sloping Tte~ 

1st Down Cycle 2nd Down Cyefe 3rd Down Cycle 4th Down Cycle 
Highest High 

Prepared by Or Mlrcea Oologa • www.pltchforktrader.com 

Table 10.03 - The above table computes the necessary stock price cycles for establishing the terminal 
pivot of the Jenkins True Trend Lines. One can easily observe that the table is computed downwards, 
up to the eighth stock price-cycle. The slope is determined by the 8 hours time-cycle period. 
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6.2 Intra-Day Jenkins Trite Trend Lines 
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Figure 10.38 - The down-sloping JTTL-OI drawn on the above 60-min time frame stock chart uses 
the 452 highest high and the 371 terminal pivot as the extreme points, at the extremities of the first 
360° time-cycle, composed of 8 bars. The vertical projection of the terminal pivot on 10108/08 at 
1l:00hrs CET signals the termination of the huge down movement from the top and the entrance of 
the market flow into a trading range delineated by the 285 and 311 key levels. The prolongation of the 
JTTL-01 serves as probable breaking trend line at 15:25hrs CET on 10109/08. Let's now summarize: 
0° to 1x3600 price-cycle is defined by the highest high (452) and the terminal pivot (371); the 0° to 
lx360° time-cycle is defined by the highest high bar (at 12:00hrs 011 10107/08) and the eighth bar (at 
II :OOllrs on 10108108). 

vow.x£l' • VOLKSW'AG'i!N AG ST'b.N~60) Dynamic.b. 

101(11108 
462 ..-

12:DOhrs '\ 

\ 

101118 

Figure 10.39 - The above chart contillues the previous, but one day later. It seems that the JTTL nO 2 
will serve as a breaking trend Ulle because the last bar not only exceeded the 311 resistallce level of the 
21 bar trading rallge but it also broke-up above the JTTL nO 2. The out ofrallge explosion is violent. 
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Figure 10.40 - The above 60-min chart continues the prior, but one day later, into the early morning. 
Due to the violent up-sloping momentum built within the 21-bar trading range, the JTTL nO 2 was 
broken up and tested. The JTTL nO 3 is also currently serving as a breaking-up trend line. The market 
flow just touched the 1x360o price-cycle at 371 key level. We need to draw the ne.x.t JTTL - the JTTL 
n04 - in order to better visualize the outcome of the local marketflow. 
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Figure 10.41 - The above 60-min chart continues the prior, but one day later, into the afternoon. We 
have drawn the JTTL nO 4, which was tested & retested, zoomed through & pierced and finally broke 
up. The 371 key level pertaining to the 1x360o price-cycle seems to hold so far. 
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Figure 10.42 - The above 60-min chart continues the prior, butfour days later, into the afternoon. We 
have drawn nine additional JTTLs. After the market flow tended to reach the highest high at 452 key 
level, it finally renounced and dropped. Thus, a down-sloping failure occurred, forming a 7 bar trading 
range, just under the first lower low at 428 key level and then a second down-sloping failure was 
performed, just IInder the 371 key level o.f the 1x3600 price-cycle. The JTTL array served as a ladder 
not only in up trend but also in the current down trend. The local market flow is leaning on JTTL nO 5. 
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Figure 10.43 - The above 60-min chart is identical to the prior, 011 which we have also drawn 2x3600-, 
3:d600- and 4x3600-price-cycle levels. 
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6.3 Poly-Cycles of Jenkins True Trend Lines 
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Figure 10.44 - The above chart illustrates an array of JTTLs, which were drawn to closely follow the 
contextual market flow, especially the making of the top and its progressive correction, just above the 
several days long trading range. The nine 360 0 time cycles, having a constant period of 24 bars, 
countedfrom the 90.51 low of 09116108, has well covered the ups & downs of the contextllal market. 

6.4 Lucas & Fibonacci Numbers and Jenkins True Trend Lines 
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Figure 1 0.45 - The above chart illustrates a modified JTTL version, which links the highest high 
109.5 level to the 1x360o price cycle at 71.6 key level. The time-cycle's period used was double: olte 
extended period of 6 cycles (24 bars x 6=144 bars, a Fib nO) and a 2nd extended period of 8.25 cycles 
(24 bars x 8.25 = 198 bars, a Lucas nO). We can see that the market tested both of them (TL-1 & TL-2). 
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6.5 Intra-Day Trending Monitored by Jenkins True Trend Lines 

Multiple Jenkins True Trend Lines Study - Square of Nine 

This Excel File can be obtained from author 

Down-Sloping Trend 

1st Down Cycle 2nd Down Cycle 3rd Down Cycle 4th Down Cycle 
Highest High 

Prepared by Dr MiTCea Dologa • WVIIW.p;lchforlc1rader.com 

Table 10.04 The above table computes the necessary Gold Com ex Futures price-cycles for 
establishing the terminal pivot of the Jenkins True Trend Lines. One can easily observe that the table 
is computed downwards, up to the eighth Futures price cycle. The slope will be determined by the 24 
hOllrs time-cycle period. 
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Figure 10.46 - The above 60-min chart illustrates thefirst JTTL and its prolongation, out of an array, 
which /inks the highest high 936.3 key level to the 1x360° price-cycle at 818 key level. The time-cycle's 
period is 24 hours corresponding to 24 bars on the hourly chart. We have already prepared the trading 
scene lip to the seventh time cycle and to the 2x360o price-cycle at 707.5 key level. One can readily see 
a very probable 830 to 857.4 trading range, which can guide the market flow development. It is highly 
advisable that the trader draws one JTTL ahead of the market; he must always be prepared for the 
reaction, facing the market action and at the same time, ready evaluate the 'end-run' phenomenon. 
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Figure 10.47 - The right 
side 60-min chart continues 
the market activity of the 
prior but one day later. The 
market flow vigorously 
climbed towards the upper 
border of the trading range 
at 857.4 key level, below the 
lTTL-3. As long as this 
resistance has not been yet 
broken up, we should 
consider the market flow as 
still wandering around -
full of indecision - with no 
intentions of exploding to 
the higher levels. 

Figure 10.48 - The right 
side 60-min chart continues 
the market activity of the 
prior but three days later. 
After some hesitation, the 
market flow finally decided 
to break down - not up -
the several days lasting 
trading range. Even if the 
1x360° price-cycle at 818 
key level was broke down 011 

10116108 at 15:00hrs CET, 
the market }low just 
retraced at the confluence 
zone formed by the 818 key 
level and the JTTL nO 5. 

Figure 10.49 - The right 
side 60-min chart continues 
the market activity of the 
prior but nine hours later. 
After the down bounce on 
the 818 key level, the 
market }low dropped all the 
way to JTTL-4, where it is 
now just leaning on it. The 
last bar seems to be willing 
to bounce back to the same 
key level. 
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Figure 10.50 - The above chart continues the market activity of the prior but two days later. In the last 
three days, the market flow experienced three down-sloping failures, two of them well supported by the 
JTTL-4 and JTTL-5; the JTTL-6 served as resistance for the last down-sloping failure. 
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Figure 10.51 - The above 60-min chart continues the market activity of the prior but one day later. 
After the last down rebound on the JTTL-6 on 10/21/08 at 06:00hrs CET, the market flow finally 
decided to drop all the way to the 180° + Ix3600 price-cycle at 761-762 price level zone, at 08:25hrs 
CET on 10/22/08. The down-sloping direction of the contextual market insists that the trader should 
only take short trades, in other words, he/she will only short the small size rallies. 
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6.6 Daily Jenkins True Trend Line Guiding the Intra-Day Trading 

Multiple Jenkins True Trend Lines Study - Square of Nine 

1st Up Cycle 2nd Up Cycle 3rdUp Cycle 4th Up Cycle 
,f# 126,4 ,.232,3 ... 297,3 

315' - 120,8 31S' 31S' -"' 224.8 315' - 288,7 
115,4 217,3 280,3 

240"' 240" 212,4 240· 274,7 
225' 22S' 210.0 225' 272,0 

202,8 263,8 
13S" 13S' 195.8 135' 255.8 

'12!>- t2er' 193,4 120" 253,1 

188,9 247,8 
45" 45" 182.0 4S' 240,0 

175,4 232,3 
Prop_oyOr~~- ....... p""_troder.com 

Table 10.05 - The above table computes the necessary Light Crude Oil Futures price-cycles for 
establishing the terminal pivot of the Jenkins True Trend Lines. One can easily observe that the table 
is computed upwards, up to the fourth Futures price-cycle. The slope will be determilled by the one
year cycle period. 
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Figure 10.52 - The above Light Crude Oil Futures daily chart illustrates the drawillg of three JTTLs. 

One can easily see on the above chart that only the JTTL-3 is currently used, being tested several 
times by the ascending market flow. The JTTL-l & JTTL-2 were drawn to closely monitor the 
probable correction of the previous up trend. We often use these daily charts to reveal the 
important levels that we should be aware of, when using the intra-day time frames, especially on 
the hourly chart. One of the most important tips would be the breakout of a daily key line whatever 
direction it has: horizontal or slant. We will describe below the constructions of these three JTTLs. 

We first built the multiple tested JTTL-l with the following characteristics: the lowest low at 85.42 
key level and the terminal pivot at 126.4 key level issued out of the lx3600 price-cycle calculated by 
Gann's Square of Nine tool. In order to determine the slope we have used the one-year cycle period 
of the lx360° time cycle from 01122/08 to 01122/09. The JTTL-2 and JTTL-3 were constructed by 
using the same time-cycle period characteristics. Price-wise, we used the lowest low associated with 
the 2x360o price-cycle at 126.4 terminal pivot and 3x360o price-cycle at 175.4 terminal pivot. 
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The above and the right side 
daily charts show their 
usefulness for intra-day 
trading and the role of 
JTTL-1 and JTTL-2. The 
above chart signals a very 
profitable short trade at 
13540 level on 07117108 and 
also at the confluence of 
JTTL-2 and 1264 key level 
of the lx360° price-cycle on 
07123108. The right side 
chart signals three 
profitable trades: zooming 
through and bounce on 
JTTL-1 and zooming 
through 8542 key level of 
the Ox360° price-cycle. ~«~3~WD.~wu.m.~».ft~~~»U~~.Mff~.~.Maa.~ 

1'<1> lOr .... III .Cd 

6.7 Daily JTTL Guiding the Breakout of Intra-Day Support/Resistances 

Table 10.06 - This Light 
Crude Oil Futures table 
computed the price-cycles 
for establishing the terminal 
pivot of the Jenkins True 
Trend Lines. One can easily 
observe that the table is 
calculated downwards, until 
the fOllrth Futures price 
cycle. Tlte slope will be 
determined by the olle-year 
cycle period (charts below). 

Multiple Jenkins True Trend L.ines Study - Square of Nine 

1st Down Cycle 
HigMs,High 2nd Down Cycle 3rdDown CyCle 4th Down Cycle 

147,.3 "It 102.7 .,.66.2 ".37,6 
45' 141.3 45' .. 97.7 W ..... 82.2 45' ... "" 34.6 

135,4 92.8 58,3 31.8 
120· 131,5 80,S ,·'J;ao· " '18.6 12Q' 24,7 
135- 12S.6 66,1 135' 54.5 135' 29,0 

124,0 83,5 110,9 26,4 
225' 118.5 79.0 225' 47.4 225' 23.9 
240' 116,7 77,5 :z4oo '18.3 2<40~ 23.1 

113,1 74,6 44,0 ;U,5 
315' 107.9 7D.3 315' 40.6 315' 19.2 

102.7 66.2 37.6 17.1 
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Figure 10.55 The right side 
daily chart shows the trade set-up 
for the contextual down-sloping 
market. We will use all the key 
resistances & supports whatever 
they are horizontal, slant or 
vertical. The JTTL-1 to JTTL-3 
lines will encompass the 
downwards market direction: the 
1027 key level of 1x360° price
cycle will signal a second 
breakdown or a bounce on it. The 
1x360° time-cycle starting off on 
07111108 for a one-year period, 
was divided into time sub-cycles: 
quarter, third and half. 

Figure 10.56 The right side 
daily chart continues the trade 
set-up of the previous chart. The 
trader can see that the JTTL-1, 
JTTL-2 & JTTL-3 serve as 
guiding borderlines for the down
sloping contextual market. The 
1027 key support level could have 
been profitably IIsed on the intra
day operational chart, especially 
knowing that it represents the 
1x3600 price cycle level. We can 
see further down tlte confluences 
of the 2x3600 price cycle at the 
662 key support level with each 
JTTL (nO 1 to nO 3), forming the 
time sub-cycles. 

Figure 10.57 The right side 
daily chart continues the trade 
set-lip of the previous chart. The 
market flow zoomed through & 
retested the 1027 key sllpport line 
then it broke down the JTTL-2 
through the zoom through, test & 
retest processes. The market price 
fell even further, all the way 
down to the 662 key support level. 
At this point, there is a great short 
trade opportunity for the intra-day 
operational time frame. Now we 
should be able to extend the 
JTTL-2 and also to draw the 180° 
+ 2x3600 price-cycle at 50.9 
support level from Gann Square 
of Nine tool. 
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6.8 Weekly JTTL Guiding the Breakout of Illtra-Day Support/Resistances 

, 2J<360·. 1ao' 

JUI Aug $ep Oct 

Daily. Crude Oil Fmutes 
Sept 26 • 2008 

fod 

327 

18QOO 

l8QOO 

Figure 10.58 - The above weekly chart shows the trade set-up for the contextual down-sloping market 
on the same period as the previous three daily charts. We tried to illustrate here the mUltiple time 
frames inter-dependence among weekly, daily and intra-day operational time frames, usually the 60-
min chart. The purpose of this study is to carefully observe the breakout of an important trend line of 
the 360° cycles whatever they are: price- or time-wise. The 1027 key level of the 1x3600 price-cycle 
signals the start of a correction, which might represent a profitable long trade for the intra-day trader . 
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10110108 11120108 
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Figure 10.59 - The above weekly chart continues the market activity of the previous, but one week 
later. The one bar rally opened the way to the downtrend continuation, highly visible on the daily & 
intra-day charts. The breakout lIsing the zooming throllgh mechanism of the 1027 key support level of 
the Ix3600 price-cycle incited the intra-day trader to perform a low-risk high-probability short trade. 
The opportunity will be ten-fold increased if the local market flow will gap or zoom through the JTTL-
3. This will be seen next week! 
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Figure 10.60 - The above weekly chart continues the market activity of the previous, but three weeks 
later. As we anticipated, the high-steamed momentum pushed further down the market flow to perform 
a down-gap and then to continue the downtrend for other three weeks. We expected some 'stumble' on 
the 662 key support level representing the 2x360o price-cycle, but so far, the market seems to continue 
downwards. 
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Figure 10.61 - The above weekly chart continues the market activity of the previolls, but two weeks 
later. This time the e.xpected 'stumble' was performed impersonating a one bar rally. Once again, 
there is a tremendous trade potential in breakillg out the 662 key support level. An astute intra-day 
trader will execute, in this propitious trading situation, a multi-contract short trade, in other words, 
he/she will only short the small size rally. 
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6.9 Synergy among JTTL, Gann Square o/Nine and Gann Main Levels - Gl to G4 

Cl. • UGHT CRUDe 011..01 eyn.mt<:.D:OO-:U:OO 

07/11108 
14727 14727 

Daily. Crude 011 Futures 
No~6 -2008 

11:45hrs eET 
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Figure 10.62 - The market flow reached, on the above daily chart, the triple confluence formed by the 
662 key support level of 2x360° price-cycle, the JTTL-2 and the quarter sub-cycle of the 1110110S 
pertaining to the yearly lx360° time-cycle. The small trading range on this confluence zone together 
with the strong down sloping trend suggests a vehement continuation. We will try to study below the 
probable key support levels that the trader will have to be aware of. .. a sort of detecting the hidden, 
invisible key levels. We will use as tools the Gaoo Square ofNioe and the Gaoo Maio Levels. 

Prepar~d by Or Mlrce" 0010110 

Contract High :'141:,27' 
Contract Low 9,75 

G1 73,6 

G2 78,5 

G3 .... _.36,8 

G4 ~44,1 

Table 10.07 - The above table computes 
the Gaoo Maio Levels applicable to the 
down trend continuation of the above chart. 
The next probable targets would be 36.S and 
44.1 key levels. 

Table 10.08 - The right side table computes the Gaoo 
Square of Nioe levels, appropriated to the vicinity of 
the dowll-sloping trend of the above chart. 
The next probable targets under the 66.2 current key 
level would be 50.9,44.0 and 37.6 key levels. The latter 
two levels were already identified on the above table, 
the G3 & G4, respectively. 

Multiple Jenkins True Trend Lines Study 

Square of Nine 

1st f)own Cycle 
0° - 360" 

2nd Down Cycle 
3600 .7200 

3nt Down Cycle 
720° ·108011' 

4th Down Cycle 
1080° -144011' 

Highest High 
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Figure 10.63 - The above weekly chart illustrates the weekly time frame of the previous daily chart, 
but seven weeks later. We have chosen this time, the weekly time frame in order to better visualize the 
Gann key levels. As expected, we have drawn the key price-cycle level values issued from the previous 
two tables: 66.2, 50.9, 37.6. 31.8. 26.4 and 17.1. Thus, we observed that the marketjlow halted just on 
the confluence of the 37.6 key support level of the 3x360o price-cycle and JTTL-2. The lowest low is 
just a few ticks away at 36.94 key leveL As we can see the 37.6 key level was detected, weeks in 
advance, a real opportunityfor any-type-of-time-frame trader. 
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Figure 10.64 - The above weekly chart is identical to the previous, but we have added the 29 Lucas 
bar count and the 1x360o time-cycle. We can see that the probable reversal of the local market flow 
takes place at the halfprice-cycle, which coincides with the 88.6% of the 29 Lucas bar count. 
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6.10 Multiple JTTL through Multiple Time Frames 

Table 10.09 - The right side table computed 
the Galln Square of Nine levels, starting off 
with the lowest low at 164.8 key level until the 
16'" price-cycle. We will draw them, on the 
corresponding daily chart (see below) but o11ly 
until the fourth price-cycle, due to the chart's 
restraint trading scene. The next 4 probable 
targets above the lowest low of 164.8 key level 
would he 220.1, 283.5, 354.8 and 434.2 levels. 
We will draw the corresponding JTTLs, labeled 
1 to 15, in order to closely monitor the up-trend 
development, over one-year time-cycle. 

Multiple ~nki ... True T"'nd LlMS Study • SS"'''' of Nine 

Up-Sloping Trend 

lam Up Cycl4 

~ 
~ 

iDB
2IItUC Ie 

1351.0 
1213.6 

331 

Figure 10.65 - The above daily chart lIses the Gann levels issued out of the above table. We will 
progressively draw all the corresponding JTTLs, labeled 1 to 15, ill order to cover the entire contextual 
market flow. However, we will draw on each chart only the appropriated JTTLs, so that we won't 
clutter the chart visualization. So far, only three JTTLs (nO 4, 5 & 6) were used; they are the most 
adapted to the current market flow development. 

~"~-~14-h~"--Gl'-'H-1r-a~-or--'-~lt-1J--oi- i$ 

"'! 1>l!L-'" Cd 

Figure 10.66 - The above daily chart continues the prior, one month later. We can see that the market 
flow used the multiple JTTLs as 'an almost physical ladder' in order to perform the highest high. The 
TL li11e signals the up-trend failure and also a multi-contract short trade, just under the JTTL-l1. 
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Figure 10.67 - The above daily chart continues the prior chart, butfour days later. The beauty of this 
illustration is that the market flow used the multiple JTTLs as 'an almost physical ladder', not only in 
up trend but also in down trend. The prior trend correction was presently halted at the JTTL-B . 
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Figure 10.68 - The above daily chart continues the prior chart, but one day later. This time, the 
beauty of this illustration was that the market flow performed a down gap, jumping down over the 
JTTL-6. It was halted just on the JTTL-S. We should be aware that the confluence of the JTTL-4 and 
the 220.1 key support level of the lx3600 price-cycle, has a very high probability to halt and probably 
reverse the correction of the previous up trend. 
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Figure 10.69 - The above weekly chart continues the prior daily chart, but two weeks later. This time, 
the concentration of the price-data allows the observer to have a better visibility. We've added to the 
chart the 52 bars yearly time-cycle and we have also divided it in sub-cycles. We can readily see that 
the huge up- tail signaling the reversal was performed just one bar off the 33.3% of the one-year cycle. 
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Figure 10.70 - The above weekly chart continues the prior weekly chart, but seven weeks later, the 
last day & week of 2008. We can easily see the reality of the synergistic potential between price-cycles 
and the first time-cycle, the former being used almost 10 times and the latter, just once. The market 
flow performed the highest high at 1005 key level of the 180° + 9x3600 price-cycle, one bar away,from 
the first third sub-cycle of the yearly 1x3600 time-cycle. After the high volatility waned, the downwards 
local market flow began the multiple 'leap-to-leap' moves from one JTTL to another. The local market 
flow being currently just on the JTTL-2, we should be aware that the 220.1 support level of the 1x3600 
price-cycle, has a very high probability to halt and probably reverse the correction of tile previous up 
trend. Moreover, the multiple descending small bars, signal a very probable price explosion. Take a 
look at the higher time frame - the monthly - to see the potential of an imminent reversal pattern. 
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Key points to Remember: 

• Keep in mind that everything in trading analysis seems to start 
with the simplest geometric entity - a straight trend line. 
Going deeper into the understanding of this breakthrough 
studies, we eagerly find out about: 

- The difference between a Cartesian angle and a Cann angle, 
- The evolutionary development of any security with regard 

to its square root increment levels of its high and lows, 
- The projection of the highs and lows through the use Of 

angles, arcs and roots, 
- The measured moves - the very first thing to observe when 

studying a chart because it not only tells you where the 
current market is within the swing, but also what its 
potential will be and, 

- The search for the 3-% week cycle turning pOint, which can 
really make your work worth~hilel 

• Be aware that besides the geometriC figures, some other 
elements enlightened our minds and enriched our trading 
arsenal. Among others, we will mention the volume & the 
measures moves. 

• Don't neglect the importance OF the 45° angle. It should work 
better than the 30° or 60° angles. Any parallel line to the 45° 
angle line carries the same halting message. 

• Remember that when the trader is able to reveal a 30° down· 
sloping trend, then he/she should apply the 120° geometriC 
angle set-up. Be patient until the trend will reverse and then 
draw a three-thirds circle having the center at the reversal 
level. 

• Whenever using the Cann degree-cycle tools we should 
calculate the key levels of at least four up/down-trending 
cycles labelled 0° to 360°, 360° to 720°, 720° to 1080° and 
1080° to 1440°. We will follow much better the development of 
the market flow. 

• Always try to encompass the market flow, contextual or local, 
within two main angles, or their parallel trend lines and then 
wait for a breakout. With patience, we will further see the 
positive outcome of this technique. 

• Be aware that while the trader is closely following a high· 
steamed trend, he/she should concomitantly draw a 
corresponding pitchfork. Its median line & acolytes trend lines 
could positively interfere in the process of C-wave or W3/W5 
development, thus contributing to a better visualisation and 
decision taking. 
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• Whenever YOU have already drawn multiple circles, and the 
local market demands an additional circle, be aware that it can 
be done in two manners: either in continuation of the prior 
channel at the same radius distance or in overlapping mode 
with regard to the last circle; they both will share the same 
radius. 

• Remember that the use of a Cann Box within a circle's quadrant 
is drawn to have a much better follow-up precision. 

• If you have to remember just one thing in this chapter it will be 
Mr. Jenkins' principle " ... trading is a game of strategy and just 
buying or selling everyday is only a 50/50 bet. If you wait for a 
time cycle or a IIsquare out" then the odds can be 80% in your 
favor ... " 

• Make a routine of drawing the Jenkins True Trend line by using 
an Excel spreadsheet with the Cann Square of Nine tOOl, 
available by writing to the author. Once you have defined the 
lowest low and calculated the terminal pivot of the future JTTL, 
the time-cycle will be readily observed. 

• Be aware that you don't have to draw manually the JTTL tool or 
any other Jenkins tools. one can acquire the Cann Analyst 
Software and Jenkins Tool Kit from http://www.market
analyst.com/, which will automatically draw the necessary 
tools. 

• Whenever the size-related problems of the price/time cycles 
occur with regard to the trading scene, we are forced to use 
either the Fibonacci price ratio sub-cycles (for a long cycle) or 
an array of multiple price cycles (if the cycle is too shortt 

• Remember that the JTTL array can also serve as a aladder not 
only in an up trend but also in a downtrend. 

• It is highly advisable that the trader draws one JTTL ahead of 
the market; he must always be prepared for the reaction, 
facing the market action and at the same time, ready to 
evaluate the 'end-run' phenomenon. 

• Be aware that the role of a JTTL array is also to detect the 
probable trend failures, whatever they are: down or up. 

• Whatever you do, don't ever neglect the synergy among JTTLS, 
Cann Square of Nine and Cann Main Levels. 
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Chapter 11 

Mastering the Cann Tools in Real-Time 

William D. Gann (1878-1955) is one of the most famous traders, a true legendary person, 
who developed several unique techniques in technical analysis. He is well known for his Use 
in trading of geometric figures: cube, circle, square and triangles. Whatever actions he 
took, they were based on five principles: health, knowledge, money management, capital 
and patience. 

1. Rediscovering the Gann Trading Approach 

Gann's technical studies are so profound that even today, we aren't able to fully 
understand the origin of his' mathematical mechanisms, closely associated with the 
geometric principles. Reading his books is a true experience, even if they are filled with 
profitable 'hard-to-grasp' concepts, but not always understandable for the common trader. 
Gann was convinced that in markets exists a natural order of fluctuations. He strongly 
emphasized the role of the cycles in trading. Before entering any market he always wanted 
to know in which long-term (90 to 30 years) and also short-term cycle (20 to one year) the 
market flow fluctuates. He explained that the tops and the bottoms are mathematically 
related, and that the former can project the latter, and vice versa. He advocated that the 
markets develop following-up their own rhythm, their own moving behaviour. He goes 
even further and states that' The future is but a repetition of the past'. As we can read in 
bible 'The thing that hath been, it is that which shall be'. He even insisted that the chart 
reading is not the most important, but rather the way they were constructed. What's the 
use to interpret a chart and take trading decisions when you carry along a chart 
constructing error? He was a fervent adept of the top/down approach: the yearly, monthly, 
weekly, semi-weekly or 3 days chart and the daily charts. The monthly chart was his most 
important and he considered it as the main trend indicator. The weekly and the daily were 
only used as change indicators. Very seldom he speaks about the use of the intra-day 
charts. 
It takes years of continuous hard work to acquire some of his knowledge, especially when 
we speak about intra-day use because most of his experience seems to be in swing and 
position trading. We tried to adapt Gann's tools to our everyday trading technique. Even 
more, we have used Gann's techniques in our Integrated Pitchfork Analysis tool. It is now 
obvious that many advantages can be drawn from this combined technique. 
When it comes to intra-day trading, we observed that the efficiency of the Gann tools is 
different than that of daily or weekly time frame trading. We have finally decided to 
describe the Gann tools that gave us entire satisfaction in intra-day trading environment: 

Geometric Angles, 
Gann Boxes, 
Gann Percentage Technique, 
Gann Wheel or Square of Nine - Squaring of Price and Time. 

We will emphasize the intra-day profitable usage of geometric angles and retracement 
percentages. 
The trader should be aware that the time- and price-related tools will greatly improve the 
probability of the trade and will also obtain the best trading results. The trade will have 
increased chances to succeed when it is performed using not only the price but also the 
time variable. In this way, Gann's mathematical relations translate in practice the 
following saying: "When price meets time, there is an imminent change in trend". 
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2. Squaring Time and Price - Where Time Meets Price 

Gann used the term "squaring time and price», which meant for him that the time (t) is the 
square root of price (p). 

Thus, we can write: 

Time (t) ----------
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 1.t1l1 

21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

t=sqrt(p) and the counterpart p=tl\2 

Price (p) --.... ------~ 

121 
144 
169 
196 
225 
256 
289 
324 
361 
400 
441 
484 
529 
576 
625 
676 
729 
784 
841 
900 

..... Serie1 

..... Serie2· 

Squaring Time & Price 
1000 

800 

700 

600 

500 

400 

300 

200 

........ /t~-.:c;;.~~.': 100 

i!14.1e~1.~·,.,~~!~~1~~2!,~~~~.~~~~~;~JO 0 
time 

Table II.la & 11.1 b - The above table values (11 a) and the allocated chart (11 b) represents the time 
on price dependence and vice versa, enunciated by the Gann theory. 

The chart illustrates that a square root of 400-price value equals time value of 20. This 
mathematical relation translates in practice the already mentioned saying: "When price 

t meets time, there is an imminent change in trend". This principle was developed even 
further and used for calculating the coordinates of the most probable tops or bottoms, 

e through the Gann Square of Nine (refer to sub-chapter 11.5). 
e 
e We will see further into the chapter that the 'squaring of time and price' concept is 
e extensively used in Gann's trading arsenal, especially in Gann's Wheel. 
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3. Gann Angles Landmarks 

3.1 Gann 45° Angle Trend Line & Its Parallel Trend Lines 

The detailed study of the angles is spontaneously derived from the Gann's 
appreciated four market elements: space, time, volume and price. He emphasizes that 
the trader masters the geometric angles, he/she will be able to solve any problem of 
determination. The angles were considered as moving averages of price and time. 

The 45° angle trend line appears to be one of Gann's favourite techniques. In order to 
cover the contextual market, the lines can be drawn from the highest high or from 
second or the third high. From bottom, the drawing procedure is comparative: angles' 
mainly start from the lowest low, followed by their acolytes from the first higher low, the, 
second higher low and so on. Keeping in mind that the upper angles dominate the market • 
context of the lower time frames, we can use an upper time frame Gann angle transposed, " 
on the lower time frame chart. ' 

Gann said that there is always a rally after a strong first decline. Thinking in hindsight, 
this rally is nothing else but the first kinetic energy restoring area of the ongoing '," 
correction. The local market description is assured by an array of Gann angle drawn for 
the highest high of the local (current) market. The contextual angle lines are dominating 
those of the local market. Any market fluctt,Iation above the 45° angle trend line will signal 
the market strength and any drop below it, will determine the market strength's decrease, 
which will eventually evolve into a major worsening, towards an important market 
weakness. He concluded that the 45° geometric angles are trend lines brought down from 
the tops or raised from the bottoms, with one condition; the slope of the line is one price 
unit per time unit. This is sometimes confusing, especially when the trend line doesn't 
appear to have exactly a 45° slope. Useless to say that the best results are obtained by using 
specific charting software that keeps the slope line constant with regard to chart grid 
changes and bar spacing. The dynamic characteristics of scale range and bar spacing will 
always influence the correct drawing of the 45° angle trend line. 

One of the remedies, would be to draw a trend line that has a 45° slope, which is guided by 
one increment of price over one increment of time. In that case we'll have the well-known 
txl Gann angle line, the most important angle for the trending markets. This is obtained 
from the diagonal of a square. But what will happen when the square becomes a 
rectangle? Well ... Its diagonal is also called a txl Gann angle, but it doesn't measure 45°. 
We will see this in detail, further into the chapter. 

The use of the 45° angle trend line (TL) takes some time to be learnt. The 45° parallel trend 
line (PTL) is automatically associated with its corresponding angle. The drawing is made 
up of several steps: 

Choose the most recent ongoing trend's swing and draw its corresponding 45° TLj 
any of its breakouts is prone to an optimal counter-trend trade. 
If the market flow exceeds the 45° TL, whether it is up or down, draw the adequate 
45° PTL and consider it as a breaking line. Don't hesitate to have a criss-cross line 
pattern classically formed by a single 45° TL and one or several 45° PTLs (refer to 
Figure 11.5) 

In order to have an efficient management of the trade, including the 6 steps, the trader 
should use the volume indicator and its acolytes (Volume-MA and On-Balance Volume). It 
is one of the best tools of the outbreak trading systems, which signals a viable trade, every 
time that the fuelling indicator represented by the volume, has substantially increased its 
size. 
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Figure 11.1 - The above Gold (Comex) Futures 60-min chart illustrates the Gann angle lines obtained 
from applying a Gann Box calibrated 90x90. We can easily observe their role as a resistance (4xI, 2xI, 
and IxI on terminal portion) and also as a support line (IxI and Ix2). 

Figure 11.2 - The above Gold (Comex) Futures 60-min chart is identical to the previous, on which we 
have illustrated the optimal version of the Gann angle set-up. The Advanced GET charting software of 
www.esignal.com has an excellent capability in using the optimised scale indispensable for the most 
useful Gann angle drawings. 
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Figure 11.3 - The above Gold (Comex) Futllres 60-!tlin chart is identical to the previous, on which we 
drew a 45° angle line. In this case, we observe that its blocking strength seems to be lesser than that of 
the Gann angle lines, illustrated on the above two charts. In spite of this, we may say that it isn't 
always the case. More often than not, the 45° angle line is olle of the best Gallll tools. Even in this case, 
we call lise its delineating capability (see its breaking dowll - with 'zoom & test' at the terminal 
portion). The 45° angle line can extend its role by using its intermediary - the 45° angle parctllelline 
(refer to the chart below). 

CopyriQht2009 
by Dr 1It1 •••• 001008 
www.p:itC.ttf~r,f;om 

9800 

9100 

8600 

8500 

~~~~~ __ ~~ ______________ ~~ ____________ ~~~ ____________ ~.8400 
01123 01128 01127 

Figure 11.4 - The above Gold (Comex) Futures 60-min chart is identical to the previous, on which we 
have drawn, this time, a 45° angle parallel line. In this case, we observe that its role here is not reduced 
to show only its delineating capability; see its breaking down - with 'test, retest & retest', at the 
terminal portion. 
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16 ..... in Dax Futures 
Jan 23 .2009 
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341 

Figure 11.5 - The above German, Dax i5-min chart and the below identical chart, both illustrate 
potential synergy that exists between them. The classic usage of the 45° angle is the use of the sinl 
45° trend line (TL) and single or multiple 45° parallel trend lines (PTL) per swing. The number Ofl 
45° PTLs evolves as the market swings develop and they can cope with both market directions: up 
down sloping. These charts show their excellent delineating capabilities in signalling a breakout. 1 
last barjustjumped above the higher counter-trend 45° PTL but it closed under its mid-level. The 51 
Fibonacci ratio level and the concomitant decrease of the volume, they both signal a small probabi, 
of a burst out. Once again the volume indicator measures the fuelling of the trade. 

5-ema 
1S-ema 
3~-ema 

lS-min Gax Futures 
Jan 23 ·2009 
Eod 

CDpyrigl\l~ 
by Dr MilCea DcIoga 
_pitl:hloratradtr,com 

4015 

5 

Figure 11.6 - The above Dax Futures 15-min chart is identical to the prior chart, but it has a difJ 
trading set-up. It corroborates that the current market flow doesn't have the power to maintain il 
sloping move: failure to fill the gap (W3 end), last bar's big up tail and a probable up-trending fai, 
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15-mi1l Oax Futures 
Jan2$.2009 
13:45hrs CET 

4075 

5 

Figure 11.7 - The above Dax Futures IS-min chart is identical to the prior chart, but a day later, into 
the noon's end. It was shown only for comparative purposes with regard to the previous two charts. As 
we considered, tlte market flow couldn't sustain the up-trend and performed an average-size down-gap. 

At the time of interacting with the angle line, the market flow will behave in several ways: 

Testing the line, 
Test and retesting the line, 
Zooming through the line and 
Zoom and test or zoom and retest the line. 
Piercing the line, 

The above market behaviour remains the same for its inter-action with any types of trend 
lines: speed lines, fan lines, orthodox lines, unorthodox lines, Fibonacci lines, Gann angle 
lines and so on. The list isn't exhaustive here! The great advantage of the Gann angle lines 
is that the market division into several regional areas will precisely systematize the 
Cartesian space, thus imposing a precise attitude of the trader. We will see more about this, 
later on into chapter. 
Once an angle line is penetrated the market flow will usually continues its move until the 
next angle line. The confluence of two or several angle lines will strongly suggest an 
imminent reversal. 
We couldn't end this sub-chapter without expressing our deepest gratitude to our colleague 
and dearest friend Ms Dawn Bolton-Smith, the Grande Dame of Australian Technical 
Analysis that some also call the Iron Lady. Among other accomplishments, we would like to 
mention, her continuous and assiduous research and her every-day contribution to 
Technical Analysis, particularly in the field of Gann methodology, 45° angles and Point & 
Figures charting. She has done thousands of charts by hand and she still does them! As an 
excellent educator, she trained several generations oftraders, for more than 40 years. 

3.2 Gann Non-45° Angle Trend Lines 

The very steep angle lines like lx4, lx8, 4xl and 8x1 are seldom used in spite of their 
usefulness for high volatile markets. On the other hand, the flatter angle lines having a 
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milder slope, like 1x2, 1x3, 2xl and 3xl, will be frequently used for average volatile 
markets. The 3xl angle line is characterized by its specific role when the market is already 
up trending for some time and it is far away from its lowest low. 
Concerning the steeper or the milder degree of the trending slope, the trader should keep 
in mind that the abrupt slopes are prone to an imminent strong correction, more often than 
not and that a milder trending slope is rather prone for a long-lasting consolidation. 
Whatever you'll do, the Count Back Line technique is an excellent routine tool in this case. 

Table 11.2 - The above table illustrates 
the existing relation between the ratios 
used in the construction of a Gann angle 
line and the corresponding degrees. 

SE #F - EURO FUTURES - GLOBEX.O) Oynamic.0:OO-24:00 

Daily 
Euro-USD Futures 
June 11 - 2008 
Eod 

5-ema 

15-ema 
30-ema 

143550 

Sowc:o: .slgMt.I;QM 

Ratio ~!:~!.!!~ ------_ .. 
1x8 
1x4 
1x3 
1x2 

1x1 

2x1 
3x1 
4x1 
8x1 

82.5 
75 

71.25 
63.75 

45 

26.25 
18.75 

15 
7.5 
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Figure 11.8 -- The above Euro Futures daily chart illustrates the role of Gann angle lines. We can 
easily observe that the 2xl line is an excellent support tine, being tested more than ten times, before it 
was finally broken down through the ''Zoom' breakout mechanism. As for the Ix1 line, one can easily 
see its support role, not only on its proximal portion hut also on its distal portion; The last har tends to 
slistain a strong upwards-oriented bounce. Let's see below, the evolving of this financial instrument 
over several weeks. 
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Figure 11.9 - The above Du.x: Futures 15-min chart is identical to the prior chart, but three months 
later, extended over the summer. We can readily observe the role of the Gann angle trend lines: 

• 2xl abrupt slope, serving as a multi-test support line and signalling the trend's termination, 
• lxl used mainly as a support line, which certifies the change in trend, 
• lx2 serves as a common trend line being zoomed by the high-steamed down-sloping momentum, 
• lx6 & lx8 as extreme multi-test support lines being zoomed through, 
• 0° horizontal line, divides the market in upper & lower halves portions, 
• -1x4 serves as a strong support capable of reversing the marketflow. 

3.3 Gann Angles Embedding the Contextual Market 

AX M7-oT - OAX,S) Oynamle.O,OO-24:00 
7476.00 

6",1" Dax Fut ... re$ ~I 1 7470,00 
April 30th - 2007 
10:06hr& CET 17465.00 

7460.00 

?~/ 7455.00 

7450.<10 

'.j.,. 7445.00 

~~~ 
II. l 7425.00 

7420.00 

, / I 7415.00 

lTl1b{ 7410.00 

7405,00 

CopyrIght 2008 7400.00 
by Dr Mire ... 001008 

....... 7396 
VIIWW.pltchfo-rktrader com 7395.00 

Gop:tfltlt'll q':HKJ .. • Golgnet, 

" 08:00 OS:OO 10;00 11:00 
04130/07 "0'1..'<11., • .$-tgn,..I,9G-m 

Figure 11.10 - The above Germall Du.'C Futures 5-mill chart shows the contextual market embedding, 
performed by the Galln angles. The extreme 4xl angle guides the abrupt slope. The 7449 level break
up will signal the continuation of the up-slopillg trelld. The 2xl allgle is one step ahead of the market. 
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Figure 11.11 - The right side chart is 
the same as the previous chart but 
one hour and thirty-five minutes later. 
We can easily see that the 2xl angle is 
a strong rampart for any market flow 
tentative of reversal, in spite of 
multiple tests. It was already tested 
three times by the ascending market 
with its classic continuation patterns: 
flag and pennant. The three 
successive locations at 7440, 7450 and 
7470 levels are excellent testing points 
for the 2xl angle's abrupt trend line. 
Their break down will readily signal a 
very probable and profitable short 
trade. Each time, they can be also 
used as execution levels for add-ons. 

Figure 11.12 - As we considered, 
final(v the 2xl line was breached and 
the market flow started its strong faU. 
Interesting to mention that the lower 
reversal point is exactly at the 
confluence of the 2xl line with the 
hypotenuse of the rectangular 
triangle. Even if the volume is not 
shown, there is a high probability of a 
clima.x, due to the huge volatile last 
bar. 
The trader should be prepared to 
performed add-on re-entries, every 
time when the market flow will exceed 
the already mentioned key levels: 
7450 and 7440. 

Figure 11.13 - The right side chart is 
the same as the previous chart but two 
hours and fifty minutes later. We can 
see that the market flow is in a large 
trading range for several hours. 

It seems that the market flow tested 
for the sixth time the 7452 key level 
and tile last bar - a huge volatile one 
- closed in its lower quarter. Looking 
at the volume, we could evaluate if the 
probability of a break down is 
enhanced or not (not shown on the 
chart). The continuing fall of the 
market flow with the breakdown of 
the next Gann angle line - the 3x4 
angle - will create a very probable 
trading opportunity. 
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Figure 11.14 - The right side chart is 
the same as the previous chart but 
one hour and five minutes later. 

As considered, the market flow tested 
and retested the 3x4 angle trend line 
and final(v decided to drop 
vehemently. However, its fall was 
terminated before it even touched the 
Ix3 angle line, which signalled a 
down-sloping failure at 7427 key 
level, so propitious for an up-trend 
opportunity. 

Ensure an add-on re-entry for the 
market flow, in its climbing. As most 
of liS know, this will drastically 
improve the trade's profit statement. 

Figure 11.15 - The right side German 
Dax 5-min chart is the same as the 
previous chart but four hours and ten 
minutes later. The array of the Gann 
angle trend lines covers the entire day 
and it really gives the astute trader 
many high-probability low risk 
trading opportunities. For space 
reasons we did not show the 
corresponding volume, which is an 
indispensable tool for evaluating the 
fuelling of the market flow. 

3.4 Pre-Opening: Gann Angles Projecting the Day's Market Activity 

Figure 11.16 - The right side 
German Dax 5-min chart shows 
the pre-open preparation of the 
trading day by using the Gann 
angle trend lines from the 
highest high (7475) and also 
from the lowest low (7396). 

The Fibonacci price ratio of the 
entire swing is also drawn, in 
our quest for confluences in the 
opening market. 

_ ... ,,1>_-

In pre-close, the market flow 
just broke down the Ix6 angle 
and is strongly dropping toward 
the next angle - the Ix8 angle 
trend line. .... Ct:Gll ltllll 11:00 mo 1~1O 1':10 11:(1) 11.00 11:l1li :t:1III -
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Figure 11.14 - The right side chart is 
the same as the previous chart but 
one hour and five minutes later. 

As considered, the market flow tested 
and retested the 3x4 angle trend line 
and finally decided to drop 
vehemently. However, its fall was 
terminated before it even touched the 
Ix3 angle line, which signalled a 
down-sloping failure at 7427 key 
level, so propitious for an up-trend 
opportunity. 

EllSure an add-on re-entry for the 
market flow, in its climbing. As most 
of liS know, this will drastically 
improve the trade's profit statement. 

Figure 11.15 - The right side German 
Dax 5-min chart is the same as the 
previous chart but four hours and ten 
minutes later. The array of the Gann 
angle trend lines covers the entire day 
and it really gives the astute trader 
many high-probability low risk 
trading opportunities. For space 
reasons we did not show the 
corresponding volume, which is an 
indispensable tool for evaluating the 
jilelling of the marketflow. 
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3.4 Pre-Opening: Gann Angles Projecting the Day's Market Activity 

Figure 11.16 - The right side 
German Dax 5-min chart shows 
the pre-open preparation of the 
trading day by using the Gann 
angle trend lines from the 
highest high (7475) and also 
from the lowest low (7396). 

The Fibonacci price ratio of the 
entire swing is also drawn, in 
our quest for confluences in the 
opening market. 

In pre-close, the market flow 
just broke down the Ix6 angle 
and is strongly dropping toward 
the ne.y;t angle - the I x8 angle 
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Figure 11.17 - The right side 
German Dax 5-min chart is 
identical to the previous chart, 
;n pre-open. We have added the 
drawing of the Stochastics 
indicator, and we have also 
drawn two trend lines on it -
TL-I & TL-2 - for a better 
understanding of the opening 
market flow. At the opening 
time we'll have two choices: 
either a long trade if the market 
flow creates a down-sloping 
ftlilure in vicinity of the lx8 
angle with a Stochastics 20% 
zone breakout or a short trade. 

Figure 11.18 - The right side 
German Dax 5-min chart is 
identical to the previous chart, 
olle day later, twenty-three 
minutes into the day's opening. 

As we considered the market 
flow bounced right from the 
opening, performing a 28.5 
points lip-gap being catapulted 
through the lx4 up & down 
angle trend lines. 

For the moment, the market 
flow was halted at the 
confluence of R 1 }loor pivot at 
7464 key level and lx2 angle 
parallel trend line. 

Figure 11.19 - The right side 
German Dax 5-min chart is 
identical to the previous chart, 
but twenty-two minutes later. 
As considered, the market flow 
was halted by the lx2 angle 
parallel trend line, performed a 
four-bar pullback and then it 
continued its climbing. 
The last bar - a huge volatile 
bar - just broke up the 7468.5 
key level, which is the last high 
of the previous trend. 

We expect a continuation of the 
up-sloping trend with an 
immediate target as the 7475 
key level, the last higher high. 
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Figure 11.20 - The above German Dax 5-min chart is identical to the previous chart, but sixty-three 
minutes later. The market flow breached the last higher high at 7475 key level with a huge volatile bar 
and it was finally halted by the confluence oj the Ix8 angle trend line, Ix2 angle line and the half 
pivot. After the morning's big up-gap and the almost two-hour continuous trending, we expect a 
resting period, in such a way that the market flow will try to restore the kinetic energy spent during its 
current climbing. 
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Figure 11.21 - The above German Dax 5-mill chart is identical to tire previous chart, but three hours 
and fifteen minutes later. Tile market flow stopped its climbing and is presently restoring its kinetic 
energy, through a large rectangle having a B(O) height, which is delineated by: 

The Ix8 angle trend line drawnjrom the last highest high at 7475 key level and 
The IxI angle trend line drawnjrom the lowest low at 7418.5 key level. 
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Figure 11.22 - The above German Dax 5-min chart is identical to the previous chart, but at day's 
close. The purpose of this chart is to summarize the use of the Gann angles drawn in pre-open in order 
to prepare the day's trading activity. We can easily observe their usefulness, especially when they are 
integrated in our tool array. The role of the Ix2 angle trend line drawn from 7418.5 key level, is here 
primordial because it served as a very strong support around 15:00hrs CET and also just before 
closing time. Another Gann angle line - the lx8 drawn from 7475 key level - was omnipresent along 
the day's market activity. It had an importallt support role accentuated at the day's termination. 

3.5 Pre-Opening: Building a Dual Gann Angle Set-Up 

« :;. VoIlJ!1K v,,"r.ie!M(1.~i>-crar.fAilf"":14.>4.~\1ErOso\!"'lll\~TM~·\~c80sa51IG~'1's:ooii1ot:l.jr 
. ,1~; 05109 05110 05111 05114 05115 5<lIJrce: eSignal.com 

Figure 11.23 - The above chart shows the dual Gann angle line set-up ready for the opening. 
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Figure 11.24 - The ahove German Dux 60-min chart is identical to the previolls chart, hut olle day 
later, forty minutes illto the opening. The criss-cross Gann angle set-up was drawn in our quest for 
confluences. They are even more important if they intersect with other trend lines. We observe here 
that the descending 4xl and 2xl angle trend lines very' well describe the market jlow. The Stochastics 
indicator is still located in the oversold zone, just under the 20% line. 

6OnOO Dax Futu'l!$ 
May 14Ul·1007 
12:$1hrs eEl 

Figure 11.25 - The above German Dux 60-min chart is identical to the previous chart, but four 
hours and seventeen minutes later. The marketjlow bounced on the TL-OI trend line, zoomed through 
both up & down 2xl angle trend lines and was finally blocked by a fan /ine. The role of the Stochastics 
is here primordial. showing the strong degree of the marketjlow's up-sloping momentum. 
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3.6 Trade jl1anagement: Galln Angles in Synergy with Fibonacci Arcs 

Figure 11.26 - The purpose of the 
right side German Dax 5-min 
chart is to illustrate the synergy 
and also the symbiosis that might 
exist between the use of the Gann 
angle trend lines and the 
Fibonacci arcs. We are routinely, 
in quest for revealing the 
confluences. We observe Oil this 
initial chart, two Gann angle 
trend lines, drawn in pre-open, 
which are preparing the incoming 
trading day. We also combine the 
use of floor pivots with the angle 
/ines. In order to have a limiting 
effect of an eventual reversal we 
will need the Fibonacci arcs. 

Figure 11.27 - The right side 
German Dux 5-min chart is 
identical to the previous chart, in 
pre-open. 
We have grafted on the above 
Futures chart, the Fibonacci arcs. 
So far, we can observe that they 
faithfully describe the market 
flow. At present, we expect a 
significant market movement at 
the 4.0 Fib arc market zone. We 
always draw, a Fibonacci arc 
ahead of the market, in order to 
he prepared for its next move. In 
our case, is a 4.125 Fib arc. 

Figure 11.28 
German Dax 

The right side 
5-min chart is 

identical to the previous chart but 
97 minutes into the opening. 
We have drawn a rectangle 
having as border yesterday's close 
at 7513 key level and today's 
lowest low at 7499 key level, only 
two points higher than the daily 
floor pivot at 7497 key level. 
The last bar closed, just on the 
Ix3 angle trend line. We expect 
the market flow to reach the 
higher confluence formed by the 
upper border of the rectangle and 
the lx3 angle trend line. 
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Figure 11.29 The right side 
German Da.;'( 5-min chart is 
identical to the previous chart but 
two minutes later. 

We returned to the Fibonacci arc 
set-up and we observed that the 
market flow was cruising within 
the down-sloping curvilinear 
channel formed by the 4.125 & 
4.166 Fibonacci arcs. 

After a down-sloping seven-bar 
period, the market flow suddenly 
reversed, right on the 7502 key 
level - an old high - and jumped 
upwards, till the lx3 angle trend 
line, where it was temporarily 
halted. 

Figure 11.30 The right side 
German Do.\: 5-min chart is 
identical to the previous chart but 
thirty-eight minutes later. 

The market flow is within reach 
of the confluence zone at 7513 
key level, being temporarily halted 
by the rectangle's upper border 
and the lx3 angle trend line. 

The use of Stochastics is very 
beneficial here, revealing the high 
probability of trend continuation. 
Its bounce on the 50% line with 
an almost straight up slope is a 
very strong argument in favour of 
reaching higher levels. 

Figure 11.31 The right side 
German Dax 5-min chart is 
identical to the previous chart 
with a snapshot taken at day's 
close. We can easily observe that 
the Fibonacci arcs optimally 
describe the market flow with 
regard to the Gann angle trend 
lines. The Ix2 angle trend line is 
very useful here because it serves 
not only as a very strong support 
but also as a reciprocal resistance 
in the terminal portion of the 
market flow. We are expecting a 
strong confluence at the 
intersection of the 6.0 Fibonacci 
arc & Ix2 angle trend line. 
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Figure 11.32 - The above German Dax 5-min chart is identical to the previous chart at the day's end, 
011 which we have drawn additional tools: Ix3 angle trend line drawn from yesterday's old low at 
7457.5 key level, floor pivots and the Stochastics. As we can observe the Ix2 angle trend line halts the 
current market flow, drawn from the 7515 low. The Stochastics curve is stopped right on the 
pitchfork's median line in the overbought zone at 96.66 value, on(v a few points away from the 100%. 

3.7 Gann Angles Effect on Fibonacci Arcs 
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Figure 11.33 - The above chart shows even better the trade management using Fibonacci arcs and 
Gann angles. The 2.375 Fib arc is a textbook example of its role as a down-sloping curvilinear support. 
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Figure 11.34 - The right side 
chart Dax Futures 5-min chart 
continues the previous chart but 
twenty-sL'C minutes later. The 
2.375 & the 2.5 Fibonacci arc 
forming a down-sloping 
corridor, which still remains 
intact, even if the market flow 
stumbled 011 the 7502 key level
an old high. Finally, the market 
flow halted on the very strong 
7494 key level, having as an 
immediate target the 1x4 angle 
trend line. The current market's 
slope is so abrupt that we expect 
a strong continuation of the 
down-sloping market. 

Figure 11.35 - The right side 
Dax Futures 5-min chart 
continues the previous chart but 
seven minutes later. 
As we expected the market flow 
dropped like a stone and 
vehemently broke down the 
7494 - the strong old high. 
Even the 1x4 angle trend line 
wasn't spared from the high
steamed down sloping 
momentum. The last huge 
volatile down bar broke the 
angle and close in its lower 
third. Moreover, the close 
occurred right on the 2.375 Fib 
arc. 

Figure 11.36 - The right side 
Dax Futures 5-min chart 
continues the previolls chart but 
one hour and twenty-three 
minutes later. 
The market flow zoomed and 
then tested the 1x4 angle trelld 
line before it drastically dropped 
all the way to the 1x6 angle 
trend line. Without allY 
hesitation, it then reversed, 
signing it with a big reversal 
taiL Then, it was catapulted 
upwards until the confluence of 
the 3x2 angle line & 2.5 Fib 
arc. Here, it dropped again, 
guided by the 2.5 Fibonacci arc. 
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Figure 11.37 - The right side 
Dax Futures 5-min chart 
continues the previolls chart but 
three hours and eight minutes 
later. After the strong 10:30hrs 
reversal, the market flow started 
a zigzag-type up-sloping move
ment with a 3 hours mild slope. 
Then the 2.875 Fibonacci arc 
served as a guide in market 
price dropping toward the lx6 
angle trend line, again. It 
finally decided to reverse and 
reached in a single huge 
volatile up-bar the 3.0 Fib arc, 
before it decided to fall again. 

Figure 11.38 - The right side 
Dax Futures 5-min chart 
continues the previous chart but 
twenty- five minutes later. 

The last drop of the previous 
chart was just a three-bar 
pullback, which ended on the 
3.0 Fibonacci arc. Its halting 
power caused a strong reversal, 
in such a way that the market 
flow climbed all the way to 
3.125 Fibonacci arc. 

Presently, it performed a small 
down-bar retrace. We have 
drawn, ahead of the market, the 
next Fibonacci arc - the 3.1666 
arc. 

Figure 11.39 - The right side 
Dax 5-min chart continues the 
previous but four hours later. 
This chart associated the use of 
the contextual Gann angle 
ascending lines (Ix2 & lx3) 
and the local (current) market 
];.<2 angle descending line. We 
observed that the market flow is 
trapped in a sort of criss-cross 
set-up, which seems to be a very 
strong resistance. Whatever 
happens, the astute trader will 
take the optimal decision: a 
short below 1x3 or a long above 
ascending lx2 angle trend line. 
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3.8 90° Fibonacci Arcs: Market Price Travelling through Time 

5min Ou Futures 

May 2nd· 2007 
Pre-Open 

Figure 11.40 - The above German Dax Futures 5-min chart illustrates the synergy that occurs 
between the Gann angle lines and the Fibonacci arcs. We can easily observe that their confluences 
control most of the reversal areas whether they are ascending or descending. The most abrupt slopes 
(4xl) or the mildest slopes (1x6) have here, their precise and specific roles. The e1ltire Gannfan lines 
array is obviously mapping not only the contextual market but also the most current markel. 
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Figure 11.41 - The above German Dax 5-min chart continues to illustrate the synergy that occurs 
between the Gann angle lines and the Fibonacci arcs, bllt one day later, forty minutes into the opening. 
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Figure 11.42 - The above Dax 5-min chart continues to illustrate the dual synergy, but one hour later. 
We emphasize here the role of the lx2 angle trend line, an average slope-type angle, which serves here 
as an excellent balance axis, ready to assist the trader in decision taking process. The vicinity of the 
1.875 Fibonacci are, incites the trader to consider a short trade rather than a long opportunity. 
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Figure 11.43 - The above German Dax 5-min chart continues to illustrate the dual synergy, but more 
than two /rours later. As anticipated, a down-sloping swing occurred along the 1.875 Fibonacci arc and 
then the marketjlow started to perform a trading range across the 2.0 & 2.047 Fibonacci arcs, in order 
to restore its kinetic energy. It is time to draw an upward lxl angle from the 7447 low, in order to 
reveal a probable breakdown, not only below the angle line but also below the lower rectangle's border. 
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Figure 11.44 - The above German Dux Futures' 5-min chart continues to illustrate the dual synergy, 
bllt more than one hour later. As considered in the prior chart, the market flow broke down out of 
the trading range but firstly it broke not only the lxl anglefrom the 7447 low key level but also the 
second lXl angle, which was drawn this time,from the low at 7418.5 key level. 

3.9 Fibonacci Circles: Market Price Travellillg through Time 

KlAn", .. H!gh • 1475 

COpyrlght 2008 
by Dr Mlr_ 1><>109'1 

www.pttc:hforktreder.com 

Sourc..: E.1gna'.com 

Figure 11.45 - The above German Da..'C Futures 5-min chart also illustrates the dual synergy between 
the Gann angles and the Fibonacci arcs, but this time, the 3600 arcs - a full Fibonacci circle. 
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Figure 11.46 -- Gann angle trend lines and Fibonacci 90° arcs. 
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Figure 11.47 - The above German Dax 5-min chart associated with that of Figure 11.46 shows the 
synergy occurring between the Gann angle lines and the Fibonacci circles. The use of the circles, 
with regard to arcs, has the hindsight advantage of also studying the immediate past & the immediate 
future markets. Thus, tlte trader can lise as initiating elements, any of these past swings to evaluate 
the forward market flow, not only for drawing future arcs, Fibonacci projections, regional or local 
Gann angles but also for drawing contextual trend lines, so often dominating the local market. 
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3.10 Clusters and Confluences Performed by Gann Angles, Fan Lines & Floor Pivots 
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Figure 11.48 - The above German Dax Futures 5-min chart associates the use of Gann angles, fan 
lines with floor pivot horizontal lines. We use very often this type of set-up, due to its marked influence 
on the market flow fluctuations. This situation is a textbook example of decision taking. In spite of the 
fact that Stochastics seem to enter the oversold zone, thus signalling a very probable down-sloping 
continuation, the occurrence of the very strong triple sllpport, totally changed the decisive arguments. 
We observed that the current trading range is strongly sustained by the 7373 old low level, the 7375 
half-pivot level and the Ix} angle trend line. The confluence of all these supporting elements greatly 
increases the probability of a strong bOllnce in the 7373-75 zone. The 2xI angle break-up will tell it all 
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Figure 11.49 - The above German Dax 5-min chart continued the prior, one day later, 16 minutes i"to 
the opening. As we considered, the strong 7373-75 support zone bounced the market upward. 
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Figure 11.50 As we mentioned previously, we will look at the above charts for any clusters or 
confluences ready to influence the market flow. The above Dax 5-min chart continued the prior, but 24 
minlltes later into the opening. We associated here the fan lines, in order to have a better delineating 
visibility. We remind you the role of the thirdfan line, which commonly reverses the marketflow. 

COpyrlflh1lOOl 
.by Dt Mire_ DoIoga 
www.p*ModUrachV.Com 

Smin Oax Futures 
May l11h.2001 

10:43l1rs ceT 

Figure 11.51 - As we mentioned previously, the influence of the third fan line is here drastic. The 
above German Dax 5-min charts illllstrates two hOllrs later with regard to previous chart, the role of 
the three fan lines and especially the reversing function of the third. The TL-b trend line of Stochastics 
serves here as a delineating breaking line, very valli able for shorting the opening market. 
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Figure 11.52 - The above German Dax 5-min charts continues the market activity of the previous, but 
one hour later. The fan lines work efficiently even three hours after the opening. After filling the gap, 
the market flow first dropped to Ixl angle trend line and then it bounced on it, all the way to 7373-75 
opening support zone. 

3.11 Projected Confluences: Gann Angles, Fibonacci Arcs and Pitchforks 
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Figure 11.53 - The above Euro-Futures daily chart shows the preponderant role of Integrated 
Pitchfork Analysis, closely related to Gann angle trend lines and Fibonacci arcs. We easily observe the 
strong confluences at 138780, 143020 and 140330 levels. We consider 144400 level as next confluence. 
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Figure 11.54 - The above Euro-Futures daily chart is identical to previous chart on which we added 
the Jive probable confluences. We also drew the 2x3 Gann angle trend line, responsible for the third 
and the fifth conJluence. This array of probable confluences incites the trader to an optimal decision. 
A breakdown of the 2x3 angle line is prone for a short trade, especially if an increased volume occurs. 
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Copyrlghl 2OO1l 
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WI 
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Figure 11.55 - The above Euro-Futures daily chart is identical to previous chart but four days later. As 
anticipated, the marketflow broke down the 2x3 angle trend line drawn from the 133700 key level and 
then it tested it. This is an excellent short trade opportunity, especially if accompanied by an increased 
volume (not shown here). Due to the median line vicinity, the trader must expect a very probable 
bounce on it, which could transJorm the ongoing down move into a simple pullback. On the other 
hand, median line's breakdown would constitute a very propitious add-on re-entry. 
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4. Gann Boxes 

4.1 Management of Gann Boxes 

The lise of Gann boxes is very useful 
for determining not only the specific 
horizontal support/resistances levels 
where the market flow might reverse, 
but also the adequate Gann angles. 
The Gann boxes lise the time and price 
parameters for their sides. They can be 
form a square (time side eqllal to price 
side) or a rectangle where the sides are 
not eqllaL In order to draw a Gann 
box, we firstly select the size of its sides. 
For that, we lise a base nllmber, which 
can be squared or not. The 
interpretation of the market flow 
encompassed within the box, depends 
on its location with regard to the box '.'I 
inner angles and to its horizontal and 
vertical midlines. In this way, we can 
rapidly reveal the strength or the 
weakness of the local market, trapped in 
a way, within the Gann box. 

DesCription ........... ~ 
Square of 
Square of 
Square of 
Square of 
Square of 
Square of 
Square of 
Square of 
Square of 
Square of 

Square of 
Square of 

12 
19 
27 
36 
40 
45 
52 
90 
110 
144 

180 
360 

-
Base 

Number ObseNations ....... ......... -.. 
3x4 Used for short periods 

4.75x4 Used for short periods 
9xl Used for shartJaverage periods 
9x6 Used for short/average periods 

10x4 Used for average periods 

915 Used for average periods 
13x4 Frequent Use 
9x10 Frequent Use 
55x2 Frequent Use· 55 is Fib n· 

12x12 Universal use • any mattet 

Very Frequent (+++) 

9x2x10 Used for longer penods 
9x4x10 Used for longer period& 

Table 11.3 - Most frequent Gann Squares 

ilNDU • DOW JONES INDUSTRIAL AVERAGE,D) Dynamic,O:OO-24:00 
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12 

00'11 Jones Ind Cash Index • Apri11~ • 2091· tod 

19 26 2 9 16 
A r 

2 .. __ ~alance 12400.00 

Bulls & Bears 

o Copyright 200t 
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Figure 11.56 - The above Dow Jones Industrial Cash Index daily chart illllstrates the use of a Gann 
box (900x36) with its inner angle lines. lJtforeover, we have drawn a Ixi angle line pertaining to a 
bigger box. The horizontal midline labelled nO 2 represents the balance of bulls (gaining above) and 
the bears (winning below). 
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Figure 11.57 - The above Dow Jones Industrial Cash Index: daily chart continues to illustrate the 
market activity but one day later. We have used this time a double box structure (nO 1 & nO 2), piled 
one over the other. In this way we obtained on the left side, three sets of Gann angle lines starting off 
fl'Om three left-side locations: the lowest low (A), the two boxes joining mid-point level (B) of box nO 1 
and nO 2 and the third equidistant pivot (C), on the same vertical line as the last two locations. 
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Figure 11.58 - The above S&P 500 Cash Index daily chart illustrates a 360x225 Gann box. We settled 
the settings of this Gann box as 225 bars wide and 360 points high. We drew the ascending Gann 
angles from the 1216 lowest low of the 10/11/07 vertical time line. We observed that almost all the 
angle lines served as solid resistance/support lines, real ramparts for the market flow. 
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Figure 11.59 - The right side 
S&P 500 Cash Index daily 
chart is identical to the previous 
chart, on which we have 
associated on the left side a 3-
angle set-up drawn from the 
1576 highest high of 10111107. 
The second addition is a 2-
angle set-up drawn from the 
middle of the box, on the right 
side. The market flow dropped 
down to the right corner of the 
360x225 box, corresponding to 
a 360 pts height jor a 225 bar 
width. We are prone to draw a 
2nd box-an adjacent one- ahead 
of the market, on the right side 
of the existing Gann box. 

Figure 11.60 - The right side 
S&P 500 Cash Index daily 
chart is identical to the previous 
chart, on which we drew an 
adjacent 360x225 Gann box. As 
the market flow will currently 
evolve in the left corner of this 
second box, we drew the five
angle set-up from the lowest low 
at 1216 key level of 09103108. 
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As the market flow just 
trespassed into the second box, 
we expected the most abrupt 
angle lines (lx4 & 1x2) to enter 
rapidly in touch with the market 
flow. There is also a high 
probability for a market drop. l!!l_~~j~ _____ •• ____ . __ .• __ _ 

Figure 11.61 - The right side 
S&P 500 Cash Index daily 
chart is identical to the previous 
chart, on which we drew two 
360x180 box. We replaced the 
old boxes' settings for a better 
description of the market. We 
readily observed that the angle 
lines efficiently complied not 
only with the contextual but 
also with the current market. 
The last bar tested again the 
lowest low's support, ready for 
an incursion in the below zone 
levels. It would be wise to draw 
another box, ahead of market! 
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Figure 11.62 - The above S&P 500 Cash Index daily chart is identical to the previous chart, on which 
we drew another 360x180 Gann box - the third. It was positioned just under the Gann box nO 2, one
step head of a very probable down-sloping market. 
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Figure 11.63 - The above S&P 500 Cash Index daily chart is identical to the previous chart, on which 
the old 360x180 Gann box nO 2 was replaced with a minor Gann box, here marked also nO 2, having 
the 225xl13 settings. This set-up shows the flexibility of the Gann boxes with regard to a contextual or 
to any of the current market swings. The role of smaller box's lxl angle trend line is here suggestive! 
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4.2 Gann 45° Angle within a Box 
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Figure 11.64 - The above German Dax 5-min chart illllstrates the role of the 45° angle trend line 
within the Gann box. We can easily see its strong support power, thus delineating the market strength 
across the mapped market. As long as the market remains above the 45° angle line, it is characterized 
by a high degree of strength. If it drops below, then we will consider the beginning of weakening, 
which will be confirmed once that the drop is below the horizontal midline around 7733 level. 

,!1:!:J\1hb- t,.~N.",m'l 02rl!~li14-~'!;'1 .. ~lwnl.j 
21 1 ~ n n 2t tlIl!vtmil t2 19 
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Figure 11.65 - The above German Dax daily chart illustrates the association of tlte Ga111l box's 45° 
angle tre11d line with the RSI indicator. We see on tlte latter, the limiting broadening formation, which 
incites the trader to a down bounce off the 45° angle trend line. 
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Figure 11.66 - The above Dow Jones Industrial Cash Index daily chart illustrates the association of a 
bigger Gann box's IxI angle trend line with the angles of a smaller Gallll box. Knowing the dominant 
effect of the former over the latter, we expect all enhanced up-sloping momentum, for at least one to 
jive up bars. 
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Figure 11.67 - The above Dow Jones Industrial Cash Index daily chart continues the activity of the 
previous chart but seven days later. As anticipated, the market jlow continued its up-sloping 
momentum and reached the transition zone between the two identical Gann boxes. In order to closely 
follow the marketjlow, we associated two tools: a IxI angle parallel trend line and an orthodox trend 
line (TL-OI). The virulence of the up-oriented momentum incites the trader to perform a long trade at 
the occurrence of the first pullback 
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4.3 Degree Cycles within Ganll Boxes 

. Prie. ~ight= 45Opt3 
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Figure 11.68 - The above German Dax hourly chart shows the mapping of the marketflow containing 
a Gann box, by using the Gann geometric forms as the circles. If we consider the 0% to 100% as a full 
circle graduated from 0° to 360°, then the Gann box can be divided in circle sub-units, which are very 
influential concerning the market reversals. The following degrees can point to eve!)' probable 
reversal: 45°, 90°, 120°, 135°, 180°,225°,270°,315° and 360°. We can't stop mentioning, how well the 
1x1 angle trend line guides and supports the up-sloping market flow, so well illllstrated in above chart. 

Figure 11.69 - The above German Dax Futures hourly chart is identical to the previous chart, on 
which we associated 2x1 angle parallel trend lines and RSI indicator. We can easily observe /tow the 
channel formed by the angle parallel trend lines guides the market flow to higher levels. The median 
line of the ascending pitchfork on the RSl's chart portion reveals the same guidance. 
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Figure 11.70 - The right side 
German Dax Futures hourly chart 
is identical to the previous chart, on 
which we associated. this time, the 
lxI, lx2 & 2x1 angle trend lines 
drawn from the 6574 lowest low and 
the RSI indicator. The presence of 
the lxl allgle emphasizes the timing 
when a possible reversal will occur. 

The RSI maintains the revealing of 
the up-sloping trend as long as its 
slope i~ not broken down. 

The Gann box has a price height 
(P.H.) of 328 points and a time 
length (T.L.) of 81 bars. 

Figure 11.71 - The right side 
German Dax Futures hourly chart 
is identical to the previous chart, on 
which we added another array of 
Gann angle trend lines, this time 
drawn from the 6902 key level, the 
highest location on the vertical 
trend line raised from the 6574 
lowest low level. 

The purpose of drawing this second 
set of Gann angle trend lines is to 
search for any probable 
confluences, which could reveal any 
reversal locations. 

Figure 11.72 - The right side 
Germall Dax Futures hourly chart 
is identical to the previous chart, 
more then 15 days later, on which 
we can see a splendid textbook 
example of applying tlte 
confluences of Gann angle trend 
lines. 
We can easily observe the 
confluence developed at the 6819 
key level at the intersection of the 
two angle lines drawn from both 
highs (360 0 left & right) with the 
2700 circle level. 
There is a high probability of a 
reversal well signalled by the RSI 
chart. 
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5. Gann Percentage Tools 

Gann considered the percentage retracement technique as one of the most valuable tools. It 
consists of calculating in a natural mathematical order the next extreme points (highs Or 
lows) from the preceding extreme pivots. He studied the halves, the halves of the halves 
(quarters) and the halves of the halves of the halves (eighths). Once again, we can easily 
understand the importance of the half(50%) in Gann methodology. We shouldn't forget in 
these calculations the study of the thirds, even if it's the less important, out of the three 
choices illustrated in Table 11.4. The latter is only used to form a cluster with the other two 
divisions and is very seldom used alone, except when the other two column values don't 
work properly. This being said, keep in mind that the 50% level remains the most 
important. 

5.1 Gann Percentage Calculations: Primary, Secondary and Eights Values 

~ 
THIRDS 

66,66% 

33.33% 

16,67% 

8,3325% 

4,1663% 

2,0831% 

1,0416% 

Secondary % Secondary % 

HAlVES E!GHTHS 

50,00% 75,00% 

25,00% 37,50% 

12,50% 18,75% 

6,25% 9,3150% 

3,1250% 4.6675% 

1.5625% 2,3438% 

0,7813% 1.1719% 
Copyriobt_byIllIlitwOologJ-_~_ 

Table 11.4 - Gann Percentage Level Table 

....... 100,00% 7749 
Ita04jol Highest Level 

87,50"''<' 77'42 
17749.0 I L.Qwee.t Level 

75,00% 7735 
It\ter-OJ$tanee §§ pta 

62,50% 7728 
I 100.00% 7804 

50.000/0 7721 I 
I 87,50% 7797 
I 

37.50"/0 7714 
75,00% 7790 

25,00% 7707 
62,50% 7783 

12,50% 7700 
50,00% 7777 

0.00% 7694 
37.50% 7770 

'ntcU'-Ols1canc;:e l!§. pta 
25,00% 7763 

Highest Leve' ;7'74~~QI 

I 7,693,5 I 12.50% 7756 
Lo __ t Lovel .... 0.00% 7749 

CopyrIght 2009 by Dr Mlree. oolog .. Copyright 2009 by Or Mircea Dotaga 

Table 11.5 - Gann Eights (%) Table used Table 11.6 - GaDD Eights (%) Table IIsed 
for the calcillation of a 56 pIs up-swing. for the calculation of a 55 pts down-swing. 
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Figure 11.73 - The right side 
German Dax Futures 5-min 
chart illustrates the lise of the 
Gann Eights table (see Table 
11.5). We readily observed the 
belleficial role of this Gaml 
technique in studying and 
mapping the market flow, out of 
a rectangle, in an up-slopillg 
market. 
For the moment we have 
divided the rectangle's heights 
[H(O) & H(-1)J, ollly in quarters 
(halves of the halves) expecting 
some resistance or support at 
the 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% 
key levels. 

Figure 11.74 - The right side 
German Dax Futures 5-min 
chart continued the market 
activity of the previous chart, 
but two hOllrs later. 
We easily observe that the main 
quarter levels were very llseful: 
- 0% at 7749 served as support, 
- 25% at 7762 was zoomed, 

50% at 7776 served as support 
75% at 7790 was firstly 
zoomed & then served as a 
support. 
100% at 7804 served as a very 
strong resistance signalling a 
market reversal. The long tail 
of the last bar strongly agrees. 

Figure 11.75 - The right side 
German Dax Futures 5-min 
chart continued the market 
activity of the previolls chart, 
but almost two hours later. 
This time, we used the eights 
levels visualized in Table 11.6. 
The purpose of using the eights 
illStead of the quarters is that 
the market mapping can be 
more efficiently studied, in a 
detailed manner. On the other 
side, we may get more noise. 
Observing the chart, we see that 
almost all of the eights levels 
play {In important role, either as 
a support or as a resistance. 
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5.2 G1 to G4 Calculations 

The use of the Gann main levels 
- Gl to G4 - is of a vital importance 
but only when a market is bearish. 

They are calculated with the 'all time' 
extreme high and low prices. It is one 
of the Gann tools that works most 
often than not, with a pretty high 
precision, in order to evaluate the 
degree of market bearishness. 

It can be used, in association with 
the 200-ema and lOO-ema. 

This Exee/file is available from author at 
mircdologa@yahoo.com 

Contract High 1003A 

Contract Low 253,0 

G1 502 

G2 628 

G3 251 

G4 441 

Copyright 2008 by www.pitchforktrader.com 

Table 11.7 - Gaoo Maio Levels 

The predominant characteristics of Gann M~in Levels are: 

G1 level is the most important, representing 50% between the zero level and the 
extreme high, a 50% drop with regard to the highest high level. If the G1 threshold 
level is exceeded the market flow might fall as low as the G3 level. 

G2 level, which is always above the G1 level, is also called the most important 
'50% retracement level'. It is equal to the high added to the low level divided by two. 

G3 level is the first destination after the G1 breakout. It is equal to half of G1 or 
minus 75% with regard to the high level. 

G4 level will be the intermediate market destination before it reached G3. Dividing 
by four the difference between the high and the low levels, then adding the result to 
the low level calculate it. 
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Figure] 1. 76 - Tlte above Gold (Comex) Futures monthly chart illustrates the drawing of tlte Gann 
main levels calculated by using the Table 11.7. We can easily observe that the market flow is only at 
the beginning of the prior trend correction, still far away from the G2 level at 628 key level. 

5.3 Incremental Projections using Gann Percentages: an Up-Trend Market 

Gann stipulated that the market movements do not obey to a fixed percentage in its 
development. It will rather follow the rules of the 'halves, eights & thirds' expressed in 
percentages, with one condition! The trader must select a significant high or low and then 
add/subtract the adequate percentages, in order to reveal the optimal value. This approach 
must be progressive as the market develops (Ex:first 1.0416%, then 2.0831, and so on). 
We also chose to calculate clusters, which take into consideration, multiple highs, 
dominated by a significant one, and vice versa for a down market. 

Priman/% Secondan/~ Secondan/"6! 

+ 66,66% 13006 4- 50,00% 11706 4- 75,00% 13657 

+ 33,33% 10405 I 25,00% 9755 I 37,50% 10731 

+ 16,67% 9105 I 12,50% 8780 I 18,75% 9267 

I I 
+ 8.3325% 8454 I 6,25% 8292 I 9,3750% 8536 

+ 4,1663% 8129 I 3,1250% 8048 I 4.6875% 8170 

I I 
+ 2.0831% 7967 I 1,5625% 7926 I 2,3438% 7987 

+ 1,0416% 7885 I 0,7813% 7865 I 1,1719% 7895 

Lowest Level I 7S()4 I Lowest Lovol .·1)\1)4 I Lowest Level (:; 7~ 

Copyright 2008 by Dr MJrcea Dologa • www.pitehforktrader.com 

Table 11.8 - Up-Sloping Gann Percentage Level Table (from lowest level upward) 
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Figure 11.77 - The above Gold (Come..'C) Futures daily chart illustrates the ascending projections in 
order to obtain the cluster zone of the 1003.4 highest high level on 03117108. The calculations were 
done by using the Gann percentage technique (see Table 11.9), each time employing the higher lows, 
as they progressively developed. We started with the lowest low at 646.4 on 08116107, and contil1ued 
with the following higher lows: 773.4 on 11120107, 849.5 011 01122108, 888.4 011 02105108, 900.6 on 
02115108,928.9 on 02126108,958.3 on 03104108 al1dfinally 961.9 on 03110108. 
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Table 11.9 - Gann Percentages - Primary and Secondary Levels (Gold Futures daily chart). 
The usage of the 646.4 lowest low level & the seven higher lows levels has given an array of six valid 
probable targets,for the calculation of the highest high six-level cluster: 999, 1002, 1003, 1006, 1009 & 
1013 key levels. The highest high cluster zone is in this case 999 to 1013 with a 14 points width, 
representing 1.3% of the market. If we retain only the first four cluster levels (999, 1002, 1003 & 1006), 
we get a 999-1006 cluster zone, with 7 points width, representing this time, only 0.6% of the market. 
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5.4 Incremental Projections using Gann Percentages: a Down-Trend Market 

GC If . GOLD.SIIl Dy"..,IC.o:oo-U:OO 
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19:001115 eET 

377 

Figure 11.78 - The above Gold (Comex) Futures 60-min chart illustrates the descending projections in 
order to obtain the lowest low cluster zone, not visible on the above chart. The calculations were done 
by using the Gann percentage technique (see Table 11.10), each time employing the lower lows levels, 
as they progressively developed. We started with the highest high at 845.7 and continued with the 
following lower highs: 840.1,838.1.836.2,820.3,818.5,805.6 and finally 789.9 key levels. 
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Table 11.10 - Gann Percentages - Primary and Secondary Levels (Gold Futures 60-min chart) 
The usage of the 845.7 highest high level & the seven lower highs levels has given us an array of eight 
probable down projections, for the calculation of the lowest low eight-level cluster: 760, 761, 765, 766, 
767, 767, 768 & 769 key levels. The lowest low cluster zone is in this case 760 to 769 with a 9 points 
width, representing 1.1% of the market. /fwe retain only the first 4 cluster levels (760, 761, 765, 766), 
we get a 760-766 cluster zone, with 6 points width, representing this time, only 0.7% of the market. 
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Figure 11.79 - The above Gold (Comex) Futures 60-min chart continued the market activity of the 
previous chart, but one day later. The market flow calculated the Gann percentage down-pro.iections 
using the Table 11.10 and obtained the optimal 760-766 cluster zone, compared with the chart's real
time 763.1 key level. Its precise valuefaUs exactly in the middle of the calculated cluster 'Zone. 

6. Gann Price Wheel or Price Square of Nine 

6.1 Gallil Wheel Descriptioll 

90" 

Figure 11.80 - The Gann Wheel illustrated above is nothing else but a tool for squaring the price 
orland the time, in order to obtain the key levels susceptible to reverse the market, by using the Gann 

circle forms. If we consider a full cycle from 0° to 360°, then the Gann Wheel can be divided ill circle 
sub-units, which are vel}' influential on the market behaviour. The following degrees can pinpoint to 
very' probable reversal levels: 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°,225°,270°,315° and 360°. 
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6.2 Gann Price Wheel: Highest High Projections in Down-Trend Market 

As we mentioned before a full circle (0° to 
360°) constitute a market cycle. In order to 
calculate the down or the up cycles, the 
trader must always take as starting off 
pivot, a significant high or low. 
Gann squared partial, full or multiple cycles 
by using the following formulas: 

lsqrt (646.4) + factorJ A2 for up-trend, and 
[sqrt (1003.4) - factor]A2 for down-trend. 

(646.4 is the lowest low and 1003.4 is the 
highest high) 

In case that we want a detailed study, then 
the factor takes various values: 

factor = 0.25 for 45 degrees, 
factor = 0.50 for 90 degrees, 
factor = 0.75 for 135 degrees, 
factor = 1.00 for 180 degrees, 
factor = 1.25 for 225 degrees, 
factor = 1.50 for 270 degrees, 
factor = 1.75 for 315 degrees, 
factor = 2.00 for 360 degrees, 
factor = 3.00 for 540 degrees 
factor = 4.00 for 720 degrees 

Highest \ 
HIGH r.::;";I 
HH ~ 

Is! DoW!! cp! 

DailyCha!Is 

379 

The dai~v charts use 90° angle and the 60min 
charts use 45° angle, 0.5 & 0.25, respectivel}~ Table 11.11 - Projections of Gann Squared 

Highest High (refer on the chart below) 
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Figure 11.81 - The above chart shows the real-time lower lows to be compared with the calculations 
done by Gann price squaring (refer to Table 11.11). It is hard to believe that by using mathematical 
formulas with only ONE value - the highest high at 1003.4 level- months in advance of the current 
market, we obtained almost the same values as the real time market: 877 for 876.3 real time level, 
847.6 for 846.4 real time level, 772.9 for 774 real time level andjinally 762.5 for 763.1 real time leveL 
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6.3 Gann Price Wheel: Four Lower Highs Projections in Down-Trend Market 

The progressive downward evolving of Gann squared lower low projections is shown below: 

2nd I' '989.61 
Lower .. ----;.;;.;~:-o-
High \' ..... 

2nd Down Cycle 1st: Down Cycle 

WVtI'W .. pltchforktradot" .. com 1 st ww_.plt<>h~rI<trad<lr.com 

Lower h:,t~tt;tS~21 High __ ,_ 

14'1t Down ycle .... 2nd Down Cycle 
11.211' 952.3 11.26' 832.1. 11.25· 965.7 11.26' 864.1 

22.5' 948.5 22.5' 829.3 22.5" 981.6 22!;' 860,4 
33.75' 944,6 33.75' 825.7 33.75' 977.8 33.75" 656.S 
45' 940,8 45' 822.1 45" 973.,9 45" 85$." 
56.25' 937.0 S6~~fj" 81B.5 56.25" 970.0 5625' 849.5 
67.5" 933.1 67.5' 815.0 67.!;' 006.' 67.5' 845,8 

78.75' ~.3 7B~71$· iU1..4 78 •. 7!S· 962,3 78.75' 842.2 

925,5 807,8 958,4 838,6 
101.25' 921,7 101;:/5' 804.3 101.:1$· 954.1:> 101.2~" 634.9 

112.!>' 917,9 11'2.5'" 800.7 112.5" 950.7 11'l.Jj>f< 831.3 
123.75' 914.2 123.75- 797.2 123.75" 946.6 123.75' 827.7 

135' 910,4 130' 793.7 135' 943.0 '135" 624,1 
144.23'" _,8 1-/6.26' 790.2 146.25' 939.1 14/S,::/S' 82l),6 

1157.5' 902;9 157.S' 79G.7 157.5' 935,3 157.5' 817.0 

16/1.75' SW,1 1611.75' 783.2 168.75' 931.5 168.7 ' B13,4 

895.4 779.7 927,7 809.9 
1P1.Z5' em.s 11111.25' 775.2 191.2!'r' 923.9 606.3 

20:VJ' M7.9, 
2'13:075· SB4.2 
225" 880.5 
236.25' 876.8 
24'1,$" e73.1 
258.75' Be9.4 

865.7 

:zl>2.t/' ~~flt.7 
213.75' 709.2 
225' 765,8 
236.25' .... ~.~'" 
247.5" 758.9 
258:7S' 755. 

752.0 

202.S' 920.1 
213,75" 9H'.3 
225" 912,5 
236.25· _.7 
247.5'" 005 .. 0 
2511.75' 901.2 

897,5 
28'1 .. 2tJ'*' 893.7 

002.8 
1'99.2 

795.7 
792,2 

700.6 
785,1 

781,6 
778.'ilc 

281.215' 002.0 
2P2.S' ese.3 
303.715' e54.7 
315' 851.0 
326.215' -...... 1147;4 

281.25' 749.6 
292.5' 145,~ 

303.75' 741.7 
318' 738.3 
326.2S' 735.0 

292.5'" 8$O,Q 
303.7~· 886.3 
315" 882,6 

326.25' 878.9 

..... n ... 7 

171,2 
767.7 

328.25' ....... 7.''''' 
337.5' 843,e 337.5' 731.6 337.5'" 875.1 337.S· 780.8 
348.1.5' 840.1 348,75· 72B.2 34B.76· 871,5 348.7S· 757.4 

836,5 nd& 867,8 753.9 
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Table 11,12 - Gann squared 1st lower high Table 11,13 - Gann squared 2nd lower high 

3 rd 
Lower r :.~~~21 
High .1c7 ....... 

1st Down ycle 

11.25' 931,4 

22.5' 927.6 

33.75' 923.6 
45" 920 .• 0 
56.25' 916.2 

67.6" 912.4 

711.75' 908.6 

904,9 
101"25" 901.1 

112.5' e~7,4 

123.75' 6~3,6 

135"' 889,9 

www.pitchforktT.-der .. c:om 

...... 2nd Down Cycle 

11,25· 813. 

22.5' 600.7 

33.75· 806. 
45· 802,6 
56.25' 799.1 
67.5" 795.6 

7B.7S' 792,\ 

188.5 
101.2S' T6S,e 

112.5" 761,5 

123.75' 77e,e 

135' ~n'4;. 

4th 
Lower 1':"845.71 
Higl;t ':4 

1st Down: Cycle 

11,25' 642,1 

2'2.5' 638.4 

3:3.75' 834.8 
4S' 831.2 
SII.25' 827,6 

67.5' 6Z4.0 
7B.75' 820.4 

816.9 
101,2a" 813.3 
112.5' 809.7 
123.75' 806.2 
135' 802,8 

14('J_2.~"" ese.2 146.:/S' 771.1 146.25' 799.1 
157,5" 682,4 

168.75' 878.7 

157./J' 7ff7,6 

168.75- ~71U,2 
157.5' 795.8 
16/1.75' 71'12.1 

875,0 760.7 788,5 

191.25- 671.3 191.25- 757.3 10125' 785.0 

202.5" 867.7 202.5' 753,B 202.5' 781,5 

213.75' e&4.0 

225" 860,3 
213.75' 7'l5O. 
225' '14'7.0 

213.7S' 718.0 
225' 774.6 

236,25" 856.8 236.25' 74::l.E 236.25' 711.1 

247.5" 553.0 

258.75' 649.3 

247.5' 740.~ 

25B.75' 736.e 

241.5' 767.6 

258.76' .... ..".. 7tu,2 

845,7 733.4 760,7 
281.25' 642.1 281.25' 730,0 281.25' 157.3 

292.5' 636"5 Z92.S" 726.6 2925' 15~.6 

303.75' 834.S 303.75' 723.3 30376' 750,4 

315' 631.2 3'15' 719.9 315" 747.0 
326.25" 627.6 326.25' 716.6 326.2~· 743.6 

337.5' 824.0 337.5' 713.2 337.5' 740.2 

348.75' 8.."0.5 348.75' 709.9 348.75' 736.6 

816,9 706.6 733,4 
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Table 11.14 - Gann squared 3rd lower high Table 11.15 - Gann squared 4th lower high 
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We have studied in the above four tables, in parallel with its chart (refer to Figure 11.82) the 
evolving of the four Gann squared lower highs projections in a down-trend market. The 
results were presented in a synopsis table below (refer to Table 11.16). We used the first lower 
high until the fourth, and then we compared the calculated projections levels with the real time 
lower lows. To our satisfaction the results were equal, almost to decimal, varying in difference 
from 0,08% to 0,17%. 

Calculated Difference 
Lower Highs Projections Real Time Lower Lows % 

--.--..,,"""'----~-. --~--... 
~ .. ~-.......... , ... ~ ... ....,~-............ .,. ....... ,' 

(C<>k;ulf_r;""J 

1st Lower High I 968.2 I Projections I LOIIWN Lows 

1st Calculated Projections 847,4 1st Real Time Lower Low I &46.4 0.12% 
2nd CalCulated projections 772.7 2nd Real Time Lower Low I 774,0 0,17% 
3rd Calculated Projections 762,3 3td Real Time Lower Low L 753,1 0,10% 

2nd Lower High I 8et.6 1 
1st Calculated Projections 1st Real Time Lower Low 
2nd Calculated Projections 774.7 2nd Real Time Lower Low 0,09% 
3td Calculate<! Projections 764.3 3rd Real Time l.ower Low 0,16% 

3rd Lower High I 936,2 I 
1st Calculated Projections 1st RealTsme Lowerl.ow 

1 n~.o I 
-2nd Calcu/ated ProjectIons 774.6 2nd Reat Time Lower Low 0,09% 

31d Calculate<! Projections 764,2 3td Real Time Lower Low 763.1 0,14% 

4th Lowe.- High I 846,7 I 

@iJ 1st Calculated Projections 1sl- Real Tsme Lower l.ow 
2nd Calculated Projec~ns 2nd Real Time Lower Low 
3rd Calculated PrOjections 764.2 3td Reaf Time Lower Low 0,14% 

COPl'rlght 200' by Dr Mire.,. Dologa • www.pll<:hfor1<1raClltr.com 

Table 11.16 - Gallfl Price Wheel Comparison Table: calculated targets & real-time lower lows. 

[GC /IF .GOLD.ri)l)ynaml<,O:oo.~;oo 

03111108 
1003.4 

Daily Gold Futures 
Sept t2 • 2008 
13:1lhrs CET 

Figure 11.82 - The above chart shows the real-time lower lows to be compared with the calculations 
done by Gann price squaring (refer to Table 11.12 to 11.16). It is hard to believe that by using 
mathematical formulas, with FOUR different values - the four progressive lower highs - months in 
advance of the current market, we obtained almost the same lower lows values as the real time market. 
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6.4 Gann Price Wheel: Lowest Low Projections in Up-Trend Market 

The Gann Wheel illustrated in the 
right side table is nothing else bllt 
a squaring of price. It is hard to 
believe that by just using 
mathematical formulas with only 
ONE value - the lowest low at 
646.4 key level on 08116107 -
mOllths in advance of the market, 
we obtained almost the same 
higher highs calculated values as 
the real time market: 847.5 for 
848 real time level, 914.3 for 
916.1 real time level, 940.9 for 
941.8 real time level and finally 
the 1003.3 for the 1003.4 highest 
high real time level. 

Daily Charts Copyrioht 2009 by Dt ItIircea Dologa 

We should also mention that the 
calculations required four up
cycles and that out of four only 
three cycles were able to project 
the higher highs. The first cycle, 
didn't yield any higher high levels 
becallse the formulas' results 
were too close to lowest low. 
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Table 11.17 - Projections of Gann squared lowest low 
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Figure 11.83 - The above Gold (Comex) Futures daily chart illustrates the three higher highs alld lite 
highest high at 1003.4 key level, corresponding to the calculated results obtained in Table] 1.17. 
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6.5 Gallll Price Wheel: FOllr Higher Lows Projections in up-Trend JUarket 

Daily Charts 
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Table 11.18 - The above Gallll Wheel table shows the price squaring of higher lows, in order to get 
higher highs. We used this time, mathematical formulas with FOUR values - the fOllr higher low levels 
- months ill advance of the market. Thus, we obtained almost the same higher highs calculated values 
- see below - as the real time higher highs: 916.1, 941.8 & 1003.4 the highest high level. 

Squaring of 1st higher low at 773.4 level yielded 918. 7,941.6 & 1003.9 value levels, 
Squaring of 2nd higher low at 849.5 level yielded 916.3, 939.2 & 1001.5 value levels, 
Squaring of3rd higher low at 888.4 level yielded 918.5,941.3 & 1003.7 value level, 
Squaring of 3rd higher low at 900.6 level yieltled 915. 7, 942.3 & 1004.7 vallie level, 
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March 17 - 2008 
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Figure 11.84 - The above Gold (Comex) Futures daily chart illustrates the higher lows and the higher 
high levels, corresponding with the calculated results obtained in Table 11.18. 
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6.6 Square o/Nine: Cardinal Price Projections in Up-Trend Market 
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Table 11.19 - The above drawing is a Cardinal Square price calclilator divided by a cross in four 
quadrants alld then in eight price regions. The trader always uses the extreme pivot (highest high or 
lowest low) to calculate the Galln reversal or reactionary price levels. In the above example, we used 
the lowest low at 646.4 level (cellter of the square), in order to obtain the best projected price results: 
849, 918, 943 and 1006 (refer to arrows inside square). Valid results are located either on the 
horizolltal (90° & 270° axis) or/and vertical lines (180° & 0°/360°) of the cardinal cross or on a lesser 
degree Oil its diagonallilles (45°,135°,225° & 315°). 

Dally Gold Futures 
March 17 - 2008 
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Figure 11.85 - The above Gold (Comex) Futures daily chart illustrates the calculations of the higher 
high levels, corresponding with the calculated results obtained with the Gallil Square of Nine ill Table 
11.19. Thus, we obtained almost the same higher highs calculated values, as the real time vailles: 849 
for 848 real time level, 918 for 916.1 real time level, 943 for 941.8 real time [eveland finally 1006 for 
1003.4 real time level, the highest high level. 
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7. Gann Time Wheel or Time Square of Nine 

7.1 Gann Main Reversal Dates 

Table 11.20 - The above 
drawing is a Cardinal 
Square divided by a cross in 
four quadrants. 

Gallll used it to reveal the 
very probable 'dates' for 
any reversal events. 

Table 11.21 - The above 
table illustrates the Gann 
Natural Support and 
Resistances 'Dates', which 
are meant to reveal the vel}' 
probable reversal events. If 
around these dates, a +1- 2 
days displacement occurs, 
then Gann called it a 'pitch 
ahead or behind price'. 
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Each date will fall between 19th and 22nd of each month, dependent on the calendar! For 
the sake of simplicity, the Gaon main reversal dates correspond theoretically to the 21st for 
every 30° of the Gann Time Wheel, starting from the 0° as of 03/21: 

0°/360° 03/21 90° 06121 180° 09121 
30° 04121 120° 07/21 210° 10121 
60° OS/21 150° 08/21 240° 11121 

12/21 
01121 
07221 
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7.2 Square of Nine: Cardinal Time Projections in Up-Trend Market 
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Table 11.22 - The above drawing is a Cardinal Square time calculator divided in sixteen time regions. 
The trader always uses the extreme pivot (highest high or lowest low) to calculate the Gann reversal or 
reactionary time levels (refer to arrows inside square). For comparison with the real time dates values, 
please refer to the chart of Figure 11.85. 

In the above example, we used the lowest low time on August 16 - 2007 (written 070816 at 
the center of the square, 07 means the year 2007, 08 is month of August and 16 is the day), 
in order to obtain the best projected time results: 071107 for November 7th 2007, 080115 
for January 15th 2008, 080201 for February 1st 2008 and finally 080317 for March 17th 

2008, the day of 1003.4 reversal. 

The above time projections calculated through the Gann Time Wheel are located (refer to 
the arrows on the above table) on the 157.5° time axis, 22.5° time axis (one day off to the 
left), 135° time axis (one day offto the left) and 67.5° time axis, respectively. If we compare 
the projected time levels with the real time levels, they are almost the same (refer to the 
chart in Figure 11.85). For comparison, please refer below: 

Projected Time Levels Nov 7 - 2007 Jan 15 - 2008 Feb 1 - 2008 

Real Time Levels Nov 7 - 2007 Jan 15 - 2008 Feb 1- 2008 

March 17 - 2008 

Afarch 17 - 2008 

Conclusion: We observe that the Square of Nine projected values and the real time key 
levels have exactly the same values! 
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Key Points to Remember: 

• The trader should know that a trade would have increased 
chances to succeed when it is performed using not only the 
price but also the time variable. In this way, cann's 
mathematical relations translate in practice the following 
saying: "When price meets time, there is an imminent change in 
trend/~ 

• Be aware that Cann used the term "squaring time and price", 
which meant for him that the time (t) is the square root of price 
(P). 

• Remember that Cann said .. there is always a rally after a strong 
first decline'. Thinking in hindsight, this rally is nothing else but 
the first kinetic energy restoring area of the ongoing 
correction. The local market description is assured by an array of 
Cann angle drawn for the highest high (or the lowest lorM of the 
local (currenfJ market. The contextual angle lines are dominating 
those of the local market. 

• Remember that we practice the pre-open implementation Of the 
dual Cann angle line set-up, from the last high and the last low, 
most of them located in the day's afternoon or right into the 
pre-close. Moreover, the adding of other tools like pitchforks or 
Action & Reaction Line set-up will create confluences, which are 
very efficient in revealing the next market reversal locations. 

• Make sure to understand that a 1x1 Cann angle in a square 
measures 45 0

, but the same 1x1 Cann angle in a rectangle, has a 
different slope. 

• Remember that the Advanced CET charting software of 
www.esignal.com has an excellent capability in using the Cann 
features including an optimised scale indispensable for the most 
useful Cann angle drawings. 

• Be aware that more often than not, the 45 0 angle line is one of 
the best Cann tools applied to a particular swing. Its 
strength/weakness delineating capability makes it an excellent 
way of entering or exiting a trade. Even if there is just one 45 0 

angle line per swing, we can extend its role by using its 
intermediary - the 45 0 angle parallel line. 

• Consider routinely that the array of the Cann angle trend lines 
covers the entire chart of the contextual market and it really 
gives the astute trader many high-probability low risk-trading 
opportunities. The current market Cann angle line array will 
certainly pinpoint the most optimal entry and exit. 

• Remember that the concomitant decrease Of the volume, signals 
a small probability of a burst out of a 45 0 trend line. Once again, 
the volume indicator measures the fuelling of the trade. 
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• Ensure that every time when a trend line is prone to be brOken 
out, the market flow will behave in several manners: 

• Testingthe line, 
• Testand retestingthe line, 
• Zooming through the line and 
• Zoom and test or zoom and retest the line. 
• Or only piercing the line, 

• Concerning the steeper or the milder degree of the trending 
slope, the trader should keep in mind that the abrupt slopes are 
prone to an imminent strong correction, more often than not. A 
milder trending slope is rather susceptible for a long-lasting 
consolidation. Whatever YOU'll do, the Count Back Line technique 
is an excellent routine tool in this case. 

• Ensure that you understand the use of Stochastics or StORSI 
indicators. They are very helpful when used with Cann angle 
lines. They form, one of the cleanest & most efficient charts 
around, containing one of the two indicators cited above, Cann 
angles and volume! 

• Be aware that the use of Fibonacci arcs can assist the trader in 
delineating a top or bottom. They can form an ahead of the 
market curvilinear channel for the market flow development. 

• Be routinely in the quest for confluences formed by Fibonacci 
arcs and the Cann angle trend lines. Their reversal role can really 
make worth your day! 

• Ensure that you understand the difference between using the 
Fibonacci arcs and the circles. The use of the latter offers the 
advantage of also studying the immediate past with projections 
in the immediate future of the market. Thus, the trader can use 
as initiating elements, any of these past swings to evaluate the 
forward market flow, not only for drawing future arcs, 
Fibonacci projections, regional or local Cann angles but also for 
drawing contextual trend lines, so often dominating the local 
market. 

• Don't forget to read and re-read the .. ConFluence' chapter in our 
first volume. The confluences, especially those multi-layers, are 
of a great value in aSSisting the trader in elaborating the 
optimal trading strategy, long time ahead of the market. 
One of the best working confluences are those born out of the 
intersection of slant trend lines (Cann angle lines), horizontal 
lines (floor pivots) and of course the curvilinear 
support/resistances forming a channel born out of dual parallel 
moving averages or from two closely related Fibonacci arcs or 
circles. 

• Ensure that you don't make any confusion among the speed 
lines, Cann fan angle lines or simple fan lines. 
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• Don't neglect the importance of the • ahead of the market array 
of probable confluences. They can be constructed, while the 
market flow is trending whether the direction is. As the market 
flow develops, try to eliminate them progressively as the 
markets zooms through or slightly stumble on them, until the 
optimal confluence location is attained. If the market flow fails 
to completely reach the confluence location, and it reverses 
within its vicinity, consider it as a sloping failure and perform a 
counter-trend trade. 

• Be aware of the advantage of the Cann boxes. They combine the 
precision of the Cann angles with the specific systematisation of 
the market scene. They will rapidly reveal the strength or the 
weakness of the local market trapped within the Cann box. The 
advantage consists in their grand flexibility concerning the 
choice of the Cartesian width and height dimensions. Keep in 
mind that a larger Cann box encapsulates a smaller one, and that 
the bigger Cann angles dominate the smaller ones. 

• Remember that Cann considered the percentage retracement 
technique as one of the most valuable tools. It consists of 
calculating in a natural mathematical order the next extreme 
pOints (highs or 10wSJ from the preceding extreme pivots. He 
studied the halves, the halves of the halves (quarterSJ and the 
halves of the halves of the halves (eighthSJ. The latter is only 
used to form a cluster with the other two divisions and is very 
seldom used alone, except when the other two column values 
don't work properly. This being said, keep in mind that the 50% 
level remains the most important. 

• Be aware that the entire Cann Percentage technique depends on 
the best choice of the significant high or low, on which value we 
add/subtract the adequate percentages, in order to reveal the 
optimal value. This approach must be progressive as the market 
develops (Ex: first 1.0416%, then 2.08~1, and so om. 
we also chose to calculate clusters, which take into 
consideration, multiple highs, dominated by a significant one, 
and vice versa for a down market. 

• Be aware that when choosing to employ the eights technique, 
the main purpose of using them instead of the quarters is 
that the market mapping can be more efficiently studied, in a 
detailed manner. On the other side, we must be very attentive 
not to introduce more noise. 

• Don't forget that the use of the Cann main levels - C1 to C4 -
not very well known by the crowd, is of a vital importance 
when the market is bearish. whenever a market is in downtrend, 
ensure to routinely practice the calculation and the plotting on 
the chart of the C1 level. 
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If the market is in vicinity of C1, don't hesitate to plot the entire 
set of the remaining three Cann main levels. 

• Remember that the Cann Wheel is nothing else but a tool for 
squaring the price or/and the time, in order to obtain the key 
levels susceptible to reverse the market, by using the Cann cirCle 
forms. If we consider a full cycle from 0 0 to 360 0

, then the Cann 
Wheel can be divided in circle sub-units, which are very 
influential on the market behaviour. The following degrees can 
pinpoint to very probable reversal levels: 45 0

, 90 0
, 135 0

• 1800 , 

225 0
, 270 0

, 315 0 and 360 0
• 
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Chapter 12 

Real-Time Case Studies: Trades with Risk & Money Management 
(Three-Pawn Technique) 

1. Overall Point of View 

This chapter will focus on the trade management including its risk and money 
management. Many of us have understood that trading, like any other transaction, must be 
treated as a business operation. It seems only normal that in that case, the operator -
manager or trader - must respect some pre-defined indispensable rules and procedures, 
which could guaranty the profitable outcome of the operation. We speak here about 
preparing a working strategy well in advance and applying the corresponding tactics, 
which will take in consideration not only the obvious scenarios but also the 'expect the 
unexpected' eventuality. Nevertheless, the risk and money management, so often neglected 
or unknown by the novice traders, must be part of the trade management. 
The trade management can be optimal only if it's well prepared in advance. This is done 
through a trading plan, which will include the procedures to be strictly followed at every 
step of the trade. As a consequence of the trading plan, the trader will obey at a set of 
overall rules guiding him/her to react to the market flow's action and not the other way 
around. Without a trading plan, the trader will be forced to improvise, in a-flip-of-a-dime, 
the most optimal strategy - a very hard solution to be performed in the stress of the action. 

The trading plan will culminate with the post-trade phase, where the Trade's Journal will 
be the general written ledger of the 'just-executed' trade. It must be done in writing. The 
various topics should be studied individually in depth, so that they have better chances to 
be retained in trader's mind; not only those concerning the current trade but also the 
overall conclusive lessons. We will mention some of them below, without being exhaustive: 

The trade's main reason, 
Was the trade evolving as expected? 
How the trader graded the trade feasibility? 
What type of risk (conservative or aggressive) was assumed and if it was the best 
choice? 
Are there any hidden aspects revealed? 
Proposals of any improvements or specificities that weren't obviously expressed 
before hand. 

Moreover the trader should try to arrange some statistics out of the Trade's Journal, which 
could certainly improve the trading results. 
Without a pre-arranged specific strategy implemented by workable tactics, the trade will 
not be anything else but a vulgar 50% to 50% bet. 

1.1 When, Why and How 

If we have to explain the trade management and to be immediately understood, we will 
take the simple principles of' When', 'Why' and 'How'. 

The 'When' principle is the initiator of the trade, which presents the timing factor of the 
trade. It not only signals the timing of the preparatory stage - the pre-signal phase - but it 
also reveals the signal phase of the trade. The former could be the occurrence of a doji 
(indecision bar) or any reversal pattern. The latter takes over the pre-signal and transposes 
it into a finite signal phase, expressed in a stronger and more illustrative manner: 
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the opening bar above a previous doji bar's high, the indicator's entrance/exit into an 
overbought or oversold zone, the bounce on a Fibonacci level, the test and retest of the 
medial line, the Hagopian line set-up (refer to Volume 1, ifnecessary) and so on. 

The 'Why' principle is the dual time frame momentum confirmation factor of the trade , 
indispensable to its profitable outcome. Confirmation is ollr way of trading life. Our most 
common example is the time frame alignment: the upper with the lower (operational) time 
frame. We can perform this by either verifying both time frame price charts or by both 
indicator evolvements of the same charts. We are usually guided by the trending Upper 
time frame expressed by its market price and/or indicator, which coincides in direction 
with the lower (operational) time frame chart and indicator set-up. This is our 'bread-and
butter' trading tool; without it the trader shouldn't perform any trades. The corollary is 
also valid: not every time frame alignment will produce a profitable trade outcome. 
Once the time frame alignment occurred, it can be supplemented by other confirming 
factors like the breaking bar with a huge volume above the trend line, which can be a 
curvilinear trend line, like a moving average, a slant line, like an angle line or any orthodox 
or unorthodox trend lines or horizontal lines of the resistances and supports. 

The 'How' principle is the operational factor of the trade, indispensable to its profitable 
outcome. This final principle will enter in effect once that the pre-signal and signal phases 
have successfully occurred. It describes the entry and the exit of the trade associated with 
the risk and money management through the Three-Pawn Technique, which is the triple 
order preparation of the trade execution procedure. It also represents the warranty of 
consistent profits. Its precise role is described in sub-chapter 1.3. As a working example we 
can mention: 

• Entry Phase-1-3 ticks above doji's high, 
• Stop Loss Phase- 2-4 ticks below doji's low, 
• Target Phase- first target on median line (ML) and second target on U-MLH. 

As the price progresses, always have clear in your mind the last swing with its high and low 
extremity pivots. Be also continuously aware of the level of Fibonacci price and the time 
ratio corrections of not only the last corrective swing but also of the entire past trend 
swing. 

1.2 Coincidental Symbiotic Factors Building Trade Opportu11ity 

The pre-signal and the signal phases represent the initial phases of performing a trade. On 
their occurrence and execution is founded the trade's performance. They contain the 
indispensable knowledge, which will enable, not only the start-up of the trade but also the 
'well-doing' of the remaining phases of the trade. In our three book volumes we have 
described in detail many of the possible trading topics even if they might not be sufficient to 
cover all trading possibilities. The decisive process of the trade execution is to detect, as 
early as possible, the coincidental symbiotic factors that will assist the trader for a precise 
trading opportunity. These factors are numerous and they can be described in several book 
volumes. We will try to list below a few of them: 

Events: Any occurring event during overnight or over the weekend. Think to trade 
the gap's filling. Draw some assisting elements that will enhance your decision 
taking like the trend line of the opening and close levels, the continuing pitchfork 
having its anchor at yesterday's low (high), the trend line, which began in the 
immediate past and so on. 

The Fundamental analysis is of a great assistance for the opening markets. The 
European markets have the advantage of opening, just at the close of Asian 
markets; take action when Nikkei 225 is above/below its 1.5%. The European 
afternoon trading hours, especially between 14:00hrs and 14:30hrs CET, are 
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propitious for the occurrence of the S&P 500 after-noon synergetic high momentum 
news release. 

Opening should be exploited as much as possible, keeping in mind Larry 
Pesavento's and Peggy MacKay's (refer to Bibliography) saying: "The opening price 
will be very near the high or low of that day 70% of the time ... " 
The gap's morphology should be used in different ways, in order to pinpoint the 
morning's or the day's trending termination level. 

Gap's extensions, 
Gap median Line (ML), 
Fibonacci limits within and outside the gap, 
First bar (swing) extensions. 

Use the guidance of not only thejloor pivots but also the Mark Fisher's pivots. 

The number of trending bars will give you a serious hint concerning the current 
trend continuation. 

Check the local market flow's 'impulsive behaviour' using Keltner Bands and its 
degree of volatility with the Bollinger bands. The 'return to mean' should be 
considered as the trading mechanism. 

As the price progresses, always have clear the correlation or its absence between the 
local and regional market jlow and the corresponding indicator's bias. Take into 
account the predictable next moves for both of them. 

The above list is not exhaustive. The trader should use its knowledge storehouse in order to 
identify the best opportunities. 

Always keep in mind that the above coincidental symbiotic factors have various associative 
elements. Their early detection will greatly emphasize the trade's outcome: 

1. Peaks and troughs on the three main multiple time frames (MTF); the significance 
of a peak and a trough reversal is determined by the direction and the magnitude of 
the rallies and reactions in question. 

2. Breakout of trending levels can give: 
The breach occurrence of only the peaks series, is a half only reversal signal, but 
synchronized with at least three indicators it can qualify as an aggressive trade. 
The breach occurrence of peaks & troughs series, is a complete reversal signal, 
qualified as a conservative trade verified by the price change, the trend breacb 
and eventually the ensuing consolidation. 

3. Retracements: one third to two thirds, forming new peaks and troughs, 
4. Last close compared with the previous one, 
5. Trends drawings: Primary, Intermediate and Short-Term on MTF, 
6. Charting formations: reversal and continuation patterns: head-and-shoulder, 

double bottom, double top, triangle and so on. 
7. Watch for reversal patterns, associated with at least one confirming factor. 

1.3 Three-Pawn Technique 

We have reached the stage of a precise trade evaluation, with the assistance of the Three
Pawn Technique. It is a "to be or not to be" situation or a "to make or not" entry decision. 
This progressive order technique consists of three steps: 

• Step 1 - Find the most optimal entry of various mechanisms & place the first order, 

• Step 2 - Scrutinize for tbe best stop loss location - and then immediately enter a stop 
order, right after the entry order was executed. This will be the second order. 

• Step 3 - Find the most appropriate logical profit objective and then calculate the 
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optimal reward/risk ratio (RiR ratio), which should not be under the 2.5 value; if that is 
the case, place the third order, right after the stop loss order is working on broker's 
waiting list. We seldom accept to take 2 to 2.5 RlR ratio trades and only if they have a 
high probability. Do not forget that our main purpose is capital preservation. There is 
always another opportunity, but only if you are still in possession of your capital. Our 
purpose is not to make any home runs. We are only looking for low-risk high
probability trades. 

Most of the time, these three progressive trading orders, labelled the Three-Pawn 
Technique. are pre-arranged, at the moment when the trade decision is made. It is vital r; 
the capital preservation sake, that once they are established, they should never be changed. 
Due to the reliability and the automatism of this technique, we named it the automatic 
trading mode. It is, one of the best remedies for the "trigger-shy" trading syndrome. 
If only two orders are pre-arranged, we are in a semi-automatic mode. If the three orders 
are not pre-arranged, we are simply in a manual mode. 

The Three-Pawn Technique must be understood, learned and then routinely practiced 
everyday, with no exceptions. This requires discipline and patience: 

Discipline, in respecting 100% ofthe three steps, and 
Patience, in the process of waiting for the entry order to be executed. Once this is 
done, the second and the third step will automatically ensue, almost flawlessly. The 
trader must reach a high level of routine, continuously checking and double 
checking his/hers well weighted decisions and actions, in such a way that the main 
task is preserved from the every day's noise. 

We have to insist by saying that the precise follow-up of the Three-Pawn Technique, 
dominates the trading life span of a novice trader, which usually is of a short duration, 
because his main objective was not the capital preservation. 

Fortunately, for those traders who have completely assimilated this technique, it will 
represent the warranty of consistent profits. 

For all these trades, we'll go through the six steps of the trading plan: the pre-signal, the 
signal, the confirmation, the entry, the stop los$ and the target phases. 

WHEN 

WHY 

HOW 

Trading Plan 

1 Pre.SigII./ Phase 

2 Signal Pha .. 

3 ContImIatIolI Phase 
(dual /!me Ira'7lfl aigllment file liJ)I)ef lime fnnne 

~ t'lf tower /irIre: framIl) 

4 Ent1y Ptlast 
5 Stop toss Phas. 
& rfrge!pheft 

Observations 

I'n!clIrstIty condifJon for _d pMSfI 
(closely IIII8IBd III coim.identaJ sym/l1Obc fact0r5) 

FIniIo I:MdiIion for tho fhst pM .. 
!dosfJly rela/ed to coirn:iOenIal $)'fflbioIic faclo/iJ 

AJigtlllHrlll ofllle rhmt lime frame momenlllrJt 
Ivpper lime flMl/l gl!kiB/l~ to pe/forrn 1M trade 

on /he _rtime Imme! 

Step/l'1 ofTIlree-Pawn TechnJque 

Step /I' 2 of TIIree-Pawn TechnJque 

Step ft' 3 of ThtW-P"'1l TeehIllqIfe 

Trade', IlIaUfJn/o~IIIenrlw$_1I$ /(mp_Ille_"",lwrirtenled!lerolrh. 

Journal IiIIII C<>I!/ribut.<i to !lie tradt Ollfl:_ & MSO "just-txeculed-11ade" trIS~. 
SCllIliIliZlllIhe lDpIes 10 be /mprtMd. Valulble 

h!ssom "'" I'OJIthNIIy .IrM from rhlojoumal 
/IIIa~, II futtMr step WI1UId be 10 twfotm 

.--.--.-.. ~~~-~.~~:~.~~~ 
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Table 12.1 - This table succillctly presellts the Trading Plall. 

We will begin below the description of various real-time trades. Their careful observation 
will enable the trader to crystallize the already read and assimilated trading techniques, as 
well as the corresponding risk and money management. 
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2. Pure Pitchfork Trade: Upper Median Line Retest 

AxUs::Qf ~-oAX.;15)bynaiTiic.O:OO:24:ijo----- ._-----.-.-----..... 

15min . Dax Futures 
Sept 17 - 2008 
13:45hrs eET 

Copyright 2008 
by Or Mlrcea Oologa 
WWW.plchforklJatler.com 

~t.>2007~Sgna:t 

P1 

Q9f:t.6;~~~j 22:00 09:00 
09/17108 

11:00 13:00 

395 

Figure 12.1 - The market flow on the above IS-min. chart issued the pre-signal and the signal when the 
second and the third aligned descending tops were built, respectively. We decided to draw a descending 
pitchfork using top nO 1 as PO anchor and the last low at 5910.5 key level & the top n03, as the PI and 
P2 pivots, respectively. The confirmation factor came from the upper time frame, the 60-min chart, 
which was down sloping. The entry phase through various mechanisms of the 'How' trading principle 
takes here all its splendour with the descending pitchfork technique. 

CopY'lght lOO4I 
b_ Dt MktU Oolo;M
Yi'N'iIi.pkhfO(ktflldef-'om 

15.00' 

Figure 12.2 - The market flow's descending pitchfork in the above 15-min chart will implement the 
'How' trading principle: 

The short trade entry condition: is there a retest of the upper median line under the 6034 level? 
The stop loss at the 6034 key level, 
The pre-defined target nO 1 at 5910.5 key level and target nO 2 in the 5860-5835 level zone. 

We have employed the Three-Pawn Technique in order to calclliate the parameters of the risk and 
money management (please refer to Table 12.3). 
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Figure 12.3 - The market flow's 
descending pitchfork on the right 
side 15-min chart, is identical to the 
previous. In order to better pinpoint 
the multiple target levels we have 
applied several techniques. 

The first one, illustrated on this 
chart is the Elliott waves. The C
wave is equal to A-wave at 5896 
level, 14.5 points away from our 
proposed pre-arranged 5910.5 
target nO 1. On the same token, the 
C-wave is equal to J.618*A at 5812 
key level. 

Table 12.2 - The right side table 
will calculate the pJ'Obahle multiple 
target levels by using the A TR 
Price Pro.iections and the First Bar 
Extensions techniques. 
Thus, we obtained for the pre
arranged 5910.5 target nO 1, the 
following: 
- 5911 key level of the bar nO 6 of 

the A TR Price Projections 
technique, and I 

- 5919 key level of the har nO 3 of 
the First Bar Extensions 
technique. 

For the pre-arranged target nO 2 of 
5860-5935 level zone, we obtained: 
- 5836 key level of bar nO 10 & 

58]8 key level of bar nO 11 of the 
ATR Price Projections technique, 
and 

- 5862 key level of the bar nO 5 and 
the 5833 key level of the bar nO 6 
of the First Bar Extensions 
technique. 

We conclude this study by 
establishing four targets: 5910.5, 
5860, 5835 and 58]8 key levels. 
However, for practical purposes we 
only retained two of them, the 
5910.5 and 5835 key levels. 
The description of both targeting 
techniques, are well illustrated by 
the underneath two charts. 

-"" .,"'-.... _-

!5min. 0 .. FlJiures 
SeplI7 .2OIl8 
13:58h'f CET 

LML 

Pitchfork's Target Price Projections 
DOWN Trend M.rk"t 
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Starting eRr. n" 1 . is-min chart 

High 1;:0;3'2,5 

LQw t·O(l4,O. 

IATR !131-ets 1 I,·· ·28 I 
ATR PrIce Projections First Bar Extensions 

Low of I n·1 5976 
Bar n' 2 5985,5 n· 2 5947 
Bar n' 3 5967,0 n·3·+- 5919 
Barn'4 5948,3 n·4 5890 

Flbonaeel Barn'S 5929,7 
Bsrn'6 -~ 591f,O 

LuClils Barn"1 5892.3 
Fibonacci Barn·S 5873,7 "OS 

Barn' 9 5 855,0 n" 9 
Barn'10 __ ~ 5836,3 n010 

Lucas Barn' 11 ___ + 5817,1 n'11 

Bar n° 12 5799 n·12 
Flbonaeci Barn° 13 5780 n'13 

B8rn'14 5762 n'14 5605 
Bar,,015 5143 n·15 5577 
Barn' 16 5724 n"16 5548 
Bar n' 17 5706 n'11 5520 

LuClt$ Barn"1S 5687 n'18 5491 

Bar n' 19 5668 n·,9 5463 
Bar n' 20 5650 n' 20 5434 

Fibonacci Barn· 21 ~ n" 21 5406 
Bar n' 22 5612 
Bar n' 23 5594 
Bar n' 24 5575 
Bar 11'25 5556 
Bar n" 26 5538 
Bar n' 27 5519 
Bar n' 28 5500 

LuCBs Barn" 29 5482 
Bar n' 30 5463 
Bsrn' 31 5444 
Bar n' 32 5426 
Bar n' 33 5407 

Fibonacci Barn· 34 5388 
Bar n" 35 5 370 
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13:45hrs eET 
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Figure 12.4 - The above chart illustrates the calculations of the ATR Price Projections technique. We 
used the size of the 28-point ATR(13-bars) of the German Dax Futures 15-min time frame chart (refer 
to the above table). After the A TR was determined, we have projected downward its entire size, from the 
lower third of the previous bar. On the above chart, these ATR projections start at the lower third of 
bar nO 1 until bar nO 11, the last illustrated bar. We can see that the target zone nO 1 is covered by the 
bars nO 6 & 7, and the target zone nO 2 is covered by the bars nO 9, 10 & 11 with their allocated levels. 

AX US·OT. OAX.15} Dynamic,O:OO.24:00 

15m!n - Oax Futures 
Sept 17 - 2008 
13:45hrs CET 

5860 
15:00hrs 
09116108 

Copyright 2008 
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6050. 

6026. 

000. 

6976. 

5925. 

5900. 

5875. 

6850. 

6825. 

6800. 

Source; .. Slgnal.eom by Mlrcea Oologa 6750 
r-;~·QW~~~ .. 1~.~~:p.a~.~.~~~=.~~0~~11~:~0~0~~1~3~:~00~~1~5~:OO~--~1~7~:OO~--------------------~ -

09117108 

Figure 12.5 - The above chart illustrates the calculations of the First Bar Extensions technique. 
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Figure 12.6 - The right side I5-min 
chart illustrates the beginning of the 
trade because the market flow retested 
the upper medial line (UML) at 6026 
key level at exact(v 14:00hrs CET. We 
are now set for an automatic mode 
trade using three trading units of the 
Three-Pawn Technique with a stop 
loss at 6034 key level and two pre
arranged targets: nO 1 at 5910.5 and 
nO 2 at 5835 key levels (please refer 
to table 12.3). 

Figure 12.7 - The right side 15-min 
chart continued the market activity of 
the previous, but two hours and 
fifteen minutes later. 
We exited at the target nO 1 with two 
trading units, out of three, ajter being 
protected with two trailing stops, 
implemented each time just above the 
last high, while the market price was 
1 to 1.5 ATRs away from it. 
The local market flow, especially the 
one bar pullback and the last huge 
down bar imply a continuation of the 
downtrend. The reaching of the 
median line (ML) will signal the trade 
exit. 

Figure 12.8 - The right side I5-min 
chart continued the market activity of 
the previous, but more than two hours 
later. The local market flow finally 
reached the median line at 5835 key 
level and we exited the trade with the 
remaining one trading unit. We have 
protected ourselves with a total of 
four trailing stops, the last being 
equal with the level of an old low at 
5860 key level of 09/16/08. 
We will show below three charts 
corresponding to the usage of the 
already cited three targeting 
techniques. 
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Figure 12.9 - The right side J5-min chart is identical to the previous chart, but we have illustrated the 
use of the First Bar ExtellSions technique. The snapshot was taken in hindsight at the end of the trade. 

AX \18. • OAX,lli) OynamiC,O:(JQ..24:oo 

15min • Dax Futures 
Sept 17 • ;!008 
13:45hrs CeT 

586() 
15:00hr. 
09118108 

I 'ATR (13)= 28pts 

Short Entry 
at 6026 

\ 

'9I!ItTi~'O 11:00 13:00 16:00 17:00 
09117108 

ATR Price Projectlolll 
"'-';~."'~""4",!,~"'1""""""""!!\"'I;"f. ... ~·.ti~"~~~~~~"""t'l!t:"!\~""~~~ 

Figure 12.10 - The right side I5-min chart is identical to the previous chart. We have illustrated here 
the lise of the First Bar Extensions technique over/apped over the ATR Price projections technique. 
The snapshot was taken in hindsight at the end of the trade. 
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Figure 12.11 - The right side 15-min chart is identical to the previous chart. We have illustrated here 
the use of the Fibonacci price ratios. We observed that the local flow came only six points away from 
the 5812 key level where C-wave is equal to J.6J8*A-wave. The snapshot was taken in hindsight at the 
end of the trade. 

Table 12.3 -
Profit & Loss Statemellt of a 
Short Trade with 2 Targets 
(German Dax IS-min chart) 

SHORT TRADE with Harg$ts . s.pn1; 2DII8 

Rlsk&Money 
Trade Execution Management 

/fiskp6f 

ComtaCl·pt. 
n_1N 14,00 

f1M'Mn I & Il2iJlol T.I4I/fis~.pf1r 

IflZtlil-ili 
V.,.,.,f PoIII' 2S€ 

TIlIOIodVoIlIde Oax Row.nlfRiU 

lidS .. 
N'of 

~ 3 ra!lan' , 
n~ C.(' ... '\tf3t.t' 

Mi_, 11>1134,00 I Profit· 1'1$ 

ProfJt..~ 

TJ~n1'2 

Total PROFITI LOSS (tCO!'!.Tf'd~ 

r .... our 11;1' Prcfif. p!s 

PlQfit~ !3!l!!!!. 
PoinlS 422,00 

1;;-111. 11'lii'll 
Trade Time Length(",.) I 3:181 

Trade', Grad.: Good'" 
R.isk !legr •• : Conservative 

~ 
~ 

24 

El!I1D .. 
51110.50 --r-

231.00 

51TH 

S83S,oo 
1 

'9' 
47TH 

Tnld.·s Main Rea$O!1S: 'RolesI' o( Iile Upper fhdilln Line 

Trade's Journal: Beller ProfilabUily If multiple Add-Ons.."", us<!d. 
We coufd get betlr!r profitability if more than two fIlrgets were used. 
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3. Trigger Line Trade: Zoom & Test with Opening Range Extensions 

Figure 12.12 - The market flow on the 
right side 5-min chart is illustrated well 
ahead of the trade entry. We are in 
quest for coincidental symbiotic factors, 
which will generate the pre-signal & the 
signal of the trade opportunity. The 
trading scene is already gathering 
various elements: a 17.5 points opening 
range, a volume decreased in intensity 
& also in Volume-MA, a non-trending 
volume indicator (On-Balance Volume 
- OBJ'J and two key levels: the highest 
high at 8082 and yesterday's close at 
8056 key levels. The breakdown of the 
latter and that of the triple exponential 
moving averages will certainly enhance 
the short trade opportunity. 

Figure 12.13 - The market jlow on the 
right side 5-min chart is identical to the 
previous but ten minutes later. The 
drawing of the ascending pitchfork used 
the last pre-close low as the PO anchor 
at 8023 key level and the pivots of the 
last pre-close down swing, as the PI & 
Pl, respectively. The pre-signal and the 
signal are impersonated by the 
consecutive breakdowns of lower border 
of the opening range at 8059 key level 
ami of the old gap at 8056 key level. 

The entry phase of the 'How' principle 
takes here all its splendour with the 
probable trigger line breakdown of the 
ascending pitchfork technique. 

Figure 12.14 - The market flow on the 
right side 5-min chart is identical to the 
previous but one hour later. The trade 
confirmation factor came from the 
upper time frame, the 15-min chart, 
which was down sloping. 
The short trade entry condition is a 
zoom & test of the trigger line at 8059 
key level. The stop loss is at 8068.5 key 
level. The pre-defined three targets are 
located at 8023, 8001.5 and 7951.5 key 
levels, being differently selected. 
We have employed the Three-Pawn 
Technique in order to calculate the 
parameters of the risk & money 
management (refer to Table 12.4). 
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Figure 12.15 - The above 5-min chart is identical to the previous, but three hours and fifteen minutes 
later. We readily observed that the market flow has firstly exited at the target nO 1 at 8023 key level with 
two trading units, out offour, and then it secondly exited at the target nO 2 at 8001.5 key level with one 
trading unit. The entire trade was exited when the remaining one trading unit was used at the target nO 
3 at 7951.5 key level, at 13:15hrs CET. It is important to mention that these targets were selected 
through three different criteria: the first at 8023 key level because it represented the last low of 
yesterday's pre-close; the second at 8001.5 key level, just 1.5 points above the 8000 key level, a round 
number,' the third at 7951.5Ievel,just 1.5 points above the 7950 old gap key level & 1" OR extension. 

........ -.... _----

German Oalt FIIIUreS 
5,mlndlart 
0c:I1t1h -1OOT 
1"~CEt iO ...... DnOc>e. 

! at 8:oem err trodt EXIT • '/9S1.S 
at13:1S!Ir$ 

Figure 12.16 - The above 5-min chart continues the post-trade market activity. The purpose of 
illustrating this chart is to reveal the role of the 13:00hrs volatile bar within the German Dux trading 
scene, so propitious for an add-on re-entry; the use of the 0 B V indicator (On-Balance Volume), which 
has precociously signalled the volume drop associated with the market flow fall, one /rour after the 
opening. Thus the probable local market direction is given. The opening range (OR) exte1lsions role is 
not only ill qualltifving the termination of the market over-extension but also in post-reversal scene. 
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Table 12.4 -
Profit & Loss Statement of a 
Short Trade with 3 Targets 
(German Dax 5-min chart) 

SHORT TRADE w~h 3 Targets 

Trade Execution 

Time IN 

Value • 1 Point 

Tnlded Vehicle 

N"of 

Contracts 

Total PROFITI LOSS 

10:10 

25€ 

Dax 

TiIM OUT 13:15 

Points Z37,OO 

, Trade Time Length 
(hrs) 

'WiB 

3:05 

Risk & Money 
Management 
Risk per 

Oct 1.·2007 

Cootract - piS 9.50 
231.50€. 

Total Risk· pts 38 

iAi9'iI~"* 14i, • .,. 
Reward/Risk 

li!·lil-.. .'i:. 
Ta:/iet n'1 ?8:o:a3iOO': 
n' ContraCls 2-
Prqfjt- pIS 72,00 

Profit-~ UQU 

Ta:/iot n' 2 ,SiOJ;l:i50, 
n' COOfl3Cts 1 
Prom. PIS 57,5 
Profit· ~ !.m.! 

Target n' 3 t~~S(I; 
n'COIlf1lIl;!$ 1 
Prom. pIS 107,5 

Profit-~ 2688€ 

Trade',. Grad: Excallenr'" 
Risk Degree: Conservative 

Trade's Main Reasons: Trigger Line Zoom & RetBst 

Trade's Joumal: We coutd get better",of/t;lbj//ty II multipllll Add-On{s) used. 
es eeiall at 13:00trrs CET time-of-thfHla • 

Capyright2008 by D<Mlrcea Dolop • WW'N.I'itChfortlrllder.com 

4, False Bounce-Up Trade: Double Trigger Line Breakdowns 

Figure 12.17 - The market flow 011 

the right side I5-min chart shows 
the trading scene with a few 
coincidental symbiotic factors, 
which generated the pre-signal and 
the signal of the trade opportunity: 
the vicinity of the chart's trigger 
line and the breakdown of the 
indicator's trigger line, respectively. 
The breakdown of the chart's 
trigger line and of the 21-simple 
moving average (21-SMA) of the 
dual Bollinger ballds set-lip will 
confirm the short trade. A 10llg 
trade could have occurred in case of 
a price bounce Oil the chart's 
trigger line & also on the 21-SMA, 
potentially associated with the 
indicator's bounce Oil the 50% lille. 
The breakdown of the last pre-close 
at 6986.5 high key level would have 
certainly confirmed the short trade. 
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Figure 12.18 - The market flow on the 
right side I5-min chart is identical to 
the previous, but one bar later. The 
short trade confirmation factors 
occurred and the trade was ulldenvay. 
The short trade entry condition is the 
synchronic breakout of both trigger 
lines (chart & indicator), pre
arranged at 6986 level & initiated at 
11:45hrs. The stop loss is at 7001.5 
key level. The pre-defined three 
targets are located at 6957.5, 6946 
and 6820 key levels, being differently 
chosen. We have employed the Three
Pawn Technique in order to calculate 
the parameters of the risk & money 
management (refer to Table 12.5). 

Figure 12.19 - The right side IS-min 
chart is identical to the previous, but 
almost two hours later. 
We readily observed that the market 
flow has firstly exited at the target nO 
1 at 6957.5 key level with two trading 
units, out of four, and then it secondly 
exited at the target nO 2 at 6946 key 
level with one trading unit. The 
remaining one trading unit will be 
used at the target nO 3 at 6820 key 
level when & if tlte market will reach 
tlte median line (lIlL) of tlte 
descending pitcltfork. 
The market flow just entered the 
oversold zone and it seems ready to 
continue its down-sloping bias. 

Figure 12.20 - The right side I5-min 
chart ;s identical to the previous, but 
one Itour later. 
Tlte market flow touched tlte target 
nO 3 at 6820 key level at 14:4Ihrs 
CET. It tlten quickly retraced from 
tlte median line (ML) of tlte 
descending pitchfork. With this move 
tlte entire trade was terminated. 
We could prepare for a long trade, if 
the Stochastics will break up the 20% 
oversold zone borderline while the 
upper time frame is aligned also. As a 
rule, we never go long, once the 
market is overbought, even if 
sometimes we '/I temporarily regret it, 
and vice versa for short. 
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Figure 12.21 - The above IS-min chart is identical to the previous one, illustrating the post-trade 
market activity. Thus, we can see the role ,of the Stochastics' trigger line closely associated with the 
price market's trigger line, both of them having an imbricate relationship with the dual Bollinger 
bands set-up. In case that one wonders, the target nO 3 at 6820 key level was calculated by applying 
the ATR Price Projections technique, the same principle as that in Table 12.4 and Figure 12.10. 

1 1)<;"hlt' 
'I liII{2.511.l11 
, BII(I.lllI.ll) 
i 
1 

5.M~- (;">ru;ltU: 1141.\ ":tJhJfts 
f~h 15tb ~ .lUOK 
,.:5:11. ... (1,,. 

~~'i!IIftlUm.!p 
CopyriglillOOll 

by Dr 1>11 ..... Jlol<>ga 

" ~, 
,,-.w.Plh::MOrlanadtr,,('v .. 

....... -.•. '-., 

\-\\" I pp." 0., .. , 1111 

Figure 12.22 - The above 5-min chart is identical to the previous IS-min chart, but on a lower time 
frame. This illustrates the similarities between the two time frames. If the trader would have used the 
dual Bollinger bands trading method, the confirming factor would have been the indicator's 
concomitant entrance in the oversold zone with the breakdown of the lower inner Bollinger band at 
7012 key level, timed at 1O:50hrs, 55 minutes earlier than the IS-min time frame trade. On the other 
hand its e.xit would have been tardier, only at 14:50hrs around the 6851 key level, when the market 
flow re-elltered the inner Bollinger band zone by breaking up its lower border (refer to Table 12.6). 
Two main factors are worth to be mentioned. First, the consistent dropping of the market flow within 
the curvilinear channel formed by the lower bands of the lower inner & outer Bollinger bands, since 
the fifth bar of the trend's inception at IO:50hrs. The second factor, would be the three add-ons, which 
are so obvious, like a textbook example, Oil this lower time frame with regard to the higher time frame. 
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Table 12.5 - Profit & Loss Statement 
of a Short Trade with 3 Targets 
(German Dax IS-min chart) 

Table 12.6 - Profit & Loss Statement 
of a Short Trade with 3 Add-Om; 
(German Dax S-min chart) 

German Dax 15-min chart 
SHORT TRADE with 3 Targets 

Trade Execution 

T/lrHtIN 11:45 

D.Ie: 

Rlsk&Money 
Management 

TI>IIII Nst· pts 62 
U.SMMt' ... 

Value-' PQi", T_V._ 

Total PROFIT! LOSS 
T/lrHtOllf 14:41 

lilli' 

Rewanl I Riak 

I=SIIIII 
T~tn'1 

o·c.-"" 
Profit. pi$. 

efl11i!:..~ 

T.~n<f2: 

n~·CMft3CW 

ProllI. pI< 
Profit· WJ!I!. 

Target n'i"·3 

r.' Cor¢rJf¢:t$ 

Profit. piS 

r,.d<> T/IrHt Leng1h(hrs) I 2:56 I Pront· .. ,,;,'" 

Trad<>'s Grade: EKcellent"·· 
Rl$k Degn'$; Aggresslw 

... 
~957,tlQ 

2 
51,00 

tilU 

6&46,00' 
1 

40 
1000f 

-.. -.---
11,&2(1,00 

1 

166 

4150€ 

Trndo'$ M_in R"ll$ol\S; Double Trigger Una 8roakdowns 

Tlllde'$ JoIII1l<II; W. ""U/d go! />elW profilal>ll/tr« mulrJpI. Add-on. UHd. 

7110 • .".~." Prl~ iJ; INIe _eIIem. /1ft GrATR Prl"" ProJ-WIII Ioohnf_. 
C6pyti1M!OO!f b~ OtMitcN Oo\oOl-www~ottdndlJrMJ", 

Genn,," 0 ... $.nlln chort 

SHORT TRADE·Target & 3 Add·Ons Date: Fliliu, ZII08 

Risk & Money 
Trade Em!:!!ion 

Tim. IN 

!-':IiIMUD 
lIa1u.·1 Point 

T_lhIIli .. 

N"ol 

'''''''I~ 

1;WiI!li 

ToiDl PROFITI LOSS 
TlmeOIJT 

Points 

t9il')i' 
T_I N'ofContr.ocu. 

(tnitial Contritcb .. 
AdO-Q •• Corlr.lelS) 

Trade Tlme length· hrs 

Management 
Rick per 

CoIltrac/ • pt. 

111:/;0 

I"~~I Tolll1Ri!ll<.pts 

IUI·IIUI 
25€ 

Da. Reward I Risk 

IitSiN'-
,2,' , Tallet 

n" Cc;m.tfad'5-

11p23;~n,1 Prom· p/r> 

f!.!di!:..~ 

Add...oN n{' 1 
n" Cotl:rat.1:~ 

14,5(1 Profit - /',s 
etJJrl!;..WJg 

586.00 

Uhilg Add-ON n'2 
ro' CoM;~c..~ 

Pmfit. ;:t"!i 

6 emtlL-;., tEWft 

2 Add-ON n"3 
4 n' {.Ol'1ttOl:;1$ 

ProfJt~ pts 

4:00 Pmfit~ v#lrm 

Trade's Grade: Excellent·· .. 
Risk Degree: Cons"IVative 

~ 
%75,00" 

22 

EDlB 

.";-
68$1.5» 

2 
:121,00 

t91U 

.6'9st,OO 
2 

201 
!!ru..! 

6908.00 - , 
56,5 

1413€ 

6859.00 , 
7,5 

1§U: 

Trad.>,s Main Reason.: Bo/lingerbands breakout & Oversold Zone Entrance 

Trade's Journal: Excellent Profitability due to the 3 Add-ons contracts 
Trading Plan perfectly followed: En & Exit at 88 breakouts 
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5. News Scalping Trade: Opening Range and Fibonacci Extensions 

(;opyriohl. iUIJ8 
, bY Of Miru.i DOl. ' 
,VIWW,l!itch~rf'Om , 

Figure 12.23 - The above German Da.'( I-min chart prepares the operational scene for trading the US 
news, immediately after their 15:45hrs CEr release. This propitious trading opportunity is dependent 
on the occurrence of the S&P 500 synergetic high momentum of the news release. The trading set-up 
is already implemented: the pre-news trading range encompassed within the opening range (OR), the 
upper & the lower landmarks of the trading scene (last high of 4164 level & lower OR border at 4155 
level) and the momentum measuring tools impersonated here by the Volume and Volume-MA curve. 

CopyTight 2008 
, , ---. , --, -, , -' . by' Dr Mfrcelt uoroga . -. -. 

_N~w:s R~reas:e ,. , , .... ~._p~tc.It~~t:k~a~!:c~ ... " , 
15:46hrs 
,,"" "\"'."' .. , ....... , .. "' .... _ ..... 'Du-1-min"; - .. , 

'4163:5" ... ,"" -', .. " .. , .. -, ,', Miff, or· Bans, ,.,',. ~5~~Il~_C~,T,."" 
"~III' ,e .... ,., ,." .. '4ft.~t~.".,., .... " .... _ .. , .. _ .. " .. ,-

r-t::;;;:::if::;;jf''';~'--''''''''--jrt---'-' .... ,_,1 .• 000 (4-16:f,5,9j .. , , .....•. , . , , . ' .•. IiI H H \QpeOin9 H 

~. ---'--"'-1'<---"-'-'" -" ,O .. 5~~ ('1.56~91., ., ~ ~~~~e,(!lR) 
i Stop.,.L0ss- 4155.5 4 
I' ' '1£;..';..;, '1i.IiUIi (4155:19) . , , it: ' , .. , , , ' , . -. 

. t" " ' _ , ,. , . ' , , .' , , _, , ' , , , ' .. _ , . , e Entry ·4155 

Figure 12.24 - The above German Dax I-min chart continues the market activity of the previous chart, 
but fOllr minutes later. The short trade pre-signal is given by the reversal mirror bars pattern, right at 
the news release time and the trade signal is implemented at the breakdown of the lower OR's border 
line at 4155 level. The confirmation factor is sustained by the strong down momentum impersonated 
by the two down bars at 15:47 and 15:48hrs. 
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The short trade entry condition is the 'zoom & test' of the opening range's lower border at 
4155 level. If this will occur we'll enter the trade with three trading units. The stop loss is at 
4155.5 key level. The two pre-defined targets are at 4148.5 and at 4144 key levels. We have 
employed the Three-Pawn Technique in order to calculate the parameters of the risk & 
money management (refer to Table 12.7). 

Figure 12.25 - The above German Dax I-min chart continues the prior, but two minutes later. The 
short trade was entered after the market zoomed, tested and then retested the opening range's lower 
border at 4155 key level; two bars later the target nO 1 was attained at 4148.5 key level and the trade 
was exited with two trading units, out o/three. 

W1 rvtcitGft 
0_IlOD (4164Jl4) 1.000 <-,164.00 • 

• . OR{O) ..... . 
W:\-?61R"V!n ti 6.5pts 

Ig 

Figure 12.26 - The above German Dax 1..;min chart continues the prior chart, bllt two minutes later. 
The market flow reached the target nO 2 at 4144 key level, thlls exiting the trade with the remaining 
one trading unit. We observed that the voillme is waning, while W3 reached the threshold 0/2.618*14"1 
and that the last high was taken shortly after reversal. All this could signal a probable reversal witlt the 
W4 in progress. The choice 0/ the two targets was dlle to strong key leve/landmarks: the first is the 
lower border o/the first down-sloping exte11Sion o/the opening range at 4148.5 level and the second is 
impersonated by the termination level o/the W3 at 4144 level where is equal to 2.618*W1 value. 
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Table 12.7 - Profit & Loss Statement 
of a Short Trade with 2 Targets 
(German Dax I-min chart) 

SHORT TRADE with 2 Tar e1$ 

Trade Execution 

T;m.JN 

Wle'Rlilft 

Totall'ROFITI LOSS 
TImeOUT 

15:49 

14. t6s,'4Q·1 

li'l& 
Tnde TIme Leng!ltthn) I 0:04 I 

Risl\ & Money 
Management 

RlIwwd I Risk 
iMiew+ ... 
T.,,&tn~ -, 
n~ CGnu:a<: •• 
Pta(#. pI>; 

Em!!1:..Y.!J!YR 

T"T!tf2 
n'~ 

Ptom. fItS 
PrnfU.l'tlI!!1t 

·".1S·· 
2 

13.ao 

au 

.~f.\OO' 
t 

11 
m.! 

""'~Gfadfp:Poot-"-,A~~.G4OIt-'E.:iftIaW- At--.;;~~ O'~ 

Tnde's Glade: GOOd'''' 
RIsk Degree: ConsMrative 

Trade's Main Reasons: 'Z<lom I. Test' of tile Opening RanfllJ'$Iower border 

Trade's Journal: &ceHwI'&L m_wforonlyfourmln __ Tro<J/ftgPltn 
.... (C/Io_1~ 1IoIHoIat..t_ -. T_ ComImNitton wodtod_itrIJy. eo __ .. ", __ • __ ._ 

6. Wolf Wave Trade: The Power of Add-Ons 

ct. fIf' -LIGHT UOE OIL,Ll) Oynamir;,O:llO-2<4:QO 

CQpyrlglll 200* 
bV Dr Mlreu Dologa 
www.pitchtori<trader.com 

WW Angle -40' 

12 19 27 02 09 
Jun 

16 23 30 07 1<4 
Jul 
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Figure 12.27 - The above Light Crude Oil daily chart prepares the trading scene for a Wolf Wave trade 
(refer to Chapter 9). We have already the pre-signal of the trade represented by the inside bar - the last 
bar of the ascending trend. The signal of the trade will be given when the market flow will break the 
14144 key level. At that moment we'll have to choose between an aggressive trade entered directly at 
the breaking line of 14144 level through a pre-arranged short entry and a conservative approach of a 
'zoom & test' trade, which will be considered only if the market flow tests the 14144 support level after 
it has first broken down. The ultimate decision will depend on the volume behaviour at the moment of 
the breakdown. The down momentum of the upper time frame sustains the confirmationfactor. 
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Figure 12.28 - The above Light 
Crude Oil daily chart continues the 
prior but one day later. We selected 
an aggressive approach with the 
short trade entry at the breakout of 
the 14144 key level through a pre
arranged short order. The stop loss 
was set at 14504 key level, the 
61.8% Fibonacci ratio level of the 
last big ascending bar. The target 
was set at 11500 key level in the 
vicinity of the WWI-4 target line, 
calculated through the ATR Price 
Projections technique (refer to 
Table 12.2 & Fig. 12.4). The P&L 
statement is done through Three
Pawn Technique (Table 12.8). 

Figure 12.29 - The above Light 
Crude Oil daily chart continues the 
prior market activity but 18 days 
later. The market flow zoomed 
through the median line at 13514 
key level and at its test we 
performed the first add-on re-entry. 
We also implemented other two add
OIlS re-entries at 12900 and 12040 
key levels. They were selected when 
the corresponding last low was 
exceeded, respectively. 
The Wolf Wave trades are in a 
sense automatic trades, once that 
the set-up is implemented. The 
fundamentals are described in 
detail in Chapter 9. 

Figure 12.30 - The above Light 
Crude Oil daily chart is identical to 
the previous chart. It is illustrated 
for the sole purpose of showing the 
progressive protection of the 
developing trade, implemented 
through the use of the trailing stops. 
Their locations were established 
every time that the market flow was 
at a 1.5 ATR (14) distance away. 
Thus, we obtained an array of five 
trailing stops: 13930, 13675, 13207, 
12870 and 12178 key levels. 
The planned procedure of 
establishing the break-even stop 
loss is to be executed as soon as 
possible, when the market flow is 
ol1ly one A TR (14) away. 
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Table 12,8-
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Three-Pawn Technique 
Trode. Rn/f & Money MANAGEMENT 

SHORT TRADE with 3 Add-Ons 

Trade Execution 

o.ylN 07ltS108 

SHORT Entry 

WI",,-1Poin1 $'~. 
($1.QIl8SLw$t.1H)01 

TtWtdVltftiC:. LS C .... 011 

1<'01 
InIIfIII Co"",,o/$ 

SlOp Loss 

Total PROFITI LOSS 

Rfsk& Money 
Management 
R4k por 

T_R4k-p/O 3,6 

m1if*JJ_ 'guililtl' 

Rewanl/ltisk _1'·· __ 
r..,.t >.1!!JOOI' 
I1"C~ .. 
Proflt- pt> .44 
etlIt.i!.;.lil!!Ji!t mMlI 

'>136,14' " 
1 

OMy OUT 01lI08108 

Add-ON n"1 
n"~ 

P<W1f- pIS 

etlIt.i!.;.Y!!I!if 
20,14 

Add-ON "'2 
n"-:'ontr~ _.pIs 
etlIt.i!.;.xea 

Add-ON 0'3 
A« C(l~trot1S 

Profit· pio 

etlIt.i!.;.~ 

T ....... ·$S ... (/e: ~t

Riik 0<19""" A9!11f1111J1ve 

~ 

'!U9;II~c. 
1 

l' w.s 
":S;'12l1.l.t!tJ' . 

1 
5,4 

~ 

Tille.', NIJIln Reas,,, ... Wolf w.w Me<:1uriINn _ zoomitlgflnNlkoul 

Tm.'. Jou ...... l: EJtce/llm1 ProIIlMbllltydtse to t1N13Add-onsconttacts 
Classic Wolf Wave Trading Plan. BlNkout EnIIy & A TR-IeIated single Exit. 

Profit & Loss Statement of a Short Trade with 3 Add-Ons (Light Crude Oil daily chart) 
Energy Contract ($1.00BBL=$1.000) 

7. Cel Trade: Price Momentum-Related Mechanism 

411 

Discovered by Donald R. Lambert in the beginning of the 1980s, the Commodity Channel 
Index (CCI) has seen an extraordinary resurgence in the nowadays short-term trading, 
even if initially it was conceived for the long-term commodity trading, It was designed to 
compare the current mean price with the average mean price over a 20-bar period, in the 
process of identifying the extremes of the cycles pertaining to the commodity markets. 
It is a price momentum related indicator centered around zero line when the price is 
equal to its moving average setting. Above this landmark, the CCI turns positive 
revealing an up-movement and below, it is negative signaling a down-move. The indicator 
is not bound to absolute markings, but one can rarely see values exceeding +/- 300%. The 
common extremes occur around the +/- 200% values. 
Nowadays, the CCI is primarily employed to signal the overbought/oversold zones when 
they fluctuate above the +/-100% values and also to time the buy/sell signals. As any 
indicator, the occurrence of a divergence with regard to the market price can signal an 
imminent reversal. The crossing of the zero line is often considered as a possible 
correction or a reversal of the ongoing trend. 
The market flow usually fluctuates in a random manner along the channel formed by the 
+/-100% values. Any movements spilling out ofthis channel is characterized as a low-risk 
high-probability opportunity. 
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Figure 12.31 - The above German Dax 60-min chart illustrates the trading scene of the CCI-related 
mechanism trades. Their settings are not the common 14, nor the 20 values, bllt rather the 55 value 
with the average of the high, low and close key levels (HLC 1 3). The extremes are settled at +1- 190% 
line instead of the common +1-100% line values. 

This specific 60-min chart set-up ensures efficient decisions. The trade must be performed 
only in the upper time frame direction, usually on daily chart. The trade's six stages are: 

The pre-signal phase revealed by the price passage above the + 190% line of the over
extended market flow, 
The signal phase at 6923.5 key level is given when the eel is testing the + 190% line and the 
market price performed the two-bar pattern, 
The confirmation phase is effective when the market flow will breakdown the + 190% line, 
The entry phase at 6948.5 level was calculated by an upwards displacement of 25 points with 
regard to the signal phase level at 6923.5 key level (25+6923.5=6948.5). This value is market 
dependent and should be timely verified, especially when there is a change in volatility, 
The stop loss phase at 6973.5 key level was calculated by an upwards displacement of 25 points 
with regard to the entry phase level at 6948.5 key level (25+6948.5=6973.5). This value is 
market dependent and it should be timely verified, especially when there is a change in 
volatility. The break-even stop loss is implemented as soon as the target nO 1 was attained at 
the crossing of the eel indicator with its zero line, 
The target phase is implemented through two targets, dependent on the locations where the 
eel intersects not only the zero line (target nO 1) but also the -190% line (target nO 2). 

The P&L statement is done through the Three-Pawn Technique (Table 12.10). 

eel'related Short Trade Execution 
{may last several days) 

-------.---~-----~--------------------
1. Watch for Pre-Signal Phase. 
2. Wait for Signal Phase. 
3. Enter a pre-arranged Short Entry (2 • 5 trading units) 

(Include upward Displacement with regard to Signal Line) 
4. Enter a pre..arranged Stop Loss. 

(Include upward Displacement with regard to Signal Line) 

5. Exit 1st trading unit· when Target n° 1 is reached. 
At the same time set the Break·Even Stop Loss fot 
the 2nd trading unit. 

6. Exit 2nd trading unit - when Target n° 2 is attained. 

Table 12.9 - Short Trade Execution Procedure 
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Figure 12.32 - The above German Dax 60-min chart continues the market activity of the previous chart 
but two trading days later. The short trade was entered, as planned, at the reaching of the 6948.5 level 
on March 23rd

, at 15:00hrs CET. The target nO 1 was also attained at 6858.5 level and theftrst contract 
was exited. At the same time the break-even stop loss was lowered to the entry level at 6948.5. 
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Figure 12.33 - The above German Dax 60-min chart continues the market activity of the previous chart 
but one day later. The down gap pushed the opening har so low that the corresponding CCI value 
almost touched the - 190% line. This is the case, when some of the traders wouldn't have had the 
patience to wait for a full line contact performing a crossing and would have exited the trade. 
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Figure 12.34 - The above German Dax 60-min chart continues the market activity of the previous chart 
bllt four hours later. This chart illustrates the trader's possibility to closely watch the trade's 
development. We shouldn't forget that our trading plan is definitive ... No change of plall is allowed! 
We must wait for the crossing of the - 190% line, so the trade will be automatically exited. III spite of 
this, some traders could precociously exit the trade 1l0W, due to the eCl's hook in the oversold ZOlle 
alld to the dual directiollal potential of the symmetrical triallgle, which is ready to explode ... But the 
questioll is ... Which direction will that be? The next chart will certail1ly tell it all! 
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Figure 12.35 - The above Germal1 Dux 60-mil1 chart cOl1tinues the market activity of the previous 
chart. Three hours later the CeI il1dicator touched the - 190% line al1d the trade was exited at 6850.5 
key level with the remaining trading unit, out of two. The symmetrical trial1gle of the opel1ing period 
worked ill our favour al1d it exploded dowl1ward makil1g the eel to tOllch its lower extreme line. 
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SHORT TRADE with 2 Targets 

Trade Execution 

Time IN .. 15:00hrs 03123 

SHORT Entry 

Value .. 1 Point 2S.€ 

Traded Vehi"le Dal( 

Risk & Money 
Management 
Ri$k per 

Contract - pis 

Reward I Risk 

March 23 

25,00 
625,00£ 

N'of 
Contracts 

Milt· •• _ 
Target n" 1 
n· Contracts 
Profit- pts 

Profit· Kg/lie 

90,00 

2250€ 

Total PROFITl LOSS 
Time OUT .. 14:00hrs 03128 

Target nO 2 

n° Contracts 
Profit· pis 
prom .. J@.!!J£ 

i~_5([~ 

1 

Points 188;00 

PROFIT "leIllI 
Trade TIme Length (days) m 

frade's Grade: Good
Risk Degree: Conservative 

Trade's Main Reasons: CCI-related Mecha.nism Trade 

Trade's Journal: Trading Plan wu followed 100%, lika an automatic trade. 

98 
2450€ 

Targets ware dependent on the Ceilina cross·ol/tfJ$. W(I should haVe used 3 trading units. 
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Table 12.10 - Profit & Loss Statement of a Short Trade with 2 Targets 
(German Dax 60-min chart) 

CCI-related Long Trade Execution 
(may last several days) 

1. Watch for Pre-Signal Phase. 
2. Wait for Signal Phase. 
3. Enter a pre-arranged Long Entry (2 • 5 trading units) 

(Include downward Displacement with regard to Signal Line) 
4. Enter a pre-arranged Stop Loss. 

(Include downward Displacement with regard to Signal Line) 
5. Exit 1st trading unit· when Target n° 1 is reached. 

At the same time set the Break·Even Stop Loss for 
the 2nd trading unil 

6. Exit 2nd trading unit * when Target n° 2 is attained. 

Table 12.11 - Long Trade Execution Procedure 

415 
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8. Post-Open Scalping: Elliott W5, Regression Trend Channel & Count Back Line 

Trading the Elliott waves seems to be an anguishing experience for most of the non
initiated traders. It shouldn't be so hard! The reality is that any trader can trade these 
waves, even if he/she isn't an elliotician ... but with one condition! It is a question of 
understanding the straight and simple swing movements of the markets, whatever time 
frame is! 

8.1 Regression Trend Channel: Statistical Tool for Trading Elliott Impulsive Waves 

As we know from the Elliott waves-related chapters (refer to Chapters 5, 6 and 7), an 
impulsive pattern is made out of five waves: WI, W2, W3, W4 and W5. 
The pragmatic wave trading is mostly related to the impulsive W3 and W5 waves. There is 
just one required trading tool, the Regression Trend Channel (RTC), which is statistically 
established by using the data series of the chart - the progressive highs and the lows. A 
regression line also called the straight-line fit or simply the best fit is firstly calculated. The 
upper and the lower borders of the RTC channel are then drawn at one to several standard 
deviation (ST) values away from the straight-line fit. When measuring the differences 
between the prices and their mean, the standard deviation emphasizes the significance of 
extreme values. Thus, it is directly implicated in price volatility phenomena. 

In order to evaluate the correlation between the price data series, we note it with +1 for a 
perfect correlation and 0 when there is no correlation. These values are called Pearson's R 
correlation coefficients. We are used to mostly accept RTCs that have these values from 0.9 
to 1.0. In case that there occur lower values than 0.8, we won't use the corresponding RTC. 

For the sake of better retaining the RTC's principle, we'll perform here a comparison 
between RTC and the Bollinger bands (BB). There is a flagrant resemblance: 

Both of them were conceived for measuring the volatility of data price series, 
Both of them have a middle landmark from which the standard deviations will start 
off, in both directions. They also form a double channeling: 

The middle landmark is impersonated by.the straight-line fit for the RTC set-up 
and the simple moving average for the Bollinger bands, 
The channeling is represented by the linear RTC channel and by the curvilinear 
channel for the Bollinger bands. The upper RTC border resembles the upper 
Bollinger band, and the lower RTC border resembles to the lower Bollinger band. 

Even if we still have to apply the six steps procedures, including the Three-Pawn
Technique, trading the simple Elliott waves methodology remains simple. We firstly 
identify the Elliott waves pattern, which is much easier to be done than to identify the 
labyrinth of the corrective wave patterns. Then, we'll apply the Regression Trend Channel 
to the last corrective wave of the current impulsive pattern: to W2 if W3 trading or to W4 
if W5 trading. As soon as the market flow bursts out of the corrective pattern channel 
(RTC), we should wait for the breaking bar's close and then enter only if the next bar opens 
above the close level of the previous bar. This should be done routinely, except when there 
occur specific situations that justify modifications of this classic entry method: 

'Zoom & test' of a trend line, 
'Zoom & test & retest' of a trend line, 
'Test & retest' of a trend line, 
Breakout of a channel grafted rectangle just on the RTC's breaking out area, 
Breakout of the channel's border with a huge volatile bar associated with increased 
volume and so on. 
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Figure 12.36 - The above Crude Oil dai(v chart illustrates the ascending RTC trading set-up for W3. 
The short entry was performed at the breakdown of the lower border of the RTC..just under thefour
bar mini-trading range; otherwise, in order to enter, the trader should have waited for the close of the 
down breaking bar. The value of the Pearson's R correlation coefficient is 0.926 - an optimal value! 

CL /IF - UGHT CRUOE 011 .. 01 Ily"Wic.O:OO-2UO 

,._ .......... Impulsive waves 

~ Correcllve Willi! 

Figure 12.37 - The above Crude Oil daily chart illustrates the descending RTC trading set-up for W5. 
The long entl)' was performed at the break-lip of the upper border of the RTC, just above the three-bar 
mini-trading range; otherwise, in order to enter, the trader should have waited for the close of the lip 
breaking bar. The value of the Pearson's R correlation coefficient is 0.957 - all optimal value! 
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Figure 12.38 - Even if we frequently trade the W3, then the W5, we also trade the whole corrective 
pattern, usually formed by an ABC pattern, illustrated by the terminal portion of the above Crude Oil 
daily chart. The market flow outburst of the ascending RTC, performed a classic 'zoom, test & retest' 
entry mechanism in the vicinity of the lower RTC channel horder. The short entry was performed at 
the retest of the lower border; otherwise, in order to enter, the trader would have waitedfor the close of 
the down breaking har. The value of the Pearson's R correlation coefficient is here 0.833 - well under 
our commonly accepted values. However, we have accepted this RTC, due to the almost entire 
encompassing of the market flow in the distal portion of the R TC. 

The RTC tool can be found in most of the nowadays software. The secret of this type of 
trading is 'Simplicity'. If the impUlsive pattern is not simple enough for you to identify and 
understand, then you shouldn't trade it. You must adopt our Elliott wave credo: 
'Lack of clear chart pattern is the ultimate No Action Indicator!' 

8.2 Count Back Line (CBL) 

This time we have chosen to use, as an exit tool, the Count Back Line, a volatility based 
indicator, developed by Daryl Guppy, a master trader and a well-known Australian 
educator (refer to Bibliography). It can be used as an exit but also as an entry tool: 

Consider the last swing of a downtrend as the indicator's body and mark its high as 
the CBL high and its low as the CBL low. Apply the CBL after the market flow has 
broken out the down-sloping trend line (refer to TL-J on figure underneath). The 
breakup of the CBL high at 4340 key level can be used as an exit to lock in the 
profits of trading the down-sloping market flow. CBL can also be used as a long 
trade entry for trading the ongoing up-trend (refer to the figure below). 
Consider the last swing of an up trend as the indicator's body and mark its high as 
the CBL high and its low as the CBL low. Apply the CBL after the market flow has 
broken out the up-sloping trend line. The breakup of the CBL low can be used as an 
exit to lock in the profits of trading the up-sloping market flow. CBL can also be 
used as a short trade entry for trading the ongoing downtrend (figure not shown). 

The final conclusion is that the CBL tool can be used as a stand-alone indicator. It assists 
the trader to allow space freedom for the trend development if used as exit tool. It also 
permits an efficient trade entry within the first third of the trend's development. 
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Figure 12.39 - The above German Dax Futures S-min chart illustrates the use of Count Back Line 
(CBL) as an entry tool. The trader waits for the occurrence of the descending trend line's break-up, in 
order to exit at the CBL high of 6340 key level. First the break-up of the TL-1 trend line and then the 
break-up of the CBL high will ensure an efficient exit manner of the short trade monitored, by the 
TL-I down-sloping trend line. 

Now that we have settle the tools associated with the trading scene let's proceed further! 
The risk & money management parameters are shown in Table 12.12. (Three-Pawn Technique). 

8.3 Management of W5 Trade 

Figure 12.40 - The right side one
minute chart shows the Elliott WS
wave trading set up for a long trade. 
The short trade pre-signal is given 
by the W4 end at 61.8% retracement 
(W4=0.618*W3) and the occurrence 
of the huge reversal bar from 4178 
key level ensures the trade signal. 
The confirmation factor is 
sustained by the break-up above the 
SO% threshold of the WI extension, 
where WS=O.SO*Wl. 
The long trade entry is executed 
only if it's permitted by the 
confirmation factor. The stop loss 
was set at 4178 key leveL As for the 
targets, we've decided this time, to 
have them loose and rather use 
trailing stops. An add-on re-entry 
is pre-arranged at the probable 
break-up of the triple harmonic 
moving averages at 4182.5 key level. 
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Figure 12.41 - The right 
side one-minute chart 
COlltinues the previous chart 
but five minutes later. 
The market flow reached 
the gap's lower border and 
it executed the add-on re
entry at 4182.5 key level. 
At present, our trading 
capital is preserved by the 
break-even stop loss. 
We prefer entering the trade 
in two phases (entry & add
on) in order to minimize the 
trade's risk and allow free 
room for the trading 
instrument to develop. 

Figure 12.42 - The right 
side one-minute chart 
continues the previous chart 
but three minutes later. 
The market flow climbed 
further and reached this 
time, the gap's upper 
border. The first trailing 
stop is at 4183 key level,just 
under the lows of the last 
two bars and above the 
triple harmonic moving 
averages. If the market flow 
is capable of filling in the 
gap, for the third time, it 
will probably do it through 
Jarge volatile bars. 

Figure 12.43 - The right 
side two-minute chart 
continues the previous chart 
but five minutes later. 
As we have considered, the 
market flow was catapulted 
above the W3=2.00*Wl 
threshold level, through the 
use of two huge volatile 
bars. We snugged the 
second trailing stop to 
4188.5 key level just below 
the 2.00*Wl extension. 
We are now prepared that 
the market flow will hit the 
2.6J8*WJ threshold level at 
4192-93 key levels. 
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Figure 12.44 - The right 
side one-minute chart 
continues the previous chart 
bllt olle minute later. This 
chart shows the lise of the 
inside bar. As we know it is 
mostly a reversal signal. But 
in trading we must always 
'e.xpect the unexpected'. 
Anyway ... We are protected 
both directions: downwards 
by the second trailing stop 
at 4188.5 key level and 
upwards... we eagerly 
e.xpect the attainment of 
2.618*W1Ievel (4192 level). 

Figure 12.45 - The right 
side one-minute chart 
continues the previous chart 
but six minute later. The 
market flow was catapulted 
even higher, almost 
reaching the 4194 key level 
where W5= 3.00*W1. 

As we can't optimally apply 
yet the Count Back Line 
(CBL) procedllre, we'll 
snug ollr third trailing stop 
at 4193 key level very close 
to the market, without 
taking the risk to be 
executed by error. 

Figure 12.46 - The right 
side one-minute chart 
continues the previous chart 
but five min lite later. 
The market flow continued 
its up-trending well shown 
by the parallelism of the 
triple harmonic moving 
averages, almost reaching 
the W5=3.5*W1 threshold 
(4197 key level). We applied 
the CBL technique and the 
entire trade of 5 trading 
units, was exited at 4193.5 
level (3+2 entry & add-on 
units). This is an excellent 
moment to perform a SAR 
(stop-and-reverse) trade, 
due to the dual role ofCBL. 
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Table 12.12 - Profit & Loss Statement 
of a Long Trade with 1 Add-On 
(German Dax 1 & 2-min charts) 

LONG TRADE ·1 Target & 1 Arld.Qn 

Trade Execution 

TtmelN 

B·iltl. 
Va/uti· 1 PDint 

Traded Vehicle 

N' Qf Initial 
Coritrac/s 

TOT 4L Prollt & \.Qu 
Time OUT 

I, 

I·: 

9:13 

;. :4:~B1;OfHi I 
25€ 

OalC 

'",'17a,OO :1 

9:38 

59JiO Points 

AMOUNT 1487.50€ 

Tom/Conuac~ 5 
Trade Time Length (min) I 0:25 I 

November 'it 

Risk & Money 
Management 

Risk per 

Cootrnct· pis 

Total RiBh· pis 

Total Risk 

Reward I Risk 
RAno> 2,5 

3,00 
15,00£ 

9 

12,50 

Add-On 4182,$0. 
tl~ Conr.ac1S: 2 
Profit- pIS 22 
P",fit-l'JJ!Jj£ 550€ 

Target 41'93,50 
n' Contracl!; 3 

Profit· pIS 37,50 

Profit· valf)e ~ 

Trade's Grade" Excellent .. •• 
Risk Degree '" Conservative 

Trade'!! Main Reason = Ell/ott INS Trading with RTC 

Trade's Journal: We could get beltefprofitabflity ffSAR trade option ensued. 
In this way we could have traded the corrective ABC pattern. 
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9. Head-and-Shoulder Pattern Trade: Multiple Shoulders or Double Tops? 

Figure 12.47 - The right side Euro 
Futures daily chart is an excellent 
example of trading the head-alld
shoulder pattern. The question is ... 
If the pattern isn't symmetrical (olle 
head, 2 left shoulders and 3 right 
shoulders), like in this chart, can we 
trade it in tlte same way as if the 
pattern was !>ymmetrical? For us, 
the answer is ... Yes! 
Tlte trade pre-signal was given 
when the two-bar reversal pattern 
started around the 78.6% retrace at 
158159 level with the trade signal at 
157000 level at tlte TL-2b trend line 
breakdown. The trade confirmation 
is set under the breakdown of tlte 
50% retrace at 156000 key level. 
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Figure 12.48 - The right side Eum Futures daily chart continued the market activity but seven weeks 
later. We selected the short trade entry condition as the neckline breakout of the 152000 key level 
through a pre-arranged short entry order. The stop loss was set at 152050 key level, just above the 
neckline. The first target was set at 145163 key level, the 100% extension of the pattern's height. The 
second target will be at the 200% extension of the pattern's height at 13 788 7 key level. The P&L 
statement of this 3 trading units trade is done through the Three-Pawn Technique (Table 12.13). 
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;._0.500 (14!l801) 
~_o.&18 (147$<13) 

LogicalTorgt! 'L 1.000 114516l) 
n01 

Figure 12.49 - The right side Eum Futures daily chart continued the market activity but three weeks 
later. The marketflow is on its way to reach the first target and the trailing stop nO 1 was set at 148800 
key level. 
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Figure 12.50 - The right side Euro Futures daily chart continued the market activity but eleven days 
later. The market flow zoomed and then tested and retested the target n01 at 145163 key level, thus 
executing the exit of two trading units, Ollt of three. The remaining trading IInit was exited at the trail 
nO 2 at 140000 key level. We observe here, that in spite of the fact that the market flow didn't reach the 
target nO 2 at 137887 key level, we have managed to exit as close to it, as the trailing stop nO 2, located 
at the doji's high, would allowed it. The doji bar is an indecision candlestick. 

Trade Conclusion: 

We said in the beginning of this sub-chapter: 

"The question is ... If the pattern isn't 
symmetrical (one head, 2 left shoulders 
and 3 right shoulders), like in this trade 
chart, can we trade it in the same way as 
if the pattern was symmetrical? 
For liS, the answer is ... Yes!" 

Even ifwe weren't sure ifwe trade a 
head-aDd-shoulder pattern or a double 
top pattern, it occurred that the trading 
methodology is the same and that of the 
classic thrust pattern for targeting, which 
still works efficiently. So next time, we will 
pay more attention to trade management 
rather than to exactly identify the chart 
pattern! 

Table 12.13 - Profit & Loss Statement 
of a Short Trade with 1 Target & 1 Trail 
(Euro Futures daily charts) 

SHORT TRADE; t Target & 1 'Trail ~'!t>~~ 

T!!dt Ex'~lltil)n Risk & Money 
Ma!l!gem!!nt 

T;""" 0111_ Risll'ptlr 

ltl·i .. ~Uil l'U2Q!I I Coatr""'·pIftI --5--
--"-~-

v.w.· 1 Poi •• /P'Pj $'2.5& rOWIl1 ... ·p ... 15 -- EIitIUod F1ID!!DI!!I -lfM 
W'1!f _1-
~ ,3 ~'. - -M·. 
al·1I [1,~1 T~~etlft 1 ' ~ 

fI~C~W,.a. ---r-
Pro/1t-€l<.\l.\$ 1361 

e..'91t!:,};~ llLll!!! 
T<>l>l P~OFIT! L()ss 

~ 1;1I01lO ntmolJT 0lIl1_ 

rtC<:mtr<1::-:ts , 
Pip$ 256& PtofttT ~1~ 1:rot; 

'iittlii 1&1 t'!Jti!',,-_ ~ 

Risk OGgrft: CQlnervlWt 
r .. d.', Main ~".M: HH<I-M!6-SIIculdor Ttade· Heek/ille _.ul 

I r.<IO's 4ournal: Elce/1lNlt P'L m_ Trading Pt.,n It>I8I/y tHpeCIId. 
Trailing Stop< .we prop«Iy._ ami used1 
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10. Volatility Trades: Chaining the Dual Bollinger Bands Trades 

Figure 12.51 - The right side 
German Dax Futures 15-min chart 
sets the trading scene for a volatility 
trade by using the dual Bollinger 
bands technique (Chapter 1). The 
breakout of the upper band of the 
inner BB set-up signals that there is 
a probable long trade opportunity at 
6865 level. In spite of this, we will 
check for an end run phenomenon 
- any obstacles ahead. For that we'll 
draw an ascending pitchfork and 
observe the market flow intricacy 
with the median line & its acolytes. 
The last Stochastics crossing & its 
large upward hook corroborate the 
long trade scenario! 

Figure 12.52 - The right side 
German Dax Futures 15-min chart 
is identical to the previous chart on 
which we have drawn an ascending 
pitchfork. The optimal long entry is 
above the median line (ML) at 6875 
ke.v level with add-on at 6897 level. 
But let first define: the trade pre
signal at the break-up of the market 
price above the BB 's 12-Sj~IA & the 
trade signal at the curving up of the 
upper band of the inner BB's. The 
confirmation factor is implemented 
at the upper horder's break-up 
pertaining to the inner BB's set-up. 
The entry condition is the ML 
break up at 6875 key level. 
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Figure 12.53 - The right side 
German Da.x Futures 15-min chart 
shows the trade's end at the back 
penetratioll of the market price into 
the upper band of the inner BB set
lip at 6985 level. The trade stop loss 
was just under the breaking bar's 
open at 6850 level. The trade was 
entered with 3 trading units and its 
validity was perpetuated as long as 
the market flow climbed along the 
upper channel formed hy the two 
upper bands of the dual BB set-lip, 
without breaking the lower hand. 
The P&L statement is done with 
Three-PawnTechnique-Table 12.14. 

~"~n~ __________________________ ff~'~~~ ~ 
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Figure 12.54 - The right side German 
Dax Futures IS-min chart continues 
the previous and shows, this time, a 
dual BB short trade set-up. This is the 
beauty of the dual BB set-up ... if the 
trader knows how to diligently respect 
the trading plan, he/she could 
perform, what I call 'chained' trades, 
especially in volatile markets, a long 
trade, followed by a SAR (stop-and
reverse) trade, and so on. Three 
trading units are used for every entry. 
This chart establishes a short entry at 
6985 key level (a SAR trade, ensuing 
the previous long trade). The stop loss 
is set at 7001.5 level & a probable 
add-on I-e-entry at 6943 key level. 

Figure 12.55 - The right side German 
Dax Futures IS-min chart continued 
the previous chart but more than two 
hours later. The market flow 
scrupulously followed the 21-SMA 
with mUltiple tests. In spite of this, the 
Stochastics ensure a down trend 
continuation. The trade exit will be 
performed when the market price will 
penetrated the lower border of the 
outer BB set-up. The capital 
preservation is efficiently protected by 
the 7001.5 stop loss. The probable 
add-on re-entry at 6943 level will 
greatly enhance the trade's outcome. 
The P&L statement is done with the 
Three-Pawn Technique (Table 12.15). 

Figure 12.56 - The right side German 
Dax Futures IS-min chart continues 
the previous chart but more than two 
hours later. The market flow fell three 
big volatile bars, which executed in 
their fall the add-on re-entry at 6943 
key level. Fifteen minutes later the 
entire trade was exited at 21 :45hrs 
CET at 6925 key level. 

The add-on decision was founded on 
the old high of the previous trend. 

We couid also implement a trading 
add-on strategy with re-entries at the 
breakout of the 21-SAIA and at the 
lower band of the inner Bollinger 
bands set-up. 
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LONG TRADE· j Tr"d~!' 1 Add·O" f.bl~._ 

Trade Execution Risk & Money 
Man!!!lemenl 
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Table 12.14 - Profit & Loss Statemellt ofa Long 
Trade with 1 Target & 1 Add-On 
(German Dax Futures IS-min chart) 

SHORT TRADE • 1 Tatget & 1 AdrJ.On 

Trade Execution 
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TJ1Il!e's Maln lIe_~s: SAR"... Same DIIIlI as Tethrlilflill fIlIP/O)'ed. 

Table 12.15 - Profit & Loss Statement of a Short 
Trade with 1 Target & 1 Add-Oil 
(German Dax Futures 1S-min chart) 

11. Pre-Open Prepared Trades: Gap Median Line, Stochastics, Stop-and-Reverse Trade 

Figure 12.57 - The right side Germall 
Dax Futllres 5-min chart illustrates 
the pre-open preparation of the 
tradillg scene. We re(v on the power 
of the Action & Reaction Line set-up. 
There is a high probability that the 
pre-close's momentum will cOlltinue 
in the opening period. We also 
associate the chart with the 
Stoc/zastics's descending pitchfork. 
We consider the probability of a 
down-gap, then the market flow will 
be dropping at least to the upper 
portion of the downward channel of 
the A&R Line set-up. If it will rather 
choose to fluctuate within the lower 
channel portion, then we will believe 
in a ve~v strong probability of a high
steamed down-sloping momentum. 
There is a very strollg probability of a 
down-gap to 7423 level- an old high! 
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Figure 12.58 - The right side 
German Dax Futures 5-min chart 
continues the previous but 30 
minutes ill the opening. As 
allticipated, a 13-point down gap 
occurred. The market chose to drop 
and cruised on the lower portion of 
the descending pitchfork, which 
replaced the A&R Line set-up, due 
to better optimization of the market 
description .. In spite of the reversal 
sigllal issued by the Stochastics 
divergence, we still believe in a 
continuation of the downtrelld, due 
to the steep"ess of the slope. 
However, we are prepared for 
reversal, ifsigllificallt signs occur. 

Figure 12.59 - The right side 
German Dax Futures 5-min chart 
shows the exit of this short trade, 
illitiated by a trailillg stop located 
just above the mediall line (ML) at 
7405 key level at 9:02hrs CET. The 
trade short entry was at the 7422 
key level at 8:05hrs alld the stop 
loss was at 7430 level, just below the 
preceding low.. A trailillg stop was 
used.. The trade pre-signal was the 
descending slope of the Stochastics 
& the trade signal was revealed by 
the down-gap. The confirmation 
factor is implemellted on or just 
IIllder the opellillg level, thus 
cOllfirmillg also the dowll-gap! 

Figure 12.60 - The right side 
German Dax Futures 5-mill chart 
illustrates the chaillillg of the short 
trade, with a SAR trade - a long 
trade entry at 7405 level with stop 
loss at 7396 level & trailing stops -
initiated by the mirror bar reversal 
associated with the Stochastics 
hook, the boullce on the 9% line 
alld the break-up of the 20% line. 
The trigger line 011 Stochastics will 
guide the trade managemellt. The 
chart's TL-l trelld lille will also 
assist. the trader. At the currellt 
stage of trade development the 
Stochastics clearly show the up
trend continuation. 
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Figure 12.61 - The right side 
German Dax Futures 5-min chart 
shows the 'test & retest' of the 
TL-I trend line, a propitious 
situation for an add-on re-entry at 
7425 key level. The small 
ill flexion of the Stochastics warns 
for a probable trading range or 
the incipient phase of a reversal. 
However the testing of the TL-I 
shows the strength of the current 
market flow, which eventually 
needs to restore its exhausted 
kinetic energy. Whatever 
happens, our capital is preserved 
with a trailing stop, just under the 
gap at 7421 level. 

Figure 12.62 - The right side 
German Dax Futures 5-min chart 
illustrates the continuation of the 
trade. As we have considered, the 
market flow is recuperating its 
kinetic energy through a sideways 
movement. We moved the trailing 
stop farther up, IInder the low of 
the last big volatile bar, at 7439 
key level. It seems that the 
Stochastics warns IlS, again about 
a possible reversal. If the 
indicator's development remains 
under the parallel trigger line it 
will form a strong divergence 
signal, which enhclnces the 
probability ofa reversal. 

Figure 12.63 - The right side 
Germall Dax Futures 5-min chart 
illustrates the continuation of tire 
trade. 
We moved again the trailing stop 
higher, under the low of the last 
big volatile bar, at 7445 key level. 
The market/low is cruising along 
the down-sloping pitchfork's 
warning line (WL-08). Even its 
eighth extension was able to 
influellce the market fluctuations 
The Stochastics' exit from the 
overbought zone clearly states a 
high probability reversal. The 
7445 trailing stop level is still 
there to protect our capital. 

1\:00 ............ 
--- ----- - -----.~--- --~!-- .~.----------------------------. ---------
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Figure 12.64 - The above German Dax Futures 5-min chart illustrates the exitillg of the entire trade at 
7458 key level, representing an old high, after target nO 1 was exited at 7422 key level, with two tradillg 
units out of three. We call easily observe here the role of the Gann angle lines associated with the 
integrated pitchfork analysis, ill the process of trade mallagement. The P&L statements of both trades 
are done with Three-Pawn Technique (Table 12.15). 
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Table 12.16 - Profit & Loss Statement - Short 
Trade with 1 Trailing Stop 
(German Dax Futures 5-min chart) 

LONG TRADE· 1 Add-Qn & 1 Trail .... ,..1001 

Trade Execution Risk & MOlUIy 
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Table 12.17 - Profit & Loss Statement - Long 
Trade with 1 Add-On & Trailing Stop 
(German Dax Futures 5-min chart) 
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12. Immediate Post-Opening Trade: Two Days Breakout Lines, Floor Pivots & Gap 
Extensions 

Dax Futures 
Sept 4 - 200S 
9;1011ls eET 
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Figure 12.65 - The above German Dux Futures 5-min chart illustrates the trading scene of the 
immediate post-open period. We have drawn two type of breaking lines: the oblique and the horizontal, 
thus the breaking down-momentum of the former will signal the latter's. The Action and Reaction Line 
set-up indicates a probable down-sloping direction. In order to monitor the market downward 
development we have used additional trading tools: the floor pivots, the gap's borders, the gap's 
multiple extensions and the old support at 6377 key level. The trade pre-signal & the signal occur at 
the break down of the oblique and horizontal breaking lines, respectively. 

Oax Futures 
Sept4-200l! 
9:20hrs eEl 

'-'",,,,wm.Oolog. 
1ItW*'~~kt!:_~ 

Figure 12.66 - As planned, the trade pre-signal & the signal occurred at the breakdown of the oblique 
and horizontal breaking Jines, respectively. The trade short entry condition is a 'zoom-and-test' of 
both breaking lines at 6466.5 level with a stop loss sllugged 1.5 points above the gap's lower border at 
6474 key level. The volume waning signals the down trend continuation, so we'll use two target exits. 
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Figure 12.67 - The market flow rapid{v progressed reaching the numerous tested 6433 key level at the 
fourth gap's extension, where the market is sideways, restoring its kinetic energy in order to continue 
its high-momentum. The volume decrease gives a hint concerning the downward rather than upward 
market direction. At this moment of the trade's development we 'Il set a pre-arranged add-on re-entry 
at 6429.5 key level ant two targets: target nO 1 at 6405 level (S2floor pivot) and target nO 2 at 6374 key 
level (un old low). Our capital is preserved upward by the trail nO 1 at 6447.5 key level. 
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DaxFutum 
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Figure 12.68 - The market flow dropped like a heavy stone in a lake after breaking down the sideways 
range around 6431 key level. An add-on re-entry was performed at a lower locatioll at 6429.5 key 
level. The trade was partially exited with 2 initial trading units & the 1 add-on cOlltract, at target 11° J 
(6405 key level). Twenty-five minutes later, at 11: 11 Jzrs CET, it attained the target nO 2 at 6374 level 
and exited the entire trade with J trading lInit at 11: J Ohrs CET. The huge dml'n-l1lomentu11l 
encountered the solid supports at 6377 key level (ld" gap's extension) and at the old low at 6374 level. 
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Figure 12.69 - The hyper-extended market flow reached the third inferior floor pivot (S3 not shown on 
the chart), being at the day's low - so far - thus obeying to the opening principle. The almost minimal 
volume - several times smaller than the maximal volume - signals that the day's bottom was attained. 

Larry Pesavento and Peggy MacKay have developed in their book titled "The Opening 
Principle: The best kept secret on Wall Street" (2000) this opening market concept. Among 
other fascinating trading tips, we can read the following: 

"The opening price will be very near the high or low of that day 70% of the time ... Even ifit is 
not the high or the low of the day, the opening price seems to be some kind of harmonic or 
eqllilibrillm price for that day. The market bounces against the open several times dllring the 
day". 

On the other hand we are only at noontime. Only the half-day is already gone. The trader 
can easily imagine a lower bottom or a strong correction into the opening gap. Who knows 
which choice the market will adopt? Only one thing is sure ... the charts never lie! 

In order to take full advantage of this opening principle we advise the traders to reconsider 
the day's charts, as a whole trading entity and build new trading strategies. For instance, 
we should be prepared to go either long, short or just stay put! Who will decide for this? 
The market of course! 

We will prepare a scenario for a further down drop below the actual bottom at 6373 key 
level. It's not rare to see the German Dax entering very strong hyper-extended, even 
elongated level zones. We still have the inferior fourth (S4) and fifth (S5) floor pivots to 
continue the down-sloping trend. 
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On the other hand, nothing opposes the market flow to restore its kinetic energy and 
breakup through the higher range of the actual sideways market at 6398.5 key level, 
towards the higher levels, like the opening gap. This is a very plausible scenario, especially 
when the news events will take over the market, and the trader will always have to react, to 
marker's apparent chaotic behavior! 

I Three-Pawn Technique 
Trade, Risk 8. Money MANAGEMENT 

SHORT TRADE - 1 Add-On & 2 Targets $(o.pt4,2001l 
r-------------~~--_; 

Trade Execution Risk & Money 

TimefN 
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1 641'4;OQ,1 
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4 
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Management 
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lill!·W411 

Add-ON 
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Profit - U!U!!! 

Tariet n° 1 
n .... Cornracts 
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!?I!l!l!:::. w{ue 

Tar2frt n" 2 
n" CQntr~et$ 

Profit- piS 

!?I!l!l!:::. vallIe 

Trade Time Length (hm) I:1ID 

Trade'S Grade: E>tceilent···· 
Risk Degree: Conservative 
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187,50€ 

22.5 

'1'11.1-

_fIS. 

6429150 

24,5 
§.'l..U 

6405~{JO . 
2 

123 
~ 

6374iOO 

92,50 

mti 

Trade's Main Reasons: Oblique & Horizontal Break.ing Two Days Lines 

Trade'$ Jourmol: Excellent Profltablflty due to the 1 Add-on & :1 Targets:_ 
Trading Plan perfectly followed 100%. Opening Principle omnipresent! 
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Table 12.18 - Profit & Loss Statement - Short Trade with 1 Add-On and 2 Targets. 
(German Dax Futures 5-min chart) 

Whatev-er you do... simple or complex trades to understand, easy or hard execution 
operations, expected or unexpected results, do remember Larry Pesavento's rule on risk 
management (refer to the book already cited above): 

"The Chinese characters for opportunity and risk are the same! The context of the sentence determines 
their interpretation. In the context of trading, the market determines the opportunity and the trader 
determines the risk. Control the on(v element of trading you as a trader can control- risk!" 

We have to insist by saying that the precise follow-up of the Three-Pawn Technique, 
dominates the trading life span of a novice trader, which usually is of a short duration, 
because his main objective was not the capital preservation. 
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13. Trading Homework for the Reader: 
Logical Process o/Spotting and Managing a Trade 

13.1 Homework Instructions 

In order to verify your comprehension degree of the advanced topics level described in this 
volume, we will assign some homework for the reader. The learning task will be to 
carefully study it and to try to find the best low-risk high-probability trading opportunity. 
The trades were presented in progressive order, in such a way that they will be to be 
identified as efficiently as possible. Please respect the learnt rules and write a trading plan 
based on the six trading steps of the trade management including the Three-Pawn 
Technique. 

Do it in writing, and take your time to study these examples. Use the preceding sub
chapters, as guide. In case that you experience difficulties, go back to each example 
illustrated in this chapter and re-study the materials, as many times as necessary. 

Very few people are at ease in front of a naked chart. So do not blame yourself of 
anything ... just study! It takes what it takes! 

After you've done the these assignment trades, and you still have any questions, do not 
hesitate to contact the author at mircdologa@vahoo.com. Any question is welcomed! 

Please do not be tempted to jump the horse and go straight to the last charts of every 
homework. It will not be in your interest! 

We wish you good luck! 

13.2 Trade nO 1 - Symmetrical Triangle Breakout 

l.tl1J Vom., V~M"'(1al C"''''''''lyCh/JMeI~d.t('~;UJ3) 
; 21:0Q 08:00 q,:oo 10:00 
. 12'01;1)6 

Figure 12.70 
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Figure 12.74 
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13.2 Trade nO 2 - Rectangular Triangle False Breakout 

Figure 12.76 
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Figure 12.77 
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Figure 12.78 
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Figure 12.79 
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13.3 Trade nO 3 - Triple Fan Lines Trade 
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13.4 Trade nO 4 - CCI Trade: Price Momentum-Related Mechanism 
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Key points to Remember: 

• Be aware that the trade management can be optimal only if it's 
well prepared in advance. This is done through a trading plan, 
which will include the procedures to be strictly followed at 
every step of the trade. AS a consequence of the trading plan, 
the trader will obey at a set of overall rules guiding him/her to 
react to the market flow's action and not the other way around. 
without a trading plan, the trader will be forced to improvise, in 
a-flip-of-a-dime, the most optimal strategy - a very hard solution 
to be performed in the stress of the action. 

• NOW that you are aware of the capital preservation process, 
ensure that you'll implement as a daily routine the six phases of 
the trading plan: the pre-signal, the signal, the confirmation, the 
entry, the stop loss and the target phases. 

• Never forget that the dual time frame momentum is the 
confirmation factor of the trade, indispensable to its profitable 
outcome. Confirmation is our way of trading life. Our most 
common example is the time frame alignment. The trade entry 
is executed only if it'S permitted by the confirmation factor. 

• Be aware of the efficient role of the oblique and horizontal 
trend lines, especiallY in pre-open, for impersonating the role of 
the pre-signal and signal signals. 

• Ensure that the operational factor of the trade is implemented 
only after the preceding three phases (pre-signal, signal & 
confirmation) have been successfully signalled. It is an 
indispensable process order to obtain a profitable outcome. It 
describes the entry and the exit ~f the trade associated with 
the risk and money management through the Three-Pawn 
Technique, which is the triple order preparation of the trade 
execution procedure. It also represents the warranty of 
consistent profits. 

•.. Remember that the decisive process of the trade execution is to 
. detect, as early as possible, the coincidental symbiotic factors 
that will assist the trader for a precise trading opportunity. 

• Don't hesitate to use the ATR Price projections and the First Bar 
Extensions techniques in order to detect the most probable 
multiple target levels. 

• Remember that the fuelling of the trade's momentum is done 
through the volume. Its monitoring becomes vital in any trading 
decision. Use one to three corroborating volume indicators like: 
volume bars, volume-MOving Average and On-Balance volume 
indicator (OBV). 

• Be aware that dual pitchfork drawing, one on the chart and 
another on the indicator's portion of the chart, brings to the 
trader a supplementary confirming factor, which can put 
him/her well ahead of the crowd. 
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• Remember that the propitious trading opportunities are 
dependent on the occurrence of the 5&P 500 synergetic high 
momentum of the news release. Ensure that you have 
implemented: the pre-news trading range encompassed within 
the opening range (OR), the upper & the lower landmarks of the 
trading scene and the momentum measuring tools impersonated 
here by the Volume and Volume-MA curve. The volume waning 
gives a hint as a downwards direction rather than upwards. 

• Ensure that you routinely practice the Wolf Wave based trading 
strategies, which we mainly use with the 60.;min time frame. 
These trades are almost automatic. The ultimate decision will 
depend on the volume behaviour at the moment of the breakout 
of the low/high of the last bar within the WW1-3-5 axis. The 
confirmation factor is sustained by the down /up momentum of 
the upper time frame. 

• NOW that we are aware of the Three-Pawn Technique, ensure 
that the plan procedure of establishing the break-even stop loss 
is to be executed as soon as possible, when the market flow is 
only one ATR (14) away .. 

• Remember that we prefer entering the trade in two phases 
(entry & add-on) in order to minimize the trade's risk and allow 
free room for the trading instrument to develop. 

• Don't forget that even if we weren't sure if we trade a head
and-shoulder pattern or a double top pattern, it occurred that 
the trading methodology is the same and that the old thrust 
pattern for targeting still works efficiently. So next time, we 
will pay more attention to trade management rather than to 
exactly identify the chart pattern! 

• Remember the 101 course of volume 1: due to a better 
optimization of the market description, we should always try to 
swap an Action & Reaction Line set-up with a pitchfork and vice 
versa. You411 be amazed how the trade outcome will change. 

• Always remember the beauty of the dual BB set-up ... if the 
trader knows how to diligently respect the trading plan, he/she 
could perform, what I call • chained ' trades, especially in volatile 
markets - a long trade followed by a 5AR (stop-and-reverse) 
trade, and so on. Three trading units are used for every entry. 

• Remember that we can easily observe the role of the Cann angle 
lines associated with the integrated pitchfork analysis, in the 
process of trade management. 

• Be aware that the final conclusion when it comes to count Back 
Line (CBL) is that it has a dual use; not only as an efficient entry 
tool but also as a rewarding exit procedure. It can be used as a 
stand-alone procedure. It also assists the trader to allow space 
freedom for the trend development if used as an exit tool or it 
permits an eFFicient trade entry within the first third of the 
trend's development. 
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• Remember that the CCI trade - a price momentum-related 
mechanism - is optimal on the GO-min chart. Ensure that the 
trade execution procedure (reFer to Table 12.!JJ becomes a 
routine in trader's mind. 

• Be prepared, as the price progresses, to always have clear in 
your mind the last swing with its high and low extremity pivots. 
Be also continuously aware of the level of Fibonacci price and 
the time ratio corrections of not only the last corrective swing 
but also of the entire past trend swing. 

• For the sake of better retaining the RTC Principle, remember to 
perform a comparison between RTC and the Bollinger bands. 
There is a flagrant resemblance: the former is more efficient on 
entering or exiting a trending linear channel and 
the later is optimal in volatility trades. 
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Appendices: 

1. Floor Pivot Calculations (11 Formulas) 
2. Excel Spreadsheet for Calculations of Multiple Time Frames Floor Pivots: 

Daily, Weekly & Monthly 
3. EFS Formulas of Calculating 11 Daily Floor Pivots (from S5 to R5) - Modified after 

S2 to R2 EFS eSignal file - Source: Advanced GET Software of www.eSignal.com 
4. Mark Fisher - Pivot Range (PR) & Close 
5. Fibonacci Time Ratios Applied to Primary & Lesser Degree Elliot Waves 
6. Glossary of Wyckoff Terms 
7. Multiple Jenkins True Trend Lines Study - 8 Down-Cycles of Square of Nine 
8. Multiple Jenkins True Trend Lines Study - 4 Up-Cycles of Square of Nine 
9. Multiple Jenkins True Trend Line Study - 16 Up-Cycles of Square of Nine 
10. CCI Indicator: Price Momentum-Related Mechanism 
11. Pitchforks' Down-Targeting through ATR & First Bar Projections 
12. Pitchforks' Up-Targeting through ATR & First Bar Projections 
13. Gann Eights Levels Table 
14. Up-Sloping Gann Percentages 
15. Down-Sloping Gann Percentages 
l6. Gann Main Levels 

447 

t 7. Multiple Layers Cluster - Upward GannPercentage - Primary & Secondary Levels 
18. Multiple Layers Cluster - Downward Gann Percentage - Primary & Secondary Levels 
19. Gann Square of Nine - Down-Trend Study from Highest High 
20. Gann Square of Nine - Down-Trend Study from Four Lower Highs 
21. Gann Square of Nine - Up-Trend Study from Lowest Low & Three Higher Lows 
22. Gann Square of Nine - Cardinal Price Levels 
23. Gann Square of Nine - Cardinal Time Levels 
24. Three-Pawn Technique 
25. P&L Statement - Three-Pawn Technique - Long Trade - 1 Target & 2 Trails 
26. P&L Statement - Three-Pawn Technique - Long Trade -1 Trail & 1 Add-On 
27. P&L Statement - Three-Pawn Technique - Long Trade -1 Target & 1 Add-On 
28. P&L Statement - Three-Pawn Technique - Short Trade - 3 Targets 
29. P&L Statement - Three-Pawn Technique - Short Trade -1 Trail 
30. P&L Statement - Three-Pawn Technique - Short Trade - 1 Target & 3 Add-On 
31. Market Mapping with Supports, Resistances & Floor Pivots 
32. German Dax Futures Pre-Open Study: a detailed description can befound in Volume II 
33. Pre-Open Analysis Synopsis of the Traded Instrument 

Most of these executable files may be obtained from the author: 
mirct/%ga@vahoo.com 
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Appendix nO 1: Floor Pivot Calculations (/1 Formulas) 

Calculations of Floor Pivots 

This Excel file can be obtained from the author at : 

mircdologa@yahoo.com 

H = High 
L=Low 

C = Close 

R5= 2*P + 2*H-3*L 

R4= P+2*(H-L) 

R3= R1 +(H-L) 

R2= P+ (H-L) 

R1 = 2*P-L 

p. Pivoting = (H+L+C)/3 

S1 = 2*P-H 

S2= P-(H-L) 

S3 = S1-(H-L) 

S4= P-2*(H-LJ 

S5= 2*P -3*H+2*L 

448 
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Appendix nO 2: Excel Spreadsheet for Calculations of Multiple Time Frames 
Floor Pivots: Daily, Weekly & Monthly 

Calculations of 
Multiple Time Frames FLOOR PIVOTS: 

daily, weekly & monthly 

EXCELLSPREADSHEET 

www.pitchforktrader.com 

Dax Futures Contract April 1st - 2008 

High 
Low , 

Close 

R5 
Mid R4/R5 

R4 
Mi.d R3/R4 

R3 
Mid R2/R3 

R2 
MidR1/R2 

R1 
Mid PJR1 

Pivoting 

Mid P/81 

81 
Mid 81/82 

Mid 82/83 

83 
Mid 83/84 

84 
MidS4/S5 

85 

DAILY Weekly MONTHLY 

.6877;5 
&;,194'$ 
." '" "'"'~''''' 
6'83'6,5 

7043,8 
7023,0 

1002,2 
6981,5 

6960,8 
6940,0 

6898,5 

6877,8 
6857,0 

6836 

6815,5 

6794,8 

6732,5 

6711,8 
6691,0 

6670,2 
6649,5 

6628,8 

6687,() 6810;q 

6531,0 6245;0 

6627,5 6595,5 

7011,3 7986,7 
6969,3 7834,0 

6927,2 1681,3 
6891,3 7551,3 

6855,3 7421,2 
6813,3 7268,5 

6771,2 7115,8 
6735,3 6985,8 

6699,3 6855,7 
6657,3 6703,0 

6615 6550 

6579,3 6420,3 

6543,3 6290,2 
6501,3 6137,5 

6459,2 5984,8 
6423,3 5854,8 

6387,3 5724,7 
6345,3 5572,0 

6303,2 5419,3 
6267,3 5289,3 

6231,3 5159,2 
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Appendix nO 3: 

EFS Formulas of Calculating 11 Daily Floor Pivots - 85 to R5 
(modified after S2 to R2 EFS eSignal file - Source: Advanced GET Software of 
www.eSignal.com ) 

450 

As of today - February 6th - 2009, the ETF eSignal Pivots Library contains only five floor 
pivot sets (82 to R2). The author has modified the file and increase the number of sets to 
eleven. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 funcUOri preMalnO { 

10 setf>rjceStudytlrua): 
t 1 l.IelStudyTitle("f>lwt Point!> P1P:r'}: 
12 lMIt(lun;orLabefNamel"f"I'\'-R5'. OJ: 
13 .... lCurllOrlabelNM'le{"?P-R4·.tl; 
14 selCtI_rL.befN~("PP~R3". 2:); 
15 .. eICurso,LabetN_r~·.3); 
16 setCursoru.belNeme("pp.RI·,4r; 
17 se!Cl.l;sor!.&belName("f"l'\", Iii; 
18 .... tCW'$O,u.be!N_("f>P·Sl·./'iI; 
19 sectCul'torlabelN_<'pp.$Z\ 7); 
20 selCursorlabulName('PP-$3" .IH; 
21 setCur$(>llabeINIln'lii("PP·S4'" $I,; 
22 $etCUl1K>rUobelN_iPf'~'i$', 10); 23 _ 

24 seU'JetaullBbrStyIe(PS •. DAsH. or. 
25 .... to!lfaul!BatFgCO!Or(COlor.RG8lIt0,ZS5).0\; 
26 Thk;kna$$(2, (l}; 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
31 
38 
S9 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
41 
48 
49 
SO 
Sf 
52 
53 
54 
55 
58 
51 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 

.. ultB~{PS •. DASH. aIr' 
setDefaultBatFQColor{Color .RGB(255.0'o). 8); 
siotOefaultBatThlcllness(2, 4); .. 
aetOl!IfaunSarStyle(PS • .DASH •. 9f, 
setDafaul!Be,FgColor!Color .RG812SS.o.0j. II): 
setD<daultB"'Thlckness(2, 4); -selOefaulll'la,Style{P$.OASH. to}; 
setoefaulll'larFQColotlColOr.RGB{.255.0.Cl. to): 
setoefaullBarThk:kMss(2. 4): 

va, blnlt ~. fa .... , 
va, xHigh = null; 
va, "Low '" null; 
VSr )(Close ~. null: 

Continued on the Next Page 
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73 var vPP :; null; 
74 varvRl==null; 
75 var vS 1 == null; 
76 var vR2 == null; 
77 varvS2:; null; 
78 varvR3 == null; 
79 var vS3 :; null; 
80 var vR4 = null; 
81 var vS4 -= null; 
82 var vR5 == null; 
83 varvS5 == null; 
84 
85 function mainO { 
86 
87 if(isMonthlyO II isWeekly()) 
88 return; 
.89 
90 if(blnit =::: farsel{ 
91 xHigh :; high(inv("O")); 
92 xLow = low(inv("O")): 
93 xClose =c1ose(inv("O")}; 
94 blnit:: true: 
95 
96 
97 varvHigh::: xHigh.getValue{-1); 
98 varvLow =- xLaw;getValue(~1); 
99 varvClase:; xClose.getVaILle(-t): 

100 if(vHigh = null II vLaw == null If vClose == null) 
101 return: 
102 
103 vPP::: (vHigh+vLaw+vClose}/3; 
1 04 vR 1 ::: 2*vP P-vLow; 
105 vS 1 :; 2'vPP"vHigh; 
106 vR2:; (vPP-vSl)+vR1; 
107 vS2= vPP-(vR1-vSt): 
108 VR3 ::: vR1+(vHigh-vLaw): 
109 vS3::: vS1-{vHigh-vLow): 
110 vR4 ::: vPP+2"'(vHigh-vLow): 
111 vS4 :; vPP-2"(vHigh-vLow): 
112 vRS :; 2*vPP+2*vHigh-3'vLow; 
113 vS5 =2*vPP-3'vHigh+2*vLow: 
114 
115 return new Array(vR5, vR4. vR3, vR2. vR1, vPP,vS1. vS2, vS3. vS4. vS5); 
116 

451 
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Appendix nO 4: Mark Fisher - Pivot Range CPR) & Close 

Mark Fisher - Pivot Range ( PR ) & Close 
(Fill in the High, Low & Close of the previous day -
in yellow bordered cell) 

Main DP 7157,3 

10,3 7178,0 7167,7 PR High 

over lin I under highthlrd 

Pivot Range 

Daily Pivot 7157.3 DPRange .. 
over lin I ul'!der 

Pivot Range lower third 

31,0 7147,0 PRLow 

ICJose ....... DP ""_ 

JJ.e. On 

10,3 31,0 

.1 Pivot Range Value >3 20,7 
<3 0 
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Appendix nO 5: 

Fibonacci Time Ratios Applied to Primary & Lesser Degree Elliot Waves 

Fibonacci Time Ratios Applied to Primary Elliott Waves 

(W1, W2, W3, W4 & W5) 

!l!2!!l.' Fin in only the bordered cells. 

W1 /:1;9<1 

W23 I 
W3 1>\,;:[$6;/ ., 

W4 1 24 I 

A Hr';;~;¥.IX\:'j 

B 16. I 
c l:)ictlf:9;S'j;'H 

W5 I' 81 I 
W5 I>: 8'1< ;1 
W5 81 

COpyright 2009 by Dr Mircea Dologa 

www.pitchforlgradgrcom 

Observations 

Wi = i,no 

W2 '" 0,16 "Wi 

W3 '" 5,05 "Wi 

W4 .. 0,25 "W3 

A '" 1,00 

B :: 0.56 "A 

C '" 1,00 *A 

W5 '" 4,26 "Wi 

W5 = O,a9 "WO.3 

W5 .. 3,38 "W4 

Fibonacci Time Ratios Applied to Lesser Degree Elliott Waves 

(w1, w2, w3, w4 & w5 of W3) 

!.iIl!!l: Fill in onl\t Ihe botdel'ed ¢ellS. 

N" of 
Wave Bars Observations 

w1;W3 Ii ;:'j"J 'H w1:W3 = 1,000 

w2:W3 I 8 l w2:W3 = 0,444 ~ w1:W3 

w3:W3 rjf29{ I w3:W3 = 1,611 • w2:W3 

w4:W3 I 8 I w4:W3 = 0,276 "w4:W3 

A I;ijr~;;···: I A :: 1,000 

8 I 3 I 8 :: 0,750 *A 

C I': 7:" 'd c :: 1,750 *A 

w5:W3 I 33 I w5:W3 :: 1,833 '" w1:W3 

w5:W3 k" '33 ;;;,1 w5:W3 == 0,600 * WO·3:W3 

w5:W3 I 33 I w5:W3 = 4,125 "w4:W3 

Copyright by Dr Mircea Oologa . www.pitchforktrader.com 
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Appendix nO 6 

Glossary of Wyckoff Terms 

Prepared By: Amos Cohen, Registered CT A 

If you have any questions or comments regarding this glossaryl please contact us at 
support@ltg-trading.tom. 

Definition: 

Accumulation An area where Informed forces buy stocks or futures with the 
(Acc.) intention to mark-up prices. At the same time less informed forces 

tend to sell in that area. 
Automatic The rally that occurs after a Selling Climax. It occurs without 

Rally previous preparation, hence the word "automatic." The top of an 
(AR) AR usually marks the beginning of the coming creek. 

Automatic The reaction that occUrs after a Buying Climax. It occurs without 
Reaction previous preparation, hence the word "automatic." The bottom of 

(AR) an Automatic Reaction usually marks the beginning of the coming 
ice. 

Bar Charts Vertical charts of price movement (OHLC) and their corresponding 
volume. Wyckoff only discussed linear price axes. 

Buying A major panic that occurs at the end of a steep ascent in prices. In 

Climax (BC) its classical form it is typified by large range reversal in prices 
actompaniedby large volume. 

Continuation In commodities-long-term charts that are constructed by 
Charts concatenating expiring contracts with front month contracts to 

create continuity over time. 
Composite Wyckoff's name to the total sum of more informed forces that 

Man move the market. Akin to "The market," or "They" in other 
(C.M.) parlance. 
Creek A general area of res.istance. It indicates the band of prices at the 

top of accumulation area. 
Demand Buying power. 

Distribution An area where informed forces sell stocks or futures with the 
intentfon to mark-down prices. At the same time less informed 
forces tend to buy in that area. 

"Falling" A vigorous penetration of the ice area (support) that held prices 
(breaking) throughout the process of distribution. Usually associated with a 

thru the lce wide price rangel weak closes and large volume 
Four phases Any market according to Wyckoff is in one of four phases: 

of the market Accumulation; Mark-up; Distribution; Mark-down. 
Ice The mirror image of a creek. It is a general area of support. It 

indicated the band of prices at the bottom of distribution area. 
Jump Across A vigorous penetration of a creek (resistance) that was capping 

the Creek prices throughout the process of accumulation. Usually associated 
(JAC) with wide price range, strong closes and large volume. 

Last Point of I A point at the end of the process of distribution where the CM 
Supply recognizes that demand forces have exhausted themselves and it 
(LPSY) I is safe to start markinq down prices. 

i 
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lasfPoint of ~'Apolnt 1ittheendofthe process of accumuiailo"'n-wllere HIe -cr-f , 
Support Recognizes that supply forces have exhausted themselves and it is ! 

t- ~ ... ~( ~~~) ....... '.' ..... _~_~fe_to_ §t~ n n:ti3[~iI)9lJ~pr.i ~~~_~ ____________________________ __ __ _ ___ j 
Mark Down The phase of the market where prices decline, from the beginning I 

i- _____ .. M_V of a bear market to its bottom. .., . i 
Mark up The-j-)hase-orthe'markeFwhere prices-rIse;-from'The~6egTn-nrng-ofa'1 

News .. , "~i~ro~f~~~~Y;:Nn~!~-you-compjetelYaTsc;;;(jva7inews;reiiciits;----j 
tips, corporate statements, crop situations and other types of 
news-you will be unable to get the best results from your market 
operation. " 

! Preliminary I Supply 
The first significant reaction that occurs after a prolonged rally that 
indicates bUdding supply showing up. It is usually aSSOCiated with a 
minor buying climax. I (PSY) 

II Preli mi nary 
1 Support (PS) 

Point and 
Figure charts 

! (P&F) 
I 

I 
Rally 

The first significant rally that occurs after a prolonged decline that 
indicates budding demand showing up. It is usually associated with 
a minor panic precedirm. that rally, 
A chart that records price reversals of a predefined magnitude. It 
records up-moving prices in a box called "X" and down-moving 
prices in a box called "0". The box is the minimum price 
fluctuation. The reversal is the size of the predefined magnitude. It 
is indicated as the number of boxes. E.g. if the box size Is 2 cents 
than a reversal of 3 boxes will be 6 cents. According to Wyckoff, 
P&F charts measure the energy stored in trading ranges and is 
often correlated with the extent of the ensuing move. 
A phase in the market that experiences rise in price. That is, higher 

.. ~ ......... ~. ~~ ....... ~" ........ ' ..... ....h.ig .h.~ .. ~.D~ ... h.i9~II2\o\'l>.""_." ...... ~ ..... ' ~ ... _.~... ......_ _.,., ~.~. ~ ..... ~ ... ~ ... "~""" ... . 
Rally back to The rally that follows breaking (falling) through the Ice. The nature 

the Ice of that rally should indicate whether demand is indeed scarce and 
L_ it is safe to sell. 
I Reactfon A phase in the market that experiences decline in prices. That is 
i lower highs and lower lows. 
i Reaction The reaction that follows Jump across the creek. The nature of that 
'I back to the reaction should indicate whether supply is indeed scarce and it is 

creek safe to b~ 
_,ReSistance An area wher~ sUPRly overcomes demand. 

Right Hand A time zone when the processes of accumulation or distribution are 
Side likely to terminate. 

i Risk Part and parcel of the business of good trading. Each trade should 
I Management be evaluated by its risk reward ratio. The convention says that If 
! reward is 3 times the risk involved-then the trade has business 
I merit. 
i Secondary A name given by Wyckoff to the reaction following Automatic Rally i I Test (ST) (or rally following the Automatic reaction.) If that test is associated 
i with small range and light volume-it increases the likelihood that 

1-·· "'Seliing '''--' -~~'~;~~~~~n1t~~'~~~~~tthe'end-oTa-steep-cfeclrne[n'prices~Tn-
! Climax (SC) its classical form it is typified by large range reversal in prices 

: S~:;:h . ~:5!S~~t'~~~¥.~:!';:;;1=:~~fJ~~~~~:~ttOat1Sj 
I (SOS) 
I Sign of 

I
',' Weakness (SOW) 

... ~ " 

A reaction towards the Ice during the process of distribution that Is 
associated with wide range, weak close and higher volume. 
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Spring 

Stop Loss 

A form of a test of a trading range. Characterized by pushing prices I 
below support by the CM In order to check the status of supply. 
The market's response to the spring Indicates the nature of supply I 
and demand forces for the near future. ' 
An order to exit a trade if the market does something that proves I 
your initial decision to enter the trade as wrong. According to I 
Wyckoff stop losses are best placed at points where previous ! 
market definitions fail to materialize. 1 

--iu~~--'-~~~!~h:;~ demand1SOvercOiTiTilQ~su'DPIY:-""'~-"""""'--"""1 
Terminal A decline below area of accumulation, which reverses itself rather I 
Shakeout quickly and vigorously back into the accumulation area. A true TSO 

i-_, .. @.QL,._J:~~ollowed _~y~~~tro!:!.!L@.I!Y back to th~ cr~t::..k_. -""'----,.'"'-,--,.1 
Terminal A poke above the area of distribution, which reverses itself rather 
Upthrust quickly, and vigorously back into the distribution area. A true TUT 

(TUT) is followed by a strong reaction bade to the ice area. I 
Trading A period of balance between supply and demand forces. Prices I 

Range (TR) move within a range where the bottom represents demand and the I 
,---,-, "-,,---,- .J2p_x~!esents"~~I?P1.'i..!<?i:~~~, .. ,, ___ ...... ,,._ .. __ , ___ ......... _._ ..... _._.~.,_ .... _ ........ __ "._J 

TrendMlines Oblique (diagonal, not horizontal) lines combining important points I 
(TL) of extreme support or resistance. According to Wyckoff, the way a I 

mar.ket reacts and responds to trend-lines is a good indication of 
the status of supply and demand forces. It is not what the market I 
does around a trend-line, but how it does it that counts. i 

Upthrust 

Volume 
(VOL) 

The mirror of a spring. It is a form of a test of a trading range. ! 
Characterized by pushing prices above resistance by the CM in I 
order to check the status of demand. The market response to the ! 
up thrust indicates the nature of supply and demand forces for the 
near future. i 

Number of units bought and sold, or the quantity of trading. 
According to Wyckoff it is the force which moves the market. An 

---Wyckofr-- ~~~~;:~a~~Wv%~W~I!~a~~o~~~~~Wr~~V1he 20Ul'centurY:-He- o 

(W) was a bond trader who was curious. about the logic behind market i 
action. Thru conversations with successful traders of his time he I 
arrived at his methodology which concentrated on Volume-Price . 
analysis, Point and Figure analysis and a process of sifting and I 
ranking among sectors and individual stocks or commodities within. 
each sector (relative strength) for the best trade possible. He ! 

______ . ~qte his~i.!!~~l~,,~!!!£L!~rned into th_~ Wyc~Q.!'LC;Q.l!["!!~_. _'jl 
wyckoff A proprietary Indicator (of SMI). It is a bar chart of an Index 

Wave (WW) . comprised of a few selected stocks (he called them "the most 
sensitive") with their combined volume. It is somewhat Similar to , 
the Dow Jones averages when plotted with bar chart and volume. I 
There is no Wyckoff wave for commodities. You have to comprise it I 
yourself, I ", __ •• __________ • __ .. _ _."' ____ ~ ____ .,_. __ ._ .. ,.,. __ ,., •• o ___ .. "_, .... ". __ ._ .. J 
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Appendix nO 7: 

Multiple Jenkins True Trend Lines Study - 8 Down-Cycles of Square of Nine 

Multiple Jenkins True Trend Lines Study -Square of Nine 

This Excel File can be obtained from author 

Down-Sloping Trend 

1st Down Cycle 2nd Down Cycle 3rd Down Cycle 4th Down Cycle 
Highest High 

Note: Fin in ONt Y the Highest High cell. 

Prepared by Dr Mircea Dologa • www.pitchforlctrader.com 

Appendix nO 8: 

Multiple Jenkins True Trend Lines Study - 4 Up-Cycles of Square of Nine 

Multiple Jenkins True Trend Lines Study· Square of Nine 

This Excel File can be obtained from author 

Up·Sloping Trend 

Note: Fill In ONLY the Lowest Low cell. 

Prepared by Dr Mlrcea Dofoga • www.pitchforldrader.com 
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Appendix nO 9: 

Multiple Jenkins True Trend Lines Study - 16 Up-Cycles of Square of Nine 

Multiple Jenkins True Trend Lines Study. Square of Nine 

This Excel File can be obtained from author 

Up-Sloping Trend 

Note: FlU ill ONL Y the Lowest Low ~II. 
Prepared by Dr MlrceB Dologa • www.pltchforldrader.com 

Appendix nO 10: 

CCI Indicator: Price Momentum-Related Mechanism 

Discovered by Donald R. Lambert in the beginning of the 1980s, the Commodity Channel Index 
(CCI) has seen an extraordinary resurgence in the nowadays short-term trading, even if initially it 
was conceived for the long-term commodity trading. It was designed to compare the current mean 
price with the average mean price over a 20-bar period, in the process of identifying the extremes of 
the cycles pertaining to the commodity markets. 
It is a price momentum related indicator centered around zero line when the price is equal to its 
moving average setting. Above this landmark, the eel turns positive revealing an up-movement 
and below, it is negative signaling a down-move. The indicator is not bound to absolute markings, 
but one can rarely see values exceeding +/- 300%. The common extremes occur around the +/-
200% values. 
Nowadays, the eel is primarily employed to signal the overbought/oversold zones when they 
fluctuate above the +/-100% values and also to time the buy/sell signals. As any indicator, the 
occurrence of a divergence with regard to the market price can signal an imminent reversal. The 
crossing of the zero line is often considered as a possible correction or a reversal of the ongoing 
trend. The market flow usually fluctuates in a random manner along the channel formed by the +/-
100% values. Any movements spilling out of this channel is characterized as a low-risk high
probability opportunity. 
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Appendix nO 11: 

Pitchforks' Down-Targeting through ATR & First Bar Projections 

Fibonacci 

Lucas 
Fibonacci 

Lucas 

Fibonacci 

Lucas 

Fibonacci 

Lucas 

Fibonacci 

Pitchfork's Target Price Projections 
ATR & First Bar Extensions 

DOWN Trend Market 

Starting Bar- 1'1°1 - 15-min chart 

High /i.lJ32.S . Height Bar 1'10 1 

Low .;;~<~P4~(J: 28,5 pta 

IATR (i3)-pm I f;;\",~~a·\··,1 '0/" '." .. 
DOWN Price Projections First Bar Extensions 
Lowaf I 1'1°1 5976 
Barn" 2 5985,5 1'1"2 5947 
Barn" 3 5967,0 1'1"3 5919 
Barn~ 4 5948,3 1'10 4 5890 
Barn" 5 5 929.7 n° 5 5862 
Bar n° 6 5 911,0 1'10 6 5833 
Barn° 7 5 892.3 1'1°7 5805 
Barn'" 8 5873.7 nOB 5776 
Bar n° 9 5 855,0 1'10 9 5748 
Bat n' 10 5836,3 1'1"10 5719 
Barn° 11 5817.7 1'1"11 5691 
Bar n° 12 5799 1'1·12 
Barn" 13 5780 n° 13 
Bar n° 14 5762 1'10 14 
Bar 1'1°15 5743 1'1'15 
Bar 1'10 16 5724 1'1"16 
Bar 1'10 17 5706 "°17 
Barn" 18 §.§!!.Z 1'1"18 
Bar 0° 19 5668 1'1°19 
Bar n' 20 5650 nQ 20 5434 
Barn° 21 ~ n·21 5406 
Bar n° 22 5612 
Bar n° 23 5594 
Bar n° 24 5575 
Bar n' 25 5556 
Bar n° 26 5538 
Bar n° 27 5519 
Bar 1'1" 28 5500 
Sarn° 29 5482 
Bar 1'10 30 5463 
.Bar 1'1°31 5444 
Bar n' 32 5426 
Bar 1'1°33 5407 
Barn° 34 ~ 
Bar n° 35 5370 

Copyright 2009 by Dr Mirce" Oologa. www.pitchforktradar.com 
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Appendix nO 12: 

Pitchforks' Up-Targeting through ATR & First Bar Projections 

Fibonacci 

Lucas 

Fibonacci 

Lucas 

Fibonacci 

Lucas 

Fibonacci 
Lucas 

Fibonacci 

Pitchfork's Target Price Projections 

ATR & First Bar Extensions 

UP Trend Market 

Barn' 35 5995 
Barn° 34 5991 
Bar n· 33 5981 
Barn° 32 5983 
Barn" 31 5979 
Bar n° 30 5975 
Barn" 29 W1 
Bar n" 28 5967 
Bar 1'10 27 5963 
Barn° 26 5959 
Bar 1'1" 25 5955 
Bar 1'1" 24 5951 
Bar n023 5947 
Bar n° 22 5943 
Barn° 21 5939 1'1°21 
Bar n° 20 5935 n· 20 
Barn· 19 5931 n" 19 
Barn"1B §.HZ n"18 
Bar 1'1'17 5923 1'1°17 
Bar n° 16 5919 bOi6 
Bar 1'1°15 5915 1'1°15 
Bar n014 5911 n·14 
Barn·f3 §Jml. 1'1°13 
Barn° 12 5903 n° 12 
SarnOff §J!l!2 n'f1 
Bar n"10 5895 n010 
Barn" 9 5891 nog 
Barn· 8 §.Ml. n08 
Barn" 7 !..!HQ n"7 
Bar n· 6 5879 nO 6 
Barnos 5875 n"S 
Ba.rno4 5871 n° 4 
Barn° 3 5867 n° 3 
Barn' 2 5863 n° 2 
High of L n° 1 

7371 
1299 
1221 
7155 
1083 
7011 
6939 
6867 
6795 
6723 
6651 
6579 
6507 
6435 
6363 
6291 
6219 
6147 

6075 
6003 
5931 

UP Price Projections FIrst Bar Up: ExtenSIons 

Starting .Sar- 1'1·1 • 15-mln chart 

IATR (13)-pts I 1:~81 
High 

Low 

.5859;0: 

.·S,78!'iO 

Height Bar 1'10 1 

72,0 pts 

Copyright 2009 by Dr Mii'c .. a Oologa - www.pitchforktrader.eom 
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Appendix nO 13: 

Gann Eighth Levels Table 

Gann Eights Levels 

Copyright 2008 by Or Mire .. Ootoga 
www.p!!chforl<!r!der.com 

Fill In only !he yellOw ceO" 

Highest Level 1;;;:l(_i~'~;;;'1 

lowest !.evel I 1149,0 I 
Intflr-Distance M 

100,00% 7804 

87,50"/0 7797 

75.00% 7790 

62,50% 7783 

50,00% 7777 

37,50% 7770 

25,00% 7763 

12,50% 7756 ,.. 
0,00% 774iJ 

pts 
.. 100,00% 

I 
I 
I 

81,50% 

I 
75,00% I 

I 
I 
I 

62,500/0 

I 50,00% • I 
I 37,50% 
I 
I 
I 25,00% 
I 
I 12,50% I 
I 
I 0,00% 

Inter.oist;mee 

Highest level 

Lowest Level 

7749 

7142 

7735 

7128 

7721 

7714 

7707 

7700 

7694 

56 

1;;~1A';td 

1·7691,51 

461 

pts 
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Appendix nO 14: 

Up-Sloping Gann Percentages 

Up Sloplng Gann Percentage Levels 

(from Lowest levellJ{JWards) 

All in only tile If!lI9r! C!I!s! 

Primarv% Seconda!l% 

+ 66,66% 13006 50,00% 11706 

;. 3l.33% 10405 2s.o0% 9755 

+ 16,67% 9105 12,50% / 8780 

+ 8,3325% 8454 6,25% 8292 

+ 4,1663% 8129 3,1250% 800 

+ 2,0831% 1967 1.S925% 7926 

+ 1.0416% 7885 0,7813% 7865 

Lowest level Ib:(~t~l}1 LoW(lst Lave! IEt;q:;,) 

Down SIo~ng Gann Percentagt levels 
ih>m~l&tI~ 

lhIs&a! .. "" ..... r...GlIJ11\f1orat ~1III"!Ir .... _ 

~ 
_ ~m 

Nitarttht!!'l!!!_ 

~ SocoIIda'l\ ~ 

!lfgIiffiWll\.·; 1*'1 lf~lffdPiJ!l4l ~lMIJ·~.1 

1,G416'.& 1723 0,7113% 1143 1,fTf9% 7m 

2,0831% 1M1 1,5625% 7112 2.3G8% 7621 

(li83'1O U7t 3,1250% 75M 4,6815% 7431 

8,3l25'h 1154 6,~ 1316 t,3750% 7912 

16,51% HOl 12,50% un fS,75% U4f 

11,33% S20l 25,00'4 5BU 31,50\\ un 

66.&6% U02 50.00% 3902 75.00% 1951 

Appendix nO 15: 
Down-Sloping Gann Percentages 

Copy!Ight 1001 by Or 111_ DctogI 
'OO',~!I!r_ 

Seconda!l~ 

75,00% 136S7 

31,50% 10731 

18,75% 9267 

9,3750% 8538 

4.6875% 8170 

2,3438% 7987 

1.1719% 7895 

Lowest Lave! I~\T~;:'I 

Main Gann Levels 
.... _._ ... _""...,.--.--.. --""'-'" 

FlItfrfDfl/yfbo_ .... 

GOLD FutUIK 
CCl'CiftIi1mCdlct 

Tltitfuflliltis_"..,IlII/io<If,· ... ~.-
Contract High "f;~03,~ 

Contract Low 253,0 

G1 502 

G2 628 
G3 251 

G4 441 

Co"""ht 2l1l)I by www.pilchfo!ttradv.tQln 

Appendix nO 16: 
Gann Main Levels 
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Appendix nO 17: Multiple Layers Clusters - Upward Gann Percentage
Primary & Secondary Levels 

CopytlghtDt"'r. •• ~ 

.~ ... Flit ffJ ~w$t Lows do H~~tl$ f&.'.:owc~ 
~D;jf~t"!C~ll'S T ertge'~ alfelOl i:lr1a!J"'«i 

Of'\t; lor 
C<»I""""TlCfj ..... ++ ... 

PrJmGfY'!t.. CeooNrary% ~:d"" 

~ Haivfi DIiii 2OO'A 

I,'-$;; 
~~'! 

166¢;,iI 
162,_ flZ_ 
1_ -13r.;m 

133.33% 
125% -Hb,lt$ 

t1S.-66Ql% 

112,_ tUO...50S 

10$,J76'" 

108,33ZS% 
10&,:2$'1. 

'1D4,Qt75S 

'04,11183% 
103.12"" 

Ij)~-

102,_'l<. 
101,~\\ 

n:n,fll,", 
IOl.0416% 

100.7813% 
Ig'U2!ll;\')<. 

. . - I 

Appendix nO 18: 

COf'lbm~ 

2OO\i. 
,e.;.~ 

f7.~ 

t!W1. 
'62.~ .-
1J1,~ 

133,W'" 
,'2$% 

Ht..m.. 
11f1.'-
1l2._ 

'C~Jt ... 
1I18,33Z6% 

'OUS\; 
1D4i.WR 

104,1l1li3% 
.03,1'2$% 
f02..u_ 

10%._1% 
101,_ 
1tnt1J", 

~.0<l16'\\ 
l00.781:v..1 

toO;62Ol1'1. 

Low • 

Gann Percentage - Primary & Secondary Levels 

Gold FUIUr1!s 

Sept9-2aos 

UpoSfoping 

&29 
m 
SIt 

'"~ .n 
-~jl --

.. , -94' 
--"" 

www.p"..hf ... ~_ •• com 

rwrcdo!ogaCY!tog scm 

... 
~- --,~---
8M .,. 
$34 -

Multiple Layers Clusters - Downward Gann Percentage - Primary & Secondary 
Levels 

Copyright tJy Or MJn:ea O9loga Gaon Percentage. Primary & Secondary Levels WWW,I'II __ com 

.. f.l ;:'-tdill ally LO'tiS &, h~ ~~ l".~ Sept 10 • 2008 
mt!!!l9l~lb!Q""'" 

• 8mkoo Collli· T~rg.t. oj"""" .n_ 60-min Gcld Futures Chart 

QIli,'lor 
rr"mHlghest DoWlloSloei!JN. COI<fUIIilATIO!j 

+++ ++ + ""Lowest ---- I 1101Y"}~' ;'~~"ilf~;'I<J i,\ ii3~l: "j ;;;.l3,\' X'i81tii$;'; '~;~!.1I(;; ;:;itg"./' Pr~m31Y%. _'lI'4 Stt_" Highs 

~ Hees Ei9 .... Down % ... , Q,521% 96,47$% 841 63e a:I4 1132 816 814 801 71Ii 
O,71IIl'4 91.220% 1139 834 m uo 814 112 1S9 71M 

11'041.% ".9&&4% 837 1131 1121 elf 812 '- m m 
1,:r~ iMiil< , IJS U,) 82' m 411 .tOt IH 1$1 

1,- _,uTS'II m 827 8:2$ 821 IIO'T ea6 1$3 m 
2.0831% 97.9169% 1128 823 11%1 819 803 801 lee m 

1,)<_ }u.s,~ "'> 51(1 $I' .,1 !R11 m '/OJ m 
3,1_ $.1175% , at~ 114 al~ SIC 79$ 793 '/80 m 

4,tSm% ~7S% .810 1105 803 1101 11IJ 71U 1'1'2 m 
.;6013":\ a312~ .... .0,1 m ,m 1'n 7111 ' ,m 7!i4 

6,25~~ 93,7$% m '/88 T8C 7114 fa. 141 1\55 141 
6.3325% lIt.6$7S% , 775 770 'T68 7ft1 762 no 138 124 

U7~ j ",,-025" '", ;,1 7110 .,. T4l m 130 TI' 
12.50'1. --.Jl 87,SO'I. 1>40 rn 133 712 118 116 1CJ5 6t1 

18.967% 

I 

'11:1,3»% 705 100 "9 497 fI84 802 671 I&l! 
Ul7~ ''-2~ 

i 
.. , "1 ." m ... ... "" '" """ ~i! - 834 QO m $27 815 .1. - 52 

33,a;1% 56,11$66% S64 56O 558 m 641 ~ 637 m 
37.~ "''''''' ", il25 52' 0iI3 5" 512 "" ... 

!IO% .~ ! 60% 423 420 .1$ 418 410 - - m 
62,50% ft_, I J7!!O'K, 3t7 J1~ Jf. 31. JOB J01 J02 ~ 

88.illl87% 31,333ll'4 282 2lIO m :7, :7~ :73 2e& Z63 
mI, ! - 1ft ~,. 2f. ~. 2i>! 1Jl5 1(1. ,or 1_1$! '7.5Q~ ,... rn lJJ 7,. 711 Tlf 70S ... 

100". It. _._ ,,*~ 0,00% tru 0 0 0 0 0 0 
lMaet..n~1 Tar.gmrr2 largctr.t) 1'aroet n'" 'Targetn'! Targetn'$ T8tQ«n-1 Target.'II 
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Appendix nO 19: 

Gann Square of Nine - Down-Trend Study from Highest High 

Square of Gann • Daily Chart Levels* 

September 9th - 2008 

'Fill ;n Onlv the velJow ceJ/s 
'Today'$ Gann leVf!lls·.see italic written cells 

in slightly darken colis. 

Copyright 2008 by Or Mircea Oologa 
www.pitchforktrader.com 

OAX Futures - September 2008 

Down Trend STUDY - Use of the Highest HIGH Only 

Daily Charts 
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Appendix nO 20: 

Gann Square of Nine - Down-Trend Study from Four Lower Highs 

www_pitchforktrader.com Copyright 2009 by Dr Mircea 00109a 

Square of Gann - Daily Chart Levels· 
Daily Charts 

'Fill in Only the yellow CMs 
'Today's Gann levels· italic written cells 

DAX Futures ~ September 9· 2006 

Down Trend STUDY 

L.ower Lower Lower Lower 
2nd High I 956al 3td HighI19-3S;,,1 4th Hi9hb~j~1 5th High l:;~:N~il 
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Appendix nO 21: 

Oann Square of Nine - Up-Trend Study from Lowest Low & Three Higher Lows 

Copyright 2008 by Dr Mircea Dologa WWW.pitchforkttader.com 

Square of Gann • Daily Chart levels* 
Daily Charts 

DAX Futures - March 2008 
'·Fm in Only the yellow ceJls 
"roday's Ganlf levell; • SH italic written cells 

in sfightly darken cells. 

Up Trend STUDY 

Lowest I· . 646AJ 
~ 

Higher 
2nd Low I 752, 11 Higher 

3rd Low I 865,sl 
Higher 
4th Lowl 987,51 
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Appendix nO 22: Gann Square of Nine - Cardinal Price Levels 

1110 1111 1112 1113 1114 1115 1116 1117 1118 1119 1120 1121 1122 1123 1124 1125 1126 1127 
1027 1028 1029 11)30 1031 1032 1033 103-4 1035 1036 1037 1038 1039 1I)0I0 1041 1042 1043 lQ.U 
$51 953 954 955 956 957 958 959 960 961 962 963 964 965 966 967 968 969 
951 .884, 887 888 889 890 891 H2 893 .a94." 895 896 897 898 899 900 901,soa 
950 885 828 829 830 831 832 133 834 '83S' 836 837 838 839 840 841 i'iU: 903 
949 884 827 778 779 780 781 782 783 1.84:. ,,' 785 786 787 788 789 t~ 843 904 
948 883 826 777 738 737 738 739 741) 741 742 743 744 745:.. 791 a4t 905 
947 882 825 776 735 702 703 704 705\1Q6: 701 708 709:: 110· 741 792 845 906 
948 881 824 175 rn 701 676 677 678 ,\67& 680 681 ;;6IJ2.': 711 748 793 848 907 
945 680 823 714 733 700 675 &58, 659 . "660'. 6S1;'.': 683 712 749 794 847 908 
9441 879 822 m 732 699 au 657 648: 649::';: i;SSIF 683 684 713 1SO 795 848 909 

942 877 820 771 730,40 691 672 655 864m '., i. ,i:6$tt, &65 686 715 152 797 8SO 911 

939 874 817 168 727,41) :'m 725 724 723 '>J~': 721 720 719 1':71.:: 755 800 853 914 

1085 1084 1083 1082 1081 1080 10791078 1077 1;:c,·;itl!7t{,:j 1075 107:4 1073 1072 1071 1070 1069 1068 

1172 I 1171 1170 1169 1168 1167 1166 1165 1164 k'+11183': \ 1162 1161 1160 1159 1158 1157 1156 1155 

Appendix nO 23: Gann Square of Nine - Cardinal Time Levels 

22.5° 45° 

67.5° 

2250 
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Appendix nO 24: 

Three-Pawn Technique: Risk & Money Alanagement 

This progressive order technique consists of three steps: 

• Step 1 - Find the most optimal entry of various mechanisms & place the first order, 
• Step 2 - Scrutinize for the best stop loss location - and then immediately enter a stop 

order, right after the entry order was executed. This will be the second order. 

• Step 3 - Find the most appropriate logical profit objective and then calculate the 
optimal reward/risk ratio (RiR ratio), which should not be under the 2.5 value; if that is 
the case, place the third order, right after the stop loss order is working on broker's 
waiting list. We seldom accept to take 2 to 2.5 RlR ratio trades and only if they have a 
high probability. Do not forget that our main purpose is capital preservation. There is 
always another opportunity, but only if you are still in possession of your capital. Our 
purpose is not to make any home runs. We are only looking for low-risk high
probability trades. 

Most of the time, these three progressive trading orders, labelled the Three-Pawn 
Technique. are pre-arranged, at the moment when the trade decision is made. It is vital for 
the capital preservation sake, that once they are established, they should never be changed. 
Due to the reliability and the automatism of this technique, we named it the automatic 
trading mode. It is, one of the best remedies for the "trigger-shy" trading syndrome. 

If only two orders are pre-arranged, we are in a semi-automatic mode. If the three orders 
are not pre-arranged, we are simply in a manual mode. 

The Three-Pawn Technique must be understood, 'learned and then routinely practiced 
everyday, with no exceptions. This requires discipline and patience: 

Discipline, in respecting 100% of the three steps, and 
Patience, in the process of waiting for the entry order to be executed. Once this is 
done, the second and the third step will automatically ensue, almost flawlessly. The 
trader must reach a high level of routine, continuously checking and double checking 
his/hers well weighted decisions and actions, in such a way that the main task is 
preserved from the every day's noise. 

We have to insist by saying that the precise follow-up of the Three-Pawn Technique, 
dominates the trading life span of a novice trader, which usually is of a short duration, 
because his main objective was not the capital preservation. 

Fortunately, for those traders who have completely assimilated this technique, it will 
represent the warranty of consistent profits. 

For all these trades, we'll go through the six steps of the trading plan: the pre-signal, the 
signal, the confirmation, the entry, the stop loss and the target phases. 
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WHEN 

WHY 

HOW 

Trade's 
Journal 

Trading Plan 

Pre-Signal Phase 

2 Signal Phase 

3 Confinnation Phase 
(dual lime frame aligamem: the upper time frame 
leads the ToM/( time frame) 

4 Entry Phase 
5 Stop Loss Phase 
6 Target Phase 

It takes into consideration the various teaSOII$ 

thllt eOlltn'buied to thl1 /tad$ outcome & also 
scrutinizes the topics to be improved. Valuable 

lessons are routinely taken from this journal 

analysts. Afurtllet step woukJ be tD perform 

.w.w.w.~ ___ • ___ ~~~~~~~!~!~~~!'!P~_~~~!!!!!~ 
Copyright 2009 by Dr Miree. Oologa· www.pltchfOlktr.lder.~m 

Observations 

PrtcU($ory condition for second phis. 
(ClOsely related to coincidetltaJ symbiotic factors) 

Finite condition for the first ph.s. 
(closely related to coincidental symbiotic f11ctors) 

Alignment of the dual time frame momentum 

(uppe! lima frame glJidance to perform !he /tade 

C/l tile Iowar lime frame) 

Step /t·t of Three-Pawn Techn/qIJe 
Step n' 2 of Thtee-Pawn Technique 
Step n" 3 of ThIllB-Pawn Technique 

It fll)lllSents the general writttn ledger of the 
"just-executect-Jrade" management. 

This table sllccinctly presents the Trading Plan. 

469 

Please study carefully the description of various real-time trades illustrated in Chapter 12. 
Their careful observation will enable the trader to crystallize the already read and 
assimilated trading techniques, as well as the corresponding risk and money management. 
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Appendix nO 25: 

P&L Statement - Three-Pawn Technique -Long Trade -1 Target & 2 Trails 

Three-Pawn Technique 
Trade, Risk & Money MANAGEMENT 

LONG TRADE 

"FiR .IN only /he Yellow Bordered Cel/s 

Trade Execution 
Risk & Money 
Management 
R;.sk per 

Contract· pts 2,00 
TlmalN 9:25 50.00€ 

LONG Entry Total Risk· pts 6 

Value· 1 Point 

Traded Vehicle 

N" of Initial 

Contracts 

STOP LOSS 

Total PROFIT/lOSS 

25€ 

Du. 

Time OUT 15:35 

N° of Total Contracts 3 

Points 

PROFIT 

Trade Time Length 6:10 
(h1'$) 

fa S : oor, v"t1Ige 

TOTAL RISK 

Reward' Risk 
RATIO> 2,5 

Ta~etn° 1 
n' Contrs.cts 

Profit- pis 

PROfIT 

Trait "°1 
n· Contracts 
Profit· pis 
PROFIT 

Trail n° 2 

n" Contracts 

Profit· pis 

PROFIT 

Trade's Grade: Good _.* 

IMII"tD 

;72291°0 
1 

10 

~ 

.··.7,·:2~6;OO· 
1 

16,50 
413€ 

·17242;00; 

1 

22,50 

~ 

Risk Degree: Conservative, Tiny Size Risk 
Trade's Main reasons; Gap Re-entry above DP, Oversold zone Stochastics exit 

Trade's Journal: Better Profitability if more numerous trading units! 

Stochastics helped greatly. Trading Plan was closely followed! 

Copyright 2009 by Dr Mireea OoJoga - www.pitChforktrader.com 
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Appendix nO 26: 

P &L Statement - Three-Pawn Technique - Long Trade - 1 Trail & 1 Add-On 

THREE Pawns Technique 
Trade, Risk & Money MANAGEMENT 

LONG TRADE 

•• Fill IN OIIly the Yellow SorderedC.us 

Trade Execution 

TimeJN 

LONG Entry 

Value - 1 Point 

Traded Vehlellt 

N" of Initial 
Contracts 

srOPLOSS 

Total PROFITI LOSS 
TimeOUT 

N° of Total Contracts 

9:02 

25€ 

Oax 

11:56 

4 

Points 192,00 

PROFIT I.:r.r.il 

Trade Time Length 2:54 I 
(hl'$) 

• vo(age 

Risk & Money 
Management 
Risk per 

Contract - pis 9,00 
225.00€ 

Total Risk- pts 27 

.dZ .... "i*jn.. 
Reward I Risk 

Iii"· .. ••• 
~A!"!dd~-On"""'.""":""'_ t,4t$f~ 
n° Cootracts 

Profit· pts 

PROfiT 

n" Contracts 
Profit· pts 
PROFIT 

33 

825€ 

4 
159,00 
3975€ 

Trade's Grade: Good·*" 

Risk Degree: Conservative, Small Risk Size 

Trade's Main Reasons: SAR Trade & Entry above Median Une & Huge Momentum 

Trade's Journal: Better Profitability if more numerous AdcJ.On unitsl 

Stochastics pitchfork helped greatly. Trading Plan was closely followed 

Copyright 2009 by Dr Mircea Cologa - www.pitchforktradvr.com 
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Appendix nO 27: 

P&L Statement - Three-Pawn Tec1mique -Long Trade -1 Target & 1 Add-On 

THREE Pawns Technique 
Trade, Risk & Money MANAGEMENT 

LONG TRADE 

.. FIN IN Dnly tilt Ye'Iow8ordor&d ellN_ 

Trade Execution 

Time IN 

LONG Entry 

Value .. 1 Point 

Traded Vehicle 

N6 of Initial 
Contracts 

STOP LOSS 

Total PROFIT/lOSS 
TrmeOUT 

N° ofTotal Contracts 

9:13 

25€ 

Da~ 

9:38 

5 

Risk & Money 
Management 
Risk per 

Contract .. pts 3,00 
75,OO€ 

TotaJRisk~ pts 9 

•• ":1';& 'lWItI.g 

Add-On ,',4'182i5() 
=n~' C='o=n:='tra=cts:=== 2 

Profit· pts 22 

PROFIT 550£ 

.... Ta~f9&.e==t===== .4~f93t5Q,' 
0" Contracts 5 
prom· pis 37,50 
PROFIT 938£ 

Points 59,50 

PROFIT lil:t~a 
Trade Time Length 0:25 

(hrs) 
n e$ TIl c.s.: oor, verage c .m 

Trade's Grade: Excellent**** 

Risk Degree: Conservative 
Trade's Main Reasons: SAR Trade & Entry above Median Line & Huge Momentum 

Trade's Journal: Better Profitability if more numerous Add-On units/ 

Stochastlcs pitchfork helped greatly. Trading Plan was closely followed 

Copyright 2009 by Dr Mireea Dologa - www.pitc:hforktrader.com 
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Appendix nO 28: 

P&L Statement - Three-Pawn Technique -Short Trade - 3 Targets 

Three-Pawn Technique 
Copyright 2008 by Or Mlrcea Oologa • www.pltchforktrader.com 

Trade, Ri$k & Money MANAGEMENT 

Fill IN only u... Yellow _ened Cells 

Trade Execution 

Time/N 

SHORT Entry 

SHORT TRADE 

10:10 

Risk & Money 
Management 
Risk per 

Contract - pis 9,50 
231,50€ 

28,5 

ti'iiiCI 
Value -1 Point 

Traded Vehll;le 

Waf 
Contracts 

Stop Loss 

Total PROFITI LOSS 

25€ 

Ou 

Time OUT 13:15 

Points 237,00 

PROFIT 'Ittjl 

Reward I Riel( 
RATIO:> 2,5 

Targetn"1 
1'1" Contracts 

Profit· pts 

emtf!:..~ 

Target n° 2 
n'Contmcts 
Profit· pIS 
Profit· value 

:;8iO •• : 
2 

72,00 

1800€ 

57.5 
~ 

n' Contracts 1 

Trade Time Length 
(hrs) 

3:05 
Profit· pis 107.5 

Trade's Gradl>s= Poot", Average ", Good'" & Excell .. IIt· .. • Rislc Deg/'llf1= ~or COlIS_1M. 

Fill in all/OW (only italic I"ttflrs), after tile trade I 

Trade's Grade: Good ""'" 
Risk Degree: Conservative 

Trade's Main Reasons: Pullback on Breakout with High Volume 

Trade's Journal: We could get better profitability if multiple Add-Ons used" 

Copyright 2009 by Or Mircea Dologa - www.pltchforktrad&r.com 
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Appendix nO 29: 

P &L Statement - Three-Pawn Technique - Short Trade - 1 Trail 

Trade Execution 

Three·Pawn Technique 
Tntde, Risk & Money MANAGEMENT 

SHORT TRADE 

Risk & Money 
Management 
Risk per 

Contract· pts 8,00 
TimetN 8:05 200.00€ 

SHORT Entry Total Risk- pts 24 

Value - 1 Point 

Traded V&hfele 

N"Df 

Contracts 

Stop Loss 

lotaJ PROFITt LOSS 
Time OUT 9:02 

Points 51,00 

PROFIT '11.Ji 
Trade Time Length 0:57 

(min) 

TOTAL RISK 

Reward J Risk 
RATIO:> 2,5 

Trail Stop 
n· Contracts 
Profit.. pts 

Profit· value 

E':I'.l,. 

.,,.-
51,00 

1275€ 

Trade's Grades'" Poor'. AVenJge ". Good- "ExceJJent-· Risk Dsgree= Aggnn;slve or Conservative 

Trade's Gra.de; Good ..... 
Risk Degree: Conservative 

Trade's Main Reasons: Gap Median Line associated with Opening Range 

Trade's Journal: Trading Plan was followed 100%. The trade plan was executed was well 

well executed. The Three-Pawn Technique was perfonned in semi-automatic mode. 

Copyright 2009 by Or Mirc8ll Oologa • WWW.pitchforktrader.com 
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Appendix nO 30: 

P&L Statement - Three-Pawn Technique - Short Trade -1 Target & 3 Add-Ons 

Three-Pawn Technique 
Trade, Risk & Money MANAGEMENT 

SHORT TRADE with 3 Add-Ons 

Trade Execution 

Day IN 

SHORT Entry 

Value - 1 Point 
($1.00BBL=$1,OOO) 

Traded Vehicle 

N' of 
Initial Contracts 

Stop Loss 

Total PROFITI LOSS 

01115/0.8 

$1000 

LS Crude on 

Day OUT 08/08108 

Points 65,98 

PROFIT 'ifi:lai 

Total N° of Contracts 4 

(Initial Contracts + 

Add-Ons Contracts) 3 

Trade Time Length 18 
(days) 

Risk & Money 
Management 
Risk per 

Contract ~ pis 3,60 
3600,00 E: 

Total Risk· pm 3,6 

'Nd-1M'. m·an-. 
~eward I Rl$k 

Target 
n· Contracts 
Profit- pts 

f!!di!::.. value 

Add"()N n° 1 

n" Contracts 
Profit· pts 
Profit. value 

Add"()N n° 2 
n' COntracts 
Profit· pts 
Profit - va(ue 

Add"()N n§ 3 

n' Contracts 
Profit.- pts 
Profit·~ 

--•.•.•.. 't·:fS'.no:;';;;· 
4 

26,44 

$26440 

20,14 
$20140 

.;;·i.\j;1~9:"tq;·*i 
1 

14 
$14000 

·.··;:12Ot.4b;·.t· 
1 

5,4 

$5400 

Trade's Grade: Excellent-
Risk Degree: Aggressive 

Trade's Main Reasons: Wolf Wave Mechanism with Zooming Breakout 

Trade's Journal: Excellent Profitability due to the 3 Add-ons contracts 
Classic Wolf Wave Trading Plan. Breakout Entry & A TR-related single Exit. 

CODvriaht 2009 bv Dr Mire"" 001008 - www.bHchforktrader.com 
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Appendix nO 31: 

Market Mapping with Supports, Resistances & Floor Pivots 

Dax Chart Level Mapping 

IIR2+++ 7219 

II Half Pivot +++ 7209 to 6638 
++ 

11+ 6618 

.R1 +++ 7199 

.+ 6604 

II +++ 6600 

+++ 6590-94 
• Half Pivot ++ l..1la 

II Pivot Range High 7168 ++ 

• Daily Pivot 715!) +++ 
++ 6572·74 
+ 6568 

1lI~ Pivot Range Low 7147 ++ 

- ++ 
6552-53 

.Hatf Pivot ++ 7147 

• ++ 6545,5 

• +++ 6543 
6537 • +++ 6524 

.Sf +++ z.m. to 6519 

• ++ 6515-14 
++ 6513 • ++ 6511,5 

_Half Pivot ++ 7116 1065C~ 

6501 
.S2 +++ 7095 

6471 

• Half Pivot ++ 7085 

Pivotal Cluster (x3) and Gaon On 45" 

Q,382*W4 M60min chart & 0.500 of prior w2:W5 
Q,61S*W4 on BOmfn chart 

O,50"'W4 on 60min chart 

Level Strength 

+ Averoge 

++ Strong 
+++ Very Strong 

Upper Wedge Trend Une on 240min & 100's level & 1r1.'5 Starling Signal 

Pivotal Cluster (x3) and Gann On 90", Main Wkly Pivot 

Fibs Cluster 
Prior W3 Termination 

Close & Gann On 135" 

also Pivotal Cluster (x2) 

50% W5 Retrace on 240min chart 

Day's Low & Apex Wedge on 240min & 100% Down Thrust on 80min 
Up-Trust Breaking-Up Level on daily chart 
W3=2.B18"W1 on 5min chart & W3=1,61S'W1 on BOmin chart 

W3=3.00'W1 on 15mjn chart & 0.382 of prior W4 & 0,382 daily correction 

0.618 of prior W4 on 240min chart & Old wkly support 
Gann On 180" 

w2;W5 of prior pattern 

Pivotal Cluster (><2) & W41W1 Overlap Border on 240m in chart 
21-EMA level on daHy 
W3=1.618xW1 on BOmin chart 8. 34-EMA lellel on daily chart 
50% Fibs of prior W4 retracement 
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Appendix nO 32: German Dax Futures Pre-Open Study 
(a detailed description can be found in Volume II) 

Copyright 2009 by Dr Mirce8 Oologa www.pltchforktrader.com 

Pax Pre:-Open Trading Stydy 
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'
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~ 
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Appendix nO 33: 

Pre-Open Analysis Synopsis of the Traded Instrument 

Pre-Open Analysis SYNOPSIS Copyright by Dr Mlreea Dologa 
www.pitchforktradet".com ---------,---,.,.._----

German Dax Futures 

Main Data 
High 
Low 
Close 

Daily Pivot 

I. Market Direction 

1 Rule 80% to 20% 
Higher Border 
Lower Border 

2 Close versus OP 
3 Close vs Pivot Range 

Higher Border 
Lower Border 

II. Market Volatility 

4 Pivot Range Value < 3 
5 Opening Gap - pts 
6 Daily Range I ATR 
7 Bollinger Bands & Price 

7. 1 - Daily 21-MA Level 
7.2 - Close versus daily 21-MA 
7.3 - % Bollinger Bands 

7.4 - Bollinger Blinds Width 
Hyper-Expansion Value 

Blow Out Value 

50% Value 

Current Value 

III. Market Trends 

8 Long Term Trend 
9 Intermediate Trend 

10 Short Term 

7178.0 
7116,0 
7178,0 
7157,3 

0% 
100% 

21 

10 
31 

21 
.16,0 UplOn 
80% Expansion I Contraction 

:;:i:;:;~g;[':0,: 
526 

~::1;;~§;J:~)U Upper fLower Half % Price Location 

within Boundaries 

5,22 

Sideways Market 

Imminent Price Blow Out 
Count the Narrow Bars (NR4 or NR7) 

c; ,;:~!'~~i:F:'.' Un-Defined Opportllnlty 

Monthly & Weel!:Iy Up-Sloplng 
oally & 240mln Up.Sloplng 

6()..min & 15-min & 5-min Down Corrections 

IV. Main Points to watch closely on Charts 

11 Monthly Charts 

12 Weekly Charts 

Up.CIose monthly bar between 66% & 75% • 

Previous 5 bars aro Up 

Down-Close wkly bar In lower 10% above the low 

of prior huge up-bar 

W3=2.786"W1 trending strong - aJread~' 3 pullbacks

w5:W3 in progress 

w5 next to 1.38'"W4:W3 & Bar's low halted b}' lower 

boundary of up-channeJ 
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13 Daily Charts Down-Close daily bar in its lower 10% be/ow the low 

of prior bar 

Prior impulsive pattern correc:ion in progress, next to 0.382 of prior W4 

Pnce halted at lower border 0: current Pattem: down Broadening r:'ormation 

Price above EMAs & priorW5 at 0.786"W1 & 0.382'''/1/1-3 

RSI Divergence even if Close location witnin Up-Trend at 54.2 (>40) 

14 240-min Charts Close bar forming a doji & price in down channel 

Price halted by LMl & Triangle's Apex at 6543 just above Breaking point 

Down W4 in progress at 50% approaching W4fN1 overlap border al6504.5 

CCI in down-sloping channel forming Divergence. deep in OS zone (-187) 

15 GO-min C harts Close bar forming a consolidaffon & price in dn channel 

Down W3=1.382'W1 in progress & 100% Thrust - Price Hatt at Half Pivot 

CCI down channelling - Halt under Trend Une 

16 15-min Charts Close bar forming a consolidation & price in dn channel 

Price testing 3 times the ML., closing underneath within consolidation 

Down W3=2.5'W1 in progress - Price Halt at Half Pivot 

RSI Divergence - Close location within a narrow range between 60 & 80 

17 5-min Charts Close bar forming a consolidation & price in dn channel 

Down W3=2.236*VV1 in progress forming a 5hrs narrow consolidation 

Pnce closed right under down-sloping Ml 

W3 Tille Flbs.at 2. 272*W1 & Close right under Ml on 50% Consolidation 

eCI just bounced on 300 level- steep uJ)'II'iird move in as zone (-162) 

V. Inter-Market Analysis 
Short-Term charts of Bund, EurUsd, S&P 500 and Dow Jone~ Industrial 

are all downwards oriented. 

Double Top on weekly chart of sap 500 Cash Index. 

VI. General Conclusion 

5.1 Morning Bias 
Continuation of the dOVv'l1-sloping dominant trend if no Positive Fundamentals 
Small counter move if Positive Momlng News 

5.2 Day's Bias 
Very Probable contnuation 0; :he down-sioping dominant trend 
Hypo-Volatile day - market moves in smaller range, under daily ATR = 40 pts. 

------------------------------------
www.pilchforktrader.com 
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NOTES for the Mind! 
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Dr Jfircea Dologa, MD, CTA began his investment and trading career in pharmaceutical and real 
estate industries, in 1987. As (l Commodity Trading Advisor I1nd Stock Investment Adviser, by the }Vcw 
York Stock Exchange clients, he founded a new teaching concept, based mainzv on the practical 
aspects f~ftradingf(Jr young and also experienced traders at www.pitch{orktrader.com. 

A well-known contributor to the international magazines in USA, England, Germany, Australia & 
SOlllh-East Asia - refer to Bibliography - he studied and practiced for more t/zall ten years the 
Integrated Pitchfork Ana(vsis and has written three books and more than 20 articles Oil the subject. 

During his worldwide seminars and private teachings, he always objectively emphasized the 
incommensurable advantages of the Integrated Pitchfork Ana(rsis technique. 

e The author writes from his experience and research. He provides a thorough creation. 
presentation and implementation of the Integrated Pitchfork Ana(vsis. Thus, tbe writer's 
original concept rooted from more than 75 years of trading experience of our masters like 
Schabacker, Babson, Marchal; Dr Andrews. Elliott, Gann and more recently from the 
works of Timothy Morge, Prof. Pruden, Jenkins and Dawn Smith-Bolton. This technique 
has a professional trading approach, based on knowledge and practice for two decades of 
author's research. Thus, a " trading edge too efficient to be ignored" is born! 

• The '-Eel' Points to Remember" section, located at the end of each chapter, has been designed 
to sharpen the compl-ehension of the just described theory and case studies. It provides a 
quick reference for iater quick revisions. 

• The author's experience in medical field taught and warned him, that there is no positive 
outcome of any well accomplished tasks without the ile(llT load of clinical cases wactice. 
once that the knowledge and confidence are at "rendez-vous". Thus he provided an entire 
real-time trades management chapter, emphasizing the trading mechanisms, \"hich can not 
only shorten the Learning Curve but also comfort the trader's confidence. 

As an entrepreneurial person that you probably are, otherwise you wouldn't be reading this book 
right now, you took up the decision to become a profitably consistent trader ... Don't wait! ... This 
hook is for you! Be warned ... the road to conquer the Learning Curve is long and thomy ... 
you'll certainly get there if you real(r want it, but you'll have to fight teeth and nails! 
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